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New IRA ceasefire
ruled out before
Ulster talks start
The IRA ruled out restoring its ceasefire from
terrorist activities before the start of nest week’s
all-party talks on the future of Northern Ireland.
The UK and Irish governments were last night close
to agreeing an agenda for the talks, with London
appearing to drop its resistance to a powerful role
for former US senator George Mitchell. Page 16

Coca-Cola Enterprises buys
Cadbury plants for $1bn
Cadbury Schweppes sold its British soft-drink

plants for about £700m ($l.06bn) to give it more
resources to develop its confectionery and soft

drink businesses globally. The buyer was Coca-Cola
Enterprises, the US bottler 44 per cent owned by
Coca-Cola. Page 17; Lex, Page 16; Strategy in a bot-

tle, Page 21

Deutsche Telekom, the German telecoms
operator to be partly privatised in November in one
of the world's biggest share issues, reported a 47 per
cent increase in net profits from DM3.6bn in 1994 to

DM5J3bn ($3.47bn). Page 1$ Lex, Page 16

Russia's Mato opposition ‘softening1
:

Germany urged fellow Nato members to take Rus-
sia's security interests into account claiming that

Moscow was softening its opposition to enlarging
the alliance. Page 2

French report urges tax cub A high-level

report submitted to French prime minister Alain
Juppe says the government should cut the top rate

of income tax from S6JJ per cent to 40 per cent and
reduce the number of exemptions. Page 3

Finland prepares for ERM: Finland’s

parliament was last night set to approve changes in

the country's currency laws clearing the way far

the Finnish markka to join the European exchange
rate mechanism. Page 2

Party rejects Bulgarian president Bulgarian
president Zhelyu Zhelev, 61, has been defeated in

his party’s primary to choose a candidate tor the
autumn presidential election. Page 3

Forex dealers plan safeguards: The Group of
20. the world's largest foreign exchange dealers,

have stepped up efforts to control the risk ofa
breakdown in the $l,230bn in payments that pass
between them daily. Page 8

Romanian government in election defeat:
Romania's ruling party was bracing itself for a
humiliating defeat in local elections as unofficial

results suggested it had won only one of the coun-
try’s main cities. Page 3

Bouygues, the French construction group, Stet of

Italy, Cable & Wireless of the UK and Veba of Ger-

many are preparing to launch a new telecoms ven-
ture in France. Page 17

World investment grows 46%: Worldwide
flows of foreign direct investment jumped by 46 per
cent last year to a record $325bn from J222bn in

1994, according to estimates by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development Page 8

European smoking campaign: Philip Morris,

maker of Marlboro cigarettes, launched a European
campaign against smoking bans and other attempts
to reduce “smokers' rights”. Page 3

Norwegian bank sell-off: Norway announced a
public offering of 19.8 per cent of Den norske Bank,
a stake worth about NKr2.6bn ($398m), reducing the
state’s holding to 62 per cent. Page 19

Portugal drops Renault claim: Portugal is

abandoning a Es53bn f$338m) claim for damages
against Renault following agreement over the

future of a Portuguese plant which the French
vehicle manufacturer had threatened to close with

the loss of 760 jabs. Paged

Taxing times in IIS campaign: President Bill

Clinton and Senator Boh Dole made taxation the

focal point of their battle for the White House, with

Mr Clinton unveiling an initiative estimated to cost

$8bn over six years. Page 4

Tokyo backs $1-2bn China project: Japanese
contractors working on a 20-year power station

project in southern China have been granted a
3300m official loan guarantee by Tokyo. Page 16

Abiola's wife killed in Nigeria: Kodirat
Abiola. the wife of Moshood Abiola who is feeing
trial on treason charges for declaring himself Niger-

ian president after an annulled poll in 1993. died

after being shot in the Nigerian capital, Lagos.

Illegal ticket sales threat to Euro 96
Trade will make segregation of rival fans impossibleBy Jimmy Burts, Patrick

Harverson and Simon Kupor

Security arrangements for
Euro 96 are being pot at risk
because of the growing numbers
of illegal tickets going an sale

four days from the start of the

football tournament, senior
police officers warned yesterday.

Superintendent Stuart Morgan,
head of planning and logistics for

Hillsborough stadium in Shef-

field, one of the venues, said last

night' “The way tickets are being

sold is going to make segregation

of fans impossible.

“We don’t know where they're

going or who has them. We are

preparing ourselves for rival fans

sitting next to each other and
that is going to cause problems
in terms of crowd control,"

he added.
The ticketing system for Euro

96 has been designed to keep
rival fens apart
Supporters have only been

allowed to bay tickets from
authorised national football fed-

erations in groups of fellow

nationals.

Despite attempts by the police

and the Football Association, the

host of the championship, to

crack down on illegal ticket

sales, tickets were widely avail-

able in London yesterday.

The Financial Times contacted

two travel agencies, a ticket out-

let and a tout, all of which
offered to sell Euro 96 tickets,

including for potential flash-

points such as the England-Hol-
land and England-Scotland
games at Wembley.
The ticket agency asked £175

each for five tickets to ait with
England fans at the Holland

game, although the tickets car-

ried a face value of only £45 each.

The agency did not inquire
about the nationality of the buy-
ers. The tout said tickets for the

England-Scotland game with a
face value of up £65 could be
bought for £250 each.

The four said they had
obtained their tickets through
a variety of sources, including

one European football federation

which bad been unable to sell

its quota and a continental

travel operator which had also

beat left with unsold seats.

One City banker said he had
been offered £4,000 for 22 tickets

worth £900 by a ticket agency.

Official ticket prices for Euro
96 range from £15 to £75 for first

round and quarter-final matches,

from £40 to £90 for the semi-

finals, and from £50 to £130 for

the final.

The only legal outlets for

tickets in the UK are the FA,

the football clubs staging the
games

, Keith Prowse and Sports-

world, the official corporate hos-

pitality agencies. Same agencies

in the UK are authorised to

sell tickets on behalf of foreign

federations but only to foreign

nationals.

At the start of this week the

FA said only 140,000 of the l.4m

tickets were left unsold.

POHce officers representing all

16 competing countries are due to

meet in London tomorrow to fin-

alise an unprecedented interna-

tional effort aimed at controlling

violence.

They will receive an updated

intelligence report, based on one

in March, which identified Brit-

ish, German, Dutch, and Turkish

potential troublemakers.

Failure throws into doubt Europe’s leadership of commercial space transport industry

Japanese* gunsfrip shoots down US tighten
A Japanese destroyer accidentally shot down a US
aircraft during naval exercises in the mid-Pacific,

but the fighter's two crew members escaped injury.
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Ariane 5
explodes
as rocket
yeers off

course
By David Owen in Paris

Europe's leadership of the

$3bn-a-year commercial space
transport industry was thrown
Into doubt yesterday when the

new Ariane 5 rocket exploded 40

seconds into its maiden flight

from French Guiana.
The rocket the hugest built in

western Europe, was destroyed

by ground control after it veered
off course. The launch, which
cost an estimated 8500m and
rained flaming debris near the

European Space Agency's launch
centre, was not insured, accord-

ing to agency officials.

The rocket was carrying four

small scientific satellites

intended to study the relation-

ship between the earth and tbs
sun.

The failure will deal a severe

blow to Arianespace's hopes of

continuing to dominate the
increasingly competitive market
in commercial satellite launches.

In recent years, the French-based
group - whose 53 European
shareholders comprise many of

the companies which help build

the Ariane rockets - had taken
about 50 per cent of this market,

which was once dominated by
the US.
But a string of new competitors

- involving many of the biggest

Dames in the US defence and
aerospace sectors, including Boe-
ing and McDonnell Douglas — is

expected over the next two years.

Analysts expect competition to

intensify further early In the
next centniy when they predict a
temporary decline in demand for
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The Ariane 5 rocket takes off. .. 30 seconds later tt explodes ...the debris falls to earth

satellite-launching services.

Space officials bad no immedi-
ate explanation for yesterday's
failure, but said a commission of

inquiry would report its prelimi-

nary findings within eight days.

Among possible explanations

from experts watching the
launch were; a failure of the atti-

tude control system; failure of

one ofthe boosts rockets leading

the craft to spin out of control;

some other failure which led

safety officers to abort -the mis-

sion as the rocket veered off

course.

Space officials promised to

press ahead with the project.

Under the original timetable, a
second Ariane 5 flight was

planned for the autumn, with the

first commercial launch set for

early next year.

Mr Charles Bigot. Arianespace
chairman, said the feflure was “a
disappointment, but ... I know
we must always bounce back
after a disappointment”. He indi-

cated the nest launch of Ariane

4, the smaller rocket which Ajri-

ane 5 is scheduled to replace
after a three-year transition

phase, was still expected to take
place cm June 12.

Mr Francois FEQon, the French
space minister, said the govern-

ment’s confidence in the builders

of Ariane 5 “remains total”.

Nasa, the US space agency,
expressed its sadness at the fail-

ure and said it was convinced its

European counterpart would
“determine the causes”.

ESA officials have said In the
past that Ariane 5 is theoretically

much safer than Ariane 4, having
.a risk of one possible failure

every 70 launches, compared
with one every 15-20 launches
with the smaller rocket.

Picons Routs

The build-up to the launch took

11 years and cost $7bn. The new
rocket, which is designed to be
able to launch two heavy commu-
nications satellites at a time, has
little in common with its prede-

cessor.

Explosion shatters

Arlene's hopes, Page 6

PC makers
agree
merger
scheme
By Louise Kehoe
(n San Francisco and
Mctiyo Nakamoto in Tokyo

NEC, Japan’s leading personal
computer maker, has agreed to
merge its non-Japanese and non-
Chinese PC operations with
those of Packard Bell, tbe
unprofitable leader of the US
borne PC market
Tbe companies presented tbe

deal as the formation of a global

PC giant with potential com-
bined revenues of abont S8bn.

making it tbe world's fourth-

largest PC manufacturer after

Compaq Computer. International

Business Machines and Apple
Computer.
The deal appears also to be

aimed at improving Packard
Bell ’5 financial performance and
providing NEC with an insur-

ance policy against tbe day when
its Japanese language propri-

etary system can no longer com-
pete effectively against interna-

tional systems.

In April. NEC Invested 8283m
in Packard Bell, raising its 19

per cent stake to an effective 40
per cent, including preference
shares.

At the same time, Groirpe Boll

of France also acquired a 19 per
cent stake in Packard Bell,

through the transfer of Zenith

Data Systems, Its struggling PC

Continued on Page 16

Lex, Page 16

Bankers prepare to discuss

rescue package for KHD
By Michael Undemann in Bonn

The outline of a rescue package
for Kl&ckner-Humboldt-Deutz,
the German engineering group
which is struggling to stave off

bankruptcy, emerged as German
and international banks prepared
for a meeting today to deride the

group's future.

However, it remained unclear
whether a rescue attempt would
succeed because KHD. which has
uncovered hidden losses of
DM65Qm (8427m), refused to say
whether Mr Anton Schneider, its

chief executive, bad been able to

persuade three of KHD's clients

in Saudi Arabia to waive penalty
payments on contracts for
cement plants.

The government of North
Rhine-Westphalia. the north-
western state where KHD Is

based, yesterday agreed to sign a
letter of intent to buy KHD prop-
erties worth DM89m.
The city of Cologne, which is

home to KHD and stands to lose

up to 5,000 jobs if the group goes
bankrupt, has agreed to pay the

Asb-fte&cNmn
Amman News

same amount so that the two
partners could together put up
DMi78m to buy properties in
Cologne, Mannheim and a num-
ber of other sites, which KHD
would then rent back.

Mr Wolfgang Lieb, a spokes-
man for the state government,
said he expected the property
purchase to conform to European
Union guidelines.

Officials said Deutsche Bank
would shoulder most of the
unspecified rescue package, con-

tributing DMS50m. Press reports
suggested that debts worth
DMSOOm would be forgiven and
that the bank would inject fresh

funds worth DM25fen. Deutsche
Bank declined to comment
KHD's workforce, which num-

bers 9,425 at several plants across
Germany, is prepared to take a
wage cot, work longer and forgo

part of their pension entitlement

in order save “over DMlOOm"
which would go towards the res-

cue package, executives said.

Other banks which are mem-
bers of the KHD consortium,
including Dresdner Bank and
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Bayerische Vereinsbahk, are
expected to be asked to forgo
interest payable on loans to the
company, which according to

press reports total DM1 .9bn.

KHD said it planned a pn
conference at 2pm in Frankfurt
today to “present details of a

restructuring concept following

the Irregularities and manipula-
tions at KHD Humboldt Wedag”,
the group's subsidiary which spe-

cialises in cement plants.

Humboldt Wedag had made
bids for cement plant contracts

in Saudi Arabia in recent years
which were at least 20 per cent
below market prices.

As bankers prepared to discuss

the viability of a rescue, press
reports suggested that KHD faced
losses of DMSOOm, considerably

higher than the DM650m first

reported last week.
However, neither the company

nor Deutsche Bank, which owns
47.7 per cent of KHD and has
coordinated the rescue attempts,
would comment on tbe higher
losses. “Talks are still taking
place," one executive said.
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NEWS: EUROPE

Finnish markka on course for ERM
Parliamentary vote last night would clear way for government to seek early membership
By Hugh Camegy
in Stockholm

Finland's parliament was last
night set to approve changes in
the country's currency laws,
clearing the way for the
markka to join the European
exchange rate mechanism, and
fuelling speculation that the
government may soon seek
such a move.
The recent relative stability

and strength of the markka
coupled with Finland’s tow
inflation outlook and current
account surplus, have led
many economists and market
analysts to predict a Finnish

move into the ERM in prepara-

tion for joining the planned

European monetary union in

1999.

Mr Paavo Lipponen, the

Social Democratic prime minis-

ter, reiterated earlier this week
his belief that Finland should

be among the Erst members of

Emu. “When Emu is bom, it is

best that Finland be among the

first to join because Emu will

then become an economic and
political reality," he told a

trade union conference.

On the same day, Mr Sauli

Nlinisto, the Conservative
finance minister in the left-

right coalition, said he believed

pressure from Finland's Euro-

pean partners would be such

that it would be necessary for

the markka to join the ERM if

the country was to qualify for

Emu.
The qualification criteria

outlined in the Maastricht
treaty foresee two years in the
ERM far potential Emu partici-

pants before Emu membership
is decided In 1999. Mr Ntinisto's

comments implied Finland
would have to join the mecha-
nism this year.

A technical obstacle was the

wording of the currency laws
which were framed to enable
the markka to be linked to the

Ecu, as it was in June 1991.

The link was short-lived as a
crippling recession forced Fin-

land to float its currency in

September 1992. Once signed
by President Marttl Ahtisaarl,

the reworked new currency
laws will free the government
to join the ERM.
The wiHTftya has been float-

ing since the 1992 break with

the Ecu, but has strengthened
significantly over the past 18
months as Finland’s public

finances have been brought
under control in preparation
for Emu. inflation is set to be
just 1 per cent this year and
interest rates have tumbled.

The markka, at around FM3.10

to the D-Mark, has been trad-

ing well within ERM fluctua-

tion margins.

One difficulty for Finland in

deciding when to move into

theERM is the position of Swe-
den. its much bigger neigh-
hour. Mr Eric Asbrink, the
Swedish Rwanda minister, yes-

terday repeated that Swedish
membership of the ERM was
not “current”, denying market
rumours that Finland, Sweden
and Italy would hold talks on a
co-ordinated ERM move at a
meeting of the ED’S monetary
committee in Stockholm in 10
days time.

The Swedish krona is also

widely seen in financial mar-

kets as approaching the condi-

tions for ERM membership. It

rose to its highest level against
the D-Mark yesterday since

December 1992, reaching
SKrtL37, following the 12 cuts

in the key short-term “repo"

rate by the central bank this

year. The rate was cut yester-

day by 02 percentage points to

62 per emit
However, the Swedish Social

Democratic government insists

ERM membership is not a vital

condition for Emu membership
and has repeatedly denied it

intends an early entry.

Bonn says Russia easing Nato stance
By Bruce Clark in Boffin

Germany yesterday strongly
urged its fellow Nato members
to take Russia's security inter-

ests into account, and claimed
that Moscow was softening its

opposition to enlarging the
alliance.

But senior US and French
officials said Russia had sig-

nalled a change of tone,

though not of substance, in its

attitude to Nato at a meeting
in Berlin of the western alli-

ance and its former adver-
saries.

Chancellor Helmut Kohl said

a new relationship between
the alliance and Russia should
“form the core of the future

European security architec-
ture”. Russia and Ukraine
“are part of Europe; we must
take their security interests

into consideration”, he said,

while reaffirming that he
viewed as “legitimate” the
desire of some ex-communist
states to join Nato soon.

“We want solutions which
Russia, Ukraine and our [east-

ern] neighbours can accept,”

Primakov (left) and Solans in Berlin yesterday; seeking better Rnssia-Nato relations

said Mr Kohl, underlining his

country’s determination to

find a formula for Nato expan-
sion that would avoid alien-

ating Moscow.
Mr Klaus Kinkel, the Ger-

man foreign minister, said his

Russian counterpart, Mr Yev-
geny Primakov, had told the

Nato meeting that Russia "was
not against enlargement in
principle” and it understood
some countries wanted to join.

According to Mr Kinkel, the
Russian minister went on
to say that his country's
main objection was to the pos-
sible establishment of Nato
structures near its own bor-
ders.

However, Mr Hervd de Char-
ette, the French foreign minis-

ter, said he detected no change
in the Russian stance of radi-

cal opposition to the idea of
expanding the alliance. Senior

US diplomats gave a similar

assessment
British officials said Mr Pri-

makov had expressed appreci-
ation of several points in an
announcement, issued by Nato
ministers on Monday, which
called for a more flexible affi-

ance, adapted to a post-cold
war world.

Britain wants an upgrading
of Partnership far Peace, the
Nato-iuspired military

co-operation programme, hi

the hope that Nato can main-
tain a close relationship with
those ex-Communist states

that do not join the alliance.

Nato pledged a year to work
out a "political framework”
for its relationship with Rus-
sia, but Moscow has yet to

reply to its detailed proposals

on the subject
Mr Javier Solana, the sec-

retary-general, described the
meeting between Mr Primakov
and his western counterparts
as “very friendly, positive and
constructive” but added: "That
doesn't mean the position of
Russia has changed."
A Nato official said there

was general appreciation of
the fact that Mr Primakov had

avoided “shrill, rhetorical out-

bursts'* in Ids remarks to the
alliangp-

This had contrasted with Mr
Solana's recent trip to Moscow
when Mr Primakov delivered

an 80-minnte diatribe on the
ills of Nato enlargemeit and
was later told by President
Boris Yeltsin that he should
have been even tougher.

Czech politicians start

to pick up the pieces
Calm is returning after the turmoil of last week’s
inconclusive election, writes Vincent Boland

The new Czech parliament

T he quiet bum of a func-

tioning country was still

discernible "yesterday in

the airy corridors of govern-
ment in Prague. A degree of

calm returned to Czech politi-

cal discourse and even to the
financial markets as the incon-

clusive outcome of last week's
general ejection sank in.

Faced with the task of extri-

cating the Czech Republic from
the gridlock created by the loss

of Mr Vaclav Klaus's parlia-

mentary majority after the
poll, the country's polarised

political parties began a tenta-

tive search for that vaunted
Czech quality - compromise.
Mr Klaus and Mr Milos

Zeman, the opposition Social

Democrat fCSSD) leader and in

effect the big winner in the

election, were still keeping a

careful distance. They must
decide the immediate political

future, and both know they
will have to talk some time,

but not just yet
President Vaclav Havel

caused some surprise on Mon-
day when he did not ask Mr
Klaus to form a new govern-

ment immediately. Yesterday,
he was strongly attacked for

delaying by the leading pro-

Klaus daily, Mlada Fronta
Ones. But Mr Jin Pehe, an ana-

lyst at the Open Media
Research Institute, said Mr
Havel was wise to wait

If Mr Klaus were to bring a

minority administration before

parliament too soon it would
almost certainly be defeated by
a united opposition, he said.

“That would cause real insta-

bility rather than the simple

deadlock we have now.”
Mr Zeman’s claim that be

would not support Mr Klaus as

prime minister has still to be
tested. But yesterday there was
speculation that the price of
that support - which the gov-

ernment might be willing to
concede - was to appoint the

CSSD leader chairman of par-

liament.

Mr Klaus's immediate task,

however, is to regroup his out-

going centre-right government,
which won 99 out of 200 seats

in the new parliament, on the

assumption that he will be the

first to be asked to form a new
administration. These talks

will be complicated by the
need to bear the Social Demo-
crats in mind, because opposi-

tion support will be essential

to its survival. The CSSD won
61 seats and the combined
opposition won 101.

However, the coalition part-

ners - the Civic Democratic
party (ODS), the Christian
Democrats (KDU) and the Civic

Democratic Alliance (ODA) -

will have to paper over many
policy differences that were
increasingly apparent before
the election and in their sepa-

rate campaigns.
Several times in the past 18

months their old coalition

seemed close to breaking point,

but the commanding position

of the ODS and Mr Klaus's
authority and occasional com-
promises kept it intact. And
many observers noted that the

three parties spent as much
time on the campaign trail

highlighting their own differ-

ences as in attacking the left

The KDITs vision of a social

market economy has often
been at odds with Mr Klaus's

individualist approach and the

more hard-edged economic
views of the ODA. Although it

has supported mass privatisa-

tion, it is not an instinctively

free-market party and has sup-
port mainly among rural Cath-

olic voters.

The fragmentation of the left

In Czech politics in 1992, how-
ever, meant that the fiercely

anti-Communist KDU chose to

exercise power through a mar-
riage of convenience with .the

moderate right That coaligion

saw the implementation' of
mass privatisation and a slow
restructuring of the economy
that kept unemployment low
and generated a remarkable
degree of social cohesion in a

country that likes consensus.

Now that the moderate left is

stronger, it will be. more diffi-

cult to .take the tough mea-
sures that .will enable the
Czech Republic - to bridge the

wide gap in living standards
with the countries of the Euro-
pean Union, which it Is despen

.

ate to join.

Among the measures are lib-

eralisation of rent and energy
prices, further privatisation,

especially of the banking sec-

tor, the restitution of property
confiscated by the Communists
from the church, and social

reform and decentralisation.
These are issues that surfaced
long before the outcome of this

election, but were postponed
on the assumption that Mr
Klaus would have another four -

years to implement them.

ODS: centre-

right. Leader
Wctav Klaus

Bkety to be
BBfcadto
form new
government.
Party has
strong record

on economic reform and wfl insist

that Mr Klaus remain prime
ministar.

CSStfeceutre-
left. Biggest

.

gainer in

election under
taoefership erf

MBoiZaman.
Supports
privatisation

butopposes
excessive price SberaSsation. Any
new admitiatralion needs Qs
support

KSCM: fer-taft.

Unreformed, neo-

Mandst
communist
movement
Only partynnew
parSement whose
support tel

substantiate

LMos with the

past rule outany
consfrucSve rate

though
desperate to enter

mainstream of

creeb pofitfca

KDU: centre.

Partner it

outgoing

ooaHon.
Restitution of

Cattioac Church

property-

opposed hrmeet
other parties -

and extra cabinet

seats Bvaiytode
_

prkeot:'.

obpbrtued

cooperation with'

OD& > •

OtiA: centre-

right Partner in

outgoing

ooefition. Strongly

in (auour of

economic
reforms but also

decentralisation.

WB push tor less

restrictive

monetsy pricy

indpOsAUe -

as.weitee.exjre

cabinet seem,
.

RapuMcans:
extrema right

Virulently anti-

gypsysnd
anti-German.

Gained in election,

exploiting feere

over crimeand
'German
economic
takeover."

D«jito ;•

mtendpafament.
under v
obstructionist-,

teadtf
ft
ftwfaw .\V

Stafek-'I. -V

The parliament: 200 seat

Christiari Democrats
(KDU)
18

Social Democrats
(CSSO)
81

Communist
party (KSCM)^
22 seats

fc.

Mr Jiff Weigl, Chief adviser
to Mr Klaus, said yesterday
that the partners were confi-

.

dent they could regroup.
"There is a feeling of common
ground among the coalition

partners,” he said. The ques-

tion was whether it would find

support from Mr Zeman.
"Everybody has learned a little

bit" from the election result,

Mr Weigi said.

A paradox of the election

result is that while the three-

party coalition increased its

overall vote by about 2 points,

to « per cent it won six seats
fewer than in the last election

in 1993. This Is because of a
sharp fall in the number of
votes cast this time.fbr.pariias,

that did not win the zhininizun

S per cent necessary' to -get to

parliamen t.

But that; and the fact that
the unreformed Communists
were the only party to lose sub-

stantial support in the election,

is little consolation to
,
Mr

Klaus.

Greece
reins in

forex
borrowing
By Kerin Hope In Athens

Greece's central bank
yesterday took steps to
restrain foreign currency bor-

rowing by Greek companies
and consumer lending to indi-

vidual Greeks. It was respond-

ing to a 30 per cent rise in

commercial bank loans to the

private sector in the first four
wirmths of this year.

The compulsory reserve
requirement for commercial
banks has been raised from 11

per cent to 12 per cent of
deposits, and all foreign cur-

rency assets and liabilities are
to be included in the reserve

requirement
The central bank is worried

about the inflationary impact
of a continued rise in credit

expansion. Greece's inflation

rate has already grown from
8.1 per cent in December to 9-2

per cent in May.
According to a bank official:

"The measures should help to

reduce liquidity, and will close

a loophole that excluded forex

loans with a maturity of more
than two years from the
reserve requirement. This
allowed local banks to lend in

foreign currency for two years

and one week at lower interest

rates."

Greek companies avoid bor-

rowing in drachmas because
loans in Ecus and D-Marks are

easily available at much lower
interest rates. Furthermore,
the risk of borrowing in for-

eign exchange has been
reduced by the central bank's

"strong drachma" policy,

which has seen the currency
appreciate by 1.7 per cent
against other European curren-

cies between January and
April.

Small Greek companies can
barrow in Ecus at 6 per cent,

compared with 18 per cent for

drachma loans. As a result,

many borrow considerably
more than they require and
.invest the balance in

short-term treasury bills at
interest rates of more than 12

percent
Domestic credit expansion to

the private sector totalled

Dr360bn ($1.5bn) in the first

four months. Of this,' Dr3O0bn
was raised, in foreign currency,

“representing a lot more fundi

fog than is justified by normal
bnsmess activity*’, the central

bank-official sakL -
.

'

'Drachma interest rates are
fogh because. oTGreece’S;, high
toflation rate and because Ithe

government has to raise sey-

. era£ hundred billion drachmas
.
every month to fifomco a pub-
lic debt equal to.in percent of

gross domestic product
1

. The, central: bank has also

tried to restrain a surge In con-
sumer lending in the first four
months of this year. Consumer
loans are to be restricted to 65

per cent <rf the value of a car or
other product and the ability

to 'take out more than one per-:

sonal loan without security1

will be curbed.
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France and Germany try to settle differences over cross-border competition

Move to open EU’s electricity markets
By Neil Buckley in Brussels
and Judy Dempsey In Berlin

Germany and France will today try to

break a four-year deadlock over propos-

als to open the European Union's elec-

tricity markets to cross-border competi-

tion. Their ministers will meet in Dijon
as part of a regular series of bilateral

summits. But the task teeing the two
countries - whose differences have stal-

led attempts at an EU-wide agreement
- is more complex than they expected

when Ell ministers agreed a framework
in principle last month.
Today's meeting was envisaged as a

discussion on the extent of liberalisa-

tion and the timetable. Concern is

mounting, however, that any deal could

be imperilled by an issue they thought

had been settled: last month's decision

that member states should be allowed
to select one of two models of market
access:

• “third party access", favoured by

Germany and the UK. where customers
(end-users or distributors) can conclude
contracts directly with foreign electric-

ity suppliers;

• the “single buyer” system, supported
by France, Benelux, and Greece, where
a designated national electricity buyer
enters into contracts on behalf of Its

customers.

German and British electricity com-
panies are strongly opposed to this,

arguing that allowing two systems of
market opening will be unworkable and
unfair.

The UK, which, with Scandinavia,
has gone furthest in liberalising Its

'

energy sector, has been lobbying Ger-

man officials not to accept it. German
electricity companies, whose own'
monopoly of domestic supply amid distri-

bution will be weakened by legislation

currently being drafted, have also been
lobbying Bonn.

“This proposed compromise defies all

economic rationale," said Mr Christoph

Hilz, senior energy analyst at RWE'.
Energie, Germany's "largest electricity

company. “There is no place in Europe
for two different energy systems: 'The
single buyer system is for from opening
up the market”
France is determined to defend the

single buyer model, which would allow
Electricite de France (EdF), the state-

owned utility, to retain control of
access to the national grid. Countries
adopting the third-party access option
would be opening their markets folly to

French companies.

France and EdF argue that the single

buyer system does not impede access,

and will lead to better long-term man-
agement of energy resources and policy.

Differences over the two systems
threaten to reopen the whole debate

about the liberalisation framework
agreed in Brussels last month. That
envisages equal market opening in all

countries, increasing in stages over a
set period, with states allowed to

.
impose obligations relating to' safety

" and environmental matters cm electric-

ity companies.
The Italian presidency last month

proposed that 25 per cent of the market
- accounted for by the biggest electric-

ity users - would open initially, rising

to 30 per cent over nine years. Germany
wants the market to open further and
fasten France wants more restricted

opening with a longer timescale.

A flurry of meetings between French
and German officials is said to have

gone some way towards bridging the

gap. although the sensitivity of the
negotiations is such that neither side

will reveal the figures now on the table.

If they can reach agreement most
other countries are likely to support the

plan. Since it requires only a qualified

majority to be adopted by the council of
ministers, it would be unaffected by UK
non-co-operation in protest over the EU
ban on beef exports, which only
involves decisions requiring unanimity.

EUROPEAN NEWS DIGEST
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Greek-Turkish

island row flares
Greece said yesterday that

L Es. Greece'33S

‘

Turkey had sharply escalated

JR'

^

territorial demands by

questioning the status of an
_

^ inhabited island south-west of

Crete. Mr Theodore Paugalos,
CroaV fnroiixn minister.

II.' .- UtU IH1IIII.U ———— —

of the island of Gavdos from a

forthcoming Nato exercise,

because of its “disputed

status” under international

-cs-fcdpy&a freaties - He^
Captain Huseyin Cifto,

to yjfoSbay Turkey's representative at

Nato’s south European

IJ, ft command in Naples, as
... . —E-i saying “other islands and/or

tiny rocks which surround Crete" should be excluded from the

war game. Athens is under pressure from fellow members of

the European Union to unfreeze EU credits to Turkey. It is

refusing to do so u nless Ankara agrees to submit its claims in

the Aegean to international arbitration.

Mr Pangalos said Gavdos bad about 300 residents. No
Turkish foreign ministry nffirials could comment on the affair ,

while the government itself Is on the verge of dissolution. The

government-owned Anatolia news agency commented: "At this

stage the Turkish side is saying it is neither Greek nor

Turkish." Bruce Clark, Berlin, and John Barham, Ankara

Spain cuts its key interest rate
The Bank of Spain yesterday kept a step ahead of market
expectations by announcing a surprise quarter-point cut in its

benchmark interest rate from 7.5 per cent to 725 per cent,

bringing it to its lowest level in recent years.

The reduction, the fifth since the beginning the year when
the rate stood at 9 per cent, came as a boost to the centre-right

government after a cool response in financial circles to its

plans for curbing budget expenditure.

Analysts, who had been expecting the central bank to wait
before deciding whether to make another reduction, saw the

move as a response to slower than expected growth this year.

The finance ministry said the cut should have a positive effect

on economic activity and jabs, and expressed confidence there

would be farther reductions.

However, employers' leaders in the industrial Basque region

criticised the move as too modest, saying it was not enough to

offset the effects that the peseta's recent strength was having

on competitiveness. David White. Madrid

Azeri oil deal worth $4bn signed
A consortium of multinational oil companies, including Iran's

state oil company, yesterday signed a S4bn deal to exploit the

Shakb-Deniz oil and gas deposit off Azerbaijan's Caspian Sea
coast, the second largest in the ex-Soviet republic.

The consortium is led by British Petroleum and Norway's
Statoil, who will control 51 per cent through a joint venture.

The deposit is estimated to contain 4bn cubic metres of

natural gas and 200m tonnes of natural gas condensate and oil.

France's Elf Aquitaine, Russia’s Lukoil and the state oil

companies of Azerbaijan and Iran each have 10 per cent shares

in the project, Turitiye Petrollari ofTurkey has the remaining

9 percent.
Shakb-Deniz is the first project in Azerbaijan not to involve

US companies and so the first in which Iran has been allowed

to participate. Tehran's presence in Azerbaijan's offshore oil

industry has been considered vital because Iran officially

challenges Azerbaijan's claim to title over offshore Caspian

resources. Peter Graff. Baku

France T&lecom strike weakens
Protests by France Telecom employees against the partial

privatisation of the state-owned utility appeared yesterday to

be petering out, when only a third of its staff responded to a
strike call The response to similar strike calls was 75 per cent

ofthe utility's 150,000 employees last December and 45 per

cent last month.
Union leaders attributed the decline in strike turnouts to

concessions by the government that guaranteed the civil

servant status of existing employees. The French parliament is

now debating bills to deregulate the telecommunications
market in 1998, with up to 49 per cent of France Telecom to be

sold off to employees and investors.

Today unions at Electricity de France (EdF) have called

demonstrations to protest against moves to liberalise the

European energy market. Mr Franck Borotra, the industry

minister, said yesterday that EdF would remain "a 100 per
cent state enterprise". But France is now prepared to try to

negotiate a compromise permitting foreign producers to sell

electricity to large industrial users. David Buchan, Paris

Politician welcomes drug charge
Mr Mareo Pannella, the gadfly radical of Italian politics,

yesterday achieved his ambition of being sent for trial on
charges of distributing drugs as part of his campaign to

decriminalise the use of soft drugs.

A Rome judge decided he had broken the law on distributing

marijuana and hashish after a demonstration last December to

promote their legal use. On this occasion he tossed to the

crowd eight bags, each containing a gramme of hashish
,
a nd

three packets of marijuana each with lOOg inside. Earlier, he
had publicly handed out marijuana at Rome's Sunday Porto
Portese market and produced some on a TV programme.

Mr Fannella, who was responsible for introducing divorce
and abortion laws via referendums, is promoting a referendum
to legitimise the use of soft drugs. He lost his seat in the April
general elections and is no longer protected by parliamentary
immunity. Robert Graham, Same

ECONOMIC WATCH

Austrian jobless rate falls

Austrian unemployment

as % of workforce

Austria's unemployment rate
eased to 3.7 per cent in May
from 3.9 per cent In April, but
was up slightly from an
adjusted 3.6 per cent a year
ago. the labour office reported
yesterday. The unadjusted
number of unemployed stood
at 207,879 last month, down
12.4 per cent from April and
7.7 per cent higher than fo
May 1995. The government
took credit for the

improvement in the month
and attributed it to

job-creation measures and
public works projects.

Economists, however, pointed
to a 22 per cent drop to job

vacancies as a bad sign. Austria has the second-lowest
unemployment rate in the European Union after Luxembourg
but the rate has edged up steadily over the past year, with
economists predicting jobless rates of up to 5 per cent in the
next few years. The unemployment figures appear particularly
low to Austrians, who are used to higher figures from a
different calculation method. The government has now
adopted the EU method, based on surveys, rather than actual
registrations at unemployment offices. Eric Frey, Vienna
The Swedish central bank cut its repo rate from 6.5 to 6.3

per cent yesterday. It was the twelfth cut since January.
Swiss retail sales fell 1.3 per cent in real terms in April from

a year earlier. In March, retail sales fell per cent.

3.6
leas Dec* as

' Break In Bedes, "revised oeflrMon,
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Bulgarian president

loses primary poll
By Theodor Troev in Sofia

Bulgarian President Zfcelyu
Zhelev has been heavily
defeated in his party’s week-
end primary to choose a candi-
date for the presidential elec-
tion scheduled for the autumn,
according to the official result
released yesterday.

Mr Petar Stoyanov, 44. and a
little-known lawyer, will be the
candidate for the Union of
Democratic Forces (UDF)
which is presently in apposi-

tion to the governing Bulgar-
ian Socialist party (BSP) in the
country’s parliament
Mr Zbetev, sz. a dissident

philosopher under the commu-
nist regime of Todor Zhivkov,
was elected Bulgaria’s first

post-communist of state
in 199a
He said last night he would

abide by the result, withdraw
his candidacy and support Mr
Stoyanov, “The poll shows that
Bulgarian society wants
change," he said.

The Central Electoral Com-
mission said that Mr Stoyanov
won 66 per cent of votes cast

against President Zhelev's 34
per cent Around 850000 Bul-

garians took part in the pri-

mary, exceeding the expecta-

tions of the organisers who
described it as a triumph for

the Balkan country's democ-
racy. All Bulgarian adults -

some 05m people - were enti-

tled to take part in the elec-

tion, but supporters of the
Socialists and other leftwing
groups largely shunned the
poll

The UDF is seeking to make
the presidential campaign into

a springboard far early parlia-

mentary elections.

Yesterday it joined other
opposition parties, the People’s

Union and the ethnic Turk
Movement for Bights and Free-

doms to call for a vote of no
confidence in the Socialist gov-

ernment of the prime minister,

Mr Zhan Videnov, over its han-
dling of the country's economic
crisis.

Mr Stoyanov has been promi-
nent in recent days at protest

rallies calling on the govern-

ment to resign and claiming
that it was unable to carry out
urgently needed economic
reforms. He has blamed the
government for the current
shortages of bread and petrol.

“Bulgaria is on the brink of

catastrophe. There is no hope,

so fuel, no bread,” he said,

The opposition is unlikely to

win the confidence vote, which

is expected to be held next
week, as the Socialist govern-

ment has as ahsolute majority.

Bulgarians have been hit

hard in recent weeks by steep

price rises and by shortages of
bread and fizel, which have fol-

lowed In the wake of drastic

Increases in Interest rates

aimed at averting a collapse in

the currency. The government,

in power for 17 months,
increased value added tax last

week by four percentage points
to 22 per cent.

It also announced farther
rises in import, taxes and
excise duties and an 80 per
cent increase in ftid prices to
bolster the state budget and to

raise funds to pay for reforms
agreed with the International

Monetary Fund.
The tax increases, which are

expected to raise the rate of

inflation by 6 per cent a
month, have led to anti-govern-

ment protests by thousands of
pensioners, trade unionists and
taxi drivers in the capital.

'
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Look of resignation: President Zhdyu Zhelev of Bulgaria voting
in last weekend's US-styie primary ejection which he lost .

Unofficial local election results suggest that only one main city was won

Voters shun Romania’s ruling party
By Virginia Marsh in Budapest

Romania’s governing Party at Social

Democracy (PDSR) was last night brac-

ing itself for a hmafliating defeat in
the current round of local elections as
unofficial results from Sunday’s first

round suggested it had wan only one of

the country's winfa cities.

The elections, the first nationwide
polls for nearly four years, are an
important test for Romania’s many
political parties ahead of parliamen-
tary and presidential elections due in

tilC flUfakimi-

As results continued to come in, it

appeared the PDSR, the rump of the
party of farmer senior communists
which has held power at the national
level since December 1989, had won
outright the contest for mayor in only
one huge city - Galati. a steel town in
eastern Romania.
In several other large cities where no

candidate wan an absolute majority,

PDSR representatives did not finish

among the top two candidates who will

go to a run-off in the second round an
June 16. In the eflmfoaUy-orixed Tran-
sylvanian dty of Cluj, official results

erumeut’s junior coalition partner -
was re-elected after winning 60.7 per
emit of the vote.
The PDSR appeared to have fared

better to small towns and to the coun-
tryside, home to nearly half Romania’s

Hie governing party said yesterday that it

believed former tennis star ifie Nastase
would save its face in Bucharest by winning
the mayoral election in the second round

showed the party - whose minority
government is considered mediocre and
COITUpt by many Hiimantang — bad
polled just 4.3 per cent in the contest
for mayor.
The incumbent, Mr Gheorghe Fxmar

— an extreme anti-Hungarian national-

ist leader whose party is the PDSR gov-

23m population and where the party Is

traditionally strongest.

The centre-right Democratic Conven-
tion (CDR), Romania's main opposition
group, topped the polls In many impor-
tant cities, inducting Bucharest lib-

eral parties, once part of the Conven-
tion, and the centrist Social Democrat

Union. (USD), led by Mr Petre Roman,
the farmer prime minister, ^|m per-

formed well, as did a neo-communist
parliamentary party.

The CDR was the main winner of the
last local elections in early 1993 but
later that year lost the general elec-

tions which were delayed for several
months, in contravention of the
constitution, to allow the PDSR’s pre-
decessor party to sort out its internal

problems.
Hu PDSR, which did not exist to its

present form at the time of the last

local polls, said yesterday it still

believed Us candidate, Mr Die Nastase,
the former tennis star, would win the
contest for mayor of Bucharest in the
second round.
The party had hoped to win the capi-

ta] as well as several regional cities to

boost its chances to what la expected to
be a tighfiy contested election in the

Radical tax reforms

urged in France
By Andrew Jack to Paris

The French guvamment should

cut the top rate of Income tax
from 508 per cent to 40 pet
cent and substantially reduce
the number of exemptions,
according to a high-level Ttsjcri

submitted to Mr Alain Juppfi,

the prime minister, and
released yesterday.

Tte report, by a group of five
senior ctvfi servants, contains
a strong indictment of the
French tax system and calls far

a soles of radical Changes
which are Bkely to be cantro-

versiaL

It calls tor the lowest-paid to

be exempt from tax, for the
existing sliding scale to be
reduced to six bands, for

higher income earners to be
taxed on family allowances

-

and far the lows: income tax
waning to be balanced by elimi-

nating the practice erf deduct-

ing 30 per cent from an
employee's earnings before cal-

culating *»*.

ifinisters are urged to con-
sider greater harmonisation of
professional tax - levied on
companies by a range of differ

ent levels of local government

largely on the basis of the

number of staff employed and

investment undertaken

The report says that mean-
ingful tax reform cannot take

place without a reduction in

public expenditure; that spend-

ing should be balanced, by tax
revenues; mid that excessive
simplification of the. system
could riak triggering mijufrtJces.

E criticises proposals being
discussed at the European
Commission for a switch in the
“destination-based” system of

value sddgfl tax to one levied

at the point of origin of the
goods or services being sold. It

says such a system would cre-

ate substantial conflicts.

Mr Juppd stressed on Man-
day ahead of the report’s publi-

cation that be would not be
bound by its conclusions, but
hts g^tennnt nrfwiflrt a number
of Its recommendations.
EQs proposal for a new uni-

versal health insurance charge
triggered an angry response
from French unions, with
Face OnvriSre calling it a pre-

cursor to the privatisation of

the mpdir-al system and the
Communist-backed Confedera-

tion G6n£rale du Travail

describing it as “demagogic”.

Mr Dominique de la Maro-

niSre, who headed the ®WP
which wrote the r^rart, yester-

day said mi French radio taw

bis recommendations would be

“tom to pieces" over the next

few months by pressure group®

and politicians, and be

“thrown to the dogs".

His report says taxes and

other charges now represent a

record 48 per cent of gross

domestic product, the highest

proportion in any large devel-

oped country. It warns of the

sharply growing burden of

expenditure, notably in

haaVh care, and of the danger

of the more rapid growth in

real wages of public sector

rather than private sector

workers.

It says the tax system has

lost its elasticity, with each

rise in charges accompanied by

a sharp growth In the number
and value of tax deductions

claimed as people adopt “sur-

vival tactics”, it also calls for

modification to the incentives

payable on life assurance prod-

ucts, with renewed emphasis

on encouraging the country’s

nascent pension system.

Philip Morris launches

pro-smoking campaign
By Roderick Oram,

Philip Morris, maker of
Marlboro cigarettes, yesterday
launched a pan-European cam-
paign against wnaktwg hens
and other attempts to reduce
"snotari’ right**

. Its central claim, unveiled at
a press conference in T/mflnn,

was that there was no statisti-

cal evidence that cigarette

smoke mw cause cancer in
non-smokers who live and
work, with smokers.
“Thare is a constant drum-

beat on the fastte that my ciga-

rette snake is hurting you,”
said Mr David Greenberg,
European vice-president of

JmhHr fotli’% far rtrfHp Rffth,
the world’s largest cigarette

maker. An extensive newspa-
per advertising campaign
across Europe over the next six

weeks will argue that 32 of the
40 published studies on passive

Smoking show no significant
correlation between passive
unflMng and rink of
hing cm

Philip Morris said a study by
the US Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, the report most
widely quoted by the anti-

smoking lobby, only found a.
correlation of Lift. A factor of
one equalled no increased risk.

By comparison, smokers ran
a three to 22 ttmng Wghar risk

of contracting lung cancer
than non-smokers depending
on factors such as their con-

sumption rate. Anti-smoking
campaigners argued, however.

that Philip Morris’s focus on
lung cancer ignored the wider
impact of passive smoking.
“Smokers only inhale 15 per

cent of their cigarettes’ smoke.
The rest is to the air which
equals a helluva lot of toxins,"

said the British Medical Asso-
ciation. “The real cost of pas-

sive smoking is not lung can-

cer but the effect cm children
and people with asthma.”
Philip Morris’s advertising

blitz last year against gmntdng
bans around Europe drew an
angry response from the Euro-
pean Commission. The com-
pany declined to disclose the
cost of the latest campaign
“but we feel a responsibility

and desire to speak out on
behalf of 97m smokers in
Europe.”
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Solving complex financing challenges with proven
cross-border expertise.

THE CHALLENGE. In Thailand, a

130,000 barrel per day crude oQ refinery

will become operational in 1996. A special-

ly formed ABN AMRO Bank cross-border

deal team was created, comprising spe-

cialists from New York, Chicago, Hong

Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, and Amster-

dam. K participated with other selected

international banks in structuring and

co-arranging the US$ 1.7 bUSon finance

required. The loan component was split

into five tranches. These included export

credits and a ten year ofishore commer-

cial facility provided by a large syndicate

of international banks. Despite the com-

plexity of the deal, the transaction has

proven successful and has been favoura-

bly received by both the participants

and the market
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THE SUPPORT. Such complex finan-

cial solutions require global co-ordination

to ensure maximum opportunity of suc-

cess. ABN AMRO Bank’s worldwide

Project Finance Network combines a

strong financial expertise with technical,

economic, and industrial know-how

within cross-border teams. In addition it

has the proven ability to operate effec-

tively and securely within tight time-

frames. in this way, suitable financing

structures can be ensured and maxi-

mum returns obtained for both sponsors

and participants. All this has earned

ABN AMRO Bank an unparalleled repu-

tation in a globally competitive field,

as shown by our recent election as

Best Project Finance Arranger in the

’Project & Trade Finance’ readers' poll.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT HOW OUR INTERNATIONAL NETWORK CAN WORK FOR YOU, CONTACT MR. JAN R. PRJNS,

EVP PROJECT FINANCE, TEL. (31-20} 62SM64, FAX 131-20} 6281656.
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World’s biggest carmaker plans appeal after calling Alabama court’s award ‘outrageous’

GM vows to fight $150m injury award
By Richard Waters In New York. Chevrolet Blaze: brake, and that his overturned a punitive damages award While rejecting a complete overhaul personal injury awards, driven, lai

injuries were made worse when a made hv another ATahama innr whieh of fho *«»+ low evetem nnnerose hv nlaintiflc’ la rovers who ieriore

General Motors vowed yesterday to
fight a $i50m damages award handed
down by a jury in Alabama, one of the
largest personal injury awards ever
made against a US manufacturer.
The jury, in a circuit court hearing,

ordered the world's biggest catmUwr
to pay $S0m in actual damages and
tlOttm in punitive damages to Mr Alex
Hardy, who was severely injured five

years ago when a GM sport utility

vehicle he was driving crashed.
Mr Hardy claimed the accident was

caused when the rear axle of his

Chevrolet Blaze: brake, and that his

injuries were made worse when a
door latch gave'way and he fell from
the vehicle.

GM continued to maintain
yesterday that Mr Hardy was asleep

at the wheel at the time of the crash,

and that the broken axle had been a
result of the crash, not the cause:

Also, it claimed that Mr Hardy had
been thrown through the windscreen
because he was not wearing a seat

belt, rather than falling from the
door.
The jury award comes less than a

month after the US Supreme Court

overturned a punitive damages award
made by another Alabama jury which
had been widely held up by
manufacturers as a sign of a legal

system run amok. In that case, the
jury had awarded $4m in punitive
damages, later reduced to $2m,
against BMW far selling a car as new
after retouching its paintwork.
General Motors called the latest

award “completely outrageous” and
said it would appeal. It also called on
lawmakers in Washington to thin it

again about imposing national
standards to govern personal injury
awards.

While rejecting a complete overhaul

of the tort law system. Congress
recently approved a bill to limit some-
product' liability awards. President
Bill Clinton has steadfastly set his

face against putting any new
restrictions on jury awards.

The GM case is also likely to bring

renewed pressure from manufacturers
for reform of tort laws in the handful
of states, including Alabama, whose
juries have traditionally handed down
the highest personal injury awards.
Mr Thomas Gottschalk, GM’s

general counsel, said Alabama “has a
pattern of increasingly excessive

personal injury awards, driven largely

by plaintiffs’ lawyers who ignore hard
evidence and play to the emotions of

the Jurors in a few carefully selected

counties.” The latest case, he said was
“the crowning example of a state tart

system gone berserk."- -

Texas, another state known far its

high personal injury awards,

particularly by juries in a handful of

poorer rural counties in the southern

part of the state, recently passed
legislation making it hairier for

plaintiffs to have their cases heard in

jurisdictions likely, to be more
favourable to them.

Argentina cracks down on tax evasion
By David PHIfaig hi Buenos Aires

Argentina will straggle to meet fiscal

targets agreed with the International
Monetary Fund if it does not crack
down successfully on the “national

sport" of tax evasion, said Mr
Domingo CavaHo, economy minister.

Launching a series of measures
aimed at reducing the evasion of
persona] taxes, Mr CavaHo said: "We
still have the levels of deficit that we
had in the second half of law and
which grew in 1995."

There would need to be a “big
increase" in collection of iruvwria and

wealth tax when returns are filed this

July to help square the books, he
said.

In an IMF deal reached last
February, Argentina agreed to
balance its budget in 1996, with an
allowed deficit of up to $2.5bn to be
plugged by revenue from
privatisations and the sale of
concessions to manage nuclear and
hydroelectric plants.

The treasury, which in the first

quarter of 1996 was running a
monthly deficit of nearly $4Q0m, is

likely to miss its IMF target by $4.4bn,
according to Mr Pedro Lacoste of the

Alpha economic studio. Given an
additional $2bn shortfall at provincial

level, the total deficit could reach
$6.4bn, or SL3 per cent of gross
domestic product, against L3 per cent
in 1995, he said.

Among anti-tax-evasion measures
to be adopted, Mr CavaHo said
“certificates of good conduct" would
be issued to those who had filed tax
returns. Such certificates, which
critics say would be bureaucratic and
ineffective, would have to be
presented when carrying out such
transactions as the purchase of a
house or foreign airline ticket Those

that did hot present their certificate

would be investigated by the DGI
internal revenue service, Mr CavaHo
said.

Other measures include
intensification of the so-called

“information comb,* a data base
against which tax returns wfil be
checked.
An inspectorate of black market

labour will also be formed in an effort

to incorporate the estimated 3m
illegal workers into the official,

tax-paying; workforce.

Income tax and wealth tax only
account for a fraction of the total tax

take, 70 per cent of which is made up
of .

consumption-based taxes,

principally value-added tax. VAT was
last year raised 3 points to what Mr
Cavallo admitted was the “elevated"

rate of 21 per cent
Mr Cavallo said the task ofreducing

tax. evasion was “difficult and
complex" arid failed on several

previous occasions.'

Spectacular raids by tax inspectors

had often not been backed with
adequate or properly presented
information: of $80fen worth of tax

evasion discovered, only $50m had
actually been collected.

1995: MOST ITALIAN BANKS DO WELL.WE DO BETTER.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET 1995 % Change vs, 1994

SHAREHOLDERS'

TOTAL ASS

GUST

The past year was one of recovery

for the Italian banking sector, and

yet again Banco Ambrosiano

Veneto reported results better

than the sector average.

So it was no surprise that the Bank

obtained very good ratings from

international rating agencies.

Our branch network in Italy grew

to 650, thanks also to the acquisition of Banca

Massicana in the Naples area, and of Banca di Trento e

Bolzano, one of the best established banks in the North

East of Italy. Our wholly-owned subsidary Caboto,

Parent Bank's figures as at 31st December 1995

US$ m % Change

vs. 1994
!.

‘

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 1,430 + 5.6

TOTAL ASSETS 29,900 + 3;4 >

CUSTOMER DEPOSITS 18,400 + 7,0

LOANSTOCUSTOMERS 15,300 + 7.7

NET INCOME 101 + 22. J

{USSULitl,584.72 as at 31st December 1995)

v
qf Italy's leading

f|td stoejtbrotengAousqs; also

:

prospered. Meanwhile, overseas,

a new Representative Office in

" Moscow was added to those

already existing in Beijing,

Brussels, Hong Kong and New
York, and a new office will soon

be opening in Manila.

In Europe, we further developed our successful policy

of co-operation with major banking Groups.

In short, when in Italy most banks did well, one bank

did better than most: Banco Ambrosiano Veneto.

Head Office: Milan,

Piazza Paolo Ferrari, 1 0
Tel.: (39-2) S 5 94. i

Banco

AmbrosianoVeneto

London Branch:

73 , Comlriil -Tci. ; (44-171
)
T207740

Representative Offices: Beijing

Brussels, Hong Kong, Moscow, New York

ITALY’S LEADING PRIVATE BANK

Dole (left) and Clinton: squaringup cm mitral election issue

Clinton, Dole
line up for

battle of taxes
By Jurek Martin in Washington

President Bill Clinton arid

Senator Bob Dole yesterday
made taxation the focal point

of their battle for the White
House, each seeking to appeal

to middle income Americans.

Mr Clinton, in a graduation

speech at Princeton University,

unveiled a new $L500 a year

tax credit to help pay for

tuition in the first two years of

higher education. Students
would have to maintain a B
grade average to qualify and
would lose the benefit if found
to have used narcotics.

It would supplement his ear*

lier proposed $10,000 a year tax

deduction for university fees

which stOl languishes in Con-
gress. The new initiative, esti-

mated by the White House to

coat J8bn over six years, would
be flnancad fey assorted reve-

nue means, including the rein-

statement of the lapsed depar-

ture fee on international air

travellers.

Mr Dole visited a building
site near Richmond^ Virginia,

to charge that Mr Clinton's

refusal to support the constitu-

tional amendment to balance
the budget amounted, to a hid-

den "stealth” tax on all

Americans.
He told a rally not'to believe

what the president was propos-
ing in Princeton and said “who
knows what taxes he’ll

increase if re-elected.” He
•ascribed the recent increase in

mortgage rates, up about 1 per-

centage point to over 8 per
cent so far this year, to Mr
Clinton's economic policies.

Both the president and the
majority leader, who confirmed
yesterday he would leave the
Senate next Tuesday after

the vote on the balanced
budget atnnnfjm«^t are being
bombarded with advice
to come up with more

radical tax positions.

For Mr Dole, the pressure
nflmn: mostly from rightwing

Republicans keen to revive the

“supply side” policies of the

early Reagan administration. -

He recently met Mr Steve

Forbes, his early primary oppo-

nent mid advocate of the flat

rate of income tax.

But the majority leader,

never a supply side advocate,

'

is more comfortable stressing

the virtues of a balanced bud-

get and attacking Democratic
“tax and spend” policies.

According to a report in yes-

terday's Wall Street Journal,

Mr Clinton is also being
advised by Mr Dick Moms, his

controversial political consul-

tant, to espouse new tax cuts,

mostly as a tactical means to

push Mr Dole into even more
radical tax positions.

But Mr Leon Panetta, White
House chief of staff and Dr
Alice Rivlin, stiH budget direc-

tor pending confirmation to

tiie Fed Board, have urged the
pnflddent to stay within exist-

ing budgetary confines.

Mr Panetta said last week it

would be wrong “to engage in
a bidding war on tax cuts.”

The greater political advan-
tage, in this viewpoint would
be to hold the budgetary line

and tempt Mr Dole into aban-

doning his doctrine of fiscal

responsibility.

This jockeying for the tacti-

cal edge probably bemuses
most Americans, according to i

the latest survey by the New
York Times and CBS News. It

found 49 par cent preferring to

cut the budget deficit over
lower taxes and 47 per cent

favouring the other way round.
Even more to the point, only

a tiny minority - 2 per cent if

Mr Clinton is re-elected, 10 per
cent If Mr Dole becomes presi-

dent - expected their taxes to

go down.

Balaguer in pact

with arch-rival
By Canute James

Political tendon is rising in the
Dominican Republic following
a pact by the country’s veteran
politicians aimed at preventing
the leader of last month’s first

round presidential elections
from winning a run-off vote at
the end of this month.
Themove has been described

as “racist" by Mr Josd
Francisco Pena GOmez, the
black leader of the social
democrat Revolutionary party,
who got most votes in the first
round.
Mr Joaquin Balaguer. the

conservative president retiring
after dominating the country’s
politics for 30 years, and Mr
Juan Bosch, his arch-rival and
once an avowed Marxist, have
ended decades of .animosity in
agreeing to set up a coalition
aimed at stopping Mr Pefia
GOmez from becoming
president in August.
Mr Balaguer, who founded

the Reformist party, and Mr
Bosch, founder of the
Liberation party, both
octogenarians, have
announced the formation of
the National Patriotic Front, a
coalition which will support
Mr Leonel Fernindex, the
liberation party’s candidate in
the run-off vote.

Mr Fenfandez received 38 per
cent of the votes in the first
round, coming second to Mr
Pefia Gomez who got 45 per
cent, not enough to give him
outright victory. The failure of
any candidate to get a majority
forced the contest into the
second round,
Mr Balaguer said he and Mr

Bosch had created the coalition
to support Mr Fernandez, in
order to ensure that the
Presidency does not fall into
“hands which are not
necessarily Dominican”.
_Mr Pefia Gdmez has
frequently been the subject of
racial slurs from his
detractors, who stated, in dear

error, that he is Haitian and
not a Dominican.. The
Dominican Republic and Haiti
Share the island Of Hispaufola-

Mr Pefia GOmez has attacked
the creation of the coalition to

support Mr Fenfaudez, saying
it was as an attempt by the old
guard to ding to the patronage
of the Reformists. “This racist

move with the creation of the

'

Patriotic Front will be
resisted,” he said in a
90-minute radio broadcast on
Monday night. “It is nothing
more than an effort to stop a
man because of his colour, and.
because he- is the son of- the
poorest sector of the country."

The effort to prevent Mr
Pefia Gdmez from becoming
president has further split the
Reformist party. Mr Jacinto
Peynado, the Reformist
candidate for the presidency,
was not supported by Mr
Balaguer and other party
leaders.

Political tension is rising in the
country of 7.5m people.

Party political clashes since
February have caused U
deaths, and diplomats and
businessmen -in Santo
Domingo, the capital, said,
yesterday that they expected
more violence.

“There are already reports,
that militants of the
Revolutionary and Liberation
parties are preparing for more
ngnts,” said one business
leader. “IT Femindez wins the
run off. Pefia Gfimez's
supporters will not take it

lying down.” Mr Balaguer is

retiring as part of electoral
reforms which followed hiS
controversial win by less
1 per cent of the .votes is

.

elections two years ago. -

Foreign observers and local
parties said the president bad
retained office by extensive
fraud. Pressure from the US
led to the president's
retirement and the holding of
elections mid way in his term.

W.
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Oil states prepare to draw Iraq back into Opec fold
By Robert Confne in Vteim The agreement allows Iraq to states such as Venezuela^ iLSfa ^Tb* issue of Venezuelan - $ per bam*}By Robert Corabie In Vienna

Members of the Organisation

of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

tries will begin deKbrnttions in

Vienna today on ways of bring*
ing Iraq, babk into world oil

m^rifPfrt Without TTOripnrrinftig

prices.

A number of delegates who
arrived in the Austrian capital

yesterday were generally posi-

tive about the prospect of

awarding Iraq a quota to
accommodate exports that wffl.

be allowed under an ofl-for-

food plan agreed with the
United Nations last month.

The agnymftnt allows Iraq to

sen *2bn of oil over six

months. That could result in

700,000 to 900,000 or so bands
a day of Iraqi erode reaching

world markets within a few
months.
The positive signals even

rams from nffiriflta of recent

.Iraqi enemies such as Iran-and .

Kuwait One Iranian delegate
'

said it was time the suffering

of the Iraqi people be relieved.

But the question being asked
by. many delegates yesterday

,

was whether Iraq could be
accommodated at a time of ris-

ing overproduction from Opec

Angola’s rulers

wake up to their

own inadequacies
Problems are not all caused by
civil war, writes Michela Wrong

T he sacking of Angola’s

cabinet and the gover-

nor of the central bank
by President Joed Eduardo dos
Santos has confirmed what
most Angolans suspected: that

the government in Luanda, is

as much to blame for their

plight as Mr Jonas Savimbi,
head of the Unita rebel group-

ill an attempt to tackle the
worsening economic crisis, the
president an Monday dismissed
prime minister Marcolino Mo$o
apri all his ministers and
suspended foreign exchange
trade.

For two decades Angola has
been locked in civil war and
the refusal by Mr Savimbi to
recognise the government's
legitimacy has provided the
ruling party, the formerly
Marxist Popular Movement for

the Liberation of Angola
CMPLA), with a convenient
scapegoat
How could the economy be

restructured, the politicians

argued, when -fee war required
the maintenance of a huge
army, when much of the inte-

rior remained cut off from the

street children begging for

alms. At night, much of the
city is without electricity;

water supplies were halted
more than a month ago.

Last year’s economic perfor-

mance was the most disap-
pointing on record, with
Angola logging some of the
worst socio-economic indica-

tors in the world. Inflation hit

3,700 pa: cent and a fifth of the
population relied on aid to sur-

vive. The national currency,

the kwanza, now changes
hands at 220,000 to the dollar,

compared to 43,000 a month
ago.

The fret that such misery is

not shared by all - in particu-

lar an ostentatiously wealthy
political elite that has profited

from exchange controls and oil

Jwiiiwp — qqw tywigtito****^
TTMfa threat to Mr dos Santos’

presidency. .

Always nervous at signs of

popular discontent, the presi-

dent cancelled a trip to Japan
last month when he heard that

youths in one of Luanda’s
poorest areas were planning a
demonstration and that anti-

*
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capital, when thnnsnndg of ref-

ugees needed support and
When the lucrative diamond-
mining areas remained firmly

in Unita hands?
But with the laborious peace

process presided over by the
United Nations showing signs
of achieving lasting peace, the
weaknesses of the MPLA's
position and the marked
absence of a “peace dividend”

are becoming obvious. The
government’s failure to see
through structural adjustment
reforms, which are being intro-

duced with some success by
other African nations, has
been thrown into stark relief.

Diplomats recently warned
that public dissatisfaction with
official corruption and mis-
management bad reached lev-

els where a civil uprising,
rather than second thoughts
by a fickle Unita, constituted

the biggest threat to peace. .

.

Few visiting Luanda today
would guess it is the capital of

Africa's second largest oil pro-

ducer, an offshore asset the
government has been able to
tap throughout the war.
The coastal city, still graced

by the rfpgant buildings of the
Portuguese colonial era, has
become a symbol of third
wozid decay, -awash -with, rot-

ting garbage and swarming
with crippled fighters and

government pamphlets were
circulating.

Mr Fernando Franca Van
Dunem, named as the new
prime mfaiatw by presidential

decree, now baa five days to
form a new government. Its

mandate will be to revive
reforms recommended by the
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank that have
been repeatedly launched, in
the past, only to be under-
mined by official foot-dragging.

While Mr Van Dunam, the
former speaker of parliament,

is hardly regarded as a radical
there are reasons to believe the
attempt to move towards a free

market economy will this time
be embraced with mare rigour.

Although the peace process
is running behind ar-h«friip at
some stage this year a govern-
ment of national unity, with
key ministries allotted to
Unita, Is due to be formed.
While Unite remained an out-

cast rebel movement and the
country was at war, the MPLA
could appeal to Angolans’
patriotism.

But now that Unita, which
won 40 per cent of the vote in
1992 elections, is about to
become a legitimate political

player capable of trouncing the
MELA in future polls, the gov-
ernment can no longer afford a
disappointing record.

Wife of jailed

Nigerian leader

is shot dead
The wife of Chief Moshood
Abiola, the jailed Nigerian
political leader, died in hospi-

tal yesterday after being wot
In the head by gunmen while
driving near her home, AP
reports from Lagos. -

There was no immediate
Indication of the motive for the

attack,

Mrs Kudirat Abiola, 44, was
an outspoken critic ofthe mili-

tary government headed by
General Sani Abacha. Her hus-

band, a millionaire business-

man who was widely believed

to have wort the 1993 presiden-

fj tialpoH, was jailed cm a charge

of treason in 1994 after he pro-

claimed himself president

hi London, the British gov-

ernment called for Gen Aba-
cha's government to investi-

gate the killing promptly and
thoroughly.

Witnesses said the gunmen
opened fire on Mrs Abiola’s
white Mercedes-Benz yesterday
morning as she was returning
from a visit to Ijebu Ode, in
Ogun state, an hour's drive
from Lagos.
Witnesses said the car

swerved off the road, and the
gunmen moved in to fire at
dose range.

The car's windshield and
back window were shot out,

the witnesses added.

Mrs Abiola was reportedly
detained for a few hours last

month for allegedly possessing

publications critical of the

Abacha government
It has been under intense

international pressure to

release ChiefAbiola and scores

of other political prisoners
jailed since Gen Abacha’s
November 1993 coup.

states such as Venezuela. Tf
you have over-production

everything else is meaning-
less,” an Iranian Official.A
“meaningful” outcome from

the meeting would need to

include agreement on Iraq, a
solution to large-scale quote
^Mating and a deal to appor-

tion growth in oil demand
wnmig mtmhttr states, he Said.

In recent days some dele-

gates have suggested that the

issue of cheating could be
largely overcome by rising

worldwide demand for oil.

There have even, been sugges-

tions, for example, that

demand may prove strong

enough notionly to accommo-
date Iraq's partial return to the

market, but also to allow for

an increase in epee's produc-

tion ceiling of 24i2m barrels a

day set in September 1993.

Some demand forecasts put
the sustained call cm Opec as

high as 26m barrels a day.

“The market is absorbing
almost every barrel produced
without any major stock build

in the mafo r-nnsnmtng coun-

tries,” said a Golf Arab official

this week, bran yesterday said.

it, too, saw rising demand for

Op6C OH, althnngh Tehran nffi-

suggested that it would •

average perhaps 25m barrels a

day this year.

But other delegates were less

certain. “To meet a price target-

of fid to *17 a barrel far the

benchmark Brent crude over

the next.year yon simply have
to cut back hard on overpro-

duction,” according to a dale-

gate from one of the larger

Gulf producers. Be said oil

prices could weaken sharply if

700,000 barrels a day of Iraqi

exude was added to the market
which is already absorbing up
to LSm barrels a day in cur-

rent Opec over-production.

There alsb appsara^toj^te

uncertainty among theTgroup

over the output potential of

non-Opec producers, such as

the UK and Norway. Some del-

egates scoff at suggestions that

gadh.cotmtries'caacontinue to

expand capacity as rapidly,
as

in recant years. They also won-
der about the validity of fore-

casts . which .
show .another

sharp rise in nonOpec output

later this year.
. .

“Where Is it supposed to .be
panning

- fromr asfrefl <jng dele-

gate. “The North Sea? Ifa not
there. Ertan whereelse? Brazil,

Mexico, China? -It’s just not

there.”

The issue of Venezuelan

overproduction is atop prieflv

jty for. some countries. But it is

not clear how hard Saudi

Arabia, ©pec's largest pro-

ducer, is trailing to push the

issue. Here has been talk

among some delations of hy-

ing to avoid a confrontation

With Venezuela. “We want to

avoid a conflict about quotas,”

said one. delegate. But others

appear more determined that

Veaiezuela be forced to concede

. publicly that it is “cheating era

its quota,” something which is

so for resolutely denied.

Jan 1
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Forex dealers move to limit settlement risk
By George Graham In Sydney

The world’s largest foreign
exchange dealers have stepped
up efforts to control the risk of
a breakdown in the fL230bn of

payments that flow between
them every day, and hope to

have a central clearing house
bank fully operational in less

than two years.

The Group of 20, an associa-

tion of ireding international

banks which between them
handle around 30 per cent of
global foreign exchange trad-

ing, estimates the cost of set-

ting up the clearing house

bank at 930m, and member
banks behove it will not be dif-

ficult to raise tins amount
“There wlD not be an issue

ofmoney. You are not going to

have a problem with 20 banks
getting $80m,” Mr John Reed,
ebafrman of Citibank, a mem-
ber of the G20, told 180 top
executives attending the Inter-

national Monetary Conference
meeting in Sydney yesterday.

Mr Reed said the project

could be frilly implemented
from scratch in two years, “but
there are some ways of not
starting from scratch by boots-

trapping oh adaHng systems".

The G20 plan is for an
instantaneous settlement sys-

tem, Unirfld to national pay-
ment systems such as (he UK’s
Chaps or the US Fedwire. In
which a payment by one bank
is immediately offset by a
matching payment from
mating teak •

Members would have to pay
money into their accounts each
day, raid transactions would be
debited and credited through-
out the day. If one member
bank defaulted during the day,

losses would be shared among
other members.
Several legal issues remain

to be resolved, but a final deri-

sion an the project Is expected

this summer.
Central bankers have been

encouraging the private sector

to come to gripe with the risks

involved in the
.
foreign

exchange settlement system.

Because of differences

between time zones and the

operating hours of national

payment systems, banks often

pay their side of a foreign

ABBchaaga deal before they have
received any payment in
return, and can therefore be
heavily exposed If- their

counterparty collapses.

The 1974 collapse of Bank-
haus Herstatt a small Cologne
bank, with 9620m of uncom-
pleted trades sent shock waves
through the finanrfa? system.

Since then foreign exchange
volumes have ballooned and a
collapse today could be far

more damaging.
Some commercial banks,

however, believe the risks of a
major settlement breakdown
too remote to justify spending
pinfth money.
Mr Peter Cooke, chairman of

the- world regulatory practice

of the Price Waterhouse
afywnntfnff firm and a former

Bank of England regulator,

said yesterday that he hoped
thia view did not prevail

“Bigger hpnks than before

can probably be allowed to foil

than in earlier days, bat it is

quite another matter to say
that the international financial

marketplace can tolerate a

major meltdown,” he said.

Mr Reed said that while the

risks were small, they were

large enough to be taken very

seriously by the largest banks.

“The rid: Is not zero. It may
be point zero, zero, zero, but

there is a significant digit” be
said.
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Japan moves Cold comfort for war women
to appease

finance critics

PM’s apology clears way for compensation, writes Emiko Terazono

By Gerard Baker in Tokyo

The Japanese government once
again disappointed critics of
the country’s bureaucracy last

night with the publication of a
set of half-hearted proposals
aimed ostensibly at improving
the conduct of monetary policy

and financial supervision.

The plan, a draft document
prepared by a policy committee
of the ruling coalition, called

for a few minor enhancements
to the independence of the

Bank of .Japan from the power-
ful finance ministry. However,
it was virtually silent on any
plans to reform the ministry

itself.

The lukewarm nature of the

report suggested the move was
an attempt to bead off criti-

cism of the government's han-
dling of the country's financial

crisis rather than a serious
attempt at reform.

In the document, the govern-

ing parties call for the revision

of a 54-year-old law which puls

the central bank under finance

ministry control. The most
original idea was that of curb-

ing the authority of the finance

nunister to dismiss senior cen-

tral bank executives and super-

vise the bank's business. But
since the law permitting such
powers has never actually been
exercised, revision seems
unlikely to make a substantial

change to the relationship
between the two institutions.

Other proposals would force

the central bank to report to

parliament on the conduct of

monetary and financial ques-

tions. and require the bank
and the ministry to consult
each other on monetary policy,

something that largely hap-
pens already.

It was not even clear wrhen
the proposals would be put
before parliament. "The coali-

tion parties are still divided
over when to submit bills for

revising the Bank of Japan law
to parliament, so we will final-

ise the proposal next week."
said Mr Shigeru Ito, a law-

maker who heads a coalition

task force studying the feasibil-

ity of splitting up the ministry
and dispersing its authority.

Bank of Japan officials have
argued fiercely in recent weeks
for greater independence from
the finance ministry. Mr Yasuo
Matsushita, the governor, has
called for a revision in the law
to bring it more into line with
changing conditions in the
nation’s economy.
Public anger at the ministry

has mounted recently follow-

ing the collapse of eight finan-

cial institutions and a series of
allegations of corruption by
ministry officials.

Most criticism has been
directed at the ministry’s han-

dling of the collapse of the
country 's housing loan compa-
nies. bankrupt under a pile of

non-performing loans.

J
apan's Asia Peace
National Fund for Women,
a "private" reparation

fund set up by the government
was last night poised to sanc-

tion a comprehensive compen-
sation deal far 200 so-called

"comfort women” who pro-
vided sexual services for the

Japanese Imperial Army dur-

ing the second world war.

Its move follows prime min-
ister Ryutaro Hashimoto’s
announcement this week that

he would apologise to "comfort
women". He acted in spite of

pressure from some in his own
Liberal Democratic party and
rightwing extremists who
insist the women were volun-
teers.

Mr Hashfrnoto's decision, in

effect, cleared the way for the

fund to press ahead with its

compensation package, which
had already been delayed
because of his foot-dragging.

Last month, the fond post-

poned a formal announcement
of compensation because of the

prime minister’s equivocation,

which has caused ill feeling

among former “comfort
women" and among Japanese
promoters of the fund.

Mrs Mntsuko Mild widow of

former prime minister Takeo
Mild and a leading campaigner
for the “comfort women",
resigned from her post as a
fund-raiser for the fund last

month after the prime minister

refused then to write letters of

apology on Japan's behalf
~1 was very disappointed by

Mr Hashimoto's refusal to apol-

ogise and decided I could not
work with him.” said Mrs Mild,

regarded as the conscience of

the LDP, the largest ruling

coalition member.

Sooth Koreans in Seoul chant anti-Japanese slogans at one of a

series of protests in recent years over ‘comfort women'

The fund is likely to agree on
a payment of Y2m tSl8500i
each to the 200 women - in

South Korea and other parts of

Asia - though at talks late last

night there was division on the
figure. Compensation by the
fund, which was set up by the

government last summer, is

already behind schedule. It

was supposed to start pay-
ments by the end of last year,

but the lack of funds - it has

managed to collect only Y340m
- and haggling over how much
should be paid to each claim-

ant have delayed reparation.

Although the Japanese gov-

ernment in 1991 admitted offi-

cial involvement in conscrip-

tion of Korean, Dutch and
Filipino women, it has main-

tained that its obligations were
settled by the signing of peace

treaties after the war.

Mrs Miki believes interna-

tional treaties and apologies

are separate issues. She also

claims the Japanese govern-

ment’s denouncement of a

recent report on "comfort

women" by the UN Human
Rights Commission, which
called for direct government

compensation, had also

spurred her resignation.

Ironically, the departure of

Mrs Miki. dubbed “Woman
Prime Minister” due to her

political influence during her

husband's rule, seems to have

helped rekindle debate and a
push for a solution.

Despite this week's develop-

ments. the controversy is

unlikely to go away. Members
of the LDP oppose compensa-

tion because of the lack of offi-

cial records on recruitment of

“comfort women". Even histo-

rians' estimates of “comfort

women" vary, ranging from

30,000 to 200.000. Mr Tadashi

Itagaki. an LDP member, is

reported to have said at a

recent party meeting that war-

time sex slavery was fabri-

cated. Rightwing extremists

have also campaigned against

compensating former “comfort

women".
Moreover, opposition over

the fund has come from sup-

port groups of former “comfort

women" demanding formal
government compensation
with an official apology. Some
supporters allege Mr Bunbei
Hara, the former upper house
speaker who heads the com-
pensation fund, had been
responsible for destroying offi-

cial papers, including those

concerning “comfort women”
during his days in the home
affairs ministry during the war
- a claim he denies.

Philippine court denies top judges took bribes
By Edward Luce in Manila

In an extraordinary move the
Philippine supreme court yesterday

issued a statement rebutting allega-

tions that members of the country’s

highest judicial body bad received

bribes.

The “statement of court", made in

connection with a controversial tax-

related case concerning Mr Lucio
Tan, chairman of Philippine Airlines,

denied anonymous allegations made
in a “poison pen" letter in general

circulation which suggested judges
had received “lavish bribes" In

exchange for a vote in Mr Tan's
favour later this week.
The statement refers to an

“enabling" case which would decide

whether the government could press

charges against Mr Tan for alleged

tax evasion, which he denies. Mr Tan
also denies all charges of corruption.

“The supreme court statement is a
highly unusual act for it to make,"
said Ms Haydee Yorac, a local attor-

ney and professor of law. “The case

has generated more controversy than
any other in (the Philippines’] recent

history, which Is why the supreme
court stepped in."

The case hinges on whether the
government breached Mr Tan’s legal

rights by launchtag an investigation

into his tax affairs without giving

him 30 days’ notification.

Should the ruling go against Mr
Tan, government lawyers would file a
criminal prosecution against him
alleging that he evaded 25bn pesos

(USSIbn) in taxes between 1990 and

1992. The government's case would
be based on its contention that Mr
Tan set up “ghost" marketing arms,
enabling him to under-declare pro-

duction costs at his tobacco and
brewer; subsidiaries to minimise
value added tax payments.

The supreme court statement said:

"That (poison pen] letter states, in

essence, that three members of the

court's first division were lavishly

bribed by Lucio Tan." The statement
describes the allegations as “mali-

cious" and unfounded.

The development comes In the

wake of a report published in Ger-

many this week by Transparency.
International, a multinational organ-

isation dedicated to curbing corrup-

tion in international business,

ranking the Philippines as (me of the

most corrupt countries in the
world.

Mr Tan, who is one of the country’s

leading Chinese-Filipino taipans,

owns a number of businesses, includ-

ing a bank and the country's second
largest brewery.
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Malaysia growth

slows to 8.3%
Malaysia’s economic growth slowed to an annual rate of si

percent bn the first quarter of this year amid signs that •

consumer spending moderated but foreign investment projects

were still being approved at a fast clip.

The per cent growth rate was down from 9.2 per cent to

the preceding quarter and 10.2 per cent in the Drat quarter of

1995. Malaysia has forecast 1996 gross domestic product

growth will be &3 per cent, against 9.5 per cent m 1995.

Securities analysts said It would be premature t° assume

that dangers of overheating have significantly receded. Such a

Judgment could not be made until later figures confirmed that

growth is indeed slowing, they said.

nanif Negara Malaysia, the central bank, attributed the

slowdown mainly to an expanded holiday period in February.

However there were signs, too. that rapid consumer

spending, which the government has discouraged, is easing

q£E«

Sales and service tax collections recorded slower growth of5

per cent and 4.4 per cent respectively, from IL5 per cent and

18.7 per cent in the fourth quarter of 1995. Sales of passenger

cars rose at 17.8 per cent, from 24.7 per cent.

The central bank said the main engines of economic growth

were the manufacturing, mining, construction and services

industries. It added that inflation hit an annual rate of 14 per

cent in the first quarter, the same as for the whole 1995 year.

Despite *4ironic shortages of labour and annual wage rises

typically of over 10 per cent for skilled personel, approved

foreign investments rose. James Kynge
.
Kuala Lumpur

India sees imports surge
India recorded a $175m trade deficit for April, the first month

of India's new fiscal year, as an oil-led surge in imports

outstripped disappointing export growth for the month.

Imports of $2.98bn were 32 per cent higher than the same
month a year ago, with oil and related product imports at

5772m more than 49 per cent up on April 1995.

Exports grew by 13 per cent on a year ago to J2.8bn.

according to the Indian commerce ministry's provisional

estimates. April’s export level a year ago of $2.46bn then

represented a growth of 24 per cent

The April trade gap compares with a surplus of $207ra for

the month in 1995, but is well below the average monthly

deficit for 1995-96 fiscal year of $375m.

The Indian commerce ministry said that non-oil imports

continued to be dominated by industrial inputs and capital

goods. Mark Nicholson, Neio Delhi

Japan downs US attack aircraft
A Japanese navy destroyer accidentally shot down a US
carrier-based military aircraft daring exercises off Hawaii, but

the crew of the aircraft were rescued, a Japanese defence

ministry spokesman said yesterday.

The 4.200-tonne destroyer Yugfri fired its anti-aircraft gun
and shot down a US Navy A-fiE Intruder attack aircraft while

conducting manoeuvres, the spokesman said. The two crew
members of the downed Intruder were rescued by a helicopter

from the Yugfri and taken to the US carrier Independence, but

their condition was not known, the spokesman said.

The Yugiri was part of the Japanese navy’s eight-vessel

contingent taking part in RIMPAC exercises in waters near

Hawaii with ships from South Korea, Chile, Australia, Canada
and the US. The exercises are held once every two years.

The ministry spokesman said the Intruder was towing a

target drone during the day's drills when the gunner hit the

aircraft. Reuter. Tokyo

Further arrest in S Korea probe
By John Burton in Seoul

A senior South Korean finance

ministry official was arrested

yesterday in the country’s

stock market bribery scandal,

but prosecutors indicated their

investigation would soon be
completed.

Mr Han Taek-soo. head of the

Finance Ministry’s treasury
bureau, was accused of accept-

ing Won5Gm ($63,500) for help-

ing Korea Data Systems to

gain a listing last November in

spite of the company’s poor
financial position.

Mr Han allegedly gave
WonlQm to Mr Paik Won-ku,
the chairman of the Securities

Supervisory Board, who was
arrested on Sunday on similar

corruption charges.

News . that the probe
appeared to be at an end led to

a sharp rebound in the stock

market, with the general share
index returning to the level it

was on Sunday when the scan-

dal broke.

The bourse had been shaken
by allegations that government
officials had accepted bribes
for granting approval of list-

ings on the Seoul exchange.
More than 200 companies are

waiting to issue initial share
offerings on the Seoul bourse.

However, the government has
strictly limited the number of
new share issues in order to

prevent a surplus of listings

from depressing share prices.

The companies involved in

the bribery scandal are
believed to be mainly small
concerns which desperately
need to raise capital from the
stock market or else face finan-

cial problems.
Prosecutors said that they

might investigate two or three

other officials, but otherwise
no further arrests are expected

to be made.
President Kim Young-sam

blamed vague procedures gov-

erning stock listings for the

scandal and ordered that more
transparent rules be intro-

duced.

But analysts believe that the

government wants to limit the

extent of the investigation
because of fears it could dis-

rupt an already fragile market
worried about a growing trade

gap and sluggish exports.
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Mr Ma takes on Taiwan’s
‘deep culture of corruption’
Laura Tyson on the popular justice minister with an unpopular brief

A t a dinner party,
Taiwan’s justice minis-

ter was reminiscing
witb legislators about the
country’s parliamentary elec-

tions last December. One
thanked him for cracking
down on the once widespread
practice of vote-buying. “Mr
Ma, you saved me TJlOOtn
(USS3.6m).” he said. Another
leaned across the table and
said: “Mr Ma. you saved me
TS20QmT
Not everyone is so apprecia-

tive of Mr Ma Ying-jeou, the
45-year-old Harvard law school
graduate who tops ratings
among government officials In

public opinion polls. When he
first took over the ministry in
1993. he was pitied. Now he is

feared.

“I think our investigators
and prosecutors have really
done their job." he said in an
interview. “And in doing so.

our ministry and myself have
created a lot of enemies and
they seek my departure as
minister."

Mr Ma vows to change what
he calls Taiwan's “deep-rooted
corruption culture". He says he
wants to make corruption

merely "a fort of life, not a way
of life". During his three-year

tenure, he successfully took on
electoral bribery and drugs,
which led to thousands of con-

victions and a substantial

reduction in such crimes.

Voter turnout was down 5 per

cent in the last parliamentary

elections, considered a sign

that candidates had cut back
on zou hi gong to voters - a

"fee” just for walking to the

polling booth. And illegal

amphetamine labs have trans-

ferred their operations from
Taiwan to China, driving the
local price so high most users
have been priced out of the
market.
Using these campaigns as a

blueprint be has now mapped
out a strategy to tackle organ-
ised crime - a mission which
has struck a little too close to

home for his own ruling
Nationalist party. “Taiwan
must undergo a major transfor-

mation in this regard in tile

next few years, otherwise we

who once ranked just behind a
local movie star and a Canton-
ese pop star in a survey asking
Taiwanese women whom they
found most attractive, out of
the limelight. Still others are
politicians, powerful business-
men and underworld figures,

“Members of the underworld
have became elected represen-
tatives of our government, at
the local, provincial and
national levels. This is a prob-
lem that is well known to our
citizens." said Mr Ma. “A thor-
ough house-cleaning is vital to
regain the trust of our people."

The scourge of vote buying and drug
traders wants corruption to be just
"a fact of life, not a way of life’

cannot say we are a truly dem-
ocratic society in which the
rule of law is respected," Mr
Ma said. “If we don’t clean up
our society. I argue we will

lose our competitiveness.”

The economics minister, Mr
Chiang Pin-kung, recently
admitted corruption was a
drag on the economy. Whether
Mr Ma is reappointed in a cabi-

net reshuffle expected this

week will be a crucial test of

how serious Taiwan's first

democratically elected presi-

dent, Mr Lee Teng-hui, and. the

Nationalists are about
stamping it out
Some ofMr Ma’s enemies are

senior members of his own
party. Others are political

rivals who want lo push the

photogenic cabinet minister.

Mr Ma is dissatisfied with
police response to crimes
related to the so-called triads,
or organised crime groups.
“The current campaign by
police against the underworld
Seems to have been confined to
small potatoes - the cases that
can easily show their perfor-
mance. But they do not target
big shots.” he said.
He has proposed to the rul-

ing party a comprehensive
strategy of attack involving
both legal and operational
measures, "in the next 19
months, we will have no elec-
tions. That is a good opportu-
nity for us to get the necessary
Jaws passed and to take vigor-
ous action to clean up this soci-
ety. This is a critical moment.”
he Said-

Public confidence in law
enforcement and the integrity
of government officials has
fallen sharply recently in the
wake of a spate of controver-
sies highlighting gangster
influence in politics. One was a
bid-rigging scheme allegedly
involving the Bamboo Union
Gang, one of Taiwan's biggest
triads, In an airport expansion
project An executive of a lead-
ing Nationalist-run company
and four parliamentary legisla-

tors including the Nationalist
party whip are among those
being investigated.
Gangs have become increas-

ingly public in their activities.

At the February funeral of the
assassinated leader of the Four
Seas Gang, an estimated 1QJ3Q0
gangsters joined a funeral pro-
cession across the capital.
Numerous senior politicians
attended or sent condolences.
“Here, the underworld has

been more involved in public
construction projects than ' in
drugs, which is unique," Mr
Ma said. "Public construction
projects usually involve large
sums of money, so they are as
lucrative as or more so than
drug trafficking."

First, he says, laws must be
changed to make the formation
of. aud participation in. an
organised crime organisation
itself a crime.

Next, the government should
carry out an island-wide
swoop. “We should do It in one
shot, on a national scale, so
they don't have time to conceal
their illegal activities. . .and it

should be aimed at the big
shots," Mr Ma said.
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Toll-free calls

go worldwide
Businesses offering freephone services will be able to register
a single worldwide “toll-free” number from early next year,
valid for &H countries and telecoms carriers. The new system,
to be operated by the International Telecommunication Union
in Geneva, is expected to boost the growth of freephone
operations, especially in Europe and the Asia-Pacific region
where the need to register a separate freephone number in

each country has hampered development
Freephone facilities, which charge the cost of calls to the

recipient, are used by businesses to promote their services ca-

encourage telephone orders for theirproducts, hi the US,
where the service was pioneered In 1966, freephone numbers
attract around 100m calls a day and turnover JSlOOhn worth of
business each year. US companies hold around 90 per cent of
the world's 9m freephone numbers.
The ITU will maintain a global registry of international

freephone numbers allocated, on a firat-come first-served

basis from early next year. Numbers will have an inter-

national prefix (such as 00) followed by 800 - the agreed
international freephone code - and an 8-digit global subscriber
number. Frances Williams, Geneva

Vietnam picks airport shortlist
Vietnam has shortlisted three foreign companies for a contract
valued at about 9180m to upgrade Vietnam's busiest airport
Tan SonNbutin the southern industrial centre ofHo Chi
Minh City. The companies are Japan’s Maeda Group,
Dyvrtdag-Euromill of Germany, and Airport Chump
International of the US. The project involves building a new
terminal able to handle up to 10m passengers a year.

Two other bids, one by a Saudi-British consortium including

UK construction engineers Balfour Beatty and another by a

second US group, were rejected. Industry officials said the
Saudi-British package foiled as it required the Vietnamese
government to borrow the entire project amount on
commercial terms, whereas the others involved joint ventures

with foreign equityinput Jeremy Grant, Hanoi

Dynamic Singapore is praised
Singapore's “dynamic and open” economy won praise

yesterday from trading partners in the World Trade
Organisation, just a week after the city state was rated, the
world’s most competitive country by the World Economic
Forum. Areport by the WTO secretariat on Singapore's trade
policies and practices attributes its rapid economic
development to open trade, prudent economic managemwit
and its location in the centre of one of the world's fastest

growing regional markets.

“With its political stability, well developed infrastructure,

high savings rates and ample foreign investment, Singapore is

one of the world's strongest economies,” the WTO report says.

The report notes Singapore is increasingly an economy
based an services, which accountfor more than 60 per cent of
C3)?. Finance, transport, telecoms and tourism have expanded
rapidly, one reason why Singapore is under pressure from the
US and other western nations to go further in liberalising

these sectors, especially financial services. Industrial tariffs

are due to fall over the next few years from an average of 12.4

pgrnottoU par cant Frances WUHams, Geneva

Honda has started building its |l0Qm car plant near SSo
Paulo in Brazil. Japan’s third-biggest carmaker aims to make
about 30,000 Civic models a year by 1999 for side throughout
South America. Eaig Simonian, Motor Industry Correspondent

BAe wins

Kuwaiti

missile

contract
By Bernard Qray,

Defence Correspondent

British Aerospace has beaten
Aerospatiale of France to an
order for SlOOm of anti-ship

missies to equip Kuwait’s new
fast patrol craft. The order is a
significant victory for the Brit-

ish defence company, since the
Sea Skua missile will he fitted

to a French-built ship for the
first time and overturns expec-
tations that Aerospatiale
would win the order.

Sea Skua impressed the
Kuwaiti authorities dining the

Gulf war by sinking Iraqi ship-

ping after being fired from
Royal Navy Lynx helicopters

on patrol in the Gulf. Of 28
missiles fired, 19 scored hits

and 15 ships were sunk.
A combination of combat-

proven performance and price

seems to have won the order
for BAe. The contest was
keenly fought between the two
potential suppliers, with the

prime ministers of both coun-

tries lobbying heavily for the

contract
Sea Skua was originally

developed as a helicopter-

launched light anti-ship missile

with a range of about 15km.
and is in use in that role with

six navies, including Britain’s

Royal Navy. BAe has invested

in adapting the missile for

launching from light patrol

craft. These are not large

enough, to house traditional

anti-ship missiles, such as the

French Exocet or the US Har-

poon.
Now Sea Skua has broken

into surface-launch mar-
ket, it may be in contention far

other orders. Fast patrol craft

are in use in a number of Gulf
and Pacific Rim countries with
expanding navies.

The order comes as confi-

dence in the Gulf arms market
is picking up. Following a rush
of orders after the Gulf war
there has been a lull. But
improvements in the ofl price

and concerns about potential

threats from Iran have
renewed interest in weaponry.

BAe said last night it was
confident it had won the order

hut that it had not yet received

a contract

European rocket’s dominance of world launch industry now

Explosion shatters Ariane’s hopes
By Mchael SkapWosr, David

Owen end CRve Cootoon

I
nvestigators win need time
to discover the precise

cause of yesterday’s feflnre

of the maiden Ariane 5 Sight

over French Guiana. But the

blow to the morale and
prestige of the European
space industry Is immediately
dear.
An explosion in the interaa-

tional satellite industry is

nothing new or, in the long
run, necessarily damaging. In.

1994, Arianespace, the French-

based 58oompany consortium
behind yesterday's launch, suf-

fered two crashes. It still man-
aged to retain its position as
the world's leading satellite

launcher, with about half the

market
The real blow from yester-

day’s crash is that it was Ari-

ane 5 which faded. The new
launcher is central to Europe's

drive to continue its leadership

of the satellite launching
industry fntn the 2lst century
against competition from the

Americans, the Russians and
’

the Chinese.

Ariane 5 stood for European,

and particularly French, pre-

eminence in an industry once
dominated by the US. Last
year, more than 13,000 people

visited “Ariane City”, the Ari-

ane 5 production facility on the

banks of the Seine.

Ariane 5, which cost |7bn to

develop, offered satellite-

launching customers lower
costs, a larger payload, and -

Arianespace said - greater reli-

ability. Mr Francis Avanzi,

as

. _ .....WfrJ*-'-:- .

HIGH HOPES: The Ariane 5 launcher, pictured left, after its

ron-out in Konron, Freach Guiana. in April m>

Arianespace’s chief operating

office
-

, said earlier this year

that the consortium wanted to

launch three Ariane 5 rockets*

next year, four in 1996 and ffvfe

or six in 1999. .

- At the end of the century,

launches of the existing Ariane

4 rocket would cease .gnd pro-

,

ductton of Ariane 5r would
increase to eight a year. Ariane
5 was designed to launch two
satellites with a combined
weight of 5.9 tonnes or one
weighing 6-8 tonnes. Ariane 4.

with a payload of 4& tonnes;

was becoming Insufficient now
that the average telecommuni-
cations satellite weighs three

tonnes.

Arianespace said that Ariane
5 was a radically new design.

The heart of Ariane 5 is a
gigantic new “cryogenic” main
stage rocket, which bums 25

tonnes of liquid-hydrogen in
ISO tonnes oT liquid oxygen,
during its lO-minOts bum time.

- Adding thrust to fhe main
-igtage are a pair cfmSw solid-

feet boosters gBriamess tajxar

tbsi^lferaiunterparte irfAri-
r ane & Each one btfrns.^StST

^ taupe* cf hydrorariJ^fulyar.
twtf'minmes after.

fronically, AiiSne 5' Was
designed to be much more reli-

able than Its predecessors,
because it was originally
expected to lift not only com-
munications satellites but also

people Into arbiL

It is a simpler design than
Ariane i, with fewer engines,

and -- for the first time - its

main stage can be fired and
tested on the ground to ensure
that it is working perfectly

before liftoff. One of the main
consequences of yesterday’s

accident is that the two-year

lead that Arianespace hoped to.

have before the arrival of a

string of potentially tough new
competitors will be truncated.

• •• The newest challenger to

Arianespace is International

launch Services, a joint ven-

ture formed by Lockheed Mar-

tin, -the US defence group, and

two. Russian companies
Khrunichev Enterprise and
RSC Energia.

Lockheed Martin makes the

Atlas launcher, 11 of which
were launched successfully

from Florida last year. The
Russian companies offer the

larger Proton rocket. By join-

ing forces, the new alliance

hopes to market both launch-

ers around the world.

McDonnell Douglas, the US
aerospace company, is develop-

ing the Delta in, a rocket simi-

lar in size to the Atlas. The
first launch is planned for 1998.

Boeing, the largest US aircraft

maker, has teamed up with

Russia's RSC Eoergja, Kvaer-

ner of Norway and NPO-Yuzh-
noye of Ukraine to launch sat-

ellites from a platform in

international waters in the

Pacific. r

But Mr Sttphane Ghenard,
senior space analyst with Euro-

consult, the Paris-based con-

sulting firm, said the extent of

the setback to Europe’s space

operations should not be over-

stated. “There will be some
delay in the programme, some
more money will have to be

spent, but everyone knows it

will work eventually,” he said.

“People hardly remember
today that the second and fifth

Ariane l'a blew up. These
tMngg happen."

Scientists aghast as 10 years’ work is lost
By C8ve Cookson,
Science Editor

The explosion of Ariane 5 is a
setback not only for Europe's

commercial satellite lanmnhfng
programme but also for space
science. The $500m Cluster:
miiarfnn to study the effects of

tiie “solar wind" on the earth

was wiped out
Ariane 5*8 maidon flight was

intended to launch a small flo-

tilla of four identical space-

craft, the Cluster craft, to fiy

around the earth in a tetrahe-

dral par pyramidal formation.

-.Tfiey would have provided

. -flcaeotists with their first

t&ree^taensioml view of the

.-.Sjpilar wind. This stream of elec-

^fcppaDy charged particles from
' & sun has a profound effect

^3a the earth, its atmosphere
-Juki magnetic field - causing

effects ranging from the beau-
^rtifol Northern lights to mag-

•qetic storms that disrupt radio

ancmuoications.

TJjere was no back-up to
duster. As Mr John Credland.
the European Space Agency’s

Cluster project director, said

before launch: “We are putting

all our eggs in one basket.”
- Mr Credland said yesterday,

after the explosion, that there

was no insurance because
Cluster was an experimental
scientific mission on Ariane 5’s

maiden launch, rather than a
commercial satellite.

Scientists, some of whom
had devoted almost 10 years to

Cluster experiments, were dev-

astated. In the UK, where £45m
of scarce government research

grants had been spent an Clus-

ter, a group of 50 space scien-

tists saw the disaster on a live

video link from French Guiana
to the Rutherford Appleton
laboratory in Oxfordshire.

“When it happened, there

was a shell-shocked silence for

at least two minutes,” said one
of those present, Mr Nick Flow-

ers at the Milliard Space Sci-

ence Laboratory, part of Uni-

versity College London. “The
feeling of loss is great”
Hxs colleague Professor Alan

Johnstone mid: “It cannot be
repeated. There is no prospect

now, even if the money could

be found, of turning round and
doing it again. We are just

going to have to grin and bear
it” He dented that it was fool-

hardy to risk such an impor-

tant mission on the maiden
flight of a new rocket "There

is always a certain amount of

risk attached to these sort of

programmes,” said Prof John-

stone. “Yes, it was a new
vehicle, but we knew that it

was going to be very carefully

engineered and thoroughly
tested, which it was.”

CPAPV RT.

HUNGARIAN PRIVATISATION
AND STATE HOLDING COMPANY

INVITATION TO BID
The Hungarian Privatisation and State Holding Company (hereinafter Caller or APV Rl) invites a oor round open tender fix

the purchase ofthe state-owpcd registered abaies guaranraring equal shareholders' rights representing 91,58 percent ownership
share with par value ofHUF 732,603,000 of Bakony FQn&t Rl, (hereinafter: CompanyV 8000 Sz£kesfeb6rvfir, S6std RepOKSter,

(Trade Registry no.: 07-10-001034/0-0 established under Act XED. of 1969.

Registered capital of the Company:
Equity of the Company:

HUF
HUF

900,000,000

1^X9,435,000

OumxrsMp structure:

Apvrl HUF 739^10,000 92,48 percent

Dommancia Vik6 Kft HUF 40,000,000 5,00 percent

local governments HUF 20,190,000 2^2 percent

Z. Bids can only be submitted for the whole share package.

3- Bids shall be submitted to the address specified below jn a dosed unmarked envelope in five copies in Hungarian. Foreign

bidders are allowed to submit their bids also in English or in German, but even fax this case the Hungarian version wiO rule

Bids shall be submitted in person or by a proxy in the presence of a notary public within the specified time.

The following text must be written on the envelope:

^pAlyAzaIi bakony fDszExt kt.*

4. Tire bidder shall mark the original copy with the inscription .EREDETT. if the bidder fells to do this, the Caller wiQ choose
one from the copies submitted which Anther cm will function as the original. Should there be any discrepancies among the

copies the copy so marked shall rule.

5. Dcadttnc for subtofestoai Angust 28, 1996 , between 12-00 and 14.00 hours
Place of sabndaatoni

Apvut,
H-1133 Budapest, pjpesti rkpe. 31-33-

8th floor, room 807

6. At least 80 percent of he purchase pdoe is to be paid in cash, the remaining sum can also be paid by cash or compensation
coupons. The deadline (be the payment in. full of the purchase price cannot be kmger than 30 days. The CallerurfB not oceeptf

deferred payment or payment in instalments.

Foreigners can only bid in currencies accepted as convertible by die National Bonk of Hungary (MNB), taken Into account by
the Caller at the effective foreign exchange purchase rate officially published fay MNB at die time of the submission deadline.

Neither foreign private individuals, nor economic associations in majority foreign ownership registered in Hungary are allowed

to pay in compensation coupons. Foreigners can only use compensations coupons acquired In tbeir own eight. Compensation

coupons are taken into account by the Caller at a rate of 174,2*4.

7. Bidders shall undertake to maintain tbeir bids for 120 (one hundred and twenty) days from the submission deadline.

8. To prove their intention to purchase bidders shall pay or transfer HUF 10,000,000 (ten million) as retention money until the

submission deadline to the account opened for this purpose by APV Be. wftfa MKB (Hungarian Foreign Trade Bank) specified

in the detailed lender ixjvfeatlon. The Caller shall dispose of this sum in line wfth the rules on reaendoa money.

9. evaluation the fkiai decision Istaken by the Caller. The Galler

r

eserves the right to dedarethe tender unsuccessful.

10. The detailed tender invitation and the information memorandum containing the most important economic data from the

point of view of the bid prepared by the Company constitute an integral port of the present tender invftatkxi. The purchase of

the information memorandum including also the detailed tender invitation, for HXJF 20,000 + VAT at the Customer Service of

APV Rl against a declaration of confidentiality is subject to stibmHting the bids. Tte tender documents are to be purchased by
the bidder (in case of a consortium, by one of the members') personally or through a proxy directly from the Caller, Which the

Caller shall attest by issuing a certificate.

The proxy shad attest his power of representation or the extent of his power of representation with a notarial document or with

a private contract having full conclusive force. The existence erf the mandate is to be checked by the Customer Service.

11. Information on the tender, as well as on the major data and characteristics of the Company can be obtained from;

Information concerning the Company.

CEO Mr. IscvSn Nagy on the premises of the Company
TeL= (36-22) 316-410

Information concerning the tender:

Portfolio manager Mrs. Both, Zsuzsa Kellner

Address-. APV Rl

TeL: (36-1) 269-8600, exu 2193

surge to record
By Francos WUHams in Geneva

Worldwide flows of foreign

direct investment soared by 46

pec cent last year to a record

$325bn from $222bn in 1994,

according to pretiminaiy esti-

mates by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and
Development
Recovery from recession and

a new wave of cross-border

mergers and acquisitions
boosted inflows of foreign

direct Investment (FDD to

industrialised countries to
SZOfibn in 1995 from S130bn the
previous year. The US led the
way with record Inflows and
outflows of $75bn and $97bn
respectively, compared with
$49bn and $46bnin 1994.

Inflows to developing coun-
tries also climbed, though less

steeply, to an all-time high in

1995 of $97bn from f86bn in

1994. China again accounted
for the lion's share, attracting

inward investment of $38bn
last year against $34bn the
year before. FD1 flows to cen-

tral and eastern Europe dou-
bled to an estimated «2bn last

year.

Releasing the figures yester-

day ahead of publication of its

annual World Investment
Report this summer, Unctad
says the surge in FDf reflected

recovery from economic reces-

sion. earlier in the decade
underpinned by global compet-
itive pressures.

These pressures wee push-

ing all companies, including a
growing number of transna-
tional companies tTNCs) based
in developing countries, to

become more active interna-

tionally through FDI or other

means. “The unprecedented
level of global FDI flows in

1996 suggests that the speed of

globalisation of production ’by

TNCa may be accelerating,"

Unctad adds.

In particular, a resurgence of

activity involving cross-border

mergers and acquisitions
(M&As) had boasted outward
investment on both sides of the

Atlantic.
Outflows from Germany,

such as those from the US,
more than doubled from
$l4fibn In 1994 to ?35.3bn in

1995. Outward investment from
Britain rase by half from
£&3bn to $37.8bDL

Whlla there were a number
of large-scale M&As In the
pharmaceuticals, chemicals
and financial services indus-
tries that marked a process of
consolidation in industrialised

countries; many small and
medium-sized enterprises had
also entered the M&A market
according to Unctad.
Unlike the previous M&A

boon In the late 1990s, fuelled
by the prospect of financial
advantage, recent M&A activ-

ity was aimed at strengthening
companies' “core competen-
cies", Unctad suggests.

US vows to quit

'

shipping talks
By Frances WBHama in Geneva

Thp US yesterday said it had
no’ intention of reversing its

earlier decision to withdraw
from multilateral talks on lib-

eralising international ship-
ping.

US negotiators at the World
Trade Organisation in Geneva
rejected as inadequate a com-
prehensive package of market-
opening proposals presented
yesterday by the European
Union and 28 other countries
representing most of the
important maritime nations In
the WTO.

- Washington said last month
that it would not be submit-
ting a liberalisation offer in
the talks, which are dne to end
on June SO, thereby threaten-
ing them with collapse. How-
ever, the EU and other trading
partners had hoped to per-
suade the US to reconsider its

position by putting together a
tempting package.
Mr Hans Beseler, the EU*s

chief trade negotiator, said the
package would substantially
improve access to maritime
services markets and included
commitments on liberalising
multimodal (door-to-door)
transport services, which the
US had demanded.
But after the meeting, Mr

Andrew Stoler, deputy US
ambassador to the WTO, said:
“What is on the table from the
others doesn't represent a sub-

stantial opening of market
access and Is no basis for the

US to table an offer."

Negotiators are scheduled to

meet again on June 17. Wash-
ington has been given until

June 14 to decide on Its

response, but If a US offa- is

not forthcoming the package
<m the table also lapses.

The 42 participants in the

talks (the EU counting as one)
have deliberately avoided dis-

cussing what should happen to

the negotiations if the US
stays out of a multilateral
deal. However, both Canada
and the US said yesterday that

perhaps how was the time to
start considering the options.
These include trying to

reach an accord without the
US, as in the financial services

negotiations last year; post-
poning the deadline, as in the
telecoms talks in April; com-
ing to an agreement outside
the WTO among like-minded
countries; or simply letting
the liberalisation effort drop.
Mr Beseler said yesterday

that a deal in maritime ser-
vices was important for thfe

credibility of the WTO and the
multilateral trading system.
US negotiators have long

admitted privately that their
room for manoeuvre was
restricted by the difficulty of

persuading small but powerful
maritime unions to accept a
global liberalisation deal in a
US presidential election year.

Agreement on car-factory sale and refit helps to ward off job losses

Portugal strikes Renault plant deal
By Peter Wise to Lisbon

Portugal is abandoning a
Es53bn ($338m) claim for dam-
ages against Renault following

agreement over the future erf a
Portuguese plant which the
French vehicle manufacturer
had threatened to close with
the loss of 760 jobs.

Under the terms of an accord
signed yesterday, Portugal is to

pay FFiBBm ($&Sm) to acquire

Renault's 70 per cent bolding
in the plant at Setfibai 50km
south of Lisbon, which it plans

to modernise and sell to
another international vehicle

manufacturer. Mr Augusta
Mateus, Portugal's economy
minister, said yesterday that

negotiations had begun with
groups from Asia and the US

on the possible purchase of the
Set&hal plant, which makes
Clio cars: Portuguese newspa-
pers said the companies
included Chrysler of the US.
Renault is to contribute

FFrffim to the cost of recon-
verting the plant, in addition
to a maximum of FFr37ra if the
change involves any job losses.

Renault also guarantees to sup-
port tiie manufacture of Clios

in Setubal mtifl July 1998. Pro
duction is to be at a rate of no
cars a day until a further
review-next March,

.

The French group is to pay a
further FFr356m to acquire the
Portuguese state's minority
holdings in its other operations

in Portugal tnduritng 30 per

cent stakes in its commercial
network and- in a component

plant at Cacia. Renault will
also invest in equipping the
Cacia plant, whose output
includes gear boxes and C3G
engines for the Twingo car, to
produce more sophisticated
components. This will create
180 new jobs in 1997. Renault's
investments in SetObal and
Cada are to he supported with
incentives from Portugal.

“Tins agreement is a guaran-
tee that Renault Will raamtain
a sustained, competitive pres-
ence in Portugal," Mr Louis
Schweitzer, Renault's presi-
dent, said.

The deal marks a success for
Portugal’s socialist govern*
ment, which made reaching a
mutually beneficial settlement
with Renault a priority when it
came to office six months ago.

"•i-

Sr » ...

Talks between Renault and
the previous centre-right gov-
ernment broke down last Sep*
temher after the French group
refused to back down on a plan
to close the Setubal plant
because of excess production
and falling consumer demand
for the Clio.

Portugal argued that Renault
had undertaken to keep the
plant operating Indefinitely
when it signed an investment
contract in 1977 and had
received more than Eg43bn in a j

Investment incentives as well
™

1

as making Rs24hn in profit in
the is years to 1993.
The damages claim lodged

with the international arbitra-
tion tribunal in Geneva isnow

.
being dropped by mntimi con-
sent of the two parties.

\
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SECOND-HAND TOBACCO SMOKE IN PERSPECTIVE

Is everything bad for us?

Or are we getting things

out of proportion?

Almost every day, it seems that one thing or

another has been discovered to be some kind

of health risk.

In one scientific study, even the ordinary

biscuit was linked to heart disease.

But as common sense suggests (and scientists

confirm) not everything described statistically

as a risk is a meaningful risk.

For example, lots of people have been persuaded

that second-hand tobacco smoke is harmful.

Not surprising, perhaps.

After all, we recognise that smoking itself is a

risk factor for certain human diseases and

that some people find second-hand tobacco

smoke unappealing and unpleasant.

But what about second-hand tobacco smoke?

Is it really a meaningful health risk to people

who’ve chosen not to smoke?

Not, we think, ifyou look at the evidence.

The United States Environmental Protection

Agency recently conducted a major review of

studies on the risks of second-hand tobacco

smoke to non-smokers. These studies typically

involve non-smokers living with smokers over

a long period, such as 20 years.

And this review put the risk of lung cancer

from second-hand tobacco smoke at a level

well below the risk reported by other studies

for many everyday items and activities.

And below, in fact, the risk to health that

one other study reported for eating one

biscuit a day.

As the table below shows, many everyday

activities have been statistically associated

at one time or another with apparent

risks to health.

But reputable scientists say that weak

associations aren’t necessarily meaningful.

So there's no big campaign to persuade you to

give upyour daily biscuit.

Nor is there any sound justification for

a campaign against second-hand tobacco

smoke.

If you’d like to decide for yourself, please

write to us at Philip Morris Europe S.A.,

c/o P.O. Box 107, 1000 AC Amsterdam, The

Netherlands or fax us on 00 31 20 671 98 89.

We’ll send you the evidence about second-

hand smoke.

We believe you’ll find the case convincing.

•
•

*“* .*•* •***•*.•’ \

Associated with

addWon&fcds*
;

-Weak-;', vtfpi

association

wflfirisk

Associatedwith

reduced risk

)

^

Reports

Relative Risk*

:
-

:

Y-Reported-

' HeaWrEffect; ScfentHrc Study Reference
v

Diet highest in saturated fat 6.14 Lung cancer Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Vol. 85, p.1906 (1993)

Non-vegetarian v vegetarian diet 3.08 Heart disease American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vol. 31, p. S191 (1978)

Frequently cooking with rapeseed oH 2^0 Lung cancer International Journal of Cancer, Vol. 40, p. 604 (1987)

Drinking 1-2 glasses of whole milk per day 1.62 Lung cancer International Journal of Cancer, Vol. 43, p. 608 (1989)

Y; 1.49 Heart disease'
'

‘Uaace^VcLW^ p. 581 (1993)

Drinking chlorinated water 1.38 Rectal cancer American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 82, p. 955 (1992)

Eating pepper frequently 1.30 Mortality American Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 119, p. 775 (1984)

tobacco smoke . 1.19- .Luiigcancer- U'^EavgonmentaTProte^on Agency (1982) - /

High vegetable diet 0.37 Lung cancer International Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 25, Suppi.l, p.32 (1996)

High fruit diet 0.31 Lung cancer American Journal of Epidemiology. Vol. 133, p. 683 (1991)

"Rrfatfvc ride measures tairoMch comoning. orbang «p®*ed to sometime. rates or towers risk.

Philip Morris Europe S.A.

Second-hand tobacco smoke. Let’s keep a sense of perspective.

\v
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‘Shareholders are getting less as employees are getting more,
8

says chairman of Barclays

Batik chief criticises pay for top traders
By Georg* Graham in Sydney

Basks are storing up trouble
by paying their high-flying
traders too much and their

shareholders too little, one of
Britain's leading bankers
warned yesterday.

Mr Andrew Buxton, chair-

man of Barclays Bank, said
retail banks were making so
much money that they “may
be tempted to. throw money at
employees in the belief that

they are investing in the
future". Instead they were
inmmacing tftPOT* risks.

At the same time, employees

expected a higher proportion of

profits to be paid out in
bonuses, leaving less retained
profit for shareholders.

“The traditional link
between profitability and
employee remuneration, is get-

ting broken. Shareholders are

getting less as employees are
getting more, and that is a
threat that shareholder banks
need to recognise," he said.

Mr Buxton issued his warn-
ing in a speech in Sydney to

the International Monetary
Conference, a gathering of 130

top executives from some of

the world's largest commercial

and investment banks. It fol-

lows a furore over investment
banking salaries in London,
where several banks have tried

to build op their businesses by
hiring staff from their competi-
tors.

Particular attention has
focused on Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell, the investment bank-
ing subsidiary of Germany's
Deutsche Bank, which has
recruited heavily over the past
year. Competitors complain
that DMG’s standard offer to

attract important staff is to

double the salary and bonus
they received last year, and

guarantee the total for three

years.

Mr Buxton said he could
understand guaranteeing'
bonuses for the first year, a
practice which bad now
become prevalent, but was
opposed to guarantees oyer
two or three years. “T believe'

the concept of offering med£
urn-term guaranteed bemusesis

quite wrong,” he said. •

But Mr.HBmar Kopper.'the
chief executive at Deutsche
Bank, and among those attend-
ing the Sydney conference,
said be was not worried by the
level of salaries paid to his

London investment bankers. “I

would start to worry when the
returns wouldn't befhfite^iie

said.
’

Mr Aad Jacobs, the chairman
of the executive boarf o&B5G
Group, the Dutch Instance
and banking conglomerate
wfeich last, year fax*; over the
collapsed Barings investment
bank, also remained unper-
turbed at the level .-.of salaries

in. bis new affiliate, -/even
though fund managers hx the'

UK and US wore -often paid;

twice as much as their ftatefa,

counterparts wMte Trtmnmg
smaller portfolios. *

.

“If you want to work in

Rmnp do as the Romans do,”

jfe said, adding that “quite

Spectacular"- /growth rates

made high salaries easier to
' swallow.

• But several other senior

banker? they shared Mr
Boston’s concern .

that the

industry' be building up

. a heavy cost base that would
- prove unsustainable if invest*

- mast banking revenues
declined. That decline was
aheady under way, they said,

=. as financial products increas-

c fhgiy became standardised
commodities.

The British government tactic brings EU ministers' meeting to a Iklt

Foreign secretary

cautious about

early end to curbs
Ftnancfai Tiroes reporters

in Brussels, Luxembourg
and London

Air Malcolm Rifkind, UK
foreign secretary, yesterday
damped hopes of a deal to lift

the worldwide ban on British

beef products before the Euro-
pean summit in Florence on
June 2L
Failure to reach agreement

would prolong Britain’s policy

ofnon cooperation on EU busi-

ness launched in an effort to

secure early agreement on Bit-

ing the han

Hie European Commission is

also dismayed that its efforts

to broker a deal were being

undermined by Britain's non
cooperation policy, especially

as the foil 20-member Commis-
sion was expected to decide

today to lift the ban on three

British beef by-products.

Mr Franz Fischler, EU agri-

culture- commissioner, warned
that the timing of the lifting of

the ban on derivatives was “up
to Britain”. It depended on
how quickly UK tallow and gel-

atine plants met new safety

requirements imposed by the
EU.

Ministry of Agriculture offi-

cials in London said last night

Britain would move fast to
implement any conditions
agreed with the EU to facilitate

a staged lifting of the ban. “We
are not being bloody minded -

we are prepared to compromise
to meet their concerns," one
official said.

Mr John Major, the prime
minister, told MPs in London
yesterday he was looking for

“early dates” for the beginning

of a staged lifting of the beef
export ton. But be repeatedly

sidestepped questions from Mr
Tony Blair, leader of the oppo-

sition Labour party, on
whether Britain was demand-
ing a specific timetable.

In its most concerted disrup-

tion campaign yet the UK yes-

terday blocked 10 decisions —

including several they had
actively supported - at a meet-

ing of justice and home affairs

ministers in Luxembourg. Mr
Michael Howard, British home
secretary, said the UK’s cam-
paign was to “concentrate the
minds of the other govern-
ments of the European Union”.

Mr TMftrind launching a dip-

lomatic offensive in European
capitals, said yesterday before

meeting Mr Jacques Santer,

European Commission presi-

dent, that reaching a frame-
work agreement before the
Florence summit was a “desir-

able timetable, but not era--

dal”.

Mr Fischler said the terms of

the framework agreement

British foreign secretary Malcolm Rtflrind was guardedly optimistic about the beef deadlock a&o-
he had met German chancellor Helmut Kohl at a Nato meetingin Berlin :

:

sought by the UK for a step-by-

step lifting of the embargo
would have to be approved by
the standing veterinary com-
mittee which two weeks ago
voted against easing the ban
on beef derivatives.

A Commission spokesman
said talks yesterday .between
Mr Rifkind.~Mr Douglas HOgg;
the British agriculture minis-

ter, Mr Santer and Mr Fischler

bad been, “constructive” The
two sides were “on a path
towards a strategy for a step-

by-step lifting of the baa
The cautionary British tone

followed the failure of farm
- ministers to agree on a Euro-
pean Commission proposal to

.
.ease the ban on gelatine; .tai-

; low and: buH sem^
the Commission take the
decision.

British reftpf that the Euro-
pean Commission could lift the

ban was tempered by know-
ledge that six countries - Ger-

many, Austria, Portugal, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Lux-
embourg - remained opposed.
. in Luxembourg yesterday,

iqe acri hj^oe^agaijs

'to' a standstill' as all ife deci-

sions require unanimity. •

Beef consumption well
EU beef consumption

% change atnc* March 20 whenf..‘

po—Me BSE-CJD hfc admitted '

W** commencing

Country April 29 March 25

Mend -30 -37

Gwtrwny -30*50 :-70

Italy -30-50
S
Dentnwfc -10 -20

Scanc8newb;.;;«'*4to
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By CsroSne Southey
in Luxembourg

European Union farm
ministers yesterday attacked
as inadequate European Com-
mission plans to pay aid to

formers for losses caused by
sharp foils in beef prices and
consumption following the
scare over “mad cow" disease.

The latest figures show that

beef consumption in many EU
countries is still well below
levels before the “mad cow"
crisis broke in March when the
British government announced
a possible link between BSE

and a fatal human brain condi-

tion.

Yet consumption has
improved since the sharp foils

in the first week of the crisis,

according to figures drawn up
by the Irish Food Board, a gov-

ernment-funded body responsi-

ble for promoting Irish food
ami drink. Germany is show-
ing a recovery from the 70 per
cent foil recorded on March 29
to 3050 per cent in the first

week of May.
In Britain consumption has

recovered from a 40 per cent

drop to 15 per emit and in the
Netherlands it has bounced

back from 50 per cent to IP per
cent i

EU farm ministers pressed
Mr Franz Fischler, commis-
sioner for. agriculture, to;
improve the toms of an.
EcafiSOm ($806m) aid package.,

Germany, France, Ireland, Por-

tugal and Luxembourg in par-

ticular argued for more money.
Under the pi**71 formers who

qualify for the special beef pre-

mium will receive an addft
tional one-off payment ofj

Ecu21, while those who qualify1

for the suckler cow premium;
will receive Ecu25. Member
states would be allowed to allo-

cate EcuUSm of the total pack-

age to formers they
,
believe

have not been fufry congten-

-
.
Mr Fischler warned ifiafithe

commission h?fl *wnJi^iBHnml

resources”, pointing,ont that
the commission would have to

“pull out all the stops" by buy-

ing meat into intervention if

further falls in prices were to
be avoided.

He said the Commission wan
pajring. out Ecu230m for every
100,000 tonnes bought into
interventioa So for 115,000

tonnes have been taken off the
market and into interventioa

Science and not politics to dictate Brussels moves
By Caroline Southey in Luxembourg
and Judy Dempsey In Berlin

Decisions about the ban on British beef
ban will have to be dictated by science,
not politics. Mr Franz Fischler,

European commissioner for agriculture,

warned yesterday. Underlining the
prospect of a long haul in the beef
negotiations, Mr Fischler said the Com-
mission could not “allow the impres-

sion to arise that agreements are politi-

cal and that scientific evidence is

secondary”.

Mr Fischler was speaking the day
after six form ministers blocked a deci-

sion in the council of ministers to lift

the ban on three British by-products

and as talks began between Britain, the
other member states and the Commis-
sion on the terms of a framework for

the step-by-step lifting of the baa The
terms of the framework agreement on
the ban would have to be “compatible

with state of the art scientific evi-

dence”.
The speed at which the by-products

ban, which the Commission could agree

to today, would be. lifted was “up to

Britain,” Mr Fischler said, adding that

Beef exporters are furious because the
government is ordering than to repay
subsidies of up to £lOm (815.4m) on
exports that have been rendered virtu-

ally unsaleable by the EITs worldwide
export ban, Alison Maitland writes in
London.
Individual exporting companies face

demands for repayment of refunds
worth between £200,000 and £2m,
according to the International Meat
Trade Association. Many will find their
bank guarantees being called in to
cover the costs, jeopardising prospects
for future exports.

The association Is already planning
legal action against the government
because exporters have been excluded
from the government’s compensation
package for the meat industry. Many
companies are facing severe cashflow
problems because they have unsold
stocks worth about £12m.

“I cant believe what’s happening,”
Ms Jenny Burt, chairman of the associ-

ation’s export committee, said last

night “Ifs almost as if the government
and Staff [the Ministry of Agriculture]

are intentionally trying to pull the nig
from under our feet”

it depended on how quickly licences

were issued far plants producing gela-

tine and tallow and the information
passed to the Commission so that
inspection teams could be sent to the
UK.
Mr Fischler would not be drawn on

what the Commission would do if mem-
ber states refused to allow British

imports of gelatine, tallow and Mnm.
saying he did not want to "express any
mistrust. All member states are bound
by the terms. Unless there is proof to

the contrary I must assume they will

keep faith," he said.

Ministers in Germany indicated yes-

terday that it would still be difficult to

persuade the states, or fonder, to accept
any imports of British beef or beef by-

products. Given all the scientific rea-

sons. it was neither feasible nor respon-
sible to lift the baa Mr Horst Seehofer,
the German health minister, said. A
complete ban could last beyond Septem-
ber in Germany, he added
But Mr Malcolm Rifkind, the British

foreign secretary and Mr Douglas Hogg,
the agriculture minister, will today try

to persuade their German counterparts
that British beef is safe. They will meet
Mr Klaus Kinkel, and Mr Jocben Borch-
ert, their German counterparts.

Mr Rifkind yesterday met Mr Helmut
Kohl, the German chancellor in Berlin,

where both Were attending the Nato
summit. After the 45-mimrte meeting
with Mr Kohl, Mr Riflrind said there

was “increasing readiness to find a
solution to the problem".
German nffidais. however, said their

government's position had not changed.
The interests of consumers came tost,

and Britain had to put forward a dear
timetable for slaughtering animals and
eradicating mad cow disease before
even the slightest concession would be
considered. There also had to be a con-
sensus in the scientific community.
Germany's health ministry - and the.

Lknder, or states - have consistently
opposed any partial lifting of the ban to
“the interests of consumers," as Mr See-
hofer said yesterday. Next week, he win
meet the Lander In Beriin to discuss
how they should react to any partial
lifting of the baa

Lottery

operator

says it is

the greatest
. .

- By’-RayinOnd Snoddy anti •

•fames BStz
Camelot. the

- ‘ operator of the

Wf National Lot-
M. toy, yesterday

claimed that ft

bad become the
largest and

im MAnoNAL must efficient
miTmr lottery in the

world - at the same time as it

Tan into a barrage of criticism

over its profits. The consor-

tium, which had total sales of
«L2i7bn (|7.9ibn) in the year
to toe end of March with
£1.4I6bh going to “good
causes”, made a pretax profit

of £77.5m aad an after tax
profit of £51.lm, just under
£lm a week. .

The Camelot consortium
consists of the Cadbury
Schweppes food group; De La
Rue, the security printers; the

UK offshoot ofUS lottery com-
pany GTech: Racal Electron-
ics; and ICL, the computer
group. Camelot argues that
the after-tax figure is the cru-

cial number because it oper-

ates a highly regulated busi-

ness with little opportunity to

vary tax rates.

The after-tax profit figure is

almost exactly in line with
Camefofs first toll half year
when the aftertax profit was
£23.6m.
Mr Jack Cunningham, the

opposition Labour party’s
shadow national heritage sec-

retary, said yesterday: “People
throughout the country are
naturally concerned about the

excessive profits made by
Camelot. A Labour govern-
ment would seek -an efficient,

nonprofit-making promoter so
more of lottery profits can go
directly to the good causes.”

. The national heritage com-
mittee of the House of Com-
mons, while conceding that
tiie National Lottery had been
a great success, suggested that
Camelot should give more of
its profits to charity. Last year
file company paid more than
£550,000 to community and
charitable projects and will
consider the committee’s
point
Camelot, however, issued

independent research on the
top 30 lotteries in the world. It

showed that Camelot was the
largest lottery in the world
and returned more money to

worthy causes, and the govern-
ment titan any other lottery in
terms of money and as a per-

centage of sales.

Camelot insists that profit
after tax will average less than
lp to file £1 through the seven-
year licence period because the
proportion retained, by Came-

.

lot Is squeezed as sales rise.

Yesterday, senior Labour offi-

cials privately admitted there
is little a Labour government
could do to redistribute Came-
lot's profits until its licence
expires.
One idea being studied by

file party is a tightening of the
powers of the lottery regula-
tor, allowing action if profits
bare considered unreasonable.
Lottery law allows the regula-
tor to vary any condition in
the licence even if the com-
pany does not consent.

.

As a separate venture Came-
lot Is considering taking part
as an investor in other lot-

teries around the world.
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$150m defence

order awarded
Eteisksz «S£/S£5mlSK militiay hslfcoptm. n»

'SSfw Satmriral Madera from BrWn's CSCud
Stewart of the US to fit integrated ”ad Paage;

mravrtnrinff svstsms” (Hums) to 48 Chinook helicoptere, The

SXinvited bids for the

mmt lSsSa^is considering ordering tte Wgmafi w
up to 275 other helicopters Including Sea King, Puma and

L3
K^toflt the equipment followed the crash to M09 tfm

RAF in Scotland which killed fonrOTiwit^JOXl 25

canter Northern Ireland security experts. Tl^ aqddent wM
Mamed on pilot error rather than eqtojmwtofotooAia^
the initial contract is worth cady

was confident of winning farther orders fira the IK mtofehy

“US forces are considering installation ofHums capabilities to

several thousand military beScoptere including 1,100 Army
rMnMvVc n the comoanv said-

ttSSiem Uks ^collating data from 200 sensors armnri

the aircraft which can be monitored by ptiots tosigns of

stress or fatigue. That information can be used subsequently

by maintenance crews for helicopter repair work and

enhances the function of “black box” ffigbt recorders to toe

event of a crash. Smiths has developed tbesystemjoitoly with

MIA Dynamics, the UK software specialist, GKN-Westland

Helicopters, Scientific Atlanta of the US and Aerosystaus, the

ground support equipment business. Shares to Smiths rose lp

to 698p on the London stock market Tm Burt, London

Executive lifestyles change
The stereotype of the thrusting young mate executive, worth-

ing all hours ofthe day and night while his female counterpart

dreams of going part-time, seems finally to have had its day.

Young men are now more likely than young women to be

interested in flexible woridng arrangements, while females are

more anxious to be seen as successful than males, says a study

of childless adults aged 2034. published today

.

Turing- attractive to toe opposite sex is twice as important for

mm in this age group as it is for women, according to Minta),

the market intelligence group. From a sample of 726 young

people, toe study finds that 17 per cent of women want to be

described as “successful”, compared with 14 per cent of men.

Top attributes for both groups are loyalty and trustworthi-

ness. From a sample of 239 pro-family adults, 78 per cant of

mro said they would prefer to be able to work flexibly com-

pared with 69 per cent of women.
Diana Summers. Marketing Correspondent

Rebel accountants defeated
Rebel members of toe Institute of Chartered Accountants in

Riband and Wales fefled by a wide margin to persuade its

annual meeting to baric direct elections for toe post of presi-

dent. The motion was lost by 335 votes to 77. Dr Jeff Wooller,

who proposed the reform, is a member of a ginger group for

greater democracy. He said he would return to the issue next

year. Hie institute has already set up an independent review

of its constitution.

Jim Kelly, Accountancy Correspondent

Skill shortages alleged
Skill shortages are holding baric expansion in the British

engineering industry, said Mr Davey Hall, president of the
AEEU engineering trade onion. He added that some compa-
nies were finding “immense difficulty in attracting workers
with the relevant skills'" and wage levels were being pushed
up as demand for skilled labourincreased, But his observa-

tions appeared to conflict with the latest pay trend findings

from the Engineering Employers Federation which showed a
fan to the increase of the level of wage settlements to the
three months to the end of April to &27 per cent

By Robert Taylor, Employment Editor

Government secrecy claimed
Friends of the Earth, the environmental group, yesterday
accused the government of using legally “dubious" excuses for

witholding environmental data on water companies and other
privatised enterprises. It urged the government to set up an
independent body to consider appeals under a European Union
directive on freedom of information. This requires environ-
mental information held by public authorities, subject to some
exceptions - such as commercially sensitive data - to be
publicly available..

Friends of the Earth said it had hero denied information
about the estimated costs ofwater companies’ programmes for

cleaning up sewage and drinking water during toe 1994 review
by toe Industry regulator of the prices they could charge.

Leyla Boulton, Environment Correspondent

Democracy loses friends
Rising public dissatisfaction with government and the state of
democracy is not a uniquely British trait The trends are
similar throughout toe developed world, with sharp declines
to public confidence across most European Union states over
toe past five years. The graph shows ratings of satisfaction
with democracy compiled by Dr Andr€ Kaiser of
University in Germany, from the regular Eurobarometer sur-
veys of citizens' attitudes to institutions across the EU.

It reveals a sharp decline to public confidence to democracy
across toe EU between 1990 and 1991 The UK was broadly in
line with toe EU trend. A rating of more than 2^ on the scale
indicates a majority satisfied with toe state of democracy. The
UK was at 2Jo or above consistently from 1978 until 1992, while
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the ED as a whole was at 215 or above from 1984 until 1992. The
subsequent decline in satisfaction with democracy is less
toarp for Britain than for some other EU states - notably
Gennany, under the impact of unification. Public confidencem democracy has long been lower in France than in Britain.

• Andrew Adonis, Public Policy Editor

COMPANY NOTICES

INTERNATIONAL TENDER
ARAB COMPANY FOR

LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT "ACOLID"
INTEND TO ESTABLISH AN INTEGRATED

DAIRY PROJECT
IN THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
INTERESTED BIDDERS CAN CONTACT AT
RIYADH 11415 - P.O- BOX 18389 K.SJL
TEL: (01) 4825445 - FAX: (01) 4651497

CLOSING DATE IS 4&1996AT 130 P.M,
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Telecoms watchdog changes direction
By Aten Cane fai London

Mr Don Cruickshank, the tele-

communications industry watchdog,
believes to consultation. The results are
apparent in Offal's final proposals for

controlling British Telecommunica-
tion’s prices and trading behaviour.

Mr Cntickshank’s exploratory propos-
als had led BT and the rest of the indus-
try to expect a pricing regime between
1997 and 2001 that would be little differ-

ent from the existing tough controls - a
cap on annual increases in charges on
60 per cent of BTs services equal to the
rate of inflation minus TA percentage

points. But bis final proposals cover

only a quarter of BTs revenues, and
the price cap has been reduced to infla-

tion minus 4'A points.

BT believed the harsher regime
would have been extremely difficult to

achieve. So did its competitors. They
compete with the UK's dominant opera-
tor chiefly on price and were afraid that
they would not be able to set prices

giving them, an adequate profit

In fact, Mr Cruickshank’s final

proposals cover only a quarter of BTs
revenues - low to medium spending
residential customers where, in Mr
Cmickshank’s view, consumer protec-

tion is still required.

Oftel says its proposals will enable it

to take a big step away from being a
detailed, prescriptive monopoly regula-
tor and towards being a fair trading
authority. "Competition, rather than
Oftel, would increasingly become the
industry regulator.’'

Why toe sudden change of direction
and why did this “narrow basket"
option emerge so late in the consulta-
tive process? According to Mr Grokk-
shank the narrow basket was popular
with consumer groups, which tended to
make their submissions to toe consulta-
tive process at the last minute. It was
also toe result of a more detailed analy-
sis of the stole of competition in UK
telecoms. There win be those who wfll

m
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say that Mr Cruickshank has elected to
set BT a comparatively easy pricing tar-
get to make it more amenable to accept-
ing his plans to take broader powers to
outlaw anticompetitive behaviour
among all licensed operators.
Mr Cruickshank has made clear that

he sees the new pricing regime and the
fan* trading condition as indivisible, BT#
wfll have so much more freedom to set
pncss that controls are essential BT
1ms made clear that it win not accept
the condition - with which it jgro*** -
without an appeals procedure. Under
toe 1984 Telecommunications Act, Mr
Cruickshank cannot allow such a proce-
dure.
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SECURE A FUTURE WITH OPTIONS M

Financial markets are becoming increasingly

competitive and sophisticated... financial

instruments more complex and risks more
difficult to manage. In an environment of

constant and accelerating change, the challenge

facing banks and their employees is to secure a

profitable future in a lean and uncertain world.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
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PITMAN
PUBLISHING

For the organisation the future now depends on

your most valuable asset... your people. As you

strive to achieve more and more with fewer and

fewer, their motivation, knowledge and skills

will be vital. To stay ahead of the competition

you must keep your people ahead of the

learning curve.

For the individual there is no such thing as job

security. To sustain your value in the market-

place you must build your employability and

upgrade your knowledge. How comprehensive

and up-to-date are your skills?

FOR. VOI R ORGANISATION

realise the performance
potential of your people

optimise the use of training

budgets and that precious

resource, time

make objective assessments of

technical skills
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The question for individuals and

organisations is - do you have the

|
portfolio of skills necessary to

I sustain your value in the market?
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The Fairplace Institute of Banking & Finance is

offering up to £25,000 worth of free training.

Simply tick the box on the order form below to

enter the draw. No purchase is necessary. The draw

will take place on 2 September 1996.
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FOR YOU

upgrade and expand your

financial skills

stay abreast of new challenges

protect your career by hedging

against professional

obsolescence

EACH WORKBOOK CONTAINS:

I problem solving exercises with

answers and solutions

> worked exercises to test your

skills and progress

• a focus on the essential

information for instant

understanding

real life case studies based on

current market conditions

i a glossary of technical terms

EACH WORKBOOK IS:

newly written and completely up-to-date with

current market practice

a practical and comprehensive introduction to

today’s essential financial skills

designed to deliver the maximum understanding

in a concise, relevant and flexible format

a valuable and permanent reference source

perfect as pre-reading prior to training courses

or for use on courses

written and developed by market practitioners in

a practical and accessible style. These

workbooks are a proven success as self-teach

learning aids.

Dr DC Gardner, founder of the Fairplace

Institute of Banking & Finance

“I am confident that if you read the books carefully

and attempt the exercises diligently you will gain

much from these workbooks, and in so doing you

will add value to yourselves and increase your

employability in the new world of banking.”

thus

Colyn Gardner
Cornhill. City ofLondonf June 1996
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Capital Markets An Introduction to: HP & Leasing Finance

Money Markets

Foreign Exchange

Treasury Management

Derivatives

Swaps

Futures & Options Corporate Credit Risk

Fund Management Dociimentary Credits

Emerging Markets Mergers & Acquisitions

The Financing of Foreign Trade Venture Capital

Back Office Settlements

Financial Statements

The City of London & Its Institutions

Finance for the Non-Financial Manager

Each Workbook is a focused introduction to the essential information, tools and techniques of each subject

PIchsp complete and return

thi« form to;

Kim Whiting,

Pitman Publishing,

FREEPOST,
128 Long Acre,

WC2E 9BR, UK
or fax your order lo

Kim \n»ling on

(0171)240 5771

or telephone ou

(0171)447 2030

Poalage ud Parking

Vtu Please add £3.00 per order

Bbwhm in Europe: Please add CS.OO for first book and £3.00 per book thenafter

R„l of World: Pleaw add £9.00 for find book and £6.00 per book thereafter

MWMrWMiWMk Initiala

Job title

Surname

Department

Company

Payment (please- complete)

Q I mrloar a cheque payable to Pitman Pubhrivng for

Q Please debit my ApeessAWBarclaycard/Moatereard for

i 1 1 1

1

r

Address

.(tots!)

___ (local)

We can prodnee rnslomivd workbooks tailor made to suit your

organisation's own training requirements- If you would like to

discuss customised publishing opportunities please contact Juba

Clements on 0171 447 2116 or tick this box for further

information and return to Pitman Publishing, Freepost,
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BUSINESS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Solar power,
for decades
regarded as
environmen-
tally worthy
bat uneco-
nomic, is

being seen as a

viable energy option with vast

commercial potential. In spite

of hundreds of millions of dol-

lars of investment during the

past 20 years, the world market
is still small Only about 7QMW
of photovoltaic fPV) cells were
produced last year for solar
power - enough to power a

small dty such as Oxford in

the UK.
Yet a combination of new

technology developments, ris-

ing demand in developing
countries and measures by
western governments to kick-

start their own markets is gen-

erating a brighter future and a

potential multi-billion-pound

market
According to Strategies

Unlimited, a California-based
consultancy, the industry has
the potential to grow to
1.600MW by the year 2010,

under certain conditions. The
forecast was released last

month at a PV convention in

Virginia, organised by the US
Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronic Engineers.

Growth like that would be a
shot in the arm for the PV
industry. For several years,

world production has shown
steady year-on-year growth of

about 15 per cent, but manu-
facturing capacity still exceeds

demand. Globally, there is an

Angela Bleasdale writes on solar energy's new
dawn in the first part of a series on the sector

Here comes
the sun

Two views of the future for the
world photovoltaic^ Industry

estimated annual turnover of

just £450m ($880m). according
to the Energy Technology Sup-
port Unit at Harwell in the UK.

It is “little more than a cot-

tage industry”, says John Har-
ford, manager of strategic plan-

ning at BP Solar International,

a subsidiary of British Petro-

leum, the UK-based oil group.
PV enables light to be trans-

formed directly into electric

power - when light falls on to

Solar panels can
be located in the
facades or roofs of
commercial or

domestic buildings

the solar cells' thin film of

treated semiconductor material
(usually silicon), electrical

charges are generated and con-

ducted to an external grid.

Much of today's demand
comes from remote communi-

ties not linked to the national

grid in industrialised and
developing countries.

Philip Bouverat, commercial
director at the Intersolar
Group, a specialist solar elec-

tric company, says the markets
in developing countries are
large and growing, and there is

a great need for low-cost solar

devices to bring electrification

to rural communities.
In Indonesia alone, an esti-

mated 11m families are with-

out electricity. Depending on
the volumes, the cost of some
solar devices could be as low
as S3 per watt, says Bouverat
He says that, as volumes
Increase and the price
approaches $1 per watt, solar

will become competitive with
conventional energy.

At present, solar energy
costs about SQp per unit
(kWhp) as an installed working
system. That compares with
approximately 7p per unit for

conventional electricity
(nuclear and fossil fuel) and

20p per unit for wind-
generated power.

In western, countries, expan-
sion of the market could lie In

grid-connected applications,
where FV-generated electricity

can be fed back to the national

grid. Harford identifies two
such applications, . the first

being centralised PV stations,

regarded as “the holy grail'' by
many in the industry.

But a more likely application

in the shorter term would
build on PV*s main advantages
- power generation at point of
use, avoiding distribution and
transmission costs, and the
fact it can be integrated into

most urban buddings.
It is this area, with its sub-

stantial market potential, that
has caught the imagination of

the European PV industry.
Solar panels can be located in

the facades or roofs of commer-
cial or domestic buildings to

generate a portion of a build-

ing’s electricity needs.

Richard Page, the UK junior

1990
Scwok ssngM

1995 2000 2006

energy minister, supported this

view at a recent PV conference
In London. He emphasised the

UK's commitment to renew-
able energy, including solar,

which was reflected in such
government projects as the
Technology Foresight pro-

gramme and the Department of

Trade and Industry’s New and
Renewable Energy programme.

The DTI helped finance the

£1.5m conversion of a building

in Newcastle upon Tyne into

tbe UK’s first solar-power
office block Page said It

showed that office buildings

“will be able to generate one-

third of their electricity needs
from PV cladding

1*.

But Greenpeace, the environ-

mental lobbying group, says

*.
• *

r . - -

At Philips, when a product Is finished, it still has a long

way to go.

My name is Anne-Marie Visse. I am a Sales Representative

for consumer products at Philips Lighting and I work on

a daily basis in collaboration with distributors.

My rote consists of guaranteeing the regular presence

of Philips Lighting Products at the largest number of points of saie and

on the best displays, backed up by original promotional operations.

This makes sure that our products are not oniy the best, but are seen

in ail the best places.

PHILIPS

two-thirds of the UK’s present

electricity production could be

generated by PV if it were

deployed wholesale in homes

and offices.
. , ,

Harford says the industry

faces a "chicken and egg:” prob-

lem - PV-generated electricity

is still more costly than that

from fossU-fUel power stations.

but, if manufacturers were

guaranteed sustained demand,

they would invest in high-vol-

ume production, reducing costs

dramatically, ,
The US Department of

Energy has established a joint

programme with the utilities to

create what it sees as a neces-

sary virtuous circle. It intends

to double sales for solar prod-

ucts in four ye®1* raore

than double the number of util-

ities using PV. It spent about

pqtTP (S58m) on initiatives in

1995 and its cumulative expen-

diture is approaching S880m.

For many years. Japan has

promoted PV through its “sun-

shine” renewable energy pro-

gramme to reduce the depen-

dence on nuclear energy and

on imported oil and gas. By
2000, it aims to stabilise carbon

emissions at 1990 levels, a com-

mitment also made by more
than 150 developed nations,

including the UK. Japan also

says new energy sources will

account for 2 per cent of its

energy requirements by 2000, 3

per cent by 2010.

That compares with the

European Commission's “PV in

2010" study which calls for pro-

duction of electricity from
renewables to be trebled. It

also concludes that roof and

building-facade grid-connected

applications represent the fast-

est-growing solar market in

Europe.
Other market Initiatives

include rate-based Incentives

where individuals or busi-

nesses tnvest in PV. recouping

their investment over 10 to 2D

years via a premium rate fa
the electricity they feed into

the national grid. The schemes

are funded by a small sur-

charge on electricity bills,

Harford says such schemes

work best in countries with a

high degree of local autonomy,

such as Germany and Switzer-

land. where utility companies

may be owned by loco! authori-

ties and are more responsive to

consumer preferences. He
believes other mechanisms
would be more appropriate fa
the UK.
Philip Wolfe. Intersolar's

managing director, says the

time is right to include PV in

the UK's Non-Fossil Fuel Obli-

gation. which subsidises elec-

tricity produced from renew-

able sources. Inclusion would

expand the market, he

says.

The DTI has so for excluded

PV from the NFFO mecha-

nism. “The costs of PV-gener-

ated electricity hare precluded

this,” Page says. The position

will be reviewed after the nest

NFFO order, to be made in

1997.

However. John Battle,

Labour's energy spokesman,

says the parti1

is committed to

“prising open NFFO" and will

Include PV as part of its green

energy policy.

Viewpoint - By Peter Knight

The empty
promise

The idea of
‘product
stewardship'
is unlikely

ever to work
You have fin-

ally painted

that cupboard.

What do you do
with the nearly

empty can of
brilliant white

gloss? Put it in the bin or drive

to the licensed disposal site for

hazardous waste where It

rightly belongs?

Chuck it in tbe bin, of

course.

Welcome to the wacky world
of "product stewardship",

where manufacturers promise
to take full responsibility for

their products from start to

finish, but fell far short of their

goal.

Such stewardship is one of
the central pillars of the
chemical industry’s

Responsible Care programme,
a voluntary initiative designed
to improve the safety and
environmental performance of

the industry and, of course, its

public image.
You frill find plenty of

promises about product
stewardship in corporate policy

statements on the
environment The idea is

cropping up in other business
areas too, most notably in the
timber and paper industries
(forest stewardship) and in

fisheries (marine stewardship),
where companies promise to
take better care of that part of
the environment that supports
their particular business.

Product stewardship is a
wonderful idea but it is

unlikely ever to work. There
are three big problems. First,

the word “stewardship” oozes
the sort of morality that
business hates. Second, the
idea only half-works in
practice. Third, it is all based
on empty promises.
A steward used to be the

bead slave, the man who
looked after his master's

Stewardship is a
non-starter

without policies
that prime the

markets

household. He never owned a
thing but had to make sure
that everything ran smoothly,
all accounts balanced and the
estate was in tip-top shape to
pass on to the heir.

Greens tell us we must be
the stewards of the earth and
look after it for future
generations. This sounds fine
coming from a pulpit and it

flight indeed be the “right
thing to do". But, as a bustness
word, "stewardship" stinks. It
is dripping with morality,
which makes it difficult to sell
to managers trying to meet
financial and production
targets.

Maybe we don't need a new
word at all. because product
stewardship is all about the
well-established idea of
after-sales service and adding
value. Business has saddled

itself with “stewardship"

because it looked so good, so

responsible, an the page after

Love Canal. Bhopal. Seveso

and other chemical disasters in

recent decades.

As for the theory and
practice of product

stewardship, the term implies

that the manufacturer will,

among other things, ensure
that a product can be disposed

of without damaging the

environment
Industry points to examples

of successful product
stewardship high up the

supply chain: safer transport of

hazardous chemicals: cleaner

production methods; safer

packaging and so on. But that

is the easy part.

The real difficulty lies nearer
the end. If companies really

practised product stewardship,

they would ensure that

consumers could easily give

back their spent products: the
paint tin, the old toaster, the

dud computer, the chipped
acrylic counter top.

TTiere are. of course,

examples of recycling schemes
that work - but not many -

and their impact is small That
Is because it costs too much.
You cannot expect the paint

maker or the computer
manufacturer to offer

unilaterally a free collection

and disposal service when the

market will not bear the oast
Product stewardship is a

non-starter without policies

that prime the markets to

support the practice. When
products reflect their foil

environmental costs -

including disposal - the
stewardship of those products
will be possible.

This is an area where
government has to set policy in

conjunction with the producers
so that everyone is playing by
the same rules. Until then,
there is no point in business
swaggering about making all

sorts of promises about
cradle-to-grave stewardship
when it knows that It will
stumble in the cemetery.
The Responsible Care

initiative was. in part, a
defensive action to save the
hazard-prone chemical
industry from restrictive
legislation. Responsibility, like
stewardship, implies

self-regulation. The notion
stuck because it coincided with
the fashion for deregulation,
market mechanisms
slim-line government.
Responsible Care has certainly
had a beneficial impact on the
big chemical companies,
improving their performance
and their image.
But because Responsible

Care is toothless, it encourages
free riders - those companies
that exploit the higher
standards of the others.

If this form of discipline is

going to work, the chemical
industry- - like all industries -

will have to develop ways to
get rid of the bad stewards.
Companies will never be able

to fulfil their stewardship
responsibilities when there are
no police - whether real people
or fully-primed markets that
demand accountability. Until t

then, product stewardship will
be about empty promises.

Peter Knight is e specialist
uniter on business and the
environment
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has not Just two
Wpuhst general entertafri

1 M 1JV- but three.
the third being Sfcv i

Most viewers are not able to see'<?kv
cbanneLs. or course, since they *2
available only m homes which oav for

or cable eenice.lStToS
of the reasons why so little in the wav* ci5c

if
ra

I
s wr^ about the con

tent of Sky. here or elsewhere (except
ill some Murdoch newspapers Ruoert
Murdoch being the maUiSehoE
in the Sky system). Given that most
homes have no access to Skv it is
hardly surprising that, nationally the
Sky 1 viewing share is much seller
than those of BBCl and 1TV.
W»* does seem odd is that even in

satellite and cable homes the old
channels, according to the BARB fig-
ures. are still watched much more
r30 DurinS 1996 in such
homes IT\ s share has been about 28
per cent. BBCl* about Si per cent
and Sky l's about 5 per cent Even
BBC2 and Channel 4 do better thqq
Ski' 1 with around 7 per cent each.
Given that Sky 1 labours under none
of the public service obligations
applying to its competitors - it shows
no news, education or arts pro-
grammes, very little current affairs or
religion (though it does carry The
Hour Of Power at dawn on Sundays!
and very' few documentaries (The
World At War is currently being
repeated on Sunday afternoons) - this
seems curious.

No doubt the people at Sky will say
that their programme budgets are

fc much lower than those of the terres-
trial channels, but that alone is not
an explanation. We all know what
sort of ratings can be achieved with
cheap American imports and repeats:
25 Years Of The Two Ronnies is cur-
rently pulling in 8.5 million viewers to
BBCl. E.R. and NYPD Blue regularly
attract over 3m viewers to Channel 4.

Sky 1, on the other hand, has only
one series in the entire week which
manages to get above one million
(The X-Filcs). Practically all its pro-
grammes fall below the half million
mark. Why?
A few days dedicated to watching

nothing but Sky 1 suggests a reason:
to all intents and purposes this chan-
nel is not British but American. It

looks American, sounds American,
and perhaps most important, feels
American. The chief factor is, of
course, that so many of the pro-
grammes actually are American.
Switch on at teatime this evening and
you will see the time-travelling Amer-
ican drama series Quantum Leap,
then the American cartoon The Simp-
sons, the British quiz Jeopardy, and
then, between 7pm and the early
hours of tbe morning nothing but
American shows: LAPD. MJLS.H.,
Space; Above And Beyond, The Outer
Limits, Quantum Leap (yes, again)
Highlander, and The Late Show.
The pattern on other weekday eve-

nings is practically identical Indeed.

Sky 1 differs radically from other Brit-

ish networks in that it “strips" pro-

grammes across the week: thus you
wcra watch The Simpsons, the second
^highest rated series on the network,

six nights a week at 6ff0 pm. with a
break on Saturday for a double dose

ARTS

International theatre on tour

Laden with

Euro-cliches

O n the one hand, tbe
Russians still have
troves of artistic

wisdom yet to

reveal to the west. On the
other, there are whole tips of

artistic inanity in which the

Russians are only too eager to

immerse themselves. In the
1980s, the Kirov Ballet used to

waste everybody’s time by set-

ting its finest dancers to tackle

the pretentious choreography
of Maurice Bfejart; the fact that

Bejart has never been better

danced just did not help.

During 1994, no theatre pro-

ductions fielded finer acting
than those shown by the Maly
Drama Theatre of St Peters-
burg on its British tour. But.
although Claustrophobia.
receiving its first performances
in Britain, is all about the dark
side of Russian life in the mod-
ern era, and although it

emerged from Maly director
Lev Dodin’s classes, it looks to

a large extent like a very thor-

ough plunge into western
Eurotrash. That some of the

performing is of a high order
affords all too little compensa-
tion.

On the 1994 evidence, the
Maly performers are at their

best in character acting: above
all in revealing both social sur-

face and spiritual essence, as

in Dodin’s superlative three-

part staging of Dostoyevsky’s
The Devils. Claustrophobia.
however, is not particularly

concerned with character, or
spirit, at alL Sure, It attempts
to expose the contrast of public

and private lives, of fact and
fantasy; and. from this basis, it

addresses tbe vices of modem
Russia: such as collective pas-

sivity and widespread alcohol-

ism. But Claustrophobia, a non-
narrative two-hour collage of

largely unconnected incidents,

is too incoherent to be able to

express effectively what it has
in mind - or to express any-

Reach for the ratings: the polling power of repeats is demonstrated by “25 Years of the Two Ronnies**, currently on BBCl

Television/Christopher Dunkley

American diet on Sky
of Star Trek. On Sunday the dreary
and often ludicrous American space
opera turns up three times. Many of
the other American series mentioned
in the last paragraph also feature five

nights a week. Perhaps this is another
reason why. even in cable and satel-

lite homes. Sky 1 takes such a small

share. During four decades the British

have grown used to a richer and more
varied diet

It is not that individual American
series are unpopular with British

viewers. On the contrary, it has been
noted before in this column that, from
the days of Dragnet and I Love Lucy.

British broadcasters have habitually

used American series to help boost

ratings - but only as a minor con-

stituent in tbe schedule. On Sky 1 tbe

Americanism simply goes on and on.

Even in the rare moments when there

is a factual programme such as

LAPD, the police work under exami-

nation is American. These policemen

fill their petrol tanks with “gas”.

They cany guns and get them out as
a routine precautionary measure
whatever the incident in hand. Court
TV, which is shown every weekday by
Sky 1 at 3pm, is devoted exclusively

to American courts.

T
he only general current
affairs series on Sky 1 last

week was 60 Minutes
which is one of the best,

and longest running, pro-

grammes of its sort in the world.

However, the proposed legislation on
“part birth abortion” is American, as

is the scandal over Prudential Bache
and the selling of “partnerships”. You
do not have to be a xenophobe to find

that, coining on top of a week of
American cartoons. American police

series, American comedies, and Amer-

ican science fiction, it is a bit wearing
to be asked to get all indignant over

the trials and tribulations of Ameri-

can life. British life as portrayed on
television is quite worrying enough.

The very culture of Sky 1 is Ameri-
can. You sit through two minutes of
action at tbe start of a drama episode,

then three minutes of credits, and
find yourself dropped straight into a
commercial break with no indication

of where the programme ends and the

commercials (or the channel trails

which are mixed in with the commer-
cials) begin. Advertising fills as much
as 15 minutes in the hour and, ironi-

cally, turns out to be the most British

aspect of the entire operation.

Within the programmes people are
forever declaring “I spent moster my
life behind the eight ball” (or it could
be “ate ball”) or “She’s in a vurry
frajjle state", which is hardly surpris-

ing since these programmes are made
in California. But it is. surely, a bit

surprising that such efforts go into
making the rest of the output - even
the British elements - sound thor-

oughly American- Not only do the
announcers frequently adopt Ameri-
can accents, they even use American

W ith the right art-

ists. one-com-
poser recitals can
offer special, con-

centrated pleasures, and this

week we have already had two
of them. On Sunday, the Cana-

dian pianist Louis Lortie

played all of Chopin’s studies

in the Queen Elizabeth Hall -

the two famous books of 12

each, and the little Trois nou-

vellcs etudes too. On Monday it

was Hugo Wolfs turn, when
Christoph Pregardien and
Juliane Banse sang the whole
of his Italicnischcs Liederbuch

at the Wigmore Hall.

Lortie delivered his Chopin
to a full and rapturous house.

His technique is immaculate,

and the more extraordinary for

being utterly unshowy. Every

study in the first book, Op. 10.

sounded transparent and
effortless: he might have been

playing minor Mozart or

London recitals/David Murray

Chopin and Wolf par excellence
Haydn. He sped lightly

through the wicked A minor
study - endless chromatic
scales, exclusively for the

third, fourth and fifth fingers

of the right hand - as if it were
a beginner's bagatelle.

By the interval, I was mut-
tering to myself that a bit of

audible stress is sometimes an
advantage: in tbe churning P
minor study, for example, or

the “Revolutionary", which in

Lortie’s hands had been per-

fectly modelled, objective and
rather cool. But he began bis

second half with the relatively

easy Nouvelles Etudes: and sud-

denly, with oo virtuoso chal-

lenges to meet, he was winkl-

ing out the most delicate

shades of rubato sentiment
From there onward, he was

on superlative xnusicianly

form. Everything in the Op. 25

book sang, dazzled, bewitched
- still with effortless fluency

but also with luminous feeling,

in exquisite chiaroscuro. Better

Chopin playing than this is

just not to be heard, not any-
where. At the end. the audi-

ence was literally baying for

encores. There being no
studies left. Lortie gave us a
nocturne and a waltz, both
magical, and then swept exu-

berantly through Debussy's
Lislejoyeuse.

It was only last November
that Gerald Finley and Joan
Rogers gave a wonderfully

lively, affectionate account of

Wolf’s “Italian Songbook” at

the Wigmore; but Pregardien

and Banse were no less stylish,

charming and fanny.

Many of the songs have to be
more or less acted, which they
did with less cunning - but
they had the bonus of native'

German. Heyse’s German
“translations" are far more
sophisticated than the original

folk-Italian verses, and Wolf
revelled in the words. If Pre
gardien’s elegant tenor boasts
less variety of tone than Fin-

ley's clever baritone, he
phrases cleanly and confi-

dently; and Banse’s lovely, lim-

pid timbre disguises a very
sharp intelligence.

Every pair of singers in this

Liederbuch re-orders the songs
in their own way, so as to

alternate between the male
and female voices, and also to

create some kind of dramatic
continuity. This time the re-or-

dering was quite unorthodox:

“Auch kleine Dinge", the natu-

ral prologue, began the second
half rngtaad, and the finale was
not the riotous showpiece “Ich
hab' in Penna" but the slightly

overblown “Wenn du. mein
Liebster, steigst zum Hlmmel
auf - which Banse and their

pianist Michael Gees brought
off superbly, siJent-film-style

tremolo and all

1 fancy that the reordering
owed a lot to Gees, who is

phraseology. “You’re watching The
X-FUes on Sky One prime time”, they
drawl, meaning, presumably, that we
are watching in peak viewing timp.

In an entire week of monitoring -

from The Mighty Morphia Power
Rangers (not bad if you want fast

action nonsense) to Civil Wars, the

umpteenth American court series now
running on British television - only
one series cropped up which appeared
to be British made, not shown previ-

ously elsewhere on British television,

yet which could probably hold its own
and attract a sizeable audience if

shown elsewhere: Animal Practice, an
everyday story of a major veterinary

centre. With calves being born by
Caesarian section, an English setter

dying under the knife, and a special

padded room where horses can fall

over under anaesthetic without hurt-

ing themselves. it looks like the Brit-

ish programme ideal But it is the

exception which proves the rule: Sky
1 is an American network.

something of a wild card. He is

no mere accompanist, but a
composer too (as one could
have guessed from his search-

ing, creative way with Wolfs
glorious piano-parts), and a
jazz pianist, and a specialist in

improvised music.
Not many singers would put

up with so aggressive a part-

ner, but Pregardien and Banse
did, to their credit - because
Gees seemed to be recreating
Wolfs music from the inside.

Every note counted, every
moment tingled with life. (He
was brusque with endings,
though: once the last note of a
song was struck, he was up
and away toward tbe next.)

Hearing him was an experience
in itself; and since it was com-
bined with such fresh, percep-

tive singing, it raised the
whole affair to an exciting
pitch. The audience was as
delighted as Lortie’s had been.

thing at any interesting level.

To read the programme synop-
sis after tbe performance is to

be astounded. They thought
that communicated all of this?

Claustrophobia is laden with
Eurocliches. In particular, it is

all too like many pieces made
by Pina Bausch for her Dance
Theatre of Wuppertal. For
example; a large and imposing
box set that is gradually
wrecked during the course of

the work; the surreal interleav-

ing of realistic and bizarre
effects; the non-narrative
assortment of group activities

and more small-scale vignettes:

tbe ballet class for people who
have no talent for ballet (and

singing by people with no tal-

ent for song); the episodes of

bare-breasted self-exposure, of

petty torture and petty’ mas-
ochism. and of naughtily las-

civious desires, the bizarre or

just plain wacko outbreaks of

private or ensemble crazi-

ness . . . and more.

There are worse cliches:

dancing to fragments of Pinf

songs, group nonsense to Moz-
art's “Elvira Madigan" piano
concerto and the crescendo or

Rossini's Barbiere overture, a
bogey figure in black mask and
body-tights. As in so much
Euro-theatre, coarse references

to the higb culture of the past
- the most facile feature of
post-modernism - abound.
Goethe. Schiller. Pushkin,
Gogol. Turgenev. Chekhov.
Gorky, Debussy, Rachmaninov.
Scriabin. Picasso, Mandelstam.
Nabokov: just names invoked
from the wreckage. Nobody
doubts that life in modern Rus-

sia must be culturally grim,

and Claustrophobia confirms
that But it is not a work of art.

Alastair Macaulay

At the Lyric Theatre. Hammer-
smith, until June 8.

Star-crossed lovers

N ada Theatre’s fan-

tasy captured the
imagination of Edin-

burgh’s audiences
last summer, when it won a
Fringe First. Revived for a
short English tour, this French
Romeo and Juliette are like ref-

ugees from a Pirandello play,

star-crossed lovers trapped in

their own story damned to the
eternal re-enactment of then-

death, but never to dia This is

the kind of European perfor-

mance which is out of the
mainstream, but feeds it at

source with theatrical energy.

In a dark mausoleum, reek-

ing with smoke and shafts of

Gothic light, impassioned
Romeo drinks the Apothecary’s
poison. Juliette, shrouded in

her flowing rust-red hair,

awakes on her tomb and stabs

herself. After a dramatic
pause, both nervously check to

see if they have died at last

They have not So they try to

die again

In an attempt to release

themselves, they return to the

core events of their life in their

play: they try their first kiss

again; they perform the ivy-

clad balcony scene. Tbe neat

theatrical conceit never lays

these eternal lovers to rest.

However many times they may
seem to die in each perfor-

mance of their story, they
have, of course, endured for

400 years.

A lot of the charm is in the

clowning, which is in French -

the words; in the graceful body
language. Coquettish Babette
Masson and impish Jean-Louis

Heckel also achieve a mock
heroism. Sometimes, they
crudely name-check the
world's lovers - from Tristan

and Isolde to Bonnie and
Clyde. Then they are captivat-

ing; such as when, framed by
medieval head-dresses, they
perform an exquisite ritual

between the sun and the moon.
Their cheeky, tragic eyes

glow. Sometimes their perfor-

mances are robust, sweaty,
erotic. Sometimes dainty, par-

ticular, delicate. They play a
full range of melodramatic
emotion, of operatic grand pas-

sion. of balletic capriciousness
- all touchstones of tbe forms
of theatrical artifice in which
love flourishes.

In the closing sequence,
Romeo and Juliette walk off

into the stars. Episodes of their

lives float by in ethereal plan-

ets of soap-sud bubbles. Then
the lovers disappear into space,

through upwardly falling star-

dust. This is a witty, dextrous

piece of theatre from romantic
comedy to I’amourproprc.

Simon Reade

Warwick Arts Centre June 5-6

(01203 524524); Leicester Phoe-

nix June 7 (01116 2554854);
Oxford Playhouse June 9

(01865 798600).

International
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AMSTERDAM
EXHIBITION
Van Gogh Museum
Tel: 31-20-5705200
• Van Gogh drawings, part I: each

summer for the next four years the

Van Gogh Museum will publish a

volume of the catalogue of its

coflection of Van Gogh drawings. To

mark-each publication, a summer
exhibition will be held. In the course

of this four-year period more than

500 sheets will be displayed. The
first exhibition in the series is

devoted to the period from 1680 to

1883; to Sep 15

BERLIN
CONCERT
Komteche Oper Tel: 49-30-202600

• Orchester der Komischen Oper
with conductor Mario Venzago and

Anarratar Peter Schweiger perform

works by R. Schumann and Wagner;

8pm; Jun 6
DANCE
Staatsoper inter den Linden
Tel: 49-30-2062861
• Le Lac des Fees: a choreography

by Pierre Lacotte after Filippo

Taglioni, to music by Daniel Francois

Esprit Auber, performed by the

Ballett unter den Linden. Soloists

include Scherzer, Lahiguera, Matz

and Rozycki; 7pm; Jun 7, 8 (6pm)

CHICAGO
EXHIBITION
Art Institute of Chicago
Tel: 1-312-4433600

• D.H. Burnham and Mid-American

Classicism: celebrating the 150th

anniversary of Daniel H. Burnham’s

birth and his contributions in

shaping Chicago's downtown
district, the Art Institute presents this

exhibition of approximately 100

drawings from the museum's
permanent collections. Architect

D.H. Burnham (1846-1912) was

involved In the design of early

Chicago skyscrapers such as the

Rookery and several significant

buildings in Chicago ranging from

Marshal! Reid’s and Orchestra Hall

to the Railway Exchange and the

People's Gas Buildings; from Jun 7

to Sep 2

COPENHAGEN
exhibition
Ny Cartsberg Glypothek

Tel: 45-33 41 81 41

• Byzantium. Late Antique and

Byzantine Art in Scandinavian

Collections: this exhibition brings

together more than 100 objects from

Uppsala. Stockholm. Oslo, Helsinki,

Copenhagen and Odense; to Aug 31

LONDON
ART & ANTIQUE FAIR

Olympia Tel: 44-171-6033344

• The Summer Fine Art and
Antiques Fair in this international art

and antiques fair, taking place in the

Grand Hall, Olympia- over 400
dealers from the UK and overseas

are represented. The fair is divided

into two sections.- the Ground Floor

has a general dateline of pre-1940,

whereas the Gallery Level has
specialist dealers offering works, the

majority of which pre-date 1890;

from Jun 6 to Jun 16
CONCERT
Barbican HaD Tel: 44-171-6388891

• London Symphony Orchestra:

with conductor/pianist Andr6 Previn

perform works by Matthews,

Gershwin and Dvorak; 7.30pm; Jin
6 .

EXHIBITION
Tate GaBery Tefc 44-1 71 -8878000

• Leon Kossoff: this exhibition

includes about 80 paintings by this

British artist and follows the

development of his work from the

1950s to the present day; from Jun

6 to Sep 1

THEATRE
Barbican Theatre

Tel: 44-171-6388891

• The Tarring of the Shrew: by

Shakespeare. Directed by Gale
Edwards and performed by the

Royal Shakespeare Company. The
cast Includes Jose Lawrence;

7.15pm; Jun 5, 6 (also 2pm)

LOS ANGELES
EXHIBITION
Los Angeles County Museum of
Art Tel: 1-213-857-6000

• Talking Pictures: People Speak
about the Photographs That Speak
to Them: exhibition exploring the

power of photography to document
both persona] history and world

history. The display includes 70
photographic works selected by
participants from both inside and
outside the art world, which are

accompanied by comments and
reactions; to Jun 9

MAASTRICHT
ART & ANTIQUE FAIR
MECC TeL 31-43-3838383
• European Designer the first

edition of this European forum
for designers and users of

design. More than 400 designers
from 15 European countries have
joined together as exhibitors,

representing design services such
as product design, graphic/

multimedia/communication design,

interior design, public design,

exhibition design, packaging and
brand design, design management
and design consulting: from Jun 6
to Jun 9

MUNICH
OPERA
Nationsftheater

Tel: 49-89-21851920
• Serse: by Handel. Conducted by
Nod Davies and performed by the

Bayerische Staatsoper. Soloists

include Ann Murray, Kathleen

Kuhlmann, Frances Lucey and
Christopher Robson; 7pm; Jun 6,

8

NEW YORK
CONCERT
Alice Tully Hall Tel: 1-212-875-5050
• Universe Symphony: world

premiere of this work by Charles
Ives, realized by Johnny Reinhard.

Ives began to compose it in 1915,
and ultimately left an algorithmic

series of sketches, as well as a
request for someone to finish the

work. In realizing Ives' symphony,
Reinhard has added no additional

music. The work is performed by the

AFMM Orchestra, conducted by
Johnny Reinhard; 8pm: Jun 6
EXHIBITION
MOMA - Museum of Modern Art,

New York Tel: 1-212-708-9400

• From Bauhaus To Pop:
Masterworks Given By Philip

Johnson: exhibition on the occasion
of the ninetieth birthday of architect

Philip Johnson, honouring seven
decades of contributions by one of

the MOMA's most dedicated

supporters. The show features

paintings, sculptures and drawings,

as well as posters, design objects,

and architectural models and
drawings. In conjunction with the
exhibition, Johnson has organized a
special installation of works in The
Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Sculpture

Garden, the space he designed in

1953; from Jun 6 to Sep 3

PARIS
CONCERT
Satie Gaveau Tel: 33-1 49 53 05 07
• Debussy Quartet: with

mezzo-soprano Hanna Schaer and
pianist Husyin Sennet perform works

by Ohana, Danela, Faute, Schmitt

and Caplet; 8.30pm; Jun 6
EXHIBITION
Galerie Nationale du Jeu de
Paume Tel: 33-1 47 03 12 50
• Un siede de sculpture anglrise:

exhibition focusing on 20th-century

British sculpture. The display

includes works by Henry Moore,

Barbara Hepworth, Tony Cragg,

Richard Deacon. Jacob Epstein.

Gilbert & George. Richard Long and

Bill Woodrow; from Jun 6 to Sep 1

5

OPERA
Th&atre des Champs-Etys6es
Tel: 33-1 49 52 50 50
• La Clemenza dl Tito: by Mozart.

Conducted by Louis Langrbe and
performed by the Orchestra de
PicartCe. Soloists Include Adrian

Thompson, Elzbieta Szmytka and
Sandrine Piau; 7.30pm; Jun 6, 8

STOCKHOLM
POP-MUSIC
Stockholm Globe Arena
Tel: 46-8-7251000

• Tina Turner: performance by the

American singer, 7.30pm; Jun 6, 7,

8

STUTTGART
OPERA
Staatstheater Stuttgart

Tel: 49-711-20320

• Macbeth: by Verdi. Conducted by
Gabriele Ferro and performed by the

Oper Stuttgart Soloists include

Rouillon, Stadler and Zschau;

7.30pm; Jun 6, 9

VIENNA
CONCERT
Muslkverein Tefc 43-1-5058881

• Wiener Philharmoniker with

conductor Lorin Maazel perform

works by Schubert and Bruckner;

11am; Jun 6

Listing compiled and supplied by
ArtBase The International Arts

Database, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. Copyright 1996. All

rights reserved. Tel: 31 20 664 6441
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The awkward squad
As the election ofNetanyahu shows, electors have a nasty habit

ofvoting for people who upset the international establishment

"The trouble with free it will not talk to Sinn Ffeta Mr Ne
elections," according to the even if there fra ceasefire, to avo
late Nikita Khrushchev, is While that was going on, Arafat
that you never know who will Israeli nfflrfefc were counting He xna
win." and recounting the votes in ahead
He was right Free elections their country's first direct draws]

have became more fashionable election of a prime minister, nest u
since his time, and this year By Friday there was no get- is like

electorates show a disturbing ting away firm ft Mr Benia- has. m
tendency not to vote as far- Netanyahu had won. meat 1

eigners think they should- This lathe biggest upset yet it cert

Since last December Turkey If there is one piety to which violen
and India have produced hung the international establish- against

parliaments with no coherent ment unanimously subscribes, ahead]
majority In which the largest it is the importance of the Monda
party represents a form of roll- Middle East peace process and pledge
gjous nationalism regarded as the indispensable role in ffiw* «pndtn

|

unacceptable by the political process played by the late YU- areas i

establishment at home and zhak Rabin and his successor trol if 1

abroad. Spain and the Czech Mr Shimon Feres. with it

Republic also elected hung "Bibi" Netanyahu is ver- Mr M
parliaments. They are less bally committed to respecting stop in

problematic but win mean the results so far, but he and nation
less decisive and predictable his party have denounced for the
governments *han the mar- each stage of the process, and in part
kets would like. have made it very dear they vataly

Albanian voters may have Intend to nuke no more con- the ap
wanted to ujpqet the world try cessions. They wfll not can

-

attitnd

voting against President Safi template withdrawal from the fighting

Berisha, a key figure in west Golan Heights - which means that th

era attempts to stabilise the there is no prospect of peace orityw
Balkans. We cannot know for with Syria, and therefore a the ele

sure because Mr Berisha. evi- virtual certainty of continuing they st

dently a believer in the hostilities in Lebanon. horse i

Khrushchev doctrine, took They will resume intensive a loser,

such precautions against their Jewish settlement in the West Wbex
doing so that he himself has Bank. They will not even talk happen
become an international about fiie future of Jerusalem, swings
embarrassment or about allowing the present mode. 1

Only the Italians have Palestinian Authority to selves i

behaved well, for them. No develop into a state. Indeed like qt
one expects them to elect a
one-party government with an
overall majority, but they did

far once make a dear choice

between two rival coalitions,

and in voting for the alliance

dominated by the framer com-
munists they chose the one
that Italy's allies and partners
are most comfortable with.
How times have changed?
More tiresome was last

week’s performance by voters

in Northern Ireland. Invited to

choose delegates for all-party

talks on their province’s con-
stitutional future, they
responded by giving a boost to

one party - Sinn F&n - which
will almost certainly be dis-

qualified from tafring part in

the talks by the absence of an
IRA ceasefire, and to another
- the Democratic Unionist
party - which has made dear Yeltsin (left) and Berisha cast their votes

Mr Netanyahu will do his best
to avoid touting to Ur Yassir

Arafat, the PLO leads, at afl.

He may well refuse even to go
ahead with the agreed with-

drawal of troops from Hebron
next week; at the very least it

is likely to be delayed if he
has. not formed his govern-
ment by AH ttria nwbw
it 'certain there will be mare
violence by Palestinians

against Israelis - there were
already dashes in Hebron on
Monday. Mr Netanyahu is

pledged to escalate this by
«pndmg troops back fata the
areas nutter Mr Arafat’s con-

trol if Mr Arafat does not deal

with it to his satisfaction.

Mr Netanyahu’s victory Is a
dap In the face for the inter-

national establishment, and
fra* the rafotnp afhnjwtatre’fchm

in particular. US officials pri-

vately answered criticism of

the appalling one-sided US
attitude dozing the recent
fighting in Lebanon by saying
that their one overriding pri-

ority was to helpMr Peres win
the election. In other wards
they staked everything on a
horse which turned out to be
a loser.

When something like this

happens, the 'establishment
Swings totn dgwMgaJtmTtMtfnn

mode. People fall over them-
selves to discover statesman-
like qualities in politicians

:m -
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who yesterday were regarded
as beyond the pale. 1 have not
dxedied, but 1 feel sure that in
January 1988 there were ed-

itorials arguing that, con-
fronted with the realities and
respcnsibiltties of power, Hew
Hitler would have to distance
hftrttaff Ihim Mil mure intran-
sigent supporters and more
Irresponsible campaign rheto-

ric; that he was bound to take
account of the realities of Ger-
many’s international situa-

tion; that the Britain? govern-
ment had been tar from ideal,

and Germany would benefit

freon a new generation and a
new style of government; and.
when all eke foiled, that “at

least with these people we
know where we stand".

- A grotesque analogy, of
course. Mr Netanyahu is not
Hitler, but the elected leader
of the survivors of Hitler’s vic-

tims. There is no reason to

think he will, embark on the
wumm ariwminfltlnTt of AlUhS
or Palestinians, or even on a
programme of deliberate terri-

torial expansion. But Mb con-

cept of Israeli security win
require him to hold on to the
Palestinian, Syrian and Leban-
ese territory Israel already
occupies. It could lead Mm to

a new ground offen-

sive in Lebanon, possibly lead-

ing to a direct dash with
Syria. Many Arabs, and proba-

bly not a few Israelis,

win meet their deaths as a
result

His election has already
been welcomed by Mr Newt
Gingrich, speaker of the
RepublkauMxmtrolled US con-
gress; and a Democratic presi-

dent seeking re-election is

most unlikely to risk a serious

confrontation with Israel.

Until November, at least, and
probabty beyond, Bfirf and Ms
colleagues will have a free

hand. It would be surprising

indeed if there are no Arab
provocations for them to
respond to.

Meanwhile, we can all get

into practice at looking an the
bright side. We shall need
that, if tbs fashion ft* upset-

ting the international estab-

lishment is followed by Rus-
sian voters next Sunday week.

•• :~irv* .7 --- * -
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Software skills can/match chip development

The V&A? Sotheby’s?

No, Claridge’s.

B -Y$

From Mr Mortyn Thomas.

Sir, Your leader, -Qdps
galore" (May 29) correctly

forecasts that computer
processors will continue to

doable hi power and halve in

price every two years for the
• foreseeable Mure (Moore’s

Law}. You sere on less firm
ground withyour comments .

an software.

A microprocessor with more
than llWm wimpitiwg nlwnwiLn

will be a great challenge to
ttarign correctly, but it should

be little ornoharder to
program. Most software Is

written in high-level
languages, using a special

program (known as a compiler)

to gynwatothp Tnflrtrfag flnrfa

for each processor chip.

Compiler technology has been

The politics

of welfare
'benefit’
From Afr Eugene Hammons.

Sir, When will Patti

Waldmehr and her like realise

then-mistake when assuming
the welfare system fn the US
"benefits" anyone, especially

; blacks and Htepanlcs. C*A
handshake awayfrom the

presidency", June 1/2). Crime,
domestic violence, illegitimacy

and hopelessness have all

grown disproportionate to the
growth ofthe general
poputetfcp ffiimmt» and rmn-o
federally sponsored welfare

mending has stimulated (heir

very existence.

Bob Dole understands tills,

and he apparently had
something to say about the
causes and remedies of
domestic violence. Andwhere
else should he deliver such a
message but where the
problem exists? It would be
coomdered V**
courageous forhim to have
addressed the subject of
domestic violence in the elite

Chicago Club than when the
violence actually takes place.

Unfortunately, we will never
have the privilege ofknowing
the content ofhis speech
because Waldmdr and others

who report on such happenings
are more bent on talking about 1

Ids seeming lack of “feeling the
neighbourhood's pain”
the substance ofMs ideas.
The troth Is Bob Date knows

pain in a way that President
Bfil CUntcn cannot even begin
to Imagine. No, Mr Dote cannot
produce tears on demand as
can ntintem 2n a way that

faMy dpfhw» the campaign,
substance versus falseness and
gaffe.

Eugene Hammons,
11299 Palestine Road,
Branham, Texas 7783S,
US

wellunderstoo<|£irfWij [

dpcpflft*-
' -Wn, -

Yousay fbxSjk&^tn.
software is sfewfa^^oWs ’

little signs a^Oftb^fng”, but
jWn to wnt rfmmUhevk frf fly
past 30 years. •

1

TheUKscf^^j^usBy
can now'wrhds^W^e Btore .

.

r^wpiy aud.'i^etpdrifry-fhan

.

CTarbefiae.anffpBOride

sohrtiaus to bUsSj&s profflems

that would hate&een
InqxissaiyJaigeflrccsiqflfiXin
previous decadpsi We can. .

. i:

develop systems that are
'

highly rehable.'khdwhich .

prewite a continuous,
error-free service. Where the

.

application demahds the
;

highest assurancewe can. .. . .

prove tint tits software meets
its specifications, using ; -

TTHrfhamtfttedt techniques afid

special software tools.

TJoforttmataty. too many
software projects still fail

Often, this happens because

software development is seen

as a low-skill craft, rather than

-asm offile hardest (because

meat abstract) engineering
disciplines. While companies
continne to hire contract
programmers to develop their

systems, instead of calling in

toostittant engineers to

,

manage the whole project,

these expensive failures will

continue.

Companies have long

,
,recognised toe important rote

.of architects and cemsuttant

engineers in construction
projects. Withcampnter
systems destined to become

Mandatory sentencing is

correct response to crime
From Mr PJJt Preston.

Sir, Mark Suzman’s article

“Thg righto and iprnngB of
W-Tring np ttuttp /rHmtrmlft"

(June V) is extremely biased
towards the establishment
viewpoint Far the most part
thear views have been moulded
hy an wphrtogtog in a ritfltertmt.

more affluent, mfiteu, resulting

in their very limited
appreciation ofthe reasoning .

of the majority ofpeople.

R is the duty ofparliament

to enforce the majority wfll
and Ifthis is whatMichael
Howard, the home secretary, is

.

doing then, no matter what his
ulterior motives, he is

undoubtedly doing the right

.

firing

The cost erf crime detection,
*.

|inubiKfn«^\t

bears hardest onihe ordinary
worker, who can least afford to

install protective devices and
have adequate tasmance
cover. Their atomignH of

living is affected by atom.
mare so than that of the

awfaKUatonant, Church, prison

reformer* and other socaBed
do-gooders.

Meet criminals come from
the working class. Their peers

knowthat with vary few
exceptions, ft is their own
choice to coxmnk criminal acta.

Subconsciously or otherwise,

the weigh up the risk of being ,

ra-rqftrt- against probable g»tn r

.and act accordingly.

. At the ^parent whim of the

judge, the criminalmay
receive a totally inadequate
sentence. Of course ti»
ordinary person is incensed

with the Inability of those

responsible adequately to

punish the crime, tt as stated,

the certainty ofpunishment is

a strong deterrent, then -
itiiw crime is the free choice of
the criminal - letus have
mandatory sentencing ofa
strongly deterrent nature.

PJLR Preston,
804-3179 Gladwin Road,
Abbotsford, BC, Canada

even more pervasive and
_

fundamental to society, it is

time that software

development and systems
_

integration became recognised

as an engineering profession,

and that purchasers started

questioning the qualifications

and engineering credentials of

their suppliers.

Then we shall be able to

realise the benefits of Texas

Instruments' breakthrough for

wealth creation and improved

quality of life.

Martyn Thomas,
managing director,

Praxis,

Deloitte and TOuche
Consulting Group,

20 Manvere Street.

Bath BA1 IPX, UK

Land is ours

From Ms Lteabeth Berzog.

Sir, I am somewhat confused

by the FTs repeated use of the

adjective "Arab" every time it

employs the word “landls)”

when describing territory lived

in by Jews In Israel

When writers refer to

California, do they call it

Mexican land, or, for that

matter, is America ever
referred to as Indian land?
How about the Falkland
islands being called Argentine
land, not to mention the Irish

land of Northern Ireland?

Jews in Jerusalem are

celebrating iUJOO years of
Jewish presence in this land.

After repeated invasions by
Persians, Greeks, Romans,
Arabs, Turks and British, the

'majority of ns have returned to
reclaim that which was OUTS
under the Davidic dynasty.

Ihe Arab occupation of 0in-

land was just another blip in

history.

Lizabeth Herzog,
7 Diskin,

Jerusalem 96440, Israel

Fortunes made by Russia’s former communists
From MrKJL Hdotanh.

Sir, Anders Ashrnd (Europa
column, May 31)has quite

correctly outitaed the principal

Russians have made forbines^
since the break-qp ofthe :

Soviet Oman.
But when he refers to the

frequent attribution ofblame
to “reformers” for the resulting

social inequalities he'fails to

point up a factor which is often
missed in the west. This is that

it is not & question of which
techniques were used for such
enrichment or who were the
particular reforming
politicians responsible for tile

massive creamiug-aff afSoviet
wealth.

The point surely is that the

entire process was devised and
operatedby the former
communist party
privfligeDtsiA. It is now largely

-thp qgme communist
apparatchiks who have simply
<™nffRd their caps to became
thenew capitalists. Those who
used to be powerful by virtue

oftheir rnfimtoca in file party
have now acquired even
greater power - and certainly

security - through their

new-found financial clout
According to a recent study

by the Institute of Sociology of

theRussianAcademy of
SHgncas. ngm-whalming

majority of the new Russian
elite are fawner members of
the communist party
“nomenklatura*. Right across

Russian society the bulk ofthe
ftnflnffiai and political elite are
former apparatchiks - 75 per
cent of the presidential

entourage, 743 per cent of top
civil servants and 61per cent

of the leading business people.

The newspaper 'Tzvestia* has
just published a revealing

report on the city of Briansk
where all the commanding
heights of local industry were
taken into their own hands by
local communist party officials

-through a systematic
“privatisation" operated by the

regional governor, himself
communist.

KJL Tidmarsh,
Villa Malore Tout,

1295 Mies, Switzerland

Personal View • Niall FitzGerald

A European nightmare
Since membership
of the EU is vital

for UK business,
withdrawal is not a
serious option

Nothing keeps
me awake at

night And only
rarely do I

have ' night-
mares. But I

dreamt the other night that
there was serious talk in this

country about the UK leaving

the European Union, that
seemingly sensible people ware
actually claiming the UK
would be better off outside,

and that the British govern-
ment had announced a policy
of non-co-operation on single
market legislation.

The real nightmare started,

whan I woke up, and found it

.was true. As a businessman I

cannot believe that people are
actually tofriirfng the unthink-
able. h is fundamental to the
economic success of the UK
that it remains not just part of
but af the heart of; Europe.
Thai is why present govern-

ment policy ova- the ban on.

British beef concerns toe. Z am
not, of course, privy to the
details of the precise negotia-

ting dynamics, and therefore
cannot give an informed opin-

ion an the hkely effectiveness

|

of their approach.
But judged from outside, this

policy is not helpful to British

business interests in Europe,
and. - if sustained - will be
harmful. I can, therefore, only
hope that the policy of non-co-

operation win be brought to a
halt, especially now that the

ban on UK exports of beef
derivatives seems about to be
lifted.

Such an approach also gives

succour to those siren voices /

who wish to lure the British on
to tiie rocks of wftbdrswaL ft

angers me when politicians in
particular Indulge themselves

fo such talk without taking
any re^ponribflfty far the bar-:

rific economic consequences af
such a step. They do notknow

.

- what they are talking about
Much of Britain's prosperity

derives from its industry and
business being inherently part
of Europe. The UK is part of
one erf the world's three- great
trading block's stogie market
erf 370m consumers responsible

for 40 per cent of world trade.

To think it could prosper .out-

side the EU is to. ignore the
facts.

It is, for example, naive to

claim that Brussels would be
unable to impose tariffs on
goods and services imported
from a newly-departed Britain
because of the World Trade
Organisation. It is not just
about tariffs. The RU would
naturally draw up rules, of
trade to suit its needs - not
those of outsiders.

And tt fa nonsense to suggest
that rmiltingtfnnnte have been
investing in the UK simply
because of language and.

.

improved labour relationb/Tfae

troth is they have been coating
to Britain because it is a com:

.

petittve entry point for Europe. •

It was crucial for them
;
to

invest and Britain was simply -

the brat place to be for access
to the EU.
At the heart of all of this Is

the single market It is true
.

that it is by no means perfect

or complete. There is a need to,".,

improve the. implementation
and enforcement of legislation

evenly across Europe. There is

much to be done In removing ..

state aids and KbmHslngmar-
kefs- still not open to free

competition, each as tafecom-
mnnfcations, energy and trans-

port

But the single market has
probably been the most impar-

tant.boost to Euxupean compet-
itiveness over roe past 10
years. Ft has gives companies
the ability to operate on equal'

terms in an open business
- environment, and to pass cm
that benefit to the consumer.
Take my own company, Uni-

lever. About half our «nniMi
turnover of £32bn ($S0bu) is in
Europe. Over the past five

years, the pices of many of
our products have actually
fallen because of the cost
reduction coming from the

.
more effective and harmonised
organisation of our operations
across tire. EU. Europe also

. gives us the solid base we need
from which to trade globally,

producing resources for us to
tavest elsewhere is the world.
The single market is a great

stimulus to productivity and
the UK throws it away at its

periL That really is the heart

.

of tiie argument. The British
must not allow it to be
deflected by wrangling over
issues like Emu- and a single

currency. The completion of
the single market does not
depmd on a single currency.

It is irresponsible

to claim there is a

serious case for

UK withdrawal

from the EU and

then choose to

ignore the reality

of the economic

consequences

and that debate should be kept

But then the quality of the
1 debate itself leaves me close to

despair. It Is irresponsible and
'

self-indulgent to claim there is

a serious case for withdrawal
and then to choose to ignore
the economic consequences.
The violent and irrational way
in which this view is expressed
is damaging the UK’s prosper- *
ity and its position in Europe.
Some politicians and media
commentators seem to show
little respect for the common
sense or tire well-being of their
fallow dtizens.

It is, therefore, time for the
business community to stand
UP and be counted. The Con-
federation of British Industry
is leading the way, with a con-
certed Business in Europe cam-
paign designed to put business
priorities at the top of the
European agenda and promote
a sensible, rational debate on
the vital issues.

The campaign comes to a
bead today in London at the
start of a week of events across
the country which will give the
business voice on Europe the
platform it deserves.

The 1975 Euro-referendum
only really started to swing
towards entry when business
engaged in the debate. Our
arguments had more substance
than those of the politicians, it

is again necessary for us to
spell out the harsh realities of
life and forgo misty-eyed
romanticism.

Withdrawal from the EU is

not an option. That message
must be shouted from the roof-
tops. The pragmatic voice of .

business must be heard. Cl

The author is the chairman
designate af Umleoer and chair-
man of the Confederation of
Bntisk Industry's Europe
Committee.
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Blessed are

the weak
Every dog has his day - and so, it

appears, does every currency. For
some time now, the currencies
that have been having their day
are indeed the dogs - the US dol-
lar, the Italian lira, the pound ster-

ling. the Spanish peseta, and all

the weaker European currencies.
Meanwhile, pedigree canines, such
as the Japanese yen and the Ger-
man D-Mark, have been rather fee-

ble. Why has this happened? Can
it last? And should the owners be

Bach in April 1996, finance min-
isters and central bank governors
of the Group of Seven leading
Industrial countries decided the
dollar had become too weak.
Whether by luck or judgment,
their, wishes were the markets'
command. By yesterday, the dol-

lar had risen to Y1Q9 and DM1.53,
revaluations from its trough of 35
and 13 per cent, respectively.

When the dollar strengthens,
other traditionally weak curren-
cies pluck up courage as well. The
waifon lira, for example, plum-
meted from 750 to the D-Mark in

the «™rni»r of 1992 to over 1,250

in April 1995 - a devaluation of 40
per cent It has since recovered to

1,006. Similarly, the pound fell

from DM2.80 in the summer of
1992 to DM2.18 in May and Novem-
ber 1995 - a devaluation of 22 per
cent Yesterday, it was back to

DM2£7. The revaluations of the
lira and the pound from their low
points against the D-Mark are 25
and 9 per cent, respectively,

almost too much of a good thing.

Collapsed differential

The revaluation of weak curren-

cies has been quite general. Every
ERM member currency is within

its old narrow hand against the
D-Mark. The French yield differen-

tial vis & vis German 10-year

bunds has disappeared. The Ital-

ian differential has collapsed from
a peak of 614 percentage points

last year to only a little over 3

percentage points. The differential

on British gilts is an exception to

this general trend, however. It has
tended to rise and is now lVa per-

centage points.

Hie most obvious explanation

for this marked tumround in the
fortunes of the historically weak
currencies is that markets cannot
walk and chew gum at the same
time. When investors are con-

vinced the weak currencies have
reached a temporary bottom, they
seek yield. They continue to do so
until the combination of
yield and appreciating currencies
makes than more aware of the
currency risk, whereupon they
switch their focus again.
There is more to it, however.

Because the weakness of the Ger-
man and Japanese economies is

now seen to be deep-seated,
lengthy periods of relatively loose
monetary policy are required. Still

more fundamentally, in a world of
low inflation, revaluations no lon-
ger bring disinflation and swift
returns to external competitive-
ness. They deliver, instead, the
threats of deflation and long peri-

ods of uncompetitiveness.

Political judgment
Within Europe, there is another

force at work - the credibility of
economic and monetary union.
This is a political judgment by the
markets, not an economic one.
since so far only Luxembourg,
Ireland and Denmark qualify -

none central players and the latter

two only by ftnaaring the public
debt criteria. Yet that political

judgment may well be correct
Can the tnrnround last? No,

because it never does. What might
create a change in perspective? A
strong recovery in Germany and
Japan, leading to expectations of
higher short-term interest rates,

renewed growth of Japanese
exports to the US, or worries
about whether the entry criteria

for Emu will be fudged after alL

On balance, people should be
moderately pleased by what has
happened, since the present con-

catenation of interest rates and
exchange rates should lead to

more balanced growth within both
the world and European econo-

mies. The French and Germans
should also realise that theft- pho-
bia about the perpetual currency
weakness of the likely Emu out-

siders has been greatly exagger-

ated.

The Kalians can now see a good
economic reason far putting the
lira back in the ERM, namely to

keep it down. And Mr Clarke wBl
find it easier to justify lower inter-

est rates. An era when owners of

pedigree currencies want them to

be feeble brings many advantages.

Enjoy them while they last

Airport profits

fly too high
BAA, the UK airports operator,

has a high international reputa-

tion and invests heavily on
improvements, but the public pays

a price. Because of the peculiar

way in which K is regulated, the

company makes more money than
a monopoly ought to make. And it

is hard to determine how far prof-

its could be driven down without

curbing its desire to invest.

This is one question which the

Monoplies and Mergers Commis-
sion must answer in its five-year

review of BAA, due to be com-
pleted next week. Tight price con-

trols are desirable, but more radi-

cal ideas for curbing monopoly
profits are now needed, particu-

larly by introducing competition.

The MMC will suggest what
caps should be placed on BAA’s
charges to airlines for the next
five years. The Civil Aviation
Authority, which is not bound by
the MMCs views, will then pub-
lish its own recommendations.
The 1991 review drew attention

to the anxieties of airlines and
passengers that the present frame-
work of charges gives BAA insuffi-

cient incentive to invest in termi-

nal facilities. It can boost profits

by squeezing ever higher volumes
of traffic through its existing facil-

ities. Moreover, the problem of.

determining the cost of capital,

common to all utility regulation,
is particularly bard in the case of

airports as there is no competitor
with which to make comparisons.

The result of these shortcom-
ings of regulation is that BAA’s
profits over the past five years

have been higher than expected.

They are also high compared to

the profits of many airlines.

licensed monopolies
Regulation can continue to

tighten the caps on traffic charges.

However this revenue now repre-

sents only about a third of BAA’s
total turnover. The best way to

hoprove incentives for efficient

investment would be to increase

This wQl not be easy. Hie first

obstacle is that/unlike other laws
which govern licensed monopo-
lies, the 1988 Airports Act does not
say that that the CAA must
encourage competition. So in this

,

revJew, me MMC could not reoom-
i mend that the BAA should be bro-

ken up unless it believed that the
company was operating against

the public interest - a rather

severe test The Government
might need to refer this issue spe-

cifically to the commission.
Nevertheless, the options need

to be explored. One possibility

would be to break up BAA into

separate companies for each air-

port Unfortunately, passengers
show such an overwhelming pref-

erence for Heathrow that landing
charges there would have to be
raised substantially for competi-

tion to be effective. And since

capacity is limited at Heathrow,
Gatwick would be a profitable

monopoly with little incentive to

compete by improving levels of
service.

Competitive tenders
An alternative would be to beef

up competition within an airport.

BAA already holds competitive

tenders for many services such as

airport shops, but it keeps the

monopoly rents. This is not a very

satisfactory system, since these

profits are only regulated indi-

rectly. When the price cap for

landing charges is fixed, all other

expected revenues are taken into

consideration. Under this
“
single

till" system, revenues from duty

free shops effectively subsidise

landing charges. Since this is the

system adopted by other interna-

tional airports, it might be diffi-

cult to unscramble. Nevertheless,

it should be looked at

A more hopeful possibility

would be to hold a competitive

tender for the building of the proj-

ected Terminal 5 at Heathrow,

pjsmming planning permission can

be obtained. The successful bidder

would become an independent

operating company within the air-

port It would need some protec-

tion from the regulator, for exam-

ple, to ensure that runway

charges woe not stacked against

it Such regulatory problems can

be solved, as has been shown in

other industries, notably gas and

telecommunications.

If this were done, the public

would have a much clearer idea of

the demand for a new terminal

and of what it should cost And

there would be no need to allow

BAA to collect huge piles of cash

ready to bury under tarmac.

A hidden hand of corruption
Peter Norman on Germany’s plans to raise the penalties for corrupt
business practices, one of the country’s few fast-growing activities

A giowing future seemed
assured for Mr Hans
Jakob Zimmermann. a

leading executive with
Thyssen. the German

steel and engineering conglomerate.
But late last year he was forced to

resign for using his company’s ser-

vices and those of a leading sup-

plier. Hochtief, to rebuild his Essen
home at bargain basement prices.

Several hundred kilometres to the
south in the state of Baden-
W&rttemberg, the rector of
Offenburg technical university has
been suspended from office and is

appealing against being found
guilty of awarding a degree to a
student in return for his restoring
the professor’s classic car.

Welcome to Germany, a country
that has traditionally prided itself

on being clean but where corrup-
tion is now one of the few last-

growing economic activities. News
of financial irregularities have
become almost a daily event - as
shown by recent heavy losses at
Klockner-Humboldt-Dentz

, the engi-

neering group, and Bremer Vulkan,
the shipbuilding company that
declared bankruptcy in April. But
the growth in cases of outright cor-

ruption has wearied Chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl's government to the
extent that it is proposing a steep
increase In the penalties far those
convicted.

“We have pretty clear indications

that corruption is growing com-
pared with a few years ago when it

was almost a foreign word in Ger-
many,” says Mr Rupert Scholz. dep-

uty leader of Mr Kohl’s Christian

Democratic Union in the Bundestag.

“We want to address this problem
and will ftrftig a pankagp of mea-
sures before parliament probably in

the coming weeks.”
At first sight Germany seems to

have little to worry about. Last
weekend, the 1996 corruption per-

ceptions index, produced by Trans-

parency International, a Berlin-

based pressure group dedicated to

fighting worldwide corruption,

ranked Germany as the 13th most
virtuous country out of 54. The
iryjpY

,
which reflects the perception

of international business executives

about corruption in particular coun-

tries, put New Zealand at the top as

the cleanest country and Nigeria at

the bottom.
The federal criminal office in

Wiesbaden recently reported that

cases of bribery and corruption
involving officials fell to 2375 last

year from 3353 in 1994. The dear-up

rate in 1995 was 96 per cent.

But the official statistics take no
account of corruption that remains
undetected. In many cases, there is

no obvious victim to file a com-
plaint - so those that come to light

are the exception rather than the
rule, emerging by chance or
because the participants fall out
and betray s»ph other.

The Transparency International

league table also tells only part of

the story. Hie organisation defines

corruption as “the misuse of public

power for private benefits” through
activities such as bribing officials,

kickbacks on the awarding of public

contracts and embezzlement
The index therefore scores the

behaviour of public officials and
politicians who are mainly on the
receiving end of bribes. K takes no
account of the role of exporting
companies in big trading nations

such as Germany which contribute

significantly to growth of corrup-

tion in developing countries.

And the index excludes corrup-

tion in relations between companies
such as that which ended Mr Zbn-
mermann’s career. Yet, according to

Mr Fredrik Galtung of Transpar-
ency International, “the common

form of corruption in Germany der corruption in much of the coon- was “a problem’’, 70 per cent of Ger- against unfair competition will be
is between private firms”, try. The former communist east man executives polled either did upgraded to criminal offences -

In a recent study, the federal Germany has proved to be a partic- not respond or were not store. The including price-fixing by companies
criminal office admitted that ularly fertile field for corrupt activi- KPMG report noted this was despite competing for public contracts,

“knowledge about corruption is ties, according to Mr Werner ROge- “a number of large publicised The maximum jail sentence in

extremely limited in Germany mer, the author of a forthcoming frauds reported in Germany within cases of corruption between compa-
compared with other states". This is book on corruption in Germany and the last decade’’. nies is to be raised from one to

hardly surprising because public abroad*. He says there were numer- Mr Schaupensteiner argues that three years - with the possibility of

prosecutors began to take the prob- ons indications of “on average, a the ability of German politicians to five years in extreme cases. Judges
lem seriously in the late 1980s. high level of criminal energy” survive incidents that would lead to guilty of serious bribery offences

It was only in 1986 that Mr Wolf- among some of those who worked disgrace or worse in more rigorous could face up to 10 years in jaiL

gang Schaupensteiner, Frankfurt's for the government in privatising societies undermines morality and To reduce opportunities for cor-

top anti-corruption prosecutor and the eastern economy. encourages corruption. He cites the ruption in the public sector, the jus-

doyen of a small group of officials As in most societies, there has case of Mr Otto Lambsdorff, the tice and interior ministries have
committed to combating corruption, always been some corruption in leading Free Democrat politician proposed the separation of plan-

began investigating cases. His first Germany. “People having their who was fined DM180,000 in 1987, ning, awarding and payment for

investigation into bribes paid by house built by their employees, that for tax evasion and assisting tax public contracts. They have also
building companies to officials in is business as usual,” says Mr evasion in connection with contri- suggested the establishment of con-

connection with public works con- Dieter Lohse, the head of KPMG's buttons made by the Flick indus- tact points where whistleblowers
tracts found bribery on a “Sicilian international forensic accounting trial group to his party. Mr Lambs- can report suspicions and the rota-

scale” and confirmed that corrup- network for Germany in Berlin. But dorff resigned as economics tion of personnel in areas prone to

tion was endemic in the construe- Mr Lohse senses a qualitative minister in 1984 before the affair corruption. Government officials

tion sector. change because of the growing came to court but his trial and con- are to be forbidden from accepting

Since 1987, Mr Schaupensteiner number of forgeries of documents viction did not prevent his subse- gifts linked to their job.

has started proceedings for 1,624 and invoices and balance sheets. quent election as party leader. One suggestion - opposed by
cases of bribery or the acceptance of Mr Scholz also detects a new qual- business - is a central register that

bribes and secured more than 300 ity in German corruption, which he ax rules which enable would allow companies known for

convictions. “Hie cases only come links to the Europe-wide problem of Ifj ' companies to treat corrupt practices to be barred from
to light when you have specialists organised crime. “We have found H bribes as a tax- competing for public contracts,

at work.” he says. Yet a decade that Mafia-like organisations are H deductible expense are Germany has much to gain from
after beginning his campaign, he targeting public bureaucracies with another factor, accord- cleaning up its act. Although there

has only three prosecutors working the aim of exercising corrupt influ- ing to Mr Rugemer. The Siemens are no reliable figures. Mr Schau-

witb him, to cover the “Rhine- ence - and we must put a stop to case came to light only when a pensteiner estimates that bribery in

Main" industrial and banking that quickly," he says. young tax official refused to accept relation to public works contracts

region around Frankfurt. The economic downturn is not a subcontractor’s payment of amounts to DMIObn a year. Mr
This lack of resources is not helping. “Times get toughen that DM100,000 to a city official as a Rugemer estimates some DMTbn

unique. In Munich five managers increases temptation and tbe incli- legitimate expense. flows abroad in legal, untaxed
from Siemens, the electrical and nation of people to be corrupted," The government maintains bribes linked to foreign trade,

electronics company, were con- Mr Scholz says. And the high mar- domestic bribes ceased to be tax- The country’s politicians feel that

victed in 1992 for dispensing bribes ginal tax rates in Germany’s com- deductible in January. But Mr tbe country is still a good deal

totalling DM3-24m in connection plex income tax system may Schaupensteiner says companies cleaner than most of its rivals,

with a DM108m contract for equip- encourage people to seek tax-free still «i*ftw bribes as tax-deductible “Seen internationally. I am con-

ment in the city’s sewerage works, income through corruption. expenses. And bribes for contracts vinced that we still have relatively

Other successful prosecutions have There is also evidence of a culture abroad are unaffected by the recent healthy structures." Mr Scholz says,

followed, yet the city has just seven of denial on corruption and finan- change in the law. according to Mr But as the known cases of corrup-

public prosecutors pursuing corrup- cial malpractice. Germany regis- ROgemer, allowing payments to offi- tion are only the tip of an iceberg,

tion. “Germany is a long way from tered a particularly low fraud dais in Germany to be channelled they are keen to avoid complacency,

having a corruption unit in every awareness in the 1996 KPMG inter- through foreign intermediaries.

big town or urban area," Mr Schau- national fraud report, which was The government plans to increase *Wirtschoften ohne Korruption? to be

pensteiner says. based on national fraud surveys in penalties for bribing officials. C-er- published by Verlag S. Fischer of

As a result, there is little to bin- 18 countries. Asked whether fraud tain misdemeanours under tbe law Frankfurt m September.
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Crunch man
Ahappy newsroom is an

oxymoron, asMark Willes has
discoveredm the year since he
took chargeofTimes Mirror,

care-worn publisher ofthe Los
Angeles Times.
Themoodremains sour long

after his first wave of cuts, which
closed lossmakers, shrank the

group’s repeating and editing

corps, and earned Wflles the pet

same of “Cereal Killer” - byvirtue
ofhis past at General Mills.

Aka.Tnm Wflles”, he replaced

with cheap outsourced tougfries

theIn-house security guards who
protected employees making the

perilous evening pilgrimage from

the office to the staff car park.

But it’s a *HfTarenf story on Wall

Street, which has been enchanted

by the speed ofthe tnrnround, as

first quarter operating profits leapt

90 per cent Analysts win probably

be pleased by the aggression :

shown inMonday’s 50 par cent cut

-to 25 ants -in theLA Times

Raisa's rag trade
Looksas though Mikhail

Gorbachev has thrown
in thetowel, after alL Wen,

Raisa, at least

As the Russian presidential

election gets closer - and
Gorbachev's chances of winning
recede - his wife Raisa has
apparently told a Russian
newspaper that she is selling her
evening dresses to Moscow
second-hand shops. Tbe reason?

She thinks she no longer needs
thprir

In her time, the nattily dressed

Raisa Gorbachev was rather a
popular figure in the west, praised

for eschewing the blue overalls

most former Soviet first ladies

seemed to delight in. Not that such
elegance pleased the home crowd,

many ofwhom thought her rather
pretentious and overdressed.

Maybe this is just a cunning
plot? With just l per cent of the

opinion polls currently backing
Gorbachev, perhaps he’s going for

the poverty vote. .

.

Champions lose
First we had lac Lang the

Trustbnster, enemy ofthe would-be

giants of the electricity industry.

doctrine preached by his

predecessor Michael Heseltine, the
UK industry secretary win today
abolish the National Enterprise

Board.

Created just over two decades
ago by Labour to invest in

companies which ministers had

bravely picked as winners, tbe
board has never suffered from a
surfeit of profits, or fans.

Tory radical John Redwood,
always fluent in attack, at least,

penned “Hie National Enterprise

Board: the Case for Euthanasia"
just a year after the board’s

creation.

Even though the best of tire

board’s collection of patents and
stakes was bundled into the.

private British Technology Group
four years ago, the shell survived

under Heseltine. No longer. Just in

time for Labour to start it up
again.

Khaki-chip stock
You cannot fault Yassfr Arafat

on optimism. His officials may
have spent the past week warning
that peace is doomed ifthe new
Israeli government sticks to its

election slogans.

But the president of the

Palestinian National Authority

spent yesterday morning at the
Department of Trade and Industry

courting British business.

In khaki garb not often seen in

the DTTs corridors, Arafat could

offer business folk his own
hands-on experience. He had lent a
hand as an engineer, he said, to

build the new "Rafah international

airport”, well, airstrip, from which

his trip began. And put in for

overtime pay too.

The DTI briefing was rathe
-

less

down to earth. It could offer no

economic figures on the region as
“unfortunately, the Israeli

authorities have never published
separate statistics”.

And its guide to “Doing business

in tbe West Bank and Gaza"
cautions that “most British firms

enjoy a good reputation but regular
visits are essential”, and that

“price rather than quality is a
deciding factor when obtaining
contracts”.

You have been warned.

Hunger strike
Bouygues. the French

construction giant, certainly

knows bow to make its press

conferences more palatable. Hacks
invited yesterday to the grand
headquarters outside Paris - to

chew over the (already announced)
1995 results and to savour the

prospects for coming months -

were plied with filet d’agneau au
croustiHant aux herbes, preceded

by a salade de confit de canard a
l’oeuf pochfe.

While journalists tucked in,

Martin Bouygues, the company’s
chairman, spent the entire time
standing in a comer fielding

questions - without so much as a
morsel to sustain him.

Ifhe displays half as much
fortitude and self-control in

addressing the company’s
problems - losses in 1995

amounted to FFr2.9bn - investors

probably don't have much to worry
about

100 years ago
The Argentine Republic

From the Speech of President

Uriburu at the opening of the

Argentine Congress: “The
Republic enjoys peace, both at

home and abroad. Our relations

with Foreign Powers are on a

footing of frank cordiality. We
have no diplomatic reclamations
to deal with; those we had have
been satisfactorily solved.

Amongst international questions
the most significant has been

that of our demarcation of the
frontier-line with Chili, and the

arrangements arrived at prepare

practical solutions for any
difficulties that may arise. Any
differences concerning the
location of boundary land marks
in the Cordillera, which may not
be solved in a friendly way, are

to be submitted to the
arbitration of Her Britannic

Majesty.”

50 years ago
Many Copper Plants Closed
The supply of copper in the

United States is becoming
critical, and many
manufacturers' plants are being
forced to shut down for lack of

copper. The new ceiling price

has confused copper producers

owing to the feet that the

increase is allowed only to those

producers who have reached new
wage agreements with workers,
and have had the agreements
ratified by the proper
Government authorities.

matai:editkmcova‘pric& Now we have Lang tbe scourge of

' The Cereal Killer has almost as national champions. To ram home
mazty &nappyideas as the grumpy just how opposed he is to the

pheasetaonggs on his payroll
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Move marks vote of confidence in long-term future JR A rules

Tokyo backs $300m loan out fresh

for power plant in China w!!?
16

By WgBam Dawkins (n Tokyo

The Japanese government has
granted a $30Gm official loan
guarantee to Japanese contrac-
tors working on a 20-year power
station project in southern China
- the first time it has backed a
scheme of this Wmt
The deal, approved by Mr

Shunpei Tsukahara, Japan’s min-
ister for international trade and
industry, marks a vote of confi-

dence in China's long-term eco-

nomic and political future.
Previously, long-term private

sector contracts in China were
deemed too risky to molt Japa-
nese government backing,
according to, an official at the
international trade and industry
ministry.

The lead contractor for the
$L2bn coal-fired power station is

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,

backed by Mitsubishi Corpora-
tion, the trading company at the
centre of its ketetsu, or corporate

family. They account for 9800m of

the work, and the finance Is pro-

vided by the keiretsu bank. Bank
of Tokyo-Mltsubishi.

A ministry official said
details had yet to be agreed,
but the premium for the loan
guarantee would be about
SlOm. Joint venture partners
would be two Hong Kong inves-

tors and two Chinese power com-
panies, he said.

The plant, at Zhuhai in the
southern province of Guangdong,
is due for completion in 1999 and
will be operated by the Japanese
consortium for 20 years before
being handed over to the provin-

cial government
This kind of contract - a build,

operate and transfer (BOT)
arrangement - is popular in
countries whose governments
lack the cash to make foil pay-
ment on completion of large pro-

jects such as power plants.

A growing number of Japanese
trading companies have under-
taken BOT power plants in east

Asia, part of an attempt to diver-

sify away from low margin
export-import businesses.

Marubeni was the first, with a
power station in the Philippines

five years ago, followed by Nis-

sho Iwai and Itochu elsewhere
in Asia.

For all their attractions, BOT
contracts entail a political risk,

because they assume that the
government in power at the end
of the contract will adhere to the

conditions agreed by a distant

predecessor.

Mr Takeshi MM, the Japanese
ministry's deputy director of

long-term trade insurance, said

the ministry was prepared to

assume $3Q0m of risk in Mitsubi-

shi’s Chinese venture after

receiving letters from both the
provincial government and the

central authorities in Beijing
promising to support the project

Another Japanese trading com-
pany was bidding for a similar

Chinese power project, with a
passible Loan guarantee from the

ministry, he said.

Pan-European media alliance

seems close to falling apart
By Raymond Snoddy

One of Europe's most ambitious

media alliances, bringing
together Bertelsmann of Ger-
many, British Sky Broadcasting
and Canal Plus of France, is in

danger of falling apart before it

has properly got under way.
The heavyweight grouping was

planning to launch as many as
100 channels of digital satellite

television in Germany by this

autumn in competition with the

Kirch organisation, hat little

progress has been made so far.

Mr Rupert Murdoch's News
Corporation, the main share-

holder in BSkyB, and Canal Plus,

the leading French pay television

company, are so worried that
they have written to Bertels-

mann expressing their concern.

If Bertelsmann does not
respond, the alliance, which
planned an initial investment of

£300m ($456m), could foil apart in

its present form. One of those
involved last night described the
situation as “serious".

The March announcement of

the alliance sent shudders
through other media groups in

Europe, which feared they were
being upstaged.

There has been concern all

over Europe at the carving out of
alliances to launch digital televi-

sion, which has the potential to

offer as many as 500 channels to

European viewers. Europe is on
the brink of the digital television

revolution with both Canal Hus
in France and Telepiu in Italy

already launching digital ser-

vices. Both groups plan, to offer

next season's French and Italian

first division football live on a
pay-per-view basis.

The Bertelsmann-BSkyB-Canal
Plus group aimed to move on
jointly from Germany to launch

digital television in other Euro-

pean countries, such as Italy.

Attempts to create trans-

national groupings in the ynpdja

have proved unstable in the past

A previous co-operation agree-
ment between BSkyB and Canal
Plus ramp to nothing .

In Bertelsmann’s case, relation-

ships became even more compli-

cated in April when it was
announced that after just two
days of talks, the television inter-

ests of Compagnie Luxembour-
geoise de Telediffusion (CLT) was
being merged with Ufe, Bertels-

mann’s television division

Earlier, News Corporation had
been negotiating with CLT about
the possibility of taking a stake

hot the talks broke down. CLT
then appeared to be excluded
from the Canal Plus, BSkyB,
Bertelsmann alliance only to
become a potential partner again
through the Bertelsmann merger.

Personal computer makers in merger deal
Continued from Page 1

subsidiary- The portions of
NEC's PC business to be merged
with Packard Bell are relatively

small and comprise primarily
the company’s US laptop com-
puter business.

In Europe, the merged com-
pany will indude manufectnring
operations in France that were
acquired by Packard Bell as part

of the deal with BnlL
The merger agreement was

valued at about $300m in NEC
assets and goodwill that will be
transferred to the combined
company.
The transaction does not

change the current shareholding
structure, with the founders of

Packard Bell, NEC and Bull
retaining their current equity
positions. NEC and Packard Bell

said the newly merged company
would go public in about two
years,

Packard Bell had PC revenues
of about $4.5bn last year, the
company said, and is anticipat-

ing strong growth this year, par-

ticularly in Europe.
According to Dataqnest fig-

ures, the combined Packard Bell

and NEC operations would have
had a DS market share of 15.1

per cent in 1995 in terms of unit
shipments, making it the US

market leader. Packard Bell,

which has been struggling to

make a profit, described the
merger as the "next logical step"

following NEC's earlier invest-

ments. Industry analysts
suggested, however, that the
move is a signal that the strug-

gling group may soon loose its

independence.

Mr Tadashi Kaneko, NEC pres-

ident, said his company had no
plans to make additional invest-

ments in Packard BelL
For NEC. the merger offers an

opportunity to expand quickly
its presence in the US and Euro-

pean PC markets, where it has
bad limited success to date.

out fresh

ceasefire

before

talks start
By John Kampfrter in London

The IRA yesterday ruled out any
prospect of restoring its ceasefire

from terrorist activities before
the start of next week's all-party

talks an the future of Northern
Ireland.

In London, ministers are
agsnming1 that the statement was
not simply issued as a bargaining
chip. Recent weeks have not seen
the impetus towards a cessation

of hostilities that was evident in

the run-up to toe original cease-'

fire of August 1994.

The UK and Irish govangments
were last night on the point of

agreeing an agenda for the talks,

with London appearing to drop
its resistance to a powerful role

for former US senator George
Mitchell.

Sir Patrick M&yhew, the UK
Northern Ireland secretary, was
hosting his second meeting of toe

day with Mr Dick Spring,

I

Ireland's deputy prime minister,

to resolve outstanding differ-

ences.

Both governments have made
dear that Sinn Fein will not he
allowed to attend the talks unless

the IRA, Its military wing,
restores the ceasefire it broke in

February. .

Sir Patrick yesterday formally

invited nine of the 10 parties who
qualified during last Thursday’s
Ulster elections for places in the
Northern Ireland forum.
Sinn Fein was not-on toe list,

in spite of coming fourth with an
increased share of the vote.

Mr John Bruton, the Irish

prime minister, said he was confi-

dent the outstanding differences

over the agenda would be
resolved within 24 hours.

Mr Bruton is expected to dis-

cuss the Northern Ireland pro-

cess in a telephone call today
with his UK counterpart, Mr
John Major.

The Rev Ian Paisley, leader of

the hardline Democratic Union-
ists, said after meeting Mr Major
that the British had bowed to

pressure from Dublin and agreed
to the appointment ofa "supremo
chairman" to sit as a “sort of
Pope".

Hus was denied by British offi-

cials, who acknowledge that a
prominent, but not overarching

role must be given to Mr Mitch-

elL Mr David Trimble, head of

the Ulster Unionists, was under-
stood to have been given, a simi-

lar message by Mr Major during
their talks on Monday.
Even as chairman. Mr Mitchell

would be asked to concentrate

mainly on the issue of decommis-
sioning paramilitary weapons,
which will be discussed in a sub-

committee of the falkft.

A close aide of US president

Bill Clinton, Mr Mitchell was
asked to head a three-joan inter-

national commission to find a
way round the impasse over
arms. His report recommended
that all sides commit themselves
to six principles of non-violence.

FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
Southern Scandinavia and the UK wttl become
wanner. Norway, Scotland and Ireland will

remain unsettled with doud and rain. Western

parts of the continent wfli be sunny and dry.

Readings of 25C will be common in the Benelux

aid northern France. There wtil be thunder

showers in Italy and the Balkan states.

Elsewhere in south-eastern Europe It will

continue to be warm and sunny. Russia,

however, wffl see more cloud wfth scattered

showers.

Five-day forecast
High pressure will promote sunshine over most
of the continent. Thunder showers will develop

in Italy during the next few days. The UK and
Scandinavia will remain unsettled with doud
and sunny periods Interspersed with rain.

Russia wiB be dry and sunny.
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PC union
The proposed merger of Packard Ben
Electronics with NEC’s personal com-

puter operations outside Japan ties up
some loose ends, but - whatever the

rigimq - the result will be something

short of a global PC business. NEC’s

Japanese PC operation, left outside

the scope of the merger, represents the

bulk of its business, while Packard
Bell is still mainly a US operation.

Furthermore, the deal will bring in

no new money, in the wake of a 9283m

cash injection by NEC in February.

That three-way transaction also

involved the acquisition by Packard

Bell of the assets of Zenith Data
Systems, the struggling PC subsidiary
of Groupe Bull. Still, the latest move
will increase NEC's stake in the com-
pany to 40 per cent - Groupe Bull has

just under 20 per cent - leaving the

distinct impression that NEC is now
in the driving seat.

Still, the deal solves problems for

both parties. Packard Bell, despite its

success in the US retail market, has

struggled financially, but will now pre-

sumably have access to deeper pock-

ets. NEC, on the other hand, has seen

its dominant position in Japan chal-

lenged due to its reliance on its own
proprietary technology. So there is

clearly an attraction to reducing
dependency on that market
These problems are symptomatic of

the industry. In an increasingly com-
petitive, low-margin business,

strength in a domestic market - even

one as large as the US - is no longer

enough. Unless they can find buyers

or new partners, companies like Oli-

vetti, present only in a few small mar-
kets, are likely to wither on toe vine.

Deutsche Telekom
Yesterday’s results from Deutsche

Telekom shed little light an the two
issues crucial to the group's planned
flotation in November. The first is toe

shape of the regulatory playing field.

The German authorities are not even
expected to pass the required laws
until August and the only certainty is

that Telekom will lose either way; a
harsh regime might cut its revenues

as rapidly as it is cutting costs, while

lax regulation would encourage deep-

pocketed competitors such as Veba
and British Telecom.

The second concern Is Telekom's
financial position. Net debt stands at a
staggering DMlOObn ($65.5bn) and
until 1997 much of the group's operat-

ing cash flow - DM24bn last year -

win be gobbled up by capital invest-

ment, principally to modernise its

local networks. At the same time, the
imposition of value-added tax, which
the company will have to absorb, is
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expected to wipe 10 per cent off reve-

nues this year. Tblekom will also have

to start paying corporation tax and

dividends in the near future, which

further limits the scope for catting

borrowings.

Moreover, the group will want to

channel some of its scarce cash into

building up an international business

as its domestic empire becomes
exposed to competition. Already it has

taken stakes in an array of Asian and

eastern European telecoms companies,

with little apparent logic to unite

them, though its Global One alliance

with Sprint and France Tfelfecom looks
sensible. With all these uncertainties

to be resolved before flotation, Deut-

sche Telekom has its work cut out In

the next five months.

Cadbury/Coca-Cola
It might seem bizarre for Cadbury

Schweppes to sell a bottling business

that dominates the UK soft drinks

market, but the drinks to confection-

ery group has got a sweet deal. Coca-

Cola & Schweppes Beverages (CCSB)
is halfway through a 2>year franchise,

the value of Cadbury’s 51 per cent

holding in which was set to shrink

dramatically as it got closer to the end
of its life. And there was only one
potential buyer. So Cadbury has done
well to achieve an earnings enhancing

deal. Moreover, the disposal means
Cadburyno longer has to proceed with

an earnings diluting share placement
Interest cover should hit an exceed-

ingly comfortable 10 times in 1997,

leaving the, group well placed to fund
the expansion of its confectionery
business in emerging markets. And
tods should feed through to its shares.

But while the CCSB disposal leaves

Cadbury's balance sheet looking
robust it does raise concerns over toe

longer-term fixture of its drinks busi-

ness. The stake has been acquired by
Coca-Cola's bottling arm, Coca-Cola

Enterprises (CCE). which has been ,

busy acquiring bottling plants 1

throughout Europe. Coca-Cola- and
:

PepsiCo are becoming increasingly

dominant in bottling worldwide. Cad-

bury argues that -it wants to concen-

trate on building its drink brands,

while leaving the production and dis-

tribution to someone else. And its sale

of CCSB has numerous safety clauses;

there Is a 15-year licensing agreement

for CCSB to continue producing Cad-

bury’s drinks. However. OCE recently

stropped producing A&W root beer for

Cadbury. The cola giants could even-

tually put the squeeze on dfoer Cad-

bury brands. v—

Vodafone
To say Vodafone's results were

above expectations is a rather back-

handed compliment when expecta-

tions bad fallen as they have. And
although a 30 per cent increase -in

earnings is respectable, a big chunk of

this comes from an exceptionally

sharp reduction in bad debts; sales in

the UK .are growing at a less dramatic

15 per cent a year. Trim, there are

signs that Vodafone is coping robustly

with the ravages of competition - it is,

for instance, losing fewer customers:

underlying “chum rates" are down to

about 20 per cent And toe market Is

still growing at a formidable rate. The
snag is that most new users tend to be

low-usage domestic customers, not

talkative businesses. So as revenues

per subscriber fell, market growth
alone is unlikely to be enough to stop

the operators denting each other’s

margins.

If this were the whole picture, toe

shares* lofty multiple - 25 times last

year’s earnings - would he impossible

to justify. The question is whether the

undoubted prospects of Vodafone's

international portfolio are enough to

make up the gap. Although sharp

international subscriber growth was

one of the best features of yesterday^

results, these businesses are still low-

making as a group - and as a result,

extremely difficult to value. But take a
plausible stab - an enterprise value of

£2.5bn - and toe UK side is being

implicitly valued at around 17 times

last year’s earnings, which is still

aggressive. Take into account the

huge range of uncertainties in gaughg
the long-term potential of the interna-

tional businesses, and toe current -

share price looks no bargain.

Additional Lex comment
on Camelot, Page 22
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Gleacher NatWest
Corporate Finance Excellence

in NorthAmerica

US S9.0 billion

successful defence against a

proxy solicitation

Adviser to

RJR Nabisco Holdings Corporation

Gleacher NatWest

US S2.0 billion

pending acquisition of

IXUNET Technologies, Inc.

Adviser to

MFS Communications Company, Inc.

Gleacher NatWest

U5S2.8 billion

announced corporate restructuring

and spin-offof its

consumer products business

Adviser to

The Dial Corp

Gleacher NatWest

US S 2.8 billion

acquisition of

Premier Industrial
Corporation

Advisers to

fiu-ncl) Electronics PLC

NatWest Markets
Gleacher NatWest

Gleacher NatWest is one ofthe top M&A advisers in the US and, as a member ofNatWest Markets,
successfully combines its industry knowledge with superior acquisition finance, high-vicld debt
finance and equity issuance capability.

For further information please contact Gleacher NatWest at (212) 418-4200
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KLM-Norlhwest
link hits snag
KLM Royal Dutch Airline’s partnership with the US
carrier Northwest Airlines received a further set-
back yesterday when KLM announced it had
suspended plans for the integration of the two air-
lines' global cargo operations. Ironically, Northwest
enabled KLM to report a healthy increase in net
profits last year. Page lg

Viag poised to bid for Sandoz arm
Viag, the German industrial conglomerate, is set to
bid up to DM1.4bn ($9l7m) for Master Builders
Technology (MBT). a subsidiary of Sandoz the
chemicals company. If successful the move would
create Europe’s largest building riuwniftja com-
pany, with sales of more than DM5bn. Page 18

Philips seeks to cabn job fears
Philips, the Dutch consumer electronics company,
quashed speculation that it bad planned to shed
several thousand jobs in its consumer electronics
division over the next fewyears. Page 18

Deutsche Telekom rises 47%
Deutsche Telekom, the German telecoms operator
to be partly privatised in November, yesterday
reported a 47 per cent increase in net profits to

DMS^bn ($3.47bn) butwarned that sales this year
were,expected to be lb pcs* cent iower and would
dent profits. Page 18

Air KZ deal With Ansett to take off
New Zealand's Commerce Commission has cleared

the way for Air New Zealand, the national carrier,

to boy a 50 per cent stake in Ansett of Australia.

Page 20

LA Times halves cover price
The Los Angeles Times has halved the cover price

of its main edition to 25 cents in a move to reinforce

its position in its core market Page 21

Soars head defends shoe shop sales
Mr Liam Strong, chief executive of Sears, defended
his board's decision to sell 379 unwanted shoe shops
to Facia Group, where trading activities are now in

the bands of administrators and receivers. Mean-
while Sock Shop, the UK retailer yesterday col-

lapsed into insolvency proceedings. Page 22

Eurotunnel chiefupbeat on refinancing
Hopes of a prompt settlement to Eurotunnel’s refi-

nancing talks were raised yesterday when Mr Pat-

rick PonsoOe, the Anglo-French group's co-chair-

man. said it was “not unrealistic" for an outline

refinancing plan to be in place by the group's
annual meeting on June 27. Page 22

Swissair steps up battle for AIMers
Swissair yesterday stepped up its campaign in its

battle with BAA for the duty-free operations of

Allders, the department store group. Page 22
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Cadbury sells UK soft drink plants
By Roderick Oram,
Consumer industries Editor

\
•

Cadbury Schweppes sold its

British soft drink plants yester-

day for about £70Qm ($Llbn) in a
deal designed to give It more
financial and management
resources to develop its confec-
tionery and soft drink interests

into global businesses.

The buyer of Cadbury’s 51 per
cent stake in Coca-Cola &
Schweppes Beverages, its UK pro-
duction joint venture with Coca-
Cola of the US. is Coca-Cola
Enterprises, the US bottler 44 per

cent owned by Coca-Cola.

Enterprises is also buying
Coca-Cola’s 49 per cent stake in
CCSB for a similar sum as part of

its multi-billion buying spree of

battlers across Europe in recent
weeks.
“We’re entirely indifferent

about being bottlers,” said Mr
Dominic Cadbury, chairman of

Cadbury Schweppes. The group
believes greater profits lie in

* being a brand franchiser poping
concentrates to bottlers rather
than in bottling itself.

Cadbury Schweppes shares
closed up 17p at 498p as the City

welcomed the initial £620m cash
from the deal which will cut the
group's gearing from 100 per cent
to 44 per cent, give it money to

seek acquisitions in confection-

ery and resolve some tensions
between Coca-Cola and Cadbury
in the US and UK.
"Cadbury Schweppes relations

with Coke have got worse not
better over recent years." said Mr
Michael Landymore. an analyst
with Henderson Crosthwaite. "I

can’t find too much to fault in

the deal"
The two companies pooled

their resources in CCSB in 1986

to accelerate growth of their

brands’ market shares and prof-

its. Each company markets its

own brands but franchises them
to CCSB which produces, distrib-

utes and sells the drinks.

Both companies have benefited

from their arrangement but ana-
lysts said their priorities were
beginning to diverge as their

products increasingly competed
with each other.

“We didn't believe Coca-Cola
would renew CCSB's Coke fran-

chise when it expired in 2006,"

said Mr David Wellings, Cadbury
Schweppes’ chief executive.

CCSB will continue to bottle

Cadbury Schweppes brands such
as Canada Dry and Schweppes
tonic which together have 6.5 per

cent of the UK soft drinks mar-
ket Coca-Cola's brands have 32.6

per cent, of which Coke itself is

18.6 per cent, according to Bev-
erage Digest the US trade publi-

cation.

Cadbury Schweppes said it has
safeguarded its brands through
an initial 16-year licensing agree-

ment with Enterprises with a
possible 10-year extension.

Lex, Page 16; Marketing strategy
in a bottle, Page 21

Bouygues in talks

to form telecoms
alliance in France

Vodafone rises 28% to £475m

By David Owen in Paris, Andrew
Hat in MBan and Alan Cane in

London

Bouygues, the French
construction group, Stet of Italy.

Cable and Wireless of the UK and
Veba of Germany are preparing
to launch a telecoms venture in

France.

Bouygues confirmed yesterday

that it was in discussions with
Stet, Italy's state-controlled tele-

communications holding com-
pany, and also indicated that

Veba and C&W, two of its part-

ners in another company, Bouy-
gues Telecom, were also
involved.

Bouygues, which last week
became the third entrant in

France's fast-growing mobile
phone market, said the talks cov-

ered both mobile and fixed tele

corns markets.

The negotiations are under-
stood to focus on expansion in

the French market One telecoms
executive dose to the negotia-

tions said yesterday: “We expect
efforts to attract customers for

this venture will begin within the

next few weeks."
Yesterday’s disclosure comes

about two weeks after It emerged
that Stet was in talks on a wider

alliance with Veba and C&W.
Stet confirmed yesterday it was
also in contact with Bouygues.

A joint venture in France
would give Stet an opportunity to

hit back at France Telecom, the

French state company, which is

teaming up in Italy with Infos-

trada, the telecoms joint venture
between Olivetti, the Italian com-
puter group, and Bell Atlantic,

the US telecoms company.
Mr Martin Bouygues, Bouygues

chairman, said yesterday that the

first few days of the company's
mobile telecommunications oper-

ation had been “particularly
encouraging".

After taking account of a num-
ber of provisions, the Bouygues
group reported a net loss in 1995

of FFr2L9bn ($560m), against net
income of FFr573m in 1994. Ini-

tially it reported losses of more
than FFr4bn but was obliged to

reissue its results, adjusted by
more than FFrlbn following pres-

sure from the French govern-
ment's accountancy regulator.

The group dropped FFrL2bn in

exceptional write-downs which it

had intended to make largely to

cover start-up costs far its mobile
telephone network.

It predicted yesterday that
turnover for 1996 would be mar-
ginally up on last year's figure at

FFr8£5bn.
Stet management is likely to be

questioned about the group's
talks with potential partners
tomorrow at a shareholders’
meeting in Turin.

MrRomano Prodi, the new Ital-

ian prime minister, believes that

the forging of an international
aiiinnpp would ease the planned
sale ofa 64 per cent state in Stet,

held by hi, the state holding com-
pany.
Mr Rod Olsen, C&Ws acting

chief executive, indicated last

month that the company expec-

ted to complete talks on a posa-
ble Europe-wide joint venture
with Veba and Stet within six

months, but he ruled out buying
a stake in the Italian company.
At tomorrow’s meeting. Irl is

expected to propose the reconfir-

mation of Mr Ernesto Pascale
and Mr Biagio Agnes as, respec-

tively, chief executive and chair-

man. Stet owns majority stakes

in Telecom Italia, the main Ital-

ian telephone operator, and Tele-

com Italia Mobile, the cellular

phone company.
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Vodafone, the mobile phone operator led by Sir Gerald Whent (above), exceeded expectations with a 28
per cent rise in annual pre-tax profits to £475.1m. Story, Page 22; Lex, Page 16

First Austrian proposes to

join forces with Creditanstalt
By Eric Prey hi Vienna

First Austrian Savings Rank has
proposed combining forces with
Creditanstalt-Bankverein to cre-

ate Austria's largest financial

group with assets of Sch911bn
($85bn).

Its plan to bring the two banks
under a common holding com-
pany would also resolve the Aus-
trian government’s struggle to

complete the privatisation of Cre-
ditanstalt

Under the plan, a new holding
company would be established by
the foundation behind First Aus-
trian and other members of a

consortium formed two years ago
to bid for the government's 70 per
cent voting stake in Creditan-
stalt

The holding company would
then acquire 75 per cent of the

shares of First Austrian from the
foundation and would buy a
majority interest in Creditan-
stalt

EA-Generali the Austrian sub-

sidiary of the Italian insurance
group which leads the consor-

tium, yesterday signalled its

approval of First Austrian’s pro-

posal
Mr Dietrich Kamer. chief exec-

utive of EA-Generali, urged Mr
Viktor Klima, the Austrian
finance minister, to arrive at a
decision within the next three
weeks.

Mr Klima, who is counting on
the receipts from the sale of Cre-
ditanstalt to help keep Austria on
course to meet the convergence
criteria for a single European
currency, made no comment yes-

terday.

Mr Konrad Fuchs, chief execu-

tive of First Austrian, said the

joint holding company would
make all strategic decisions for

the two hanks and create syner-

gies in the back office. Co-opera-

tion would not extend to the
front office where First Austrian

and Creditanstalt would retain
their identities.

The new group might eventu-

ally list its shares on the Vienna
stock exchange.

Creditanstalt is more than
twice as large as First Austrian

in asset terms and has a broader
spread of activities. It is also a
leader in investment hanking in

central and eastern Europe. But
its profit margin and outlook are

weaker than those of the nimble
savings bank.
The biggest difficulty- is likely

to be the price at which the gov-

ernment agrees to sell its shares.

CSFB sued

for £26m
over advice

to brewers
By John Mason and
Nicholas Denton

CS First Boston, the investment
bank owned by CS Holding, Is

being sued by a client for its

work on a deal which was one of

the first public takeovers upon
which CSFB advised in the UK.
CSFB acted negligently in

advising Eichoff, the Swiss brew-
ers, on its 1990 takeover of a UK
colour imaging company that
turned out to be "probably”
worthless, the High Court was

1 told yesterday.

Eichoff, a Lucerne-based family

company, is suing CSFB for

about £26m ($40m) in damages,
claiming it failed to give proper
advice about taking over Interna-
tional Colour Management (ICM).

Mr Anthony Boswood QC. for

Eichoff, said: “CSFB had no con-

ception at all of what is expected
of a London merchant bank in

the circumstances of an engage-
ment such as this."

The dispute centres on
Eichoffs £i4m takeover in June
1990 of 1CM. a company in New-
bury, Berkshire, that made speci-

alised colour imaging equipment
By early 1990, ICM had run into

desperate financial trouble, Mr
Boswood said. Its debtors and
overdraft had both risen substan-
tially and the company resorted

to “possibly questionable
window-dressing’’ in its accounts.

ICM’s financial situation con-

tinued to deteriorate quickly and
it needed cash to survive. A new
buyer was sought. Eichoff, a
long-standing client of Credit Sui-

sse, the commercial banking arm
of CS Holding, decided to buy
ICM and employed CSFB as its

sole adviser.

The business suffered during
the recession. After two years.

Eichoff launched the case now
before the High Court Although
CSFB charged a £250.000 fee. it

“failed altogether” to perform
some of its duties such as carry-

ing out proper due diligence. Mr
Boswood said, adding that, had
Eichoff been given proper advice,

it would never have bought ICM
which “was not worth £14m and
was probably not worth any-
thing”.

CSFB disputes the fact that it

was engaged to carry out a for-

mal valuation of ICM and denies
negligence. “We think we gave
them completely professional and
proper advice. They went into

the acquisition with open eyes."

said Mr Francois von Hurter.

co-head of European corporate
finance at CSFB.
The case is expected to last

about four weeks.

A future savings boom
looms for ageing Europe

Yorit X Toronto prfeos i

An obvious
feature of the
global economy in

the 1990s has been
the consistent
deterioration of

public finances,

with the ratio of

debt to GDP in the

OECD member countries rising

from about 58 per cent in 1990 to

a likely 74 per cent for 1996.

Is this trend dangerous? It

depends on how easily fiscal defi-

cits running to 4 per cent on
average each year can be

financed. According to a new
study on Savings and Wealth

Accumulation in Europe, jointly

published in London by Merrill

Lynch and Coopers & Lybrand, a
surge in private sector savings

during the next 10 years will pro-

vide a big offsetting demand for

public sector debt

It is easy to project Doomsday
outturns for demographic trends.

But the problem is understanding

where the real pressure points

will apply in practice. A key

problem, for instance, is the pro-

gressive decline throughout

Europe in the so-called “support

ratio", which is the number of

people of working age for every

old-age pensioner. Typically, this

will drop from about four in 1990

to two by about 2025.

Yet at present, actual (rather

than statutory) retirement ages

are fatting, while unemployment

among people of working age

(especially the young) is rising.

This is an apparently perverse

response to the perceived prob*

jcm,
A financial manifestation of

tfipqo trends is that the present

value of the net unfunded pen-

sions liabilities of several Euro-

pean governments runs to

upwards of 200 per cent of GDP,
notably for France and Italy. For-

get irrelevant arguments about
the GO pm- cent Maastricht debt

ceiling. Much more debt lurks off

the balance sheet than on it

But as the paper by David
Miles and Binit Patel explains,

the same demographic pressures

that are creating such deficits

will also generate extra private

sector saving. This is because
practically all the saving is done
by people aged 30 to 62, and espe-

cially from 50 onwards.

Although, in Europe, the pro-

Some $150bn to

$200bn a year of
extra personal

savings will

be generated

portion of people aged over 62 is

rising, and will continue to do so

until at least 2040, for the time

being, the 50-62 age group is

expanding too. The authors' sim-

ple life-cycle model indicates that

the European household savings

ratio will climb for 10 years.

A second, more sophisticated,

model takes other factors into

account, such as interest rales,

inflation and the flow of govern-

ment debt. This so-called
dynamic model predicts a srmflai-

uptrend in the private savings
ratio hot postpones the peak
until about 2020.

Either way, the important
implication is that $l50bn to
$200bn a year of extra personal
savings will be generated across
Europe, at least for io years.
Very roughly, this will balance
public sector pension liabilities.

This is quite different, inciden-

tally, from the pattern in Japan
where the population structure is

less favourable and the savings

ratio will be trending sharply
lower throughout the period
between now and 2020. So
Japan's days as the savings cen-

tre of the globe are numbered.
Even in Europe the problem

will not be so neatly solved,

because the savings will pile up,

especially in the UK, Spain and
Italy but not so much in Ger-

many or France. Substantial
cross-border capital flows will

therefore be required to avoid fis-

cal and social security crises in

some countries.

Moreover, it is fundamentally
unsound to finance current pen-

sion outgoings through heavy
debt issuance. This is to attempt

to fob off the burden on to the
next generation of taxpayers.

There is a better argument for

pre-funding, and so building up
balanced pension funds that can

invest in domestic equities and
overseas assets as well as govern-

ment bonds. Providers of

long-term savings products
should enjoy a prolonged boom -

though not in Scandinavia,
where forces driving up private-

sector savings are less powerful.

The authors' optimistic conclu-

sion is that there will be much
greater intermediation through
financial markets and institu-

tions at the expense of pay-as-

you-go recycling systems, and
there will be an expansion of the

stunted stock markets in Ger-
many, France and Italy.

This may well be what the

business planners at Merrill

Lynch and Coopers & Lybrand
want to hear. But another conclu-

sion could be that Europe's
public sector borrowing binge

has only just begun.
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Viag poised to

bid DM1.4bn
for Sandoz arm
By Jenny Luesby In London

Viag. the German industrial
conglomerate, is set to bid up
to DML4bn ($917m) for Master
Builders Technology, a subsid-
iary of Sandoz, the Swiss chem-
icals company.

If successful, the acquisition
by SKW Trostberg, the pub-
licly quoted chemicals subsid-
iary of Viag. would create
Europe's largest building
chemicals company, with sales

of more than DM5bn. Some
DM3bn of this would be to the
construction industry.

Sandoz has already
announced plans to sell or spin

off MBT by April next year, as

a condition of the merger with
Ciba to form Novartis. MBT
reported sales of SFriJIbn
(5960m) in 1995.

However. Sandoz yesterday
denied SEW Trostberg’s claim
that it was preparing an offer

memorandum far MBT. Every
option remained open, it said,

including an IPO. Several com-
panies are thought to be inter-

ested in buying MBT.
Analysts suggest a trade sale

would raise between DMLSbn
and DM1.4bn, a price which Mr
Wilhelm Simsnn, chairman of
SKW, described as fair. He also

said MBT would be a more
suitable acquisition for SEW
than for a cement producer.

SKW and MBT are leaders in
the same specialising in
building materials for profes-

sional builders that command
premium prices thanks to their

ease of use, or reduced prepa-
ration times.

The area is a relatively new
one far SKW, which, since 1969

has transformed itself from a
metallurgy company, focused
on the removal of sulphur from
furnaces, into a market leader
in food and building chemicals.
This shift has doubled its

sales from DMLS7bn In 1993 to

DM&88bn last year, but it has
been based on acquisitions that

have generated a heavy debt
burden.
SEW was debt-free at the

end of 1994 - ahead of its flota-

tion In Frankfurt and Munich
in May last year. However, by
the end of 1995 its net debt
stood at DM470m, while write-

downs from acquisitions had
reduced net equity to DM670m.
Analysts have suggested the

company would need to raise

further capital to finance the

acquisition of MBT. However,
Mr Klaus-Jfrrgen Schulz,
SKW’s finance director who,
with Mr Simeon, is currently

on a roadshow talking to ana-
lysts, said yesterday he did not
"see any problem in raising

another DMUm of debt".

The company plans to divest

its highly cash generative salt,

desulphuring and fertiliser

businesses to raise the balance
of DM400hl

It will not be able to sell its

German fertilisers business,
which it acquired from the
Treuhand, the agency formerly
responsible for privatising East
German assets, until 1998.

However, it is thought that
Viag, which owns 50.6 per cent

of SEW. would guarantee any
bridging finance.

Fresh setback for KLM-Northwest pact
By DavM Brown mAmsterdam

ELM Royal Dutch Airlines’

problematic partnership with
the US carrier Northwest Air-

lines received a further setback
yesterday, as ELM announced
it had suspended plans for the
integration of the two airlines'

global cargo operations.

Mr Pieter Bouw, ELM {Resi-

dent, said that uncertainty
over the two partners* relation-

ship presented an “'insur-

mountable” obstacle to the
cargo merger plan.

His statement ramp as the
airline announced profits for

the past financial year. Ironi-

cally. it was the Northwest
relationship that enabled kt.m

to report a healthy increase in

net profits far its 1995-96 fiscal

Mr Bouw added that an April

forecast by Mr William Slat-

tery, Northwest's cargo
operations president, that a
global integration plan could

be announced by mid-summer
was ‘‘premature".

ELM had "to be sure about
file continuity of the relation-

ship before we could firm up
any specific product plans,” Mr
Bouw said.

He refused to be further

drawn on reports circulating

within' the industry on an
imminent unravelling of the

Northwest pact, nor would be

comment cm speculation about

kt.m joining a possible alliance

with British Airways and
American Airlines.

Mr John Dasburg, North-
west's president, said last Fri-

day his company earned some

$5Gm from the ELM alliance in

1995. However, he added, "the

relationship is schizophrenic."

He said ELM management
"equate alliance with gover-

nance. We dq not We’ve dug
our feet in and told KLM it has
no right to try and control us”.

Mr Dasburg added that if

ELM found another partner.

Northwest could do likewise.

He said he had been
approached by Air France and

Alitalia about possible
co-operation.

The group’s operating result

dropped from FI 772m. to

FI 453m (?265m) amid adverse

exchange rate movements, a
resumption of employee pen-

sion premiums, and a 7 per

cent overcapacity, in its cargo

operation. However, a one-off

revaluation of ELM'S 25 per

cent equity stake in Northwest
pushed net profit up from
FI 470m to FI 547m.

Group revenue grew from

F19.1bn to Fiastm. Earnings

per share climbed from F15.08

to FI 5.86, and the dividend

goes up from FI150 to FI 2.

Mr Bouw said it was too

early to make a definite fore-

cast for the current year.

ELM’s result for the fourth

quarter to March 31 went from

a negative FI 89m to a net

profit of FI 8m, although oper-

ating income ' fell FI 86m to a
negative FI 100m.
kt.m and the Dutch pilots

union announced a deal on

more flexible operating proce-

dures while KLM also unveiled

plans fix- a $30Qm expansion of

its European fleet

Deutsche Telekom warns
after 47% rise for year

PROFILE:

By Michael Undemann In Bonn

Deutsche Telekom, the
German telecoms operator to

be partly privatised in Novem-
ber as part of one of the
world's biggest share issues,

yesterday reported a 47 per
cent Increase in net profits

from DM3.6bn in 1994 to
DMJL3bn ($3.47bn) last year.

However, Mr Ron Sommer,
chief executive, warned that

net profits for 1996 would fall

by an unspecified amount
because sales tins year were
expected to be 10 per cent
lower. This follows the intro-

duction of value added tax and
a number of tariff changes
designed to make telephone
raTls cheaper.

Mr Sommer said sales in the
three months to the end of
March had “risen slightly"
once they had been adjusted

for VAT. Further details, he

said, would be published in

September, when Deutsche
Telekom reports half-yearly

results for the first time.

Analysts said the figures

boded well for the stock
exchange listing, when the

company plans to float 17 per
cent of its equity. However,
they said it had reached a
stage of what one called
"byperprofitabllity” which was
bound to attract the attention

of the future regulator.

"Comparing this with the
same stage In the flotation of
British Telecommunications,
the area of particular sensitiv-

ity is hypeiprofitability," the
analyst said.

While Mr Sommer said Deut-

sche Telekom still planned to

reach a turnover of DM80bn by
2000 - considerably higher
than the DM66.1bn turnover
reported in 1996 - he declined

to comment on how Deutsche

Telekom’s revenues would be
affected by growing competi-
tion. He said only that the
company had lost 2 percentage

points of its market share hit
year, but retained about 90 per

emit ofthe German market
Telecoms networks which

belong to Germany’s electricity

utilities and other companies,

such as the railway system,
will be liberalised on July 1

and the entire German tele-

coms market, the worJiTs third

biggest, is set to be opened to

competition an January 1 1998,

Deutsche Telekom yesterday

got a taste of that competition.

Vebaoom, the telecoms subsid-

iary of the Veba Industrial con-

glomerate, complained for-

mally to the cartel authority

that Deutsche Telekom had
insisted Vebacom could only
run a digital television pilot

project if it used Deutsche
Telekom’s technical standards.
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Philips says

jobs report

is ‘purely

speculative
5

ByAflce RMthom .

Philips, the- Batch consumer
electronics company, yeter-'

day quashed specolxtion fbat

it had formulated plans to

shed several thousand, jobs in

its consumer electronics .divi-

sion over the next few years.

However, the company
stressed that it had not yet fln-

alised plans to restructure its

consumer electronics activities

- which include televisions,

videos and hi-fi systems - nor
had it fixed on a specific num-
ber of job losses from

;

its

40,000-5tiraBg workforce.

The company described a

report in De Tdegraaf. the

Dutch newspaper - which .

claimed Philips will embark
on a wide-ranging rationalisa-

tion programme that may
involve plant closures - as

“purely speculative".

Like other consumer elec-

tronics companies. Philips has
faced weak demand andileree

price pressure In the 1990s. It

said tt had made no secret of

the fact that it intended- to

restructure in consumer dec- .

ironies and' that this - mu-
gramme might involve job

BUok Cwtany amora DM prior to ISM wMMbtoona omnemM* b«M

Veba is developing separate

digital TV technology with
Germany's EirchGruppe, the

media group run by Mr Leo

Kirch, and Metro, Europe’s

largest retail group, based In

Switzerland.

Lex, Page 16

ING Barings Latin American team joins Deutsche Morgan Grenfell
By Antonia Shape
and ffichdas Denton

ING Barings yesterday lost much of
its highly-respected Latin American
equity sales, research and trading

tram to Deutsche Morgan Grenfell,

the acquisitive investment banking
arm of Deutsche Bank.

Mr Ric Haller, head of emerging
markets at DMG, said the hiring of

44 research, sales and trading staff

in Mexico, Brazil, Chile and New
York would allow "DMG to go from
the second division into the premier
league".

The defections are a setback for

Internationale Nederlanden Groep,
the Dutch bank which rescued Bar-

ings in February 1995 in order to

acquire its emerging markets equity

iterations.

However, ENG Barings’ Latin
American operations, suffering from
the dearth of primary equity issues,

are believed to have lost money in

the past year. ING Barings execu-

tives said the bank would rebuild its

operations in the region more
cheaply. "This is a rather elegant

way of restructuring the organisa-

tion." said Mr Michael Baring, head
of equity broking at ING Barings.

There has been discontent with
ENG management among the Latin
American equity team for several

months. DMG claimed it did not
have to offer the lucrative packages
associated with its hirings ova* the

past year because it had been
approached by the team. "They
came to us,” Mr Haller said.

DMG has an established presence

in emerging markets and. is one of

the group’s most profitable divi-

sions. It employs 275 staff in 18
emerging markets in eastern
Europe, "Russia, Asia, Africa and
Latin America. However, its

strengths He in debt trading and
issuance, and financial advisory
work, rather than in equities.

The defection, of the Latin Ameri-

can team has raised speculation that

ING Barings' south-east Asian equi-

ties team will also be plundered.
Two traders have recently left, but

JNG Barings said a mass defection in

the region, one of the most profitable

far the securities operations, was not

expected.

ING Barings staff in Argentina
and Peru are expected to join DMG
later this week while its Colombia
team is believed to have defected to

Santander, the Spanish bank

Difficulties in the consumer
electronics division contrib-

uted to a significant decline to

Philips' first-quarter profits.

Net profits fell to FI 877m
(£220mj during the firrt Three
months of 1996, from
during the same
1995, while operating

slid to FI 690m from
The consumer elc

division went into the red to

the first quarter, frbm a
FI 162m profit to a loss of

F152m, following a decline to

operating profits from Ft 449m
in 1994 to FI 118m in 1995.

Philips has said tt plans to

improve the profitability of

the division in the late 1990s,

with the aim of producing
profits of FI lbn by 2000.

However, it faces a tough
task, given the emergence of

rival manufacturers in lower-

cost south-east Asian econo-

mies and growing competition

from the computer industry in

some areas of the home enter-

tainment market
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PHARMACEUTICAL

BUSINESS NEWS

The twice-monthly

international update on the

pharmaceutical industry

Published every two weeks. Pharmaceutical

Business News brings you up-to-date news,

quantitative analysis, forecasts and inside

information on new product introductions and

joint venture agreements.

Pharmaceutical Business News also contains

round-ups of essential interim and year-end

company financial performance and results,

plus news on acquisitions and mergers, and
regular comment and views from the world's

stockmarkets.

Who should read

Pharmaceutical Business

News?

Anybody that has dealings with the

pharmaceutical business will find a subscription

to Pharmaceutical Business News invaluable.

It is an essential source of information for all

pharmaceutical executives involved in:

Management

Marketing

Research & Development

Sales

Finance

Manufacturing

C all or fax now for your FREE

opy
FT

FINANCIAL TIMES
Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare Publishing

Aura House, 53 Oidbridge Road, London SW12 8Pf

Tet + 44<Q)m71Q2W
Ear. + 44 10) 181 673 1335

E-ma3: 100414^71 a CmnpuServecom

e.l 43 Tottenham Court
Road, London WTP9LL Regfetfwed No. 2*70324 (England and Wales)

TENDER NOTICE

UK GOVERNMENT
ECU TREASURY BILLS
For tender on 11 June 1996

bass on Tuesday, 11 June 1996. An additional ECO SO
mORon nominal of Buis will be allotted efireetty to toe Bank
ofjingiand for the account of the Exchange Equalisation

2. The ECU 1,000 million of BBIs to be issued by tender
will be dated 13 June 1996 and will be to the
maturities:

ECU 200 mUlIon for maturity on 11 July 1996

SSH 599 m!
,,*on for maturity on 12 September 1996

ECU 300 million tor maturity on 12 December 1996

.

3 . ah
•

forms
Completed application forms must be lodged, -
the Bank of England, Customer Settlement Services,
Threadneedle Street, London not later than 10.30 a.m.t

Utfidon time, on Tuesday.11 June 1996. Payment for
|

Bins allotted win be due on Thursday, 13 June 1996.
A. Each tender at each yield for each maturity must be

a separate application form for a minimum ofmade on rECU 500,000 nominal". ' Tenders above this minimum
must be In multiples of ECU 100,000 nominal.

5. Tenders must be made on a yield basis (calculated on
the basis of the actual number of days to maturity and a'
year of 360 days) rounded to two decimal places. Each
application form must state the maturity date of the Bills
for which application Is made, the yield bid and the
amount tendered for.

6. Notification will be despatched on the day of the
tender to applicants whose tenders have been accepted
to whole or In part For applicants who have requested
credit of Bills in global form to their account with ESO,
Eurodear or CEDBL, BUIS will be credited in the relevant
systems against payment For applicants who have .

requested definitive Bills, Bills will be available for
collection at Customer Settlement Services, Bank of

BaPk delations, St George's House, PO
7iTv&

'8 London EC3M ILL. Definitive

?««^ ll iS.?vaBabl0 In amounts of ECU 10,000, ECU
00,000, ECU 500,000, ECU 1,000,000,ECU 5,000,000 and ECU 10,000,000 nominal.

7. Hw Majesty's Treasury reserves the right to reject any
or part of any tender.

» »

fo
,

r *** *ender are set out In more
detail in the Information Memorandum on the UK
Govemrrwnt ECU Treasury BDI programme issued by theBank of England on behalf of Her Majestys Treasure on

I
989,

*P
supplements to the Information

Memorandum. Ail tenders will be subject to the-
p revisions of the Information Memorandum (as
supplemented) and to the provisions of this notice.
9. The ECU 50 million of Bills to be allotted directly to
foe Bank of England for the account of the Exchange
Equalisation Account will be for maturity on
12 December 1996. These BiBs may be made available .

™Pun*?3e transactions to the market
makers listed in the Information Memorandum (as
supplemented) in order to facilitate settlement.

10. Copies of the Information Memorandum (and
l“£P

e
I
ne.^ Jt> maY 6® obtained at the Bank of;c~Jand. UK Government ECU Treasury Bflls are Issued

*
^Treasury &l»s Act 1877, toe National Loans Act1968 and the Treasury Bills Regulations 1968 as

amended.

Bank of
4 June t
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OMV bolstered by
Chemie Linz sale
OMV, Le Austrian oil and gas group, yesterday reported a 7
per cett rise in first-quarter pre-tax profit as receipts from the
sale ofthe Chemie Linz chemicals division made for
weaken operating earning. Pre-tax profit climbed from
Sch95Qn to SchLQZbn (395m) In the first three months while
net pnfit edged up 1 per cent, from SchSSOm to SchBGOm. the
company announced at its annual shareholder meeting.
But derating earnings fell 13 per cent, from SchL08fan to

SchSffiu, because of weakness in file plastics division, where
operator profits tumbled from Sch240m to SchSQm. Another
troubli.spot was the refinery business, where earnings foil

from Sb46Qm to Sch26Qm on lower prices for petrochemicals.
Othi divisions posted better results. In oil exploration and

production, a higher crude oil price helped OMV to swingfrom
an opesdag loss of Sch30m to a profit of SchSOm. In the

nature gas business, operating earnings climbed from
Schgjtal to Sch460m, and warning* from r?b«nj«»ls rose from
SchiaGm to SchlSOm. Group sales dropped 7 per cent, from
Schism to Schl7.8bn, reflecting the sale ofChemie Linz.

Eric Frey, Vienna

Losses widen at Alcatel Sel
. t

Alcatef SeL the German unit ofnance's Alcatel Alsthom, the

Freng* transport, telecoms and engineering group, suffered a
1995 (berating loss of about DMSOOm ($197m), widening from a
DMISttn operating loss the year before. The company said its

lass fpm ordinary business was about DM350m, narrowing
from in 1994. Sales shrank 16 per cent to DM5.4hn.
Thepareci company injected DMl^bn in fresh capital, of

whichDM928m was used to cover the operating loss and
expenses related to the correction of its share. The remaining
DM3tm was used to increase capital. Reuter. Stuttgart

ING strengthens Polish stake
ING. tie Dutch financial services group, has raised its stake in
Polands Bank Sjaski by 7.25 percentage points to 33.15 per
cent The bank added that it had been given the option to

acqmr a majority stake through the purchase of a farther 20

per cert Both the increase of its shareholding and the future
option,were agreed with the Polish Finance Ministry, ING
said. Tie option, exercisable next month, is subject to final

approwl by Polish authorities.

The Jutch company acquired Its initial 254 par cent stake hi
Bank fiaski in 1994 as part of a strategic thrust into eastern

and ceftral European markets. Bank Slaski, one of the most
profitaHe commercial banks in Poland, had more than lm
accoiuitholders and total assets equivalent to Fl42bu
(32.46hoi at the end of 1995, and earned FI 257m last year, TNG
said, i David Broun, Amsterdam

Fokker to complete 15 aircraft
Fokker.the Dutch aerospace group, said the Amsterdam
district court had granted its receivers permission to allow the

completon of 15 aircraft. Production of the six Fokker 50s and
nine Falser 70s will keep the bankrupt company’s production

lines optn at least until April ofnext year, providing work for

about 45) people.

“Afterjt was decided to complete production of two Fokker
50s and wo Fokker 70s, binding agreements have been made
with Clints, partners and suppliers for the conditions under
which mother seven Fokker 70s and four Fokker 50s will be
built am .delivered,” Fokker said. Fokker said the decision to

fill the oilers was based on the idea that “delivery ofthese
aircraft tj clients would yield a financial result that
will . . .benefit Fokker's creditors”. AFX News, Amsterdam

Finland in talks on Kemira arm
Kendra, he Finnish chemicals group, said yesterday it would
start tail* with the ministry of trade and industry about
selling ib Vihtavuori gunpowder subsidiary to the Finnish
state. “Tftbe negotiators agree. 50J. per cent of the shares fin

V£btavu<ri] will be transferred at the beginning of 1997. The
remainmr would be acquired by the state not later than

1
January! 2000, but could be transferred in spring 1997,"

Kemira aid. The Finnish state had “defence-related interests"

in VEhlamori, which manufactures powder and ammunition
and quapying supplies. Annual net sales are about FM15Qm
($32m).

j

AFXNews, Helsinki

Generali arm to sell Spanish unit
Assicurifioni Generali, the Italian insurance group, said its

Spanish'subsidiary had agreed to sell the Barcelona-based

Caja de Revision y Socorro to Spain’s Aegon Union
Asegnracora.

Generali said its Spanish company, La Sodeta Holding de
Entidadwde Seguros, based in Madrid, had agreed to sell the

Barceioq abased group which in 1995 had premium income of

more fiah-PtalObn (3774m). Generali gave no financial details

of the de i. but said it was part of a reorganisation of its

interests n Spain, a nation which it called “fundamental” to

Generahi strategy. Generali recorded premium income of
Pta237Tm n 1995 from its Spanish interests. Reuter, Rome

Bilfijflger & Berger Bau forecast
BUfingert Berger Bau. the German construction group, said

yesterdayit expected satisfactory earnings this year and a
slight increase in output It also expected 1996 output to rise 4
per cent p DMR9bn ($5.83bn). In 1995. output rose from
DM7.64hna year earlier to DM&57bn. Mr Christian Roth,
chairman said the company’s production capacity would be
folly used into the fourth quarter of 1996 because ofhighfolly usee

» orders in

But the
groups,*
sector wa
A 4 per ce

insttffidei

Germany,

xnupany, one of Germany's top five construction

dinits annual report that the German building
expected to shrink more than 2 per cent this year,

it "rise in output in east Germany would be
[to offset an expected 5 percent fell in west
Klfinger said. Only housing investment would rise

in east Germany and for the first time since unification, public
sector and tommercial construction would decline 2 per cent

each. Reuter, Mannheim

Notice of Redemption to Holders of

Series

K

of

RSVP MAYFAIR LIMITED
(Saorpanuatineh grrttedHabsay in theCayman&m£sf

U.S. $79,000,000

Guaranteed Extendible

Variable Bate Notes due 2006

NOTICE & HEREBY GIVEN that m accordance with Section

5.03(a) d tie indenture, dated 31st March, 1992, Series K of the

OS. $79,0)0.000 Guaranteed Extendible tferfabfe Rate Notes

due 2006 of BSVP MAYFAIR LIMITED (the -Bonds*) wffl be

redeemed n lull by RSVP MAYFAIR LIMITED on foe Merest

Payment [fete faBng on 17th June, 1996 at the principal amount
data togfltter with the {merest accrued to the date of redemption.

Prindpri Paying Agent

Godman Sachs

)
Trust, Limited

.Box696
nan

West Indies

Paying Agent

KrerBatbankSA.
Lismibouigeoise
43 Bcutevarcl Royal

Luxembourg

toaccrueon the Bonds from17tf»Jw»,1996.

man Sachs (Cayman)Trust, Limited
Principal PayingAgent

Norway seeks to sell 19.8% of Pen norske Bank
By Hugh Camegy
tn Stoddtobn

Norway yesterday launched its

biggest hank re-privatisation

issue since the loan loss crisis

of the early 1990s. announcing

a public offering of 19.8 per
cent of Den norake Bank, a

stake worth NKz2.6hn {3387m)

at current market prices.

The offering, to Norwegian
and foreign investors, will

reduce the state's holding' in

DnB, the country's largest

financial services group, to 52

per cent and follows a similar

reduction in the government's

holding in Christiania Bank
and the «tii» of all Its shares in

Fokus Bank and Union Bank of

Norway.

The state, which was forced

to pump NEMSbn into the
banking system when a spate

of loan losses threatened the

banks with collapse at the tom
of the decade, is now seeking

to daw back a significant pro-

portion of the taxpayers'
money.
The sale of the latest DnB

stake should bring to more
than NErShn the total raised in
re-privatisation issues.

But the Labour government
has sparked some controversy

by remaining committed to

retaining a majority stake in
both DnB and Christiania, the
two biggest groups, at least

until next year.

It then Intends to seek par-

liamentary approval to reduce

Norsk Hydro, the Norwegian canglomo-ate, wfll be investing

more than |S50m in Asia over the next three to four yeaisl

according to Mr Thor Hafctad, executive vice-president, AP-DJ

reports from New Delhi. :

The investments included those in petrochemical projects

planned in the Middle East, Malaysia and fiidta, he .said. The

company was also planning a “small venture" in Chfcar in

extrusions for the automobile industry. .
..'

Hie projects in Asia are expected to cost a total rif more than

llbn, with Norsk Hydro's share about 25 per cent er fite total

cost Mr Hakstad said the petrochemical project inthe Middle

East was likely to cost about 9600m. He declined to gtve details

of the petrochemical project planned in India. “It. Is fit an early

stage. Bat here our exposure might he more than 25 per bent,”

be said.

the holdings to stakes of about

one-third. But It does not at

present want to go further,

ensure stability in the banking
system.
The latest offer of 127m

arguing that the state should shares in DnB by the Govem-
remain the principal owner to - ment Bank Investment Fund,

which holds thestate’s bank
shareholdings,- will take place

from June til to' June 21.

SBC Warburg is to be global
' coordinator and adviser for

the overall offering. G>lead
managers for the international

offering wifi be Mcffgan Stan-

ley and Alfred Barg,- with

Fondsfinans and DnB Foods
leading the Norwegian
offering.

No pre-set division of the

offering
-"between domestic and

overseas investors has been
established by the Government
Rank- Investment Ftmd. But it

said there would be an unprec-
edented marketing effort made
in Norway to attract retail

investors.

The price is to be set on June

24 after a global book-big^
process. DnB share cfosedy®-

meat fund's chief executive,

said he believed the timing was

good for the issue as the Nor-

wegian economy was strong

and DnB was returning solid

results,having long since over-

come its loan loss problems.

In the first quarter. DnB
reported a record net profit of

NKr778m, up from NKrf65m in

the sameperiod last year. How-
ever, the results were flattered

by generous write-backs of

sums previously set aside far

loan losses and low tax

charges. Neither trend is sus-

tainable, and pnB warned it

had to farther reduce costs.

Cofinec launches $80m global offering
By Virginia Marsh in Budapest

Cofinec, the rapidly growing
central European packaging
group founded in 1989 by Mr
Carlo De Benedetti, the Italian

industrialist, has launched a
global offering to raise up to

$80m. The company also
announced yesterday it was to

list on the Luxembourg and
Budapest stock exchanges. The
latter listing will make it the
first non-Hungarian company
to join the Budapest market
Most of the proceeds of the

offer wOl go to shareholders,

which include Cerus, the
French-registered holding com-
pany which groups Mr De
Benedetti's non-Italian busi-

ness interests. Cerus owns 45

per cent of Gafinec’s existing

share capital The move Is in

line with plans byMr De Bene-
detti, who is also chairman of

Olivetti, the troubled office

equipment group, to sell non-
care assets and reduce debt
The offering, which will

iwHiirift a capital increase, is

for more than 60 per cent of

the company. It wifi include an
international placement of
Global Depositary Receipts,

each representing one share,

and a much smaller public
offer in Hungary. The price

range for the international,

offering is Ft200-Ft225, whh
Barings and Creditanstalt
Securities the joint global
coordinators.

The European Bank for

Reconstruction and Develop-
ment is expected, to sell its

small slate in the company.
Cofinec also has a 50 per cent

stake in Krpaco, a large Czech
packaging company, and last

month opened & plant in
Poland.

The listing will boost the
BSE, which is short of good
quality stocks. The BOX index
of the BSE, which has only 41

stocks with total capitalfeation

of about $&5bo, closed up 23

points yesterday at 2#f9.

Cofinec’s consolidated turn-

over was FFreTSm ($LS0m) in

1995. Operating profit was
FFr66m, white net income rose

20 per cent to FFrlTm.
•

Paris appoints Bechat

as head of Snecma
By David Buchan in Paris

Mr Jean-Paid Bdchat was
yesterday appointed by the
French government to the
board of Snecma to replace Mr
Bernard Dufour. who was last

week dismissed as bead of the
state-owned aeroengine
company.
- The 53-year-old Mr Bichat
has been head of the SNPE
explosives company since 1994.

but before that spent most of

his career at Snecma. His pri-

ority is expected to be to patch

up Snecma's relations with its

long-term partner. General

Electric or the US, which dete-

riorated under Mr Dufour.

The French government had

become concerned that the rift

with GE would undermine the

prospects of the loss-making
Snejana returning to profit and

being privatised. It is now con-

sidered possible that GE may
soon take a stake in Snecma.

After 75 years, the partnership between

Citibank and Monsanto is growing faster

than ever before. Year after year, as Monsanto

expands around the world, it relies on

Citibank to anticipate its global needs with

customized financial solutions.

CITIBANK
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TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS, MEET IN ANNUAL AND EXTRAORDINARY MEETINGS
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TOTAL dizrehokJera met on June 4, 1996 for (fadr annual and extraordinary rneeringi

under ibe chairmanship of Thierry Desmarest, Chairman and Chief Executive Office^ They

approved afl of the proposed resolutions, as wefl as the 1995 *coounts and the payment of a

dividend net of tax credit of8.70 French francs adare, up 9% from 1994. Tks credit amounts

to 445 francs ft share. Shareholders were again given the option of taking chdr dividend hi

shares, with dividend rights as ofJanuary 1, 1996, at a price per dlftre of 329 francs.

Lord Alexander of Ufeedon and Mr Bertrand JacqiriBot were elected to the Board of

Directors for three-year terms.

Shareholders also approved thechange in the By-Laws following the reduction in the French

State's interest in TOTAL to less than 1%.
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Quotes from the Chairman

In his comments on TOTAL'S performance

in 1995. Mr Desmarest said that. ’I have set as

a goal for our company the rapid

improvement in return on equity, to 10

percent in an initial phase. We should reach

this figure in 1998, if we conservatively

assume a business environment that is similar

to the 1994 and 1995 average. 1 am convinced

that we will be able to raise ROE even higher

over the medium term."

"Improved profitability will result both

from growth in business and from

productivity gains. While it is dear that fast

growing businesses like Upstream and

Chemicals will benefit from scale economies

as volumes rise, slower-growing businesses will

be asked to make special efforts to reduce

fixed costs. For example, our dedication to

further towering the break-even point at our

refineries is essential for the return of the

Downstream sector to a better profitability.

Even greater efforts must be made in mature

markets in the United Stales and Europe. In

the US, we have decided to reduce refining

capacity by closing the Ark City refinery. In

Europe, there is no way to avoid participating,

in one way or the other, in an industrywide

Tht 1995 Annual Report may be obtained upon

TOTAL

ti(tp://www.wehneiJt/toial

TOTAL. Tour TOTAL. 34 Cours Michelet 92069 Piuw La Defense Ccdex France

restructuring, especially in France".

In speaking about early 1996, Mr

Desmarest also indicated that “the Upstream

business has improved its performance,

thanks to increasing production outside the

Middle East by more than 20 percent,

togetherwith stronger oil prices and a slightly

higher dollar compared to the 1995 average.

Downstream has been affected by contrasting

trends: the dollar-Tranc exchange rate

improved slightly, refining margins remained

poor (albeit slightly better than in 1995) , and

marketing in the United Kingdom suffered a

difficult price war. The Chemicals business

has benefited from substantial growth

through acquisitions, but has suffered from

flat demand in certain European markets.

These factors were reflected in the Company's

first-quarter sales, which increased by 14

percent.”

Business growth coupled with "slightly

better business conditions than in 1994 and

1995 and Companywide efforts to improve

productivity should lead to a substantial

increase, of about one-third, in operating

income over the first five months of 1996 in

relation to the year-eariier period*.

request lo TOTAL, Corporate Commitniratiom

TOTAL
>*‘VV
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PAYMENT OF DIVIDEND
The Annual General Meeting of

Shareholders held on June 4, 1996 has set

the 1995 dividend at FF.8.70 per share.

A tax credit of FF.4-35 will be added to

this dividend.

Payment of the dividend, the amount of

which will be dependent on the terms of the

double tax convention between France and

Great Britain, will be sealed upon

presentation of the coupon and completion

of form RF 4 GB.

Residents may lodge this form with the

Bank acting as their agent, either in France or

in che United Kingdom, at any time up to

December 31 ofthesecond year following the

collection date of the coupons. As a result of

French legislation on the "demaieriafisation"

of securities, payment of the coupons wOl be

made through the banks with winch the

securities have been deposited.

The Annual General Meeting has

decided to offer each shareholder the

option to receive the 1995 dividend either in

cash or in shares; the issue price of such

shares - carrying dividend and voting rights

effective fromJanuary 1, 1996 - has been set

at FF 329 per share.

Shareholders opting to receive the

dividend in the form of shares will be

required to make such election between

June 10, 1996, die dividend record date, and

July 5, 1996.

Any shareholder who has not made such

election by July 5. 3996. shall automatically

receive the dividend in cash, payable as of

July 24, 1996.

NftckPftlKnandcrft.SjLC.

US$100,000,000

Collared floating rate notes

due December 1998

The notes toBI bear interest at

6-25%perannum forthe

interest period 5Jant 199610
SDecember 1996. Interest

payable on 5December 1996
toiD amount to USSIS&8Sper
US$5,000 note and L&S3, 177.08

|

per US$100,000 note.

Agent Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

TOTAL SOCIETEANONVME CAPITAL STOCK: FF.1 1.814,726.050 R.CS. NASTERSE B 542 031 160

HEAD OFFICE: TOURTOTAL - 24 COt/RS MICHELET, PUTEAUX (HAUTS DE SEINE) FRANCE

Nestle s. a.

NESTLE S.A., CHAM and VEVEY
Payment of dividend

Notice is hereby given to shareholders that following a resolution of
die General Meeting of shareholders held on May 30, 1996. the
following dividend for the business year 1995 will be paid to them as
from June 5, 1996:

gross CHF2650 per share

less Swiss federal withholding taxof35%.

All dividends wifi be paid by bank transfer to the shareholder's
account or by cheque, in accordance with the instructions received

from the shareholder.

Cham and Vevey, May 30, 1996
Switzerland

The Board of Directors

XS00441413S3
. For the periodfrom June 3,
1996 to December 3, 1996

the new rate has been fixed
at 10,68436*PA
Nextpayment dee:
December 3, 1996
Coupon n": 6

Amount : FRF 534,72 forthe
denomination of FRF 10 000

FRF 6 347,18 for the
denomination of FRF 100 000
THE PRINCIPAL PAYING

AOa«T
800ETE GEMERALE
BANK ft TRUST
LUXEMBOURG

ALLIANCE
ii LEICESTER

asm*kUkemtsWkEojSociety

£200,000,000
FloatingKateNotes

due 2000
For (be interest period 31ft
Mey, 1996 to BOA August, 1996
die Nona will carry a Rate of
Interest of 6275 per cent, per
saaom with knttrat amounts at
£15602perfnOJOOpitnupalmd
£1,560.18peril(XXOOO principal.

payable aa 30thAuger, 2996.

Banket*Trust
Company, London AfnaeBanfc

The Top
- Opportunities

J ' ‘

Section

For senior

management
positions.

For information call:

Will Thomas
+4401718733779
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NZ clears way for Air

New Zealand-Ansett deal
By Terry Hall in Wellington

and Bruce Jacques in Sydney

New Zealand’s Commerce
Commission, the country's
competition watchdog, yester-

day cleared the way for the

national carrier, Air New Zea-

land, to buy a 50 per cent stake

in one of its main competitors,

Ansett of Australia.

The scheme, under which
the New Zealand carrier buys
the stake from TNT, the Aus-
tralian transportation group, is

expected to be finalised within

a month.
The eventual purchase price

is expected to be substantially

below the original offer.

Air New Zealand said the
agreement, which, will now
require Australian regulatory
approval, was a significant

step forward and would lead to

benefits to both travellers and
its shareholders.

Analysts said the deal was
expected to make Air New Zea-
land and Ansett a more bal-

anced competitor with Qantas
and British Airways on routes

in the region, especially to

Asia.

Air New Zealand has been
rebuffed several times over the
past two years as it tried to

enter the Australian domestic

market and link with Ansett.

A move by Air New Zealand
to buy News Corporation's 50

per cent stake in Ansett fell

through because of the high
price News put on its Ansett
shares. This ted Ansett’s TNT
to offer its shares to Air New
Zealand, at a lower price, of
about NZ$425m CUS$289m).

The eventual price, still

being negotiated, is likely to be

between NZ$325m and

NZ$350m, reflecting Ansett’s

declining profitability.

Earlier this year the New
Kftfliflnd Commerce Commis-
sion refused to approve the

TNT-Air New Zealand deal

because of monopoly concerns

over the future of Ansett New
Zealand, Air New Zealand’s

main domestic competitor.

News Corporation then
offered to buy Ansett New Zea-

land and operate it as a stand-

alone company, a move also

approved yesterday by the

commerce commission.

Mr David Mortimer, TNTs
managing director, said his

mmpaTw and the others hoped

to conclude the deal by the end

of this month.

Lend Lease to raise A$500m
from sale of Westpac shares
By Bruce Jacques in Sydney -PROFILE:

Lend Lease, the Australian
financial services group, is set

to raise about Ag&OOm
(US$40im) through the sate of
a large part of its shareholding
in Westpac, the Australian
bank.
Lend Lease announced yes-

terday it would offer loom to

120m Westpac shares - repre-

senting about 6 per cent of the

bank’s capital - to institu-

tional investors through an
issue of four-year warrants.

That would leave Lend Lease
with about 3 pm- cent of West-
pac’s capital, which it has
guaranteed will not be sold

before April 1997. The Westpac
sale offer opened yesterday and
will close on Friday with a
facility far investors to swap
Westpac shares for warrants.

Westpac shares fell 27 cents

to AJ4.72 on Australian stock

exchanges yesterday, but Lend
Lease still expects to book an
abnormal profit of about
AJ150m on the sale.

Lend Lease paid more than
A$60Qm to buy into Westpac in

|

1993 at A$3 a share, taking
advantage of a period of price

weakness following a string of

.
poor results from the bank.
The ‘ company has since

strongly defended its invest-

ment, which drew criticism

from ratings agencies, as a
strategic lever for participation

in Australia’s continuing bank
ratianahsafion.

But yesterday Mr David ffig-

gins. Lend Lease’s managing
director, changed tack saying
that while the company had
been well rewarded for its

Westpac investment, ft was an
opportune time to grow core

LEND LEASE

Ren Cowley: approva. sought

from Australian regulators

Mr Ken Cowley. Ansett's

chairman and chief executive

Who is also chief of tie Austra-

lian operations of Nrws Corp.

said: "Now that we have set-

tled the New Zealand regula-

tory issues, we look forward to

early resolution of tie regula-

tory steps in Amrralia to

enable us to conclude this

major transaction."

Tata Tea
profits slide

despite 30% ,

rise in sales
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businesses which the company
could directly influence.

“This transaction enables us
to pursue the next generation

of broadly-based financial ser-

vices . . . rather than restrict

our ambitions to traditional

banking,” he said.

“Until these new invest-

ments become fully income
producing, we receive a reli-

able dividend stream from our
continued participation in

Westpac."
Yesterday’s Lend Lease

announcement also indicated
that the timing of the divest-

ment decision hqri been influ-

enced by the inquiry into the

Australian financial system set

1901 02 93 94 05

up recently by the federal
government
The announcement said the

expected abnormal profit from
the deal would be largely offset

in the company's June 30
annual results by provisions

against overseas and technol-

ogy investments. Lend Lease
shares rose 13 cents to AJI9.26

on Australian stock exchanges
yesterday.

• The Australian government
will today announce details of

the sale of its 51 per cent share-

holding In the Commonwealth
Bank. With the bank's shares
closing unchanged yesterday
at AJ10. the sale is expected to

raise about A$i5bn.

Metropolitan Life records

44% rise at halfway stage
By Mark Ashurst
in Johannesburg

Metropolitan Life, the South
African insurer controlled by
New Africa Investments, the
country's largest black-owned
conglomerate, has posted a 44
per cent rise in attributable

profit for the six months to

March, from R37m to R54m
(512.4m).

Strung gains in its predomi-
nantly black market boosted
premium income by 33 pa cent
to R952.7m, against R716.4m.
Bantings per share rase 42 per
cent from 55 cents to 78 cents,

and the dividend rase propor-

tionally to 5L5 cents.

Analysts welcomed the
results, but noted that Metlife's

actuarial valuation, which is

annualised, bad been amended
to include 50 per cent of total

earnings and dividends from
the previous fall year. The
Interim earnings and dividend,

which are calculated on the
basis of this valuation, had pre-

viously been annualised by
including results for only the
preceding six months.
“The growth is a bit mislead-

ing, but the results are still

good. Metiife has lots of oppor-
tunity in the «n**rgin{f [blackj

market, and we are confident

of a strong perfonnance in the
second half," said Mr James
Slabbert, analyst at Smith
Borkum Hare in Johannes-
burg. •

Income from investments
rose by 32 per cent to R326.im,
compared with B246.4m, helped

by a sustained bull run on
Johannesburg equities.

The market value of Metlife's

investment assets - cited by
several analysts as the best
indicator of Metlife’s likely per-

formance in ihe second half -

increased 32 per cent from
R7.7bn to R9-5bn as total assets

topped RIQbn.
The newly established

employee benefits division
achieved 128 per cent growth
in single premium income to

R10&9m, against R47Bm. from
a broad client base.

Recurring premium incomes,
the mainstay of Metlife’s busi-

ness, increased 26 per cent to

R843ian. against R668.8m last

time, despite last year's rela-

tively low inflation rate of 6-7

per cent

By Kuna! Bose
in Calcutta

Tata Tea, Indti’s fast

expanding plantation group,

suffered a drop in pufits for

the past financial ymr despite

higher sales.

In the year to Harch 31,

sales grew more thm 30 per

cent, from Rs3J8bn to

Rs5.19bn (5149m). But net

profits fell 22 per sent, from
Rs590m to Ks46:m. after

higher provisions for interest
and tax.

Earnings per (hare fell

sharply from BsiZ.45 to

Rs9.48. The divided, however,

is maintained at Rsi a share.

The company sail that “on a
strictly comparablebasis. prof-

its from its main operations

increased by nearij Rsi40m".
But profits overal suffered a

setback because “otter income
fell sharply, from Is463J)m to

Rs243.3m, because the figure

in 1994-95 incitried about
RsSlOm from tax-free capital

gains and an exceptional divi-

dend from the company’s
investment subsidiary".

The group also recorded a
sharp rise in expenditure, up
nearly 30 per cot on a year
earlier to Rs4.47br. ,

Tata Tea’s revenue fronf
exports advanced from
Rs693m last year o Rsl-05bn.

up 51.5 per cent
Analysts said fiat to Tata

Tea’s credit, it hac raised core

business profits by 40 per cent
even though :ea prices
remained depressed for the
first quarter of tht year.

Mr Ratao Tata, chairman,
said: “Prospects ’pr the cur-

rent year appear » be bright
Hie company’s pnduction and
prices of tea so fir are ahead
of last year". i .

Confident about the
long-term prospects for tea,

Tata acquired Boran and Kon-
ikar estates in Assam and
Butaburi garden in West Ben-
gal. The acquisitions should
enable Tata Tea,to produce
more tha 62m kg if tea a year.

It has also mntinned to
expand its coBee business
through takeovers.

• CINVen, the IK fund man-
ager, is set to acquire the
mobile radio bnsness of Phil-

ips India, AFX-Asia reports
from Bombay.

|

Philips Electronics, the par-

ent company, saidCINVen and
Philips India were holding
talks on the dtrails of tie-

acquisition of tie business,
which is currently held by
Philips Telecommunications
(PUL). T
Philips India recently raised

Us stake in PTfii from 51 per
cent to 100 per cent to facili-

tate the acquisition.

Hambro Pacific in

HK bank alliance
By Louise Lucas
in Hong Kong

Hambro Pacific. . the Hong
Kong-based corporate finance
advisory arm of Hambros, the

London-listed merchant bank-

ing and financial services

group, has taken a domestic
commercial bank on board in
an attempt to expand its busi-

ness in the colony.

Under the deal, Dah Sing

Financial Holdings, a Hong
Kong-listed hawidwg and finan-

cial services group, wiD take 30
per cent of Hambro Pacific,

which will now be known as
Hambro Dab Sing.

Hambros will continue to

own the remaining 70 per cent.

The price paid has not been
disclosed, hut directors say it

is “not huge".

The alliance will give
Hambro access to Dah Sing's

extensive client base, while
allowing Dah Sing to offer

its clients a greater product
range.

The move is in fine with pre-

dictions of a shake-out within
the banking community in
Asia.

Many In the Industry believe

that the survivors will be the

large international groups,
boasting the full range, of
services, together with a
number of strong regional
groups; those operating in

niche areas, such as Hambro
Pacific, will have to forge local

affiances.

The newly-created company
trill look at opportunities in

China when they arise, but
Hong Kong is likely to con-

tinue as the predominant
source of earnings.

To date, Hambro Pacific has

been involved in areas such as

mergers and acquisitions in

the colony, acting for both tbd

government and private corpo-

rations.
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European marketing strategy in a bottle
Coca-Cola is streamlining-distribution as competition intensifies, writes Roderick Oram
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W e’re redrawing the
Coca-Cola map of
Europe," a senior

executive enthused yesterday
as the company unveiled a
£l.2bn (fi.9bn) deal in the UK,
the latest in a series across the
continent over the past few
months.

Responding to rapidly chang-
ing market conditions in
eastern and western Europe,
Coca-Cola is pulling together
an array of bottlers for the soft

drinfc it is trying to make
ubiquitous. It is retaining the
role of brand manager,
marketer and franchiser while
it hives off production to
“anchor bottlers”, large multi-
national companies which it

believes know more about pro-
duction. and distribution than
it does.

The strategy is an attempt to
replicate its success in the US
over, the past 10 years. During
this time it has devolved most
of its production to Coca-Cola
Enterprises, a listed company
in . which it has a 44 per cent
stake, and other big bottlers.

As the US market stagnates, it

is turning its attention to for-

eign! markets where soft drink
consumption remains far lower
than in the US.
In eastern Europe, its main

bottler has become Coca-Cola
Amatil, the Australian -listed

company which in the past few
years has moved into 11 Euro-
pean countries.

In western Europe, Coca-
Cola’s first foray in this

strategy was to sell its Dutch
bottling company in 1993 to
Coca-Cola Enterprises. The

m • -,••••• ••

Rolling along: bottler Coca-Cola Enterprises has spent 53bn on recent acquisitions

sale price was 9366m but
that included two US bottlers

as well. Last month, it sold bot-

tlers in .France and Belgium to
Enterprises for 9915m.
Yesterday, Enterprises paid

£lJ2bn for Coca-Cola & Schwep-
pes Beverages, owned 49 per
cent by Coca-Cola and 51 per
cent by Cadbury Schweppes,
the UK confectionery and soft

drink maker. In total. Enter-
prises has spent about $3bn on
recent acquisitions, including
one in the US, which will push
its net debt to just over $7bn,
or about 62 per cent of total

capital.

Enterprises argues its experi-

ence in bottling will enable it

to grow these national busi-

nesses. The Dutch operations,

for example, have increased

profits at an annual rate of 23
per cent since it took them
over. In the UK, CCSB is a
highly regarded operator, but
it can improve by drawing on
the expanding bottling net-
work, Enterprises says.

T his network will also

help Coca-Cola better
serve retailers, restau-

rant owners and other custom-
ers who are becoming increas-

ingly multinational.
“Coca-Cola Enterprises has
very real skills to bring to that

equation," says Mr Neville
IsdeD, president of Coca-Cola's

Cheater Europe division.

Coca-Cola is not devolving
all its bottling. It has just pul-

led together, for example, its

east German bottling into a

new venture with two indepen-
dent southern German
bottlers.

Coca-Cola, Enterprises and
Cadbury Schweppes all

expressed satisfaction yester-

day with their UK deaL Coca-
Cola gfling an anchor bottler

which will be far more closely

tied to it than was the joint

venture with Cadbury Schwep-
pes; Enterprises becomes the
anchor bottler in the largest

European carbonated soft

drinks market;- and Cadbury
Schweppes resolves the grow-
ing dilemma it had with the

joint venture.

Cadbury Schweppes yester-

day played down growing ten-

sions between it and Coca-
Cola. Not only has the UK
become a much bigger threat

to Coca-Cola in the US since
the UK group's acquisition of

Dr Pepper/Seven-Up last year,

but their strategies were
diverging in the UK. Coca-Cola
wants to push Coke; Cadbury
Schweppes wants to push its

own range of soft drinks such
as Schweppes tonic, Canada
Dry. Oasis and Dr Pepper.

It was increasingly hard to

resolve those tensions with a
jointly-owned bottler. A
cleaner solution has been for

Cadbury Schweppes to cease
bottling and franchising its

brands to Enterprises.

But behind the deal lies an
intriguing bet on the future of
the UK soft drinks market.
Although percapita consump-
tion in the UK is lower than
the US, not all analysts believe
the market will grow rapidly.
Moreover, it will remain sub-

jected to intense pricing pres-

sures from retailers and minor
brands.
Against this background,

Cadbury Schweppes is wager-
ing it can make more money
selling soft drink concentrates
to the bottler and marketing
hard to grow its brand shares.

Enterprise believes its skills

and growing Europeanisation
of soft drinks offer it a big
opportunity. Coca-Cola has
hedged its bet by becoming a

franchiser with a captive
bottler.

Conceivably, all three are
right, as they were in the US.
But there lurks the possibility

that retail competition and
consumer patterns in Europe
are more challenging than
those in the US.

LA Times halves cover price of main edition
By Christopher Parian
En Los*.Angeles

The Los Angeles Times,
banner-carrier for the Times
Mirror publishing group, has
halved the cover price of its

main edition to 25 cents in an
aggressive move to reinforce

its position in its core market
Falling newsprint prices

made the cut possible, officials

said, and followed an increase

from 35 cents in January in

response to higher paper costs.

However, the cover price will

remain .unchanged outside the

hroadsbeet's main markets in

LA County, Orange County,
Ventura County and the San
Fernando Valley, ft costs $1 in

Santa Barbara, 80 miles north
of LA.
The move follows almost a

year of restructuring under
new chief executive, Mr Mark
Willes, a former senior General
Mills manager whose first

actions included cutting
almost 2J500 jobs in the group.

Although other papers and
publications have been dosed
or shrunk, the LA Times has

been given special attention.

Foreign editorial, coverage has

been reduced and local affairs'

have been drawn in sharper
focus.

Most circulation and adver-

tising sales efforts are now
concentrated in Los Angeles
and environs, where the paper
faces especially fierce comptfi-
tiou from the Orange County
Register to the south and The
Daily News, which serves the

inland San Fernando Valley.

National papers, including
USA Today and The New York
Times, and dozens of free-

sheets also contribute to the
pressure.

Because of local conditions,

the LA limes cover price has

been pinned at 25 cents in

these bordering markets for

several years. According to

company data, circulation in
Orange County has Increased

20 per cent since 1989, while

total sales have fallen almost 9

per cent over the same period.

Part of this decline - a fall in

weekday sales of 37,000 was
reported last year - is the
result of withdrawal of home
delivery services in areas “of

no interest to our main adver-

tisers”, an official said. Deliv-

ery lias been stopped in San
Francisco, central California

and Arizona, for example.

Meanwhile, the group claims

to have improved its service

for Los Angeles' large Spanish-

speaking community. Follow-

ing the closure of the
lossmaking Nuestra Tiempo, a
free-sheet co-production
between Times Mirror and La
Opinion, is now being
distributed to 200,000 homes a
week.

Mr Willes, who in January
said he felt there was "some
room to breathe”, has set him-
self a target of a 50 per cent

increase in earnings per share
in his first year.
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Futures

executives

seek rule

clarification
By Laurie Morse- in Chicago

Futures industry executives

will today ask Congress to

clarify US laws governing for-

eign exchange trading in a
healing to be held in Washing-
ton.

The hearing, before the Sen-
ate agriculture committee, will

re-open the issne of deriva-
tives regulation in the US.
Derivatives legislation, under
the Commodity Exchange Act,

was last overhauled in 1992.
US futures exchanges will

make several proposals to the
committee, including a request
that exchanges be exempted
from making costly Invest-
ments in technology to track
transactions.

More pressing is the uncer-
tainty created by the Treasury
amendment to the act which
appears to exempt interbank
foreign exchange trading from
Commodity Futures Trading
Commission oversight. Hie US
Supreme Court last week
agreed to consider a landmark
case that could define the
regulatory boundaries of the
agency for cash currency trad-

ing.

Futures exchanges are seek-

ing legislative clarification

with would put them on equal
regulatory footing with over-

the-counter currency markets.
“If off-exchange, profession-

al-institutional interbank mar-
kets In these instruments are

to be exempt completely from
regulation, the exchange mar-
ket in the same instruments
should enjoy the same exemp-
trve treatment" Mr Patrick
Arbor, chairman of the Chi-
cago Board of Trade, will tell

the committee today.

The US futures broking com-
munity will similarly seek
clarification of the Treasury
amendment. “The Futures
Industry Association is con-

cerned about the myriad legal

issues that must be addressed
when institutional clients

enter into privately negotiated

OTC transactions. Not only are
these issues complex, but the

consequences of an OTC trans-

action being re-characterised

as a futures contract are
potentially draconian,” said
Mr Laurence Mollner, chair-
man of the FLA.

NEWS DIGEST

Moody’s upgrades
Greyhound Lines
Greyhound Lines, the straggling US bus company, yesterday
received a nod of approval for its new management strategy

when Moody’s Investors Service, the US credit rating agency,
upgraded its debL But the shares, which have recently
bounced back from earlier lows on recovery hopes, were off S’

»

at 54% in early trading.

Greyhound has been hit by a combination of low-fare
competition from US airlines and an unsuccessful attempt to

respond to that threat by cutting longer routes and setting up
hub-and-spoke operations. Under Mr Craig Lentzsch, who took
over as chief executive at the end of 1994, the company has
restored long-haul routes, improved services and cut fares.

Moody’s said it was upgrading Greyhound's senior notes to

single-BS from Caa, and its convertible debentures to Caa from
Ca. citing improved operational and financial performance. It

also assigned a single-Bi rating to Greyhound's new, 980m
credit facility, which is secured against the company's assets.

"A new management team, in place for about a year and a
half, has employed a back-to-basics strategy that has improved
day-to-day operations and boosted ridership,” Moody's said. It

added that long-term profitability depended on the success of
revenue initiatives now under way.

Richard Tomkins. Kew York

Black shakes up Southam board
Mr Conrad Black, the international publisher, is proposing to

replace all five independent directors of Southam, the
Canadian newspaper chain he now controls. The new directors

proposed are Mr Derek Burney, a former Canadian
ambassador in Washington and a senior executive at BCE, the
telecommunications group; Mr Charles Dubin, retired Ontario
chiefjustice; Montreal lawyers Mrs Donna Kaufman and Mr
Yves Fortier - the latter a former r.anaiH.m ambassador at the

UN; and Mr Stephen Jarislnwsky, a Montreal pension fund
manager.
They would replace five directors openly criticised by Mr

Black for blocking Southam's return to adequate financial

returns. The directors have said they were acting in all

shareholders' interests - particularly the minority holders.

Last month, Mr Black's Hollinger holding company bought
out Power Corp of Canada's 21X5 per cent stake in Southam.
giving it 41 per cent control It plans to raise this to 50 per cent
through private share deals and then offer Hollinger stock for

the remaining Southam shares. Robert Gibbens. Montreal

Western Canada oil expansion
Western Canada's oil sands and heavy oil industry is starting

a C$5.6bn (US$4.1bn) five-year expansion plan spurred by
favourable technical developments and a better tax regime.

Over the next 25 years, the industry says, production of

synthetic crude could triple from 400,000 b/d to 1.2m b/d, with
investment of a further C$25bn.
The industry is now concentrated in the Fort McMurray

area of northern Alberta, where the two big tar sands
producers. Syncrude Canada and Suncor, operate large mining
and treatment operations. The resulting synthetic crude is

pipelined to Edmonton for direct processing: Syncrude is

investing CS2bn over four years to bring output to well over

200,000 b/d. It is mainly owned by Alberta Energy, Imperial

OU, PanCanadian Petroleum. Petro-Canada, and Canadian
Occidental Suncor will invest CS900m to upgrade and expand
output
Other investments totalling about C£L5bn will be made to

develop reserves or raise output at other oil sands and heavy
oil locations in southern and northern Alberta in the next four

years. Robert Gibbens

KfW's 1 995 Report

on Cooperation with more

than 100 Developing

Countries is now available.

. * e

o"or.w.-

KfW - the German Development Bank

On behalf of the Government of the Federal

Republic of Germany, KfW finances investment

projects and project-related consulting services

in developing countries CHnandal Cooperation").

For this purpose, KfW has committed DM 3.5

billion from Federal Budget funds in loans

and grants in 1995.

The 1995 Annual Report "Perspectives of

Financial Cooperation” is now available.

Numerous practical examples, ranging from

the protection of the environment and natural

resources in Niger, sewage disposal in Turkey,

to family planning in Pakistan, are presented.

They illustrate the manifold aspects of KfW's

cooperation with more than 100 developing

countries.

The primary objective of all efforts is to per-

manently improve the living standards of

the people in Third World countries through

development projects. Germany thereby ren-

ders an important contribution towards the

safeguarding of global peace.

For further information on Financial Coopera-

tion with developing countries, please contact

us to obtain KfW's 1995 Annual Report "Per-

spectives of Financial Cooperation" or to

receive additional information on our work in

general. We look forward to hearing from

you.

Kreditanstalt

fur Wiederaufbau
Palmcngartenstrasse 5-9 • 0-6O32S Frankfurt am Main
Phone (69) 7431-2703 - Fax (69} 7431-3746

ACCOLADES
IN ASIA

ING BARINGS
lo January 1996 World Equity magazine

voted ING Barings' public offer for C&P
Homes the Asian Issue of the Year.

In the same month Asia Risk Manager

voted us IPO House ofthe Year.

In February 1 996 Asiamonev voted

our Exchangeable Bonds with Warrants

deal for Siam Sindhorn the Equity Linked

Deal ofthe Year.

And. not surprisingly, in March 1996,

it voted us Equity House ofthe Year 1995.

No other investment bank has ever

won so many awards in one year for

Asian Equity issues.

ASIAMONEY
MARCH IMM

Equity House of
the Year

r.v.'v

j

INGi* BARINGS

ASIA RISK MANAGER
UNUMtV

IPOHouse of
t)ie Year

ING .... BARINGS

ASIAMONEY
FEJWIJAPV

Equity3 Linked Deal

ofthe Year

US$90m Exchangeable

Bonds with Warrants

ING -
v-BARINGS

ING!a)BARINGS INGMiBANK
BANGKOK • HONG KONG • JAKARTA • KUALA LUMPUR • MANILA

SEOUL • SHANGHAI * SINGAPORE . TAJPEl - TOKYO

This jdvnmona* Imben approved by ING Bamj; Samnucf Limited. regulated bp tfac SFA-

Mantvr of ING GROUP

ter;
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equaltfPPL TherapeuticspicCWtF), mud
that admission to the Official List mB. become 4i
commence at II June 1996.

am ifThe London Suck Exchange Lowed (the “London
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Stock Exchange under thepmmons qfChapter 20 of the

dal Services Act 1986 far the ahok of die ordinary share

to be issued, to be odndaedm the OfficialList. Itis expected

x and dot dealings n the ordinary stares ofSOp each odB

Swissair offers £145m for Allders arm

c&t
PPL Therapeutics pic

(Iheorponsted and ntgeaend at En^and andWes under the CompaniesAa .

with registered number 2745752

)

Placing

HAMBROS BANK LIMITED
of 7,800,000 new ordinary shares ofSOp each ax 450p per share

payable in full on application

. FPL is one ofthe world's leading companies in the transgenic production ofhuman
proteins for therapeutic and nutritional use.

Copies of the prospectus of PPL, dated 4 Jane 1996, whkh has been approved by die London Stodt

p«rfmw£»» as requited by the Listing Ruks nude under Section 142 of die Financial Services Act 1986,

have bom published and are aradabte for coflection during normal business houn an say weekday

(Saturdays and the public holidays accepted), up to and including 19 June 1996 from die Companies

AwffmnumHiw Office of the T/mAm Stock Exchange, London, Stock Exchange Ibwer, Cepd Court

Entrance, offBxnbokxnew Lane, London EC2N 1HP and up to and Jadadbag 7 June 1996 from;

PPL Therapeutics pic

Realm
Edinburgh

EH25 9PP

Hambies Bunk T.«tntr»rf

13 Park Square East

Leeds LSI 2LF
and 41 Tower H31

London EC3N 4HA

5 June 1996

i S&junc. 1996

THE REGENT MOGHUL FUND LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Cayman Islands)

Notice is hereby given that the directors of The Regent Moghul
Fund limited (hereinafter referred to as “the Fund"; have decided

to continue the temporary suspension of valuations and Awimgc
of the Fund for a further period of six months until 28 November.
1996. This decision has been taken after due consideration of the

political and illiquid conditions existing in the Bangladesh market.

The directors believe that the continued suspension of valuations

and dealings is in the best interests of the shareholders of the

Fund. The directors will continue to monitor investments in the

Fund and an appropriate announcement will be made on or before

28 November, 1996 as to whether to lift the suspension or convert

the Fund to a closed-ended Fund.

By Order ofthe Board

Terence NG
Corporate Secretary

m/mi
Date: 4 June, 1996

IriGem Computer Inc.

SOCHsTE GENERAL
BANK A TRUST
LUXEMBOURG

AKZONOBEL

Pursuant to foe Dutch Major Holdings in Listed Companies

Disclosure Act fWet Melding Zeggenschap'},

Akzo Nobel N.V. - formerly Akzo N.V.- states that it has

been informed by: N.V. Amhemsche Maatschappij tot het

houden wan aandden Akzo Nobel, Herengracht 420.

1017 BZ Amsterdam, the Netherlands, that said entity is

holder of shares in foe Company equivalent to an interest of

7,5 percent, of which 0,0 percent is designated indirect and

0.0 percent potential.

Amhem, May 51 , 1 996
Akzo Nobel N.V.

MARGINED CURRENCY DEALING
CALLTOa-REE
AsnfeOMOMW BelgiumOHD 7199

EUROPEAN COAL AND
STEEL COMMUNITY

_ GBP 52.700.000
FLOATING RATE NOTES

DUE 1997
BIN CODE

;

XS0O37796298
For the period May 31, 1996
to November 29, 1996 the
new rate has been fixed et

5,6375 % P-A.
Next payment date:
November 29, 1996

Coupon nr : 9
Amount: GBP 28,11 forthe
denomination of GBP 1 000

GBP 281,10 forthe
denomination ofGBP TO 000

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING
AGHUT

SOOETE GSS3W1E
I RAMt &TRUST

LUXEMBOURG

Hexfofe managed accounts

limited Sriiifity guaranteed

Lowest margin deposits

(2%-fflb)

Donat 8001 0430 FHmd OBXMetSOiG

fiamx 03906*46 Gwea*B48lS0t6
Wad 1800555078 ttaly 1678 70975

Noway BOOT T181 ftrtngtl OSOS 4335OT

Sfm 900 994914 Sweden 02073 10ri

Srttzertamf 1S53548

Ofi CALL DIRECT taluiutxim
Fac {49)40 321 B61

PERSONAL

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Training and speech wrUhg by

award winning speaker.
Rrst lesson free.

Tel: (01923852288)

By Lisa Wood

Swissair yesterday tried to

seize the initiative in its acri-

monious battle with BAA Tor

the duty free operations of
Allders, the department stare

group.

Allders said Swissair had
indicated in a letter to inves-

tors that it would make a Ann
offer of £l45m if 40 per cent of

Allders' shareholders give
their support. Swissair had

ashed the shareholders to

respond by close of business

tonight

Allders, which unto, now has

said the BAA bid of £13to was
the only firm offer it had
received, took the unusual step

Of announcing it would seek
“clarification of the respective

positions of Swissair and
BAA”. It acknowledged the sit-

nation had changed and asked
shareholders to take no action.

"For the first time there is

what appears to be a sensible

offer which shareholders can
properly consider,” it said-

BAA will decide on its next

move this morning It declined

to comment on whether it

would consider increasing its

offer. “We understand that

Swissair has made a seventh
conditional offer; albeit of no
greater value, and with no
more guarantees than the oth-

ers. However, we will consider
the matter in the moraine0.

SBC Warburg, on behalf of

Swissair, has said that subject

to the support of Allders*

shareholders It will make a

cash offer on terms “which in

all material respects will be the
«imp as those applicable to the

proposed sale to BAA”, which

was announced on May 17-

Swissair, it is claimed,
changed the value of its Offer

for Allders international, the

duty free arm of Allders. as

many as six times during talks

in April and May.

When the deal was

announced Allders said the

BAA hid was the only firmone

that it had received and agreed

to recommend it to an extraor-

dinary meeting on June 10.

Swissair thm claimed that it

had tabled an offer of £i45m.

which Allders had chosen to

ignore. ,

The ma *n shareholders have

declined to comment on their

position.

Receiver for Sock Shop

Authorised

Share capital following the Placing

Issued and fully paid

£ Number

20,000,000 40,000,000 ordinary shares of 50p each

£

11,180,140

Number
22,360,280

TriGem Computer Inc.
(hKWtHxeted in die Republic ofKom% wok bxnittdtioUiitj)

Notice ofBoprfHoldew' Additions!Option to Redeem Bondsop -Jdijnae, 1996
and

Rights to Revoke Notices of Redemption

To the Holden ofthe Company's

U.S. $30,000,000

3 VS percent. Convertible Bonds due 2005
(Ae "Bonis*)

(Redeemable at the option ofthe Bondholder* In 1996)

NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN dsn foflovtag dir execution by THGtm ^t"" Inc. (the 'Company'') and R—t*" Ihutec
1996 niilchamended dieTerm*andCoodlrimwcf

die Bond* (a* mote fully described m tbe BnnAnlUi »4wK iypu.^1 h, ifci. uen^uperon 12th April. 1996), Dongndi
riMUlitMC.., ( p^TTT^lnynfywmrJpjl .l iana liar w4net,RonAmL.|wW«»ri M4,4,)iCTM. lWfllrillhg

redeemed (the ‘1998 Pm Price*).

71* 1998AnFilerha, been cakalued byDonpub Securine* Col, ltd. inaccodncr rtib theformula let outm theSoppitmfDial

Tnnt Deeddefinedabove andbaa bcAiet at L30.978 parcent, ofthe prindpaJ amount of the Bond*.

Ail Bont&»oldc«ccra«iiplanngt»fcfog any apian in ctwpcctafcite gmaencoeggnyd teiilrfanoOce ihtmldscri faxfependent advice

m to theta taxperidot) aid. If in any doubt, daouid aimwek independentfinancial advice.

Qapta of the Supptwneneal That Deed nhkh impfcmmt* the above amendmenn are avaikble at the verified office* ofeach of

die laying Agent*aetcue below
Baying Agent*

BantersTniCompany Bwb»TimtnwtaN|SA Serfa BankCorporanrm
l Appold Street P.O- Box 807 l Aeadtenvoacatk

Brondgare 14 Boulevard ED. Rrxneveft CH-4002 Baric

LondonEC2A2HE L-2450Lroaab«iS SwUxerianJ

1 Forthe period June 3, 1996
to Decernbar 2, 1996

the new rate has been fixed
at 18,13342 % P-A.
Next payment date

:

December 2, 1996
Coupon nr :

7

Amount : FRF 901,63 for the
denomination of FRF 10 000

FRF 9016^4 for the
denomination of FRF 100 000

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING

By WSliam Lewis, Ross "Demon
and Norma Cohen

Sock Shop yesterday became
the final part of the Facia
Group, previously the UK’s
second-largest privately owned
retailing chain, to enter Insol-

vency proceedings, as institu-

tional shareholders criticised

Sous’ relationship with Facia.

Yesterday morning KMPG,
the accountancy firm, was
appointed as receiver to Sock
Shop by United Mizrahi Bank,
which is owed £7An by Fada.
KMPG will now try to find a

buyer for Sock Shop’s 97 retail

outlets. It is the second time in

six years that Sock Shop, a
niche retailer, has entered
insolvency proceedings.

KMPG has also been
appointed by United Mizrahi
Bank as receiver to about 500
of Facia's speciality outlets,

including Oantessa and Torq.

Grant Thornton has been
appointed as receiver to Sahs-
burys.

On Monday the High Court
appointed Price Waterhouse as
administrator to 380 shoe out-

lets including Freeman Hardy
Willis and Curtess. PW said

Natl Grid
allays

regulatory

fears
By Simon Hdberton

National Grid Group, the
privatised operator and owner
of the high voltage electricity

grid in England and Wales,
yesterday sought to allay

investor
.
fears about its

impending regulatory review
by claiming comparisons
frith Transco, the British Gas
pipeline subsidiary, had been
overdone.

It also sought to reassure
investors about Energis, its

telecommunications subsid-
iary, which incurred deeper
losses of £72.8m and may lose

- another £50m this year.

Mr David Jones, group chief

executive, said there was no
reason to expect Offer, the
industry regulator, to impose
an onerous review.

“We are looking for a bal-

anced review, one that leaves

the company with a proper
incentive to drive the business •

forward," he said.

“We have brought controlla-

ble costs down by 40 per cent
since 1990," he said. This is

the best performance of any
part of the regulated electric-

ity sector.

Mr Jones also held out the
prospect of a tumround in the
fortunes of Energis, which
should become cash positive

by 1997-98.

He said the break-even turn-

over was between £350m and
£4501)2, depending on business
mix.
The Grid reported a 1 per

cent rise in pre-tax profits to

£6KL5m in the year to March
81, on turnover op 4 per cent
at £i.49bn. Excluding Pumped
Storage, sold last year to Mis-
sion Energy of the US, operat-

ing profits were up 8.7 per
cent to £65&3m on turnover
up &£ pc cent at £L42bn.
Gearing of 114 per cent

should come down to around
80 pc cent during the year.
The company declared a

final dividend of 6.16p which
makes I0.27p for the year - up
8 per cent
The shares closed down 2p

at 181Kp, compared with the
209p at which they stood in
December.

last night that it was ‘‘unclear

who owned” those shoe shops.

KPMG says they are owned
personally by Mr Stephen
Hinrhtiffp

, Faria’S chairman

.

Last night Mr HinchlifCe said

he was stiQ hying to raise the

finance to pay off United Miz-

rahi Bank and retake control

of the shops in receivership.

KMPG said it had not yet

received an offer from Mr
Hincbliffe, but that there had
been approximately 30 “serious

expressions" of interest from
potential purchasers of the
companies in receivership,

including Sock Shop.
Mr Man Barrett, Price

Waterhouse's administrator,
said that he also hoped to find

buyers for the shoe businesses.

On Monday Sears success-

fully petitioned in the High
Court for Price Waterhouse to

be appointed as administrators

after money owed to it by
Facia grew to about £26m.
Sears has made total provi-

sions of £7&8m following the
sale of the licences to occupy
380 shoe outlets to Facia last

August and February.
Following the sales, Mr Bar-

rett said Sears continued to

RESULTS

Vodafone beats

expectations

Stephen HinchlifCe: seeks ftmds

hold the leases of file proper-

ties and pay the rent It had
also been contracted by Facia
to carry several management
tasks Including the paying of

staff

Mr Hrnrhbfte s^irt that Facia
had been in a commercial dis-

pute with Sears.

By Alan Cane

Vodafone, the world's fifth

hugest mobile phone operator,

announced a 28 per cent rise in

pre-tax profits to £475.lxn

($722m) in the year to March
3L exceeding City expectations

of £430-£470m and confirming

its return to growth after a dis-

appointing performance the
year before. The shares rose

4%p to 254'Ap. 455m
The results indicate that

Vodafone, has tackled the
problems of fraud, bad debt
and “churn'’ - the proportion

of subscribers who fail to

renew contracts - which held

back profitability in the UK
last year while investments
abroad have either moved, or
are moving, into profit.

Global turnover rose 22 per

cent to £L40tm. Profits before

tax in the UK were £492Em,
compared with £399.5m, on a
turnover of £1.24bn, up from
£LG8bn. In continental Europe,
the group fell into a loss of

Sljkn, from a profit of £2.2m.
on turnover of £75.7m, up from

£47.8m. In the rest of the world

it reduced losses to £18.4m

against £44m on turnover of

£83.fim f£2L2m>.

Of its overseas licences,

Pacific Link in Hong Kong.

Panafbn in Greece, Vodacom in

South Africa, Telecep in Malta

and Vodofone SA in France

were already profitable and the

overseas portfolio was expec-

ted to turn in profits this year.

Sir Gerald Whent, group

chief executive, believed the

best overseas licences bad been

issued and said group strategy

was to increase its holdings in

its overseas operations. Less

than half foe overseas portfolio

was consolidated at present,

therefore profits growth would
accelerate markedly on consol-

idation.

Vodafone’s prospects have
been enhanced by its success

in tackling churn. At its worst

last year it was experiencing

chum of more than 28 per cent;

now it is down to 25.6 per cent
The group also seems to be
having success in attracting

new subscribers.
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LEX COMMENT

Camelot
The chances of a player
accumulating £5lm from the fRtnwic*

UK’s National Lottery are . . .

one in several trillion, but
the after-tax profits of lot-

'

tery organiser Camelot owe 140

little to luck, ft has done a 120
great job in setting up the
system and marketing it A „ip°

non-profit making organisa- M
tion would have bad less

incentive to increase reve- -•;-00

hues and therefore cash for 4^
the government. Moreover, ^
the money paid out to good .

.

20

causes and to the govern- c

ment in tax is already the •

highest in the world, even as so/cKCvmkx.
a percentage of sales. With-

! oat the profit motive, foe organisers would inevitably give

!

suppliers of electronic systems or marketing services more
generous contracts; so private sector profits would just be
conveniently hidden.

Camelot made Hie difficult fin: itselfby changing its account-

ing policy, which reduced lS94's profits, at the expense of
increasing them last year. It has also resisted the temptation
to shelter profits behind provisions. Nonetheless, its pre-tax
profits were only a quarter of the commission it paid to
retailers. And Camelot’s 1 per cent after-tax profit margin will 1

shrink, since the proportion going to good causes and prize
money increases over the life of the franchise.
Competitors, from betting shops to bingo halls

, will hope
that the furore over corporate greed forces Camelot to take its

eye off the ball Scratch card sales are 60 per cent below their
1995 peak, and the UK’s gaining industry is back on a recovery
tack. However. Camelofs plan for a mid-week national draw
could increase revenues by about £l60m a year - and that will
come out of other businesses’ pockets.

histiUito de CrecBto Official

USD 450000000
Statutorfy Guaranteed Floating Rate Notes due 1997

In accordant* with tha Terms and Coodnons of the Notes, no-

doe is hereby ^wen that for the friterest Period Item June 05. 1996

to December 05. 1996 die Notes wdl cany an Interest Rate of

5.7765625% per annum.

The Coupon Amount payable on The relevant Interest Payment
Date. December 05, 1996 w« be USD 29364 per USD 10,000
prinopB/anoint ofNoteandUSD2J936A2 per USD 100.000 prin-

dpaarnoumrfNoB.
Tha Aggrc Bait

Krediatbank SA. Luxembourgeoise

Progress on Eurotunnel talks
By Geoff Dyer

Hopes of a prompt settlement
to Eurotunnel's refinancing

talks ware raised yesterday by
I

a statement from Mr Patrick

Ponsolle, the Anglo-French
group’s co-chairman.

Mr Ponsolle said that it was
"not unrealistic" for an outline

refinancing plan to be in place

by the group's annual meeting
on June 27.

His upbeat comments were
echoed by bankets involved in

the negotiations. One said that

the annual meeting was being
viewed “as a window of oppor-

tunity* for achieving a settle-

ment Another said that it was
"not out of the question" that
an agreement might be
reached before then.

Both the banks and the com-
pany are expected to use the
looming deadline to try and
squeeze concessions out of the

other side.

Mr Ponsolle’s comments
prompted a further rise in
Eurotunnel shares, which have
nearly doubled since the begin-
ning of April Having risen

11‘Ap on Monday, they closed

lQp up at 115Vip after the laig^

est volume of trading in Paris

in any day since September.
There was speculation in

Paris that the refinancing
terms would be less harsh for

shareholders than had been
feared. However, analysts said
the rise in the share price was
surprising as a refinancing
would result in a dilution of

gristing shareholders.

Any outline refinancing

agreement would need the

approval of both the group’s

shareholders and all its 225
banks. Eurotunnel has been in

talks with its banks since Sep-
;

tember after it halted interest

payments on £&lbn of debt I

To The Hddas Of

BaKoCutral
de Costa Rica

US 108,611,115 Series A
Interest Claims Bonds
Doe May 21 ,2885

BS $78,435^23 Series B
Merest Claims Beads
Bee May 21, 2805

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the rate of inter-

est from May 21, 1996
through and including Au-
gust &, 1996 b 6328125%
perannum. Interestcoupons
payable on August 21, 1996
will amount to $84779 per
5100,000 nominal face
amount

Hist Tree! of

Ifew York, IfX
as Fiscal Agent

Dated: May 21, 1996

PUBLIC NOTICES
LOWNDES QUEENSWAY FLC

DIRECTORS' PENSION SCHEME
Nodccmphai nxfcrbomho 27ofdie TrarfeeAd
1919 due the Sdheme but* rand Bp tn the

de* future, Aliens wfeu may £» encoJnJ «
bmrfb* ftom te Seta*, whether a* a member
orntaviK. art wtahaart ahmfy Ucmi bom
tfc TmMeea tbotiU cottcoa tterc u die «ttn«
rfraabebaratithBfrdMn WiAngun. 1996.

L/nundex Quecasmy PcosJorTruara

(NoZiUmaed
. eh Butnfwre Admtociuwo Sorwa
CoanHnc
Clarence Coen

Rttfcoore FhD

Oiptoflen

Kea
8JM.7L2

Notice To the Holders of

THE OUTSTANDING $50,000,000

6J0%, Coamiflfc Bonds
dne December 31, 2009

(the “BondO
Of Samsung Heary
Industries Co-, Ltii.

(the "Company”)

NOTICEISHEREBYGIVEN
to the holders of the Bonds that,

pursuant to the provisions of the
Indenture constituting the Bonds,
the conversion price of the Bends
has been adjusted from Won
25,053 to Won 24.394 per share.

Thenew cooveitmn price will be-
come effective retroactively to

Afril 13. 199& This adjustment
has beenmade as arecoilofrights 1

issue of the Company’s shares.

The Board of Directors'
of the Company approved such
rights issae on Fehiuaiy 21, 1996.

SiUgnusHrin'tousmsCo^Lm.

May 28. 1996

AdvanceBankAustralia
Limited

USSI50.000.000

FloatingRateNotes 2006

Thenotes millbearinterest at
625125% perannum for the

interestperiod from 5June 1996
to 5SeptemberG96 Interest
payable value5September1996
uliUamount to USSl60.52per
US$10,000note.

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

6
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Increasedturnover

Group turnover of DeutscheTelekom

increased by4 %toDM 66.1 billion

(US$46.1 bn) compared to the previ-

ous year. Growth came mainly from tele-

phone services and mobile telephony.

Turnover fin billion DM)

63.8

1994 1995

We have presented ourfirst

consolidated financial

results. Since 1 990, we have

invested heavily inthe net-

work; created a new compa-
ny structure as well as a

focused marketing strategy.

Net profit

The group's net profit increased

last year by 50% fromDM 3,6 billion

to DM 5.3 billon (L>S $ 2.5 bn to

US $3.7 bn).

Strong cash flow

We increased our operative cash flow

from DM 31.1 billion to DM 31.6 billion

(US $ 21 .7 bn to US $ 22.0 bn) com-

pared to the previous year. All invest-

ments and the repayment of financial

commitments were financed out of cash

flow.

Cash (low (in billion DM)

Telephone services

Wth 40 million connections, we have the

third largest telephone network in the

world. And one of the most modem.

Thanks to the increasing digitalisation of

our fecal network and. ol course, ISDN

where we have more connections than

anyone else in the world. Witha market

orientated tantf structure and new

improved services, we are laying the

foundations from which to face domestic

competition from 1 998 onwards.

ISDN connections

l in millions)

2.95

1.84

•V-’a iff-
1994 1995

Mobile telephony

In mobile telephony, the number of our

customers increased last year by

around 40% to more than 3 million. It's

because of new customer orientated

Mobile phone customers

in millions)

3.0

services I hat we have one of the leading

businesses in Europe.

22.

ntts m
1994 1995

Now, we are well placed to meet chal-

lenges as they arise. Despite increasing

competition in the German telecommu-

nications market, turnover and net

profit have risen - results that point us

in the right direction.

And not only in Germany. As we set our

sights globally, we’ve celebrated some

important business achievements.

Global One, for example, our interna-

tional joint venture with France Telecom

and Sprint, is one such notable suc-

cess. So, too, is our increasing expan-

sion into Asia and Eastern Europe.

Innovation in the multimedia age.

Telecommunications is considered by

many to be one ofthe most dynamic

markets of the future, with an increas-

ing number of businesses basing their

success on technology. That’s why we
want to continue to build on our posi-

tion as a leader in information super-

highways, where our pioneering work

has helped to transform the way we all

live through the use of telemedicine,

telelearning and teleworking.

Today, our multimedia services can

offer everyone at home or in the office

an exciting way into the fascinating

world of information.

Why notdiscoverthe future for

yourself? Ifyou want more details

on DeutscheTelekom’s financial

results, simplysend us afaxon

+49921 181029foracopyofour
annual report

T-Online

Around one million custome rs used our

T-Online service last year. With approxi-

mately 20,000 new customers every

month, we were able to make sure that

T-Online significantly increased its lead

as rhe biggesr data service in Germany.

All figures:

per exchange rate on 29-12-95.

T-Online customers

(in thousands!

965
708y -' Tal —tCi—

yw.

fer
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Funding boost raises

Cuban sugar hopes

Deal close on Zimbabwe platinum venture

By Pascal ITetchcr hi Havana

Cuba has secured foreign
financing for its 1996-97 sugar
harvest in aB 13 of the Island’s

sugar-growing provinces and
this is expected to lift its sugar
production next season well
above the 4.5m tonnes esti-

mated for this year.

Mr Alberto Betancourt, the
head of Cuba's state sugar sell-

ing company, Cubazucar, said
the prospects for farther recov-

ery in Cuba's sugar output In
1996-97, on top of this year’s

increase of more than lm
tonnes, would be boosted by
the improved funding situa-

tion.

“We can definitely taiir in

teems of another increase,” Mr
Betancourt said. For the
199696 harvest, which is now
m Its final stages, credits to

pay for essential cultivation
and harvest inputs were
obtained, mostly from Euro-
pean banks and companies, for
•nifwt of the isiLand’s 13 sugar
growing provinces.

Copper weak
COPPER prices were unable to

hold above the $2,40Oa-tonne
level in after hours “kerb”
trading on the London Metal
Exchange yesterday and slid

back to register a weak chart

close, although the market
remained above early lows of

$2,385 a tonne.

Other LME contracts gener-
ally followed copper’s example,
hitting lows during ihe morn-
ing session, rallying in the
afternoon, arid then nuriing off

their best

Compiled from Renters

That cover had now been
extended to all lS, Mr Betan-
court said.

The positive impact of the
foreign capital injection into
Cuba’s recession-hit sugar sec-

tor was visible in this year's

harvest, which Cuban leaders

are confident will reach the
nffirjal target of 4-Swi tonnes

, a
significant jump up from last

year’s disastrously low 8.3m
tonnes.

Cuban state media reported

that sugar production so far
this season had reached about
4.4m tonnes as of May 28 and
while only a small group of
sugar mills were still

operating, enough cane was
available to complete the 43m
target by mid-June, if the
weather remained reasonably
dry.

President Fidel Castro, has
hailed this year's harvest as a
success, adding that the island

would aim to produce more
than 5m tonnes in the naming
season. Mr Betancourt said the
planned strategy was to lift

Cuba’s sugar output over the
next two or three harvests

back to historical levels of at

least 6m tonnes, and possibly
higher, depending on economic
and other factors.

Mr Betancourt declined to

give figures for the total for-

eign financing secured ' for

199697 but it was believed to

be approaching S20Qm. Senior
officials had put the total cred-

its obtained in 199696 for nine
provinces at around $130m
earlier this year, the Cuban
government announced it was
seeking $6Qm of financing to

cover the four remaining prov-

inces.

The Dutch ING Bank,
Britain's ED. & F. Man Sugar,

and the Anglo-Dutch group
Vltol were among the institu-

tions involved in funding the
199596 Cuban harvest Sugar
analysts said they understood
these companies would con-
tinue to provide credits this

year, along with others, such
as Spain's Banco Bilbao Viz-

caya,

By Ksoneta QoocSng,
IWflning Correspondent .

A deal should be completed
within six months to bring
together the four platinum
areas in Zimbabwe into a ven-
ture capable eventually of chal-

lenging the big South African
platinum producers.
Mr Peter Vanderspuy, chair-

man of Delta Gold, an Austra-
lian company with an interest

in all four areas an Zimbabwe’s
Great Dyke - a long, sinuous
structure traversing the chan-
try - made this prediction yes-

terday.

He said putting only two of
the projects together - Hartley
and Mhondoro - would result

within ten years in a complex
capable of producing 750,000
troy ounces of platinum a year,

equivalent to between 10 and
12 per cent of global output
and matching the size of
Tmpala, second largest of the
South African producers.

Work under way at present
will bring only the Hartley
project into production. Broken
Hill Proprietary, Australia’s

biggest company, is spending
US$264m On a mining mmplpT
capable of producing an annual
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150,000 ounces of platinum -

about 3 per cent of global sup-

ply. Hartley is also scheduled

to produce 110,000 ounces of
palladium, 11,500 ounces of
rhodium, 23,000 ounces of gold,

8,200 tonnes of nickel. 2300
tonnes of copper, 35 frames of

cobalt and 6,400 tonnes of

sodium sulphate.

Mr Vanderspuy said the Har-
tley project was at least three-

months ahead of schedule. Ore
was being mined and stock-
piled. Initial nickel and copper

production was expected in

December and towfai platinum

group metals and gold output

was expected in March. All but

the platinum group metals

would be processed at Hartley.

The FMGs would go to Inco

and Johnson Matthey facilities

in the UK.
Hie said that Hartley's fore-

cast cash production cost per

ounce of platinum was US$220

to $240, among the lowest in

the world. “South African plat-

inum metal producers.

accounting for 70 per cent of

world platinum supply, have

an average production cost of

about $320 an ounce,” he

pointed out.

Analyste suggested Hartley's

.

low costs fifronW protect it if

South African companies

mounted an aggressive market-

ing as the Zimbabwe
complex started up- They also

said that consumers, particu-

larly the big car companies

that use platinum metals in

anti-pollution catalysts, wel-

comed another source of the

metal outside South Africa and
Russia.

BHP owns 67 per cent and Is

operator of Hartley. Delta has

the remaining 33 per cent At

the nearby Mhondoro joint

venture, BHP has 61 per cent

and Delta the rest Delta is sole

owner of the other two areas,

Selous and Ngezi.

“It would be logical for BHP
to acquire an interest in the

other Delta properties,” said

one analyst “BHP would prob-

ably be uncomfortable to have

a competitor right next door,

particularly a competitor that

would make an easy takeover

target for Anglo American lithe

South African group that is the

world’s biggest platinum met-

als producer}.

Mr Vanderspuy said negotia-

tions between BHP and/Dtita

for a merger of all four areas

were very complex because dte-

cusstans involved many other

issues. .
Among these was

whether Delta should repay

BHP its 33 par cent share of

the $264m capital cost of Har-

tley. if Delta did not repay, it

would receive only 99 per cent

of project cash flow whereas, if

it repaid its share plus interest,

it would receive 33 per cent of

the metals '
produced by

Hartley. Financial modelling

by Delta confirmed the desir-

ability of repaying BHP, he
added
He believed that, using a

mixture of equity funding and

project-associated debt, it

should be possible for Delta to

repay BHP without having. to
raise new capital.

However, In two years time

the partners would consider

expanding Hartley and that

might be the appropriate

moment for Delta to go back to

shareholders and possfitfy even

to split its platinum and gold

interests into separate organi-

sations.

Financial controversy threatens plan to protect plant diversi
John Madeley reports on a UN Food and Agriculture strategy to halt

tf

large scale loss of plant genetic resources’

A n international plan to help tlon and policy, agricultural hunger and poverty”. A farther aim tion was “scarcely appreciated and genetic resources - by increasing, for Tha draft plan has ah

the conservation and sus- changes, pests, civil strife, and shift- is “to promote a better sharing of rarely considered”. More than 6m example, the genetic diversity that Is criticism from over 20

tamable use of plants has rng cultivation. the benefits derived". Farmers that samples of plants are stared in over available to breeders. A meeting of ' mental organisations froiA n international plan to help
the conservation and sus-

tainable use of plants has
run into problems just weeks before

it is to be discussed at a major UN
Food and Agriculture Organisation
conference in Leipzig (June 17-23).

The FAO says around three-quar-

ters of the world's plant species have
been lost this century, and warns
that the “large scale loss of plant

genetic resources, vital for agricul-

ture and food security, give reason
for major concern”. The warning is

based on a survey
,
of 154 countries.

Over 80 countries reported that
the spread of modem, commercial
agriculture and the Introduction of

new varieties of crops was the main
cause of the loss of plant genetic

resources. The new varieties have
led to thousands of traditional vari-

eties of crops bring discarded. Other
causes Include over-grazing, legisla-

tion and policy, agricultural
changes, pests, civil strife, and shift-

ing cultivation.

The loss of plant diversity could
make it harder for breeders who
need a wide range of genetic mate-
rial to develop crops that yield more
food, and resist pests and disease.

“Plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture provide the biological

basis for world food security and
support the livelihoods of every per-

son on earth,'’ says the FAO. Agri-

cultural systems in all countries are

"heavily dependent” on plants from
other countries, it points out
A draft “Global Flan of Action” to

tackle the problems has been drawn
up by the FAO's Commission on
Plant Genetic Resources. The plan
aims to promote the conservation of
plant genetic resources and “better

utilisation of the resources in order

to foster development and to reduce

hunger and poverty”. A farther aim
is “to promote a better sharing of

the benefits derived". Farmers that

have contributed plants that are
used by breeders to develop
improved crops, could, for example,
be entitled to benefit

tion was “scarcely appreciated and
rarely considered”. More than 6m
samples of plants are stored in over

1,300 genebanks throughout the
world, and about “50 per cent of

national collections are in need of

regenerating”, it says.

‘Plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture provide the biological basis for

world food security and support the

livelihoods of every person on earth’

The draft plan admits that most
“attention, funds and scientific

expertise" have so for focussed on
conservation of plant genetic
resources in gmiebanks - refriger-

ated store rooms - and that the
importance of on - form conserva-

But there is controversy over
funding. The plan would cost

between $130m and $303m a year, for

10 years, to implement This would
be used to revive genebanks, encour-

age on-farm conservation, and pro-

mote better utilisation of plant

genetic resources - by increasing, for

example, the genetic diversity that Is

available to breeders. A meeting of

the FAO Commission on Genetic

Resources forFood and Agriculture

in late April was bagged down for

three days cm the matter of funds,

with western countries saying that
Evicting sources of funding should

first be examined. Developing coun-

tries said they “deeply regretted"

that the funding proposals were not
accepted.

Two industry organisations, the

International Association of Plant
Breeders for the Protection of Plant
Varieties, and the Green Industry

Biotechnology Platform, issued a
statement saying that the plan “pro-

vides a useful basis. . . to help con-

serve and sustainably use plant
genetic resources for food and agri-

culture” and that government
resources would be required.

The draft plan has also attracted

criticism from over 20 nongovern-

mental organisations from five conti-

nents. At a recent meeting In Rome,
the NGOs took the view that while a

Global Plan was sorely needed, the

draft gave too much priority to con-

servation in genebanks, and that

that would “increase reliance on for-

mal research institutions. . . further

HmrgiTufllising farmers' roles in the

on-farm conservation and develop-

ment of plant genetic resources”.

In a joint statement, industrial

organisations and NGOs said: "We
believe that a strong and dynamic
rolling, global, regional, national

and community Plan of Action,

based on values of true sustainabil-

ity and driven by strong peasant par-

ticipation is urgently needed”. The
Leipzig conference will test whether
the 160 governments that are expec-

ted, share the urgency.
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BASE METALS
LONDON METAL EXCHANGE
(PriNS from Amalgamated Motal TVwBng)

Cash 3 mths

CtOM 1931.5-325 1566-67

Pmvkx» 15406-41J 1575-76
Hlgh/tow 1525 158&155B
AM Official 1525-255 1501-61^
Kerb dam 15C9-60
Opan fart. 221^41
Total daily tunovar 52828

ALUMMUM ALLOY ($ par tonrta)

Cfase 1285-95 1320-30

Previous 1232-96 1330-33

HflWtaw 1337/1316
AM Official 1278-80 1316-18

Korta dose 1315-20

Opan M. 4438 •

TotM daHy tumovnr 1,415

LEAD (S par tomri

Ctosa 816-17 820-21

Previous 811-12 816-17
Hlgh/tow 822/812
AM Official 808-fl 815-18
Kort> cloaa 819-20

Opan Irt. 35315
TotM dafly turnover 0581

M MCKEL (5 partonna)

Ctoat 7320-30 8035-40
Previous 7885-75 7980-90
VBQMmi TTTO 0010/7675
AM OffidM 7770-75 7880-85
Kacb doao 7995-8000
Opan Irrt. 44.443

Total daly tunovar 17449

M TM (S per tarew)

Ctoaa 8145-55 8180-85
Prevkxn 8180-90 8210-20
hHoMow 8140 6245/8155
AM Official 6135-40 7170-72
Kart) doao 8165-90
Opan kit. 18.132
Total dally tunovar 4,616

H ZMC, apadM Mgli grada 0) par tomte)

Ctoaa 1020-21 10«J-«7
Prevtou* 101 8.5-10J 1045-46
WgMow 1040/1043
AMOmdM 101&S-1BA 10«4-»5
Kart dose 1048-48
Optei teL 72338
Total daffy turnover 18.583

COPPER, grade A (S par term*)

Ctosa 3*92-98 2402-03
Prevkx* 2517-SO 2428-29
Hjpn/iow 2487AW8S 2434/2388
AM OfficW 3487-88 2394-96
Kart ctosa 2390-1
Open mt 180040
Total daffy turnover 61009

LME AM Official 0$ ntm 1J540

SMt Ifeyfe Opaa SaB Day* op- 9Ht Day* 0p* XMt OfeT* OPM
prtca MHO* law VM U pika rtnapl Mgb Law M lot Rka isftte«a M* La W U Pika «W M
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Precious Metals continued
GOLD COMEX (100 Troy aZA $/boy at}

Jm 387.5 -27 3903 387X1 T.7B0 2270
JM 389.0 -48 -
dug 3904 -24 383J9 3802 14089 88218
0Et 38341 -ZB 3907 3810 543 5494
Doc 38645 -ZB 4000 39643 890 37440M 39945 -34) 4013 4013 118 6340
Tom 17381190,12

PIATMUM NYMEX (50 Day ozj Sfroy azj

JM 3967 -63 403JO 3983 1788 18357

<M 3997 -63 4053 3895 210 &211
Jm 4027 -63 407.0 4083 187 1333
Apr 405.7 -63 4113 4120 11 1373.
TCtel 1,490 27384

PALLADIUM NYMEX (100 Troyan Srtroy czj

JM 130.70 -136 13130 13073 <1 748

Sm 13135 -130 13235 13075 227 7,103

Dm 13215 -130 134.75 13475 21 866

TflU Z70 8318

SILVER COMEX fiOOO Troy CanHWIroy ozj

May 531.1 - 5343 6303 82 43

JW 5163 -193 5313 5313 138 48

JM 5163 -183 3383 5173 15323 90368
SO* 5243 -WjB 5433 5223 4306 15346

Dm 5320 -193 5503 5303 1399 10796

GRAINS AND OIL SEEDS
WHEAT LCE (£ pm tome)

SOFTS
COCOA LCE (E/tanrMj

MEAT AND LIVESTOCK
LIVE CATTLE CME (40400toa: cantaflba)

WT^TI^g3«»KJmln;ctyTlii^0fcbuahBl}

JM 501.00 -2030 527.00 50130 17384 41271

Sip 50430 -1629 92600 50330 4353 18289
Dm 51275 -1930 53530 31230 5223 20,174

MM- 51330 -2430 53430 31230 338 2338
May 47530 -1030 48530 47530 43 117

JM 43530 -330 43930 43030 128 1284
TDtM 18388 86287

MABE C8T (5,000 bu min; oamW5C»b buahd)

JM 44725 -1830 48525 44725 17.736121370
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Dm 34475 +330 34630 33250 28268157280
Mar 35130 +330 36200 33030 818 19280
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JM 351.75 +250 35230 34330 508 4338
TotM 80302382216

BARLEY LCE Ql par tonne)

COCOA C3CE CTO tnreiaa; S/torrea) UVE HOGS CME (40.000RJK oanteAbM
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0489 90279 TMM 0759 37273Tttri

COCOA QCOO) (SOR-a/tonoO

Jm 3 Flfca

My 104428

COFFg LCE ff/tanrej
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Jn 10050 -150 - - 15 133

Mw 11075 -325 - - - 41
IMy 11250 -325 - - - -
Tttri B *13

1806 -47 1092 1840 122 609

1747 -13 1750 17Z7 2587 15206
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1686 -13 1690 1670 73 12*0
1699 -12 1660 1645 90 938

4JST 2*8*4

M- PORK BHJJES CME HOJOOBm; oantn/Tba)

May 88725 -2 90500 88.725 12 12

JM 81775 +2 81.775 79.173 2388 5332

*M 78450 +1JS 78300 76.750 884 2599m 75225 +2 75225 73350 150 675

Mar 75350 +2 75.400 75300 12 46

May 78.950 +2 76350 76350 12 47

TMM 3,196 *399

ENERGY
M CnuPEOB.MYMEXn.000 barreli. S/banMQ

LMaat Day** 0pm
prim dkaapt Mgh lai WM M

JM 20.19 +0.43 2028 1930 27706 78.739

tag 1640 +030 1332 18.18 10,181 49,736

SMI 1832 +036 1833 18.75 6376 35.510

Oct 1637 +024 1839 1833 2322 253«8
MW 1837 +023 1845 1230 2210 21375
Doc 1831 +031 1630 18.15 2443 353«
Tttri 504723*0*0

M CRUDE OB- 1PE (SftmrMl

laMM Day** 0pm
prim dtmga Mgti law Wri W

JM 18.16 +038 1825 1737 11388 52390
An* 1772 +028 1734 1737 8.465 46335
Sm 17.46 +022 1735 1731 1J54 15414
Oct 1722 +0.18 1730 17.16 1378 15380
Mav 1735 +0.16 17.15 1730 1.140 4246
Dm 1836 +020 1730 1638 1384 11396
TttM 2*068172308

M HEATTHQ OH. HVMBt [42300 US plto.; BUS gafc)

latnt Dafa 0pm

SOrAaEAWSCgr^JlMteinlitmiariBOMlaMMl

JW 769.75 +425 77200 75830 23350 57378
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M SOYABEAH Oft, CgT (BOJOOtoc: cona/ib)

JM 25.68 -0.15 2638 2165 IB338 37344
Sap 2536 -218 2825 2536 2778 14321

Sm 2638 -0.17 207 2910 1.134 8377
Oct 26.17 -021 2955 2925 1274 5375
Dm 2947 -914 2980 2945 9318 22178
Jm 2632 -917 2980 2855 83 1295
TatM 19482 99773

SOYABEAH MEAL C8T [100 tana; S/ton)

JM 237.9 +18 2384 2326 16578 38595
top 237.1 +35 2374 XK>f 3589 12095
SM 2345 +4.0 2355 2305 1,136 7544
Oct 2292 +27 231.0 2274 599 3452
Dae 2203 +24 M14 MM 7200 21485
Jh
Taw

2295 +20 2295 227.1 1B6 2045
2*583 8757*

POTATOES LCE (&tonntt

LME Ctaotog tit rate; 1-8647

SpcC 1 8*88 3 tad* 13488 8 MAC 15455 S rtfcK 13448
Oct

HIGH GRADE COPPER (COMBQ
” Tollw "an Opan

prim oDaopa Bpk Lm 1M Ini _
May 11975 - - - 717 533

Jm 11260 -330 11540 11260 308 3,887

JM 110.70 -295 11265 11070 3494 1*333 Jm
«MI 10930 -270 11120 10830

Sm 10910 -245 10930 10900

Oct 10730 -205 10930 10910

27 0*5

522 6482

15 677

M» 39811

PRECIOUS METALS
LONDON BULLION MARKET

(ftlcm auppOad by N M RothacWM)

QotdfTray oz) S prica E aquJu SPraqutv
Ctam 39060-390.80

Opaning 38030-390.60
Morning flx 39025 251252 488.640
Aflamocn Bx 389.70 251.095 469378
Day's High 39055^035
Day's Low 388.40-38870
Previous doaa 39120^81.50

Loco Ldn Maan Quid Lanttn* Rstea f/s U88}

1 month 436 8 momha 4.40

2 monBs —4.61 12 months 430
3 months *36

SDvar Rx pvtroy az USets aquiv. Jte
spot 34545 536.15 JM
3 months 350.00 S4Z.6S Aag

6 months 36940 54945
Sffi

1 yaar 364.40 58345 Oct

GoM Catos S pries Ssqttv. w
Krugenand

MWpfeU*tt

38B-382 251-253 TotM

New Sovereign 9049 8940

TMM 95429
~

QASOK.fE<Womri

SMt Bar* Opm
prim ehaapa Waft law tM W

Jm 16430 +130 16630 16430 5334 133*5
JM 16125 +0-T5 10200 16030 4355 14353
Aug 16030 +130 16130 16030 1301 9015

5«p 16130 +125 18125 16030 551 5385
OM 18130 +135 18130 18130 78 2096
Baa 18130 +130 18130 1S130 09 1318
TttM 12JBB *83*0

nalTURai, oas wtmex fiPJOD mBttj yaafltaj

LaM DaT* Opm
Mfca cfeaqw Mpb low Vat tat

JM 2390 -0048 2410 Z3S0 8333 33397

Aug 2415 -9027 2450 2410 3,409 21339
Sap 2387 -9024 2410 2382 744 17JS5
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Mnr 2585 -0322 2400 2390 289 8397
Dm 2455 -0030 2480 24S5 278 11381
Tottf 16,106149123

UNLEADED OACOME
NTMEXH2J00U5gttt;aUSMeU

UMtt Dure QpM
prim ehaapa ngfe Low W IM

Jm 5990 -346 6910 5835 262 1360
JM 6035 +127 6030 5835 11354 25336
Aag 6900 +1.17 5935 5830 9734 15320
Sip 57.SS- +1.17 5735 5730 1342 4350
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218 1J7I9 ten 825 -25 - -

7494 24481 Mar 1100 - - -

2784 15,140 Apr 1345 -14 1395 1355
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TMM
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857 6273 HIEKHT (BBTEX) USE (SlQAndox

Jm 1280 +20 1295 1260
JUt 1250 +20 1260. 1240

Oct 1352 - 1355 1350
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Apr 1375 - 1320 1320

TotM
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+83 1379 1379 - 1

67 1,1sa
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1438 4443

CO*TO‘gCSC^t^^Mto:«rtaflW

JM 11340 +OA5 11448 11215 7426 13.770
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Dm 11970 - Til 90 11030 405 34H
Mar 11925 +020 11190 11090 51 19Z7
Hay 109.25 -090 11025 10925 21 335

TOM 10,190 2B3B5

M <X>fTO0CO)(UScant»7x)und)

Jm 3 Pra». day

Donv. <My 10299 10597
15 daywenga 10838 10Q4S

WUBTE SUGAR LCE (Shonna]

Am 3784 -24 3813 3793 1478 10491
Oct 3404 -32 345.0 3403 687 6,113

Dm 3314 -27 3351 3319 304 3984
Mar 327.6 -19 3304 3Z73 147 X769
Maiy 327.1 -1.6 3363 3274 » 1427
Aap 3279 -14 3283 3289 20 591

Tatt 2984 27453

M 8UOAR MV CSCE <11 2000*»i cantata)

JM 11.42 -005 1199 1148 B.015 56,132

Oct 1075 - 1092 1073 3497 37480
1040 - 1088 1037 1328 30405

May 1054 -0.15 1060 1033 275 9,740

JM 1047 -014 1054 1046 60 0290
Oct 1041 -a 15 1046 1045 310 3481
TMM 14465140140

M COTTON NYCE (5QDOQWS: c+nte/lbs)

JM 6149 +197 8270 8040 3JBH 22417
DM 7935 +047 8025 7925 1968 4479
Dm 7831 -0.18 7895 78.40 4409 28342
Mar 79.40 -0.10

. 8090 7846 283 5482
May 8093 -0.10 8045 79.60 141 2162
JM 8037 +092 8190 6050 26 962
TMM 9789 87,868

M OftAHQE JUICE MYCE [15.000fc«; carttwtea}

JM 1ZL25 -095 12210 12240 1,141 10336
Sm 12045 -035 12140 120.15 383 4372
Urn 117.10 -0.10 11890 11790 55 1327
Jm 11590 -040 11840 11X70 77 3334
RMr 117.15 -tUS 117JJ 11730 12 265
Hay 11X75 -C.15 12X00 12090 - 190
Tttri 1388 21400

Jun Sep Jun Sop
84 126 5 16
54 81 13 28
2fi 81 33 48

Jun Sap Jui Sep

146 126 15 S3
77 74 45 08
31 38 88 163

Jul s%> JM Sap

17 65 100 283
ie 73 219 aai
14 62 267 340

Jul Sep JM Sep
100 206 . 3
159 183 _ 5
130 161 * 8

Jul Aug JM Aug
32 - 92 68

FUTURES DATA
AM futures dare wppKod By CMS.

European free market, tram Metal Buletin. S
pm ib in warehouaa, urtasa otherwise stated

(test writ's in bradsata. where dwgecQ. Ann-
mmr, 999H, S par terra. ZSSXytfS [2450-
3,100. Bamuth: min. 9949%. tome lots 340-
3.70 045^.75). Cadmium: min. Sfl.OSK,
85>0S 0OS<11Q cants a pouxL Cobatc MB
free mark*. 989%, 27.0tW7.7S (2790-284W
99.3%. 2495-2543 (2590-26401. Marowy:
min. 80.99%. S per 78 lb flask. 160-176.
Motybdamnre drummed molybdc oxide 3.15-

348 (200-3.1^. SrianiuK min 993%. 340-
4.10 (3.30-4. 1 r^. TtaigMoa are; standard min.
65%. $ par tome unit P0ka) wtV dT. 52-62.
Vmadhare min. 88%. ctf. 3.05-3.15. UnMm
Nimco aKcianfie value, 1430.

VOLUME DATA
Opan Interna and Volume date shewn far

contracts traded an COMEX, NYMEX, COT.
NYCE. CME, CSCE Ond IRE Cntta OS are one
day in anas. Volume & Opan Interest teteb

INDICES
REUTERS (Ba3e 18IW3iw100>

Jon + JmS montB ago ywar age
20094 21123 21164 2302.6

CRB Uncrat (Baaa: 1987«10q

Jon3 May 31 month ago yttr ago
251.74 25497 N/A N7A
CSCi Spot; (Baaa; 1870=1001

June May 31 month ago year ago
20332 203.57 20930 18245

LONDON TRADED OPTIONS
Sfrfca price t tonne — Cab— — Pitta—
ALUWWM

(99.7%) LME Jun Sep Jun Sep

1500
1050

M COPPER
(Grade A) LME

COFFEELXX
1000
1950
2000

COCOA LCE
875
900
925

BRENT CRUDE IPE

LONDON SPOT MARKETS
CRUDE OB. FOB (par barrafl +or-

DuBM S1792-7.11* +11095
Brent Blend (dated) SI BAA-8.48 +0405
B*nt Send (July) $16.10-8.12 +0.185
w.-n. S20.14-O.18k +0480

OIL PRODUCTS NWEpronipt deivery OF (toraw)

Premium GaaoNne S208-2O8
Oas 06 $188-108 -3
Heavy RuM Ofl S83-8G
NapMha $174-179 -6

Jet teal $190-191 -Oj5
Dtaoel $168-187 -3
M NATURAL OAS (Panoarihame

Geld (par troy 02)$ SSfl.75 ^0.70
SBver (per trey oz)* 53890c -290
PUkwn (par troy o*J 539000 -145
PilledUen (per troy azj $13040 -OSO
Copper 1349c
Lead (US prod) 4590c
Tte (KuMa Lumpur) 15.41r
Tte (New Ytyk) 280JSQ -1.00
CriDa Rvo wrighq OaeOp
Sheep Ova weight) I4897p
PiB9 Qva Wright 11549p
Lm, day sugar (raw) $2059 +74
Lm, day sugar (wte) S3949 +25
Barley (Eng. feed) Unq
Maiaa (US No3 Yatow) Unq
Wheat (US Dark North) Unq
Rubber (JurflV 1D275p
Rubber (Ju0f 10275p
Rubber JO. RSS Non 37790m -L60
Coconut oa (PWBJS -805.0V -109
Prim 06 (Malay.)§ $5079 ^j,o

CopraPi4S S821.0Z
Soyebaana (US) 415u0e <0
Gotten OifflottfA' index 8440c +995
Woctept (B4i Super) 428p -20

£ par loam write MhtnMte Mated, n nmcatao. c oanMb.
rifep^Hp. m MiayMte territa c MqaUet x JuL v

TODoraam. r OTfri n*wi cwml umgi on wmIl
tflwrf on 444 hood rf pfsssotd.

CROSSWORD
No.9,086 Set by BATS

ACROSS
1 Manage to avoid scoffing half

of loaf (a meaty slice) (8)
5 Bleat about Indian bread fruit

(6)
9 Might one be upset by this

hallucinogenic message? (4-4)
10 Just advocates cathedral (6)u Fight, then plunder traveller’s

bag (8)

IS Bird with symptom of bron-
chitis put in hospital (6)

14 Measure of bias evident in
election involving Mr Nasty

18 Of good omen, but doubtful if
leader’s replaced (10)

32 Waves back we hear (6)
23 Sic misspelt (a nervous prob-

lem), a nervous problem (8)
24 Direction that is of the great-

est latitude (8)
25 Drunk after strain becomes

impenetrable (8)
26 Vociferated, seeing back line

was in front (6)
27 Indirectly relating to the

whole (8)

DOWN
1 Sign removed from flag - flag
complete (8)

2 Student gripped by something
easy gets the grip (6)

8 You and I helpless about
those most depressed (6)

4 Left to selectively kill jg on
copper’s tail Q0)

6 What's cursed in Ghana: the

Masai? (8)

7 Enough data to get Queen
almost totally confused (8)

8 We hear nonsense about Neff
York - it’s no special place

(3)

13 Prohibitory measure of Indian

tonic, laced CIO)
15 A sign of reduction in fare to

be carried out (4-4)
16 Harry holds pea plant (8)
17 Landlord wants insects seen

off (8)

19 Disconcert the conductor (9)
26 Bird on either side of the

field? (6)

21 Quietly shaded plates black
and blue (6)

Solution 9.085

HCJflDaa HOQEinQHan a o o
aaaoaaaQQ osausas a b uana nanQBnaQBO

n a q b a g
anaaciEn aannno„ana uHQ 0QBO0OG
a a 0 n inncionaa eeubanHBH 0Q0
QHtnn eejgouqddd
a a a u a b gonpaanna nanoGG
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The company that was to become Puma was born
back in 1924.

It was launched by Rudolf Dassier and his brother

into a sports market in its infancy. Known then
as Dassier Schuhfabrlk, the company split into

two in 1948 and the

name Puma was

coined.

enormous with an increase of 65.4% over the no less. Puma have once again got there first,

period ,94- ,95 alone. —

For years, there was
little competition and the brand thrived, enjoying

decades of market leadership. Business peaked in

1986, coinciding with a stock-market flotation.

Although new products and new technologies were

consistently introduced, a rude awakening was in

store in the shape of highly aggressive competition

from Reebok and primarily Nike. Puma was quickly

outpaced by its younger and fitter competitors.

Seven years in the wilderness lead to unsustainable

losses. It became obvious that a programme of

refocusing and restructuring was not only

necessary but vital to the future of the company.

Thus, phase one of the restructuring programme

was introduced in 1993. It involved drastic cost

reduction. The streamlining of the product range.

The creation of profit centres. And the outsourcing

of production. As well as a painful, but absolutely

crucial, headcount reduction.

Phase two began in 1994. Basically, this was an

internal re-engineering process. The entire

company culture was modernised. Business

processes were redesigned. Product costing was

closely examined. And a streamlining of suppliers

was undertaken.

Phase three followed in 1995. At its core was a

renewed focus on product. A focus that accurately

reflects the company's mission statement:

„ i

^tsperfoTtnan

5w4u
S,*

a

“*wday
'
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Allied to this was more stringent

business management. A greater market and

customer focus. A new product range. A global

marketing strategy. Increased concentration on

customer service. And tighter licensee control.

These measures have lead to a welcome return to

both growth and profit.

The impact of the restructuring has been

widespread. Loss-making profit centres were

reorganised or, in extreme cases, closed during

phase one. In 1995, every one of the nine remaining

profit centres did indeed make a profit.

Sales in the Puma Group and Worldwide (including

licensees) have increased to DM413.6 million and

DM1,128.9 million respectively. Margins, too, have

improved markedly. Gross profits have risen from

29.9% of net sales to 37.4%. Income from

operations has jumped from -11% to +14.5% of

group net sales. While net income has leapt from -

17i6% in 1993 to +11-7% in 1995. Not surprisingly,

the impact on earnings per share has been

NET INCOME
(DM in millions)

NET EARNINGS
PER SHARE

1993 1994 1995 1993 1994 1995

And so today the company finds itself, like its top

endorsed stars, in good shape.

But what of the future? Well, the opportunity facing

the company cannot be overstated.

The global sports market is simply vast. The

sports footwear market alone now stands at

approximately $15bn per annum. Astonishingly,

Puma's share of the worldwide market stands at

just 4%.
The opportunity for growth for a sports company

with the tradition and rich international heritage

of Puma is there for all to see.

BRAND AWARENESS IN KEY MARKETS*
(in % of Population)

USA Germany UK France Italy

* Sporting Goods IntelBgenee, own surveys (1991-1985}

Japan Australia

For, while market share in the US is minimal, brand

awareness is surprisingly high. No less than 68% of

the population profess recognition of the Puma

brand. An impressive figure but noticeably less

than the 90% brand recognition that Puma
enjoys in many international markets. The widely

contrasting figures attributed to market share and

brand can only be seen as an opportunity for growth

and must not be missed.

So just how can the company exploit this

opportunity? What, in essence, are the tools for

success?

Historically, Puma has been at the forefront of new

technologies. Witness the introduction of the sole

and shaft vulcanisation technology in the late
J50s

The development of Velcro fastening In the

'60s and the JTrinomIc f sports

shoe mid-sole technology

and Puma Disc system

Puma continually

fulfil its mission

statement. Hence the arrival

of the latest technology.

A lighter, more durable,

performance based technology.

Other leading manufacturers ^
are also working

on new technologies.

But, according to the Wail Street Journal,*

{. Of course, on the

pitch, our endorsed stars

continue to shine. Diego Maradona and

Lothar Matthaus have both lifted the World Cup.

And they both wear Puma boots.

On the track Jonathan Edwards, Linford

Christie, Heike Drechsler, Merlene Ottey and Colin

Jackson ail wear Puma. Between them they

have won 39 Olympic and World Championship

medals. No fewer than nine of which were

gold. And we all know that gold is good for

the bank balance. 4
Very good, indeed. J

—....
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS

Treasuries shrug off manufacturers’ orders data
By usa Braraten in New York
and Samar Mcandar In London

A stronger dollar and an
easing of fears that the Federal
Reserve might raise Interest

rates next month helped US
Treasury prices rise modestly,
despite stronger than expected
figures on manufacturers
orders.

The yield on the benchmark
30-year Treasury bond moved
back below 7 per cent as the

long bond gained i to 87ft,
yielding 6.971 per cent. The
two-year note was & higher at

99£i, to yield &203 per cent, and
the September 30-year Trea-
sury bond future up % to I07g.

The yield curve between the
two-year note and the long
bond steepened by two basis

points to 77 basis points as the
short end of the curve bene-

fited from the comments of

several Fed officials suggesting
they were not alarmed by the

pace of economic growth.

Bonds also benefited from
the dollar jumping to a 28-

month high against yen
and also rising against the
D-Mark. In early trading the

US currency was changing
hands at Y109.26 and DML5334
compared with Y1Q8.43 and
DML5280 late on Monday.
The market dipped briefly

after data from the Commerce
Department showed a 0.1 per
cent decline in manufacturers
orders, while economists had
forecast a 09 per cent decline.

Mr Richard Gilhooly. an
international bond strategist at

Paribas Capital Markets in

New York, attributed the mar-
ket’s ability to shrug off the

strong orders figures to the
large amount of bad news
already priced Into the market

Most European bond mar-
kets ware supported by the ral-

lying US market Italian BTPs
were once again the strongest

performers. LiHe's September
BTP future settled at 115.66, up
0-7L In the raqfo market the

9% per cent BTP due 2006
gained 058 to dose at 100.87.

easing would favour short
maturities in particular, said
Ms Phyllis Reed at BZW, who
sees “good value in the.

two-year area of the yield
curve relative to five-year

maturities”.

spill into the baud market In

the medium term, Ms Reed
expects French 10-year yields

to trade up to 20 bans points

over those of bunds.

GOVERNMENT
BONDS

The yield spread over bunds
narrowed by 3 basis points to

311 points. A fond manager at

a continental European bank
said he expected BTPs to con-

tinue outperforming bunds,
although at a slower pace than
in recent weeks. He believes

the Bank of Italy has room for

"substantial rate cuts’’.

The curve steepening that
would accompany monetary

fl French OATS also showed a
solid performance, but under-

performed bunds. Matifs June
notional future closed at 223-42,

up 0.20. hi the cash market, the
10-year benchmark OAT closed

020 higher at 105.41, its yield
spread over the equivalent
bund returning into positive

territory at 1 basis point
Analysts remain cautious,

however. Ms Phyllis Reed,
European bond strategist at
BZW, pointed to the June Pfbar
future’s falling below the 96.0

level. She believes this was
caused by fears over the cur-

rency’s stability, which could

fl German bands ended higher,

tracking the US market LiHe's

September bund future settled

at 95.71, up 022 and the 10-year

benchmark bond closed at

9857, T9 052.

However, Ms Shards per-

saud, European economist at

San Paolo Bank, warns of the

possible escalation in the ten-

sion between employers and
trade onions, which could
weigh on the bond market
Although the release of first-

quarter GDP data is expected
to confirm a recessionary envi-

ronment, the figure is already
discounted in the market and
is unlikely, therefore, to affect

prices significantly.

B UK gilts were supported by a

firm currency and rallying

Treasuries. Liffe’s September

long gilt future settled at

IC&ft. up ft.

The benchmark 7% per cent

gflt due 2006 dosed at 96&, up

A. Its yield spread over 10-year

bunds narrowed by 3 basis

points to 167.

—
.A&

Signs of pricing f
swinging back in /

favour of banks .

By Antona Sharpe

fl The Spanish and Swedish
markets benefited from their

central banks’ decision to cut

repo rates by 25 and 20 basis

points respectively to 755 and
650 per cent
The Spanish June bono

fixture closed at 9859, up 056,

and the 10-year benchmark
bond rose by 0.45 to 97.64.

In Sweden, the 6 per cent

bond due 2005 raffled by 0.49 to

8553, while six-month Trea-

sury bill rates fell by 15 basis

points to 557 pea: cent.

The bottom of the pricing cycle

in the syndicated loans market

has been predicted many times

in the past 12 months, but that

moment may finally have

come.
Recent difficulties In syndi-

cating high-profile deals such

as Railtrack and National Grid

have put hanks on their guard.

SYNDICATED
LOANS

Pemex highlights compression

of emerging market spreads

NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

By Conner Middeimam

The surge in emerging-market
issuance continued yesterday,

with 830(kn of two-year bonds
for Petroleos Mexicanos
(Pemex) highlighting thp. com-
pression of spreads for borrow-

ers in pmprpmg markets
Femes's bonds were priced

to yield 190 basis points over

US Treasuries, significantly

less than the 375 basis point

spread on Nafinsa’s three-year
issue in January and Femex's
recent two-year lira bond,
which was priced at the equiv-

alent of 295 basis points over
Treasuries.

Poland's forthcoming
DM25Qm five-year issue is set

to confirm this trend further,

amid market talk of a spread
in the 60s over bunds. That is

even tighter than the spread
on Poland's dollar bond, which
currently stands at around 75

basis points over Treasuries,

after narrowing sharply from

its June 1995 launch level of
185 basis points. The D-Mark
issue is expected in late Jane
via GS First Boston, and Deut-

sche Morgan GrenfelL
In the reviving sterling sec-

tor, the National Provident
Institution issued £100m of

perpetual bonds callable after

INTERNATIONAL
BONDS

10 years, making it only the
Barmin UK mutual life assur-

ance company to issue an
undated, subordinated step-up

bond. The issue was priced to

yield 140 basis points over
gilts, attracting strong interest

from UK institutions, including

Pep funds, and sold out within

hours, said SBC Warburg, joint

book-runner with Dresdner
Kleinwort Benson.

The Kingdom of Sweden
launched a DM750m five-year

deal which, at a spread of 29

basis points over bunds, was
considered by some to be tight.

However, Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell reported good sales in
Asia, including lead orders
from joint book-runner Daiwa.
The dollar sector saw mare

short-dated, retail-targeted

deals. Abbey National issued
8200m of two-year notes yield-

ing 12% basis points over Trea-

suries, which saw such
ifemand that the spread nar-

rowed to 11 haste points. Lead
manager SBC Warburg
reported strong Swiss retail

demand and also a firm bid

from UK institutions seeking a
yield pick-up over short Trea-

sury products.

Bayerische Hypo issued

8200m of three-year paper, but
dealers said its frequent
appearances in the eurobond
market recently - three alone

so far this week - and its split

credit rating might make this a
slower selL

Elsewhere, Lebanon’s Credit

US DOLLARS
Compagnta Boncateat
rwrotooa Mexlcancre
Bayqrfsche Hypo
Abbey Natl Traaury Servtaea

D-MARKS
Kingdom at Sweden
Sony Europe HnanoM
YEN
L-BankftwO*

STSUJNHB
NPI financafcj)

OUUDBRS

KfW IntttrnUorarnhan^
Bayartacno Undnbankfl

FRENCH FRANCS
Groups Danone

jun atm
JcJ 1888
JU 1888
Jut 1398

CMbanK/HSBC Marked
190(B%-88) Deutsche MG/JP Morgan
+1StBlMfr-a0} ABN Amro HG/Bear Steams
+1ZMCGH4B) SBC wanwg

Jut 2001
Dec 1808

+29(514%-01) OatwaUeutsche MG
Men! Lynch Bank

Dafwa Europe

+140C7Wtt-06) Dresdner-KB/S8C Warburg

j«n 2007
Dec 2000
Jut 2000

+16(8HH-07) ABN Amro Hoora Gantt
flatpUM-OO) SBC Wartxxg
+3(B*OQ) ING Barings

+23(|0 Banque Nadortte de Paris

CANADIAN DOLLARS
Bayerische HypoM
World Bank*

Dec 1989
Jim 1998

+7f7N96-0B} Toronto DorrinJon Bank
BJ tntt/Waho Securities

NEW ZEALAND DOLLARS
World Bank Hsmbros Bank

Final tarmo, non-caftable unless staled. VMd spread (enter relevant government bond) A launch auppMd fay lead manager. -fcUntatad- X
FToetfng-rato note. *8amt annual coupon. Ft fixed re-offer price: fees shown at re-offer level a) 3-mth Libor +614bp. b) Redemption h
$. cj CMttUa on 30/BTO6 and awry 5 yra at per. If noi cMtad. new bonds are couponed el higher of currant rate or 240bp ow 5-jr
glttn. Q Over Harpaiatad yMd. Q Long 1st coupon, s} Short lat coupon.

Lfbanais plans to launch a
three-year eurobond via Merrill

Lynch, while Pakistan is to
issue J150m of 4%-year float-

ing-rate notes via Citibank.

The New Zealand Debt Man-
agement Office said its buy-

back of three US dollar yankee
issues and two sterling bonds
was getting a good response. It

said about 40 par cent af the

£1975m sterling issue Had been
repurchased and also reported

good results on the 8500m of

yankees. The bonds are being
repurchased at spreads of

between 1085 basis points over
corresponding UK gilts or US
Treasuries. New Zealand is

expected to have zero net for-

eign currency debt by 1997.

They are committing smaller

amounts to loan facilities than

six or 12 months ago and are

looking more rigorously at doc-

umentation. One experienced

treasurer conceded yesterday

that “pricing has gone back in

favour of the banks’*.

However, the terms attached

to some facilities currently in

the market indicate that banks

are stED flush with liquidity.

Two deals in particular are

regarded by bankers as having

“rock-bottom'’ pricing.

One is the DM15bn seven-

year facility for Mannesmasn,
the German engineering and
telecoms group, which carries

a margin of 13% basis points

over libor.

The other is the 8500m five-

year facility for BTR Dunlop
Finance, a US subsidiary of

BTR, the UK industrial manu-
facturing group which has a
reputation for driving a hard
bargain with its bankers.
Although the margin on the

loan is a tempting A over
Libor, lenders will not earn

any foes because of the facili-

ty’s US-style structure.

Such finely-priced transac-

tions suggest that it may take

some timp for pricing to start

Arigrng upwards, but bankers

are confident that the turn will

come over the summer, partic-

ularly if more facilities run
into difficulty. One that will be

closely monitored Is the £500m ,

loan for the abouUo-bajntva-

,

tlsed British Energy, because

many banks avoid leafing to t

the nuclear energy industry, »

The pricing on the four new
credit facilities amounting to

’

£4.5bn for Hanson, theUK cm-
,

glomerate which Is splitting .

into four groups, has also been ;

seen as “erring on the gener-

ous side", one banker said.

Hanson's previous facility

bad a margin over Liborxf 12V« .

basis points, but the margins •

on the four new facilities range

from 15 to 35l basis points. T3xe

pricing reflects the varying .

credit quality of the four new.
companies and the size and

.

complexity of the transaction.

In acquisition financing,

BZW and Chase have started to ,

sub-underwrite the £15bn five-

year facility which supports

the bid by Southern Elfectric,
,

the UK regional electricity

company, for Southern Water.

Bankers involved in the trans-'*

action, which carries a margin
over Libor of 20 to 22W basis

points, said up to 10 banks had
,

been approached, but others .

said the number was closer

to 15.

Royal Rank of Scotland and
'

UBS have also begun to sub- •

underwrite a E15bn facility for ’

Scottish Power, which is also

bidding for Southern Water, to

about 10 of Scottish Power's -

core banks. Pricing details
’

were not disclosed.

Royal Bank of Scotland is „

also providing loan finance of

£150m to Johnston Press to

help fund its acquisition of

regional newspapers from .

Emap.
• Dresdner Bank Luxembourg '

is arranging a DM5Qm syndi-

,

cated loan for Privredna >

Banka, the largest bank in 1

Croatia, writes Gavin Gray In
;

Zagreb. The government-guar-

anteed 18-month credit will pay
'

a spread of 250 basis points

over Libor.

WORLD BOND PRICES

BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
Rad Day's

Coupon Data

BUMP FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFE) DM250,000 pdtata of 1009k

Weak Month

Australa 10-000
Austria U125
Belgium 7.000

Canada' 8.750

Danmark 8jD00
Franca BTAN 5.750

OAT 7.250

Germany Bund 6650
Ireland aDOG
Italy 9600
Japan No 140 6-S0Q

No 182 aooo
Netherlands 0000
Portugal 11X75
spam aaoo
Srradan 8-000

uk Gats aooo
7.500
gjxn

US Treasury ' 6675
aooo

KW (French GotIJ 7.500

London do*tag. -Now York mid-day

TGran pctKtev w*hook*iB mi at

:

Pttms us UK to aarofc tatareM dad

US Treasury
*

1070580
87,8000
103.0700
107.4600
108.6800
100X700
1054100
983700
102.0500

1008700
1107724
98.8877
974000
1109800
97.6400

&5J32H7
102-10
96-07
108-19
100-09
87-24

1084400

862 SSI
643 641
8.71 6.66

763 7-54

745 767
SSI 550
849 645
648 642
7.89 756
amt 950
223 250
3.16 3-20

658 651
846 855
9.15 853
841 841
758 759
854 854
8.14 0.16

853 &65
858 855
656 657

YtaMK Loot mart

Jui Aug
CALLS -

Sap Dec Jui Aug
PUTS

Sep Dec

066 008 1J79 1-06 035 060 OB8 1J7
030 063 082 004 itso (L9B 1.11 005
ai4 0.42 060 0.67 083 161 169 268

FT-ACTUARKS FIXED INTEREST INDICES
Price Meea Hie - Day's Man Aecroad xdadj.

UK Gilts Jkai 4 change % Jun 3 rntaraat ytd

—Urn coupon yMd— — Marflum coupon yMd— — High coupon yMd
Jun 4 Jun 3 Yr. ago Jun 4 Jun 3 Yf. ago Jun 4 An 3 Yr. x

Eh. wL taM, ores 8968 Pun 16336. fiavtaue oay'* apan nt, Criti 114438 Put* 113482

Italy

NOTIONAL ITALIAN GOVT. BOND (DTP) FUTURES
(UFFET Lira 200m IQOlha at 100X

Open Sett price Change Hgh Low Eat wd Open tot

Jun 11550 116.14 4059 116.18 116.60 10388 17622
Sap 115.00 11556 +0.71 11657 11550 43622 45402

ITALIAN GOVT. BOND (BTP) FUTURC8OPTIONS (UFFE) l>a200m IQOtha of 10094

1 Up to 5 years (22}

2 5-15 years ft 9)

3 Over 15 yan
4 m adaamablaa (6)

5 Afl stocks (56) .

0.47 15954
057 18054

220 456 6 yre

155 554 13 yra

257 555 20 yra

158 6,12 BweLt
156 5,16

749 756 7.43 753 750 745 7.63 7.70 750
850 855 7.77 851 856 f.77 858 854 751
858 852 7.76 857 852 7-78 853 857 7.90

851 854 755

6 Up to 5 years (1) 19657 057 18644 055 443 Up to 5 yra 2.80 252 258
7 Over 6 yaarafll) 18654 026 18555 156 l.Bl Over 5 yra 353 355 351
8 Ad stocks (12) 186-15 056 18657 T56 156

Awags gmaa ledansNun yMN am shown ama. Coupon Bare* Low OM-ntM Madunc aN-IONN: HIptE li« and orer, f Rot yidd yid Yarn to data.

*-
.

’ Ifaflatlun 6%
Jun 4 Jun 3 VT. ago

443 Up to 5 yra 280 252 258
151 Over S yra 353 355 351
156

— inflation 10%—
Jun 4 Jun 3 Vr. >00

147 148 148"
353 356 353

SMra
Price Sep

CALLS
DM Sep

PUTS
Dec

11550 1.77 2.29 1.61 2.73

11000 162 2.07 166 3.01

11080 161 166 2.15 360

FT FIXED INTEREST INDICES
JUn 4 Jun 3 May 31 May 30 May 29 Yr ago High' law*

CULT EDGED ACTIVITY INDICES
Jun 3 May 31 May30 May 28 May 29

, Cats 5482 Ptaa 5051. Plavtaw dn/» opan Ink, Cali SBOH PM 31245

Spain
NOTX3NAL SPANISH BOND FUTURES fMEFf]

Govt 8aca. (UK) 8240 9252 8257 81.74 9254 8550 98.34 9159 OK Edged bray***! 77.1 815 99.0 1254 785
Ftaoad Marvat 111.75 11155 11150 11150 111.76 11454 11653 110.74 5-day avaraga 81.7 835 945 93.6 B45
tor IBM. awaiiwt Sacottta NHi ataoa cuuMHIwb 1Z74 DUD15G). low «.1B PXWJV7B). Rued kmreet high atm comparnkn: 133A7 RWliSd, low 5053 (0V01/7BL Baa 1« Oovwnnonl SKoUta

isntyas mat R»d Haas 10ZS. S£ actMijr Hdloaa lahaaed 1974

US INTEREST RATES

FadJuah —
Fadlunda tt tataranMu

Onamoalfe.
BL Ifao moM.
7 Umaanfli

5d a«ntarti_
- OMpar„

Tieasuy BBs and Bond YMds
. Ttoojwr 324

Tivaay -. 942
522
541

toi year . .. .—

.

KHear
—— 861

964
975 30y an

Open Sett price Change High Low Eat vdL

Jun 8860 9869 +048 9000 8846 64608
Sep

UK
9860 9864 +060 9868 98.00 2,705

FT/ISMA INTERNATIONAL BOND SERVICE

NOTIONAL UK CMLT FUTURgS (UFFE)* £50000 32nd« of 100%

Open Salt price Change Ugh Low Eat vul Open bit

Jun 106-06 100-16 +0-10 108-18 108-02 27115 52830
Sap 106-05 106-16 +0-10 106-18 10601 35134 95334
LONG GILT FUTURES OPTIONS (UFFQ E50500 64tfra Of 100%

Ustad we tm Mad Manadonri bonds farwHch *wa la wi adwyais saocniay mataa. Utaat prices at 7i«l pm on June 4

MBtal BH Oflw Chg. Ylafct laauad BM Oftar Qhg.

US. DOUAR snunns Sweden 2501 10ft 10ft

taausd Hd Oftar Chg.

BOND FUTURES AND OPTIONS

S&flca

Price JcJ Aug
CALLS —

SfaJ Dec Jill Aug
PUTS

Sop Dac

IDS <W0 1-25 1-44 1-63 060 0-58 1-14 2-33
106 0-28 068 1-11 1-38 0-82 1-28 1-45 3-08
107 O-IO 0-35 0-49 1-14 1-44 2-00 2-19 3-48

US, DOLLAR STRAIBHra SwcdenBW
AttMyfMTtetauy ft 03 MOO 9ft 8ft ft 750 (Mad Mnedm ft 97 9500 10ft 10ft
ABN Amo 8»* ft 05 MOO Bft 9ft ft 752 VUoaagsn M fln 7 03— ‘

Aflan Dow Bh 7^ 23 SOD 95 9ft ft 762 VtaHB»*015
Abate Rodics ft SB 1000 10ft 10ft ft 866 Watt Bank 5% 03

AAnDwBatkftOB 750 9« 9ft ft 756
Austria ft GO 400 10ft 10ft ft 676 SM8SRMNC STRAIGHTS
Etedmdtas L-fti ft 00 1000 NM 10ft ft 083 Aatai Oar Bank 0 16

Bw* fed Gwnaacren

7

E8 WDO XOL lOl^z 65* AaMaftOO
B^wlMraWftQO 600 10ft 10ft ft 067 Ccxnd EutfU ft SB

054 AtaSbftOO

Franca
NOTIONAL FRB4CH BOND FUTURES (MAT1F) FFtSOOPOO

Efc wl tabri, CMa aai AH 4344. Piavkwa day’s opan Inc. Oata 16803 Puta 17709

Open San price Change High Urn &LWL Open ML ECU BOND run

Jui 12363 123.42 +060 12364 12368 67692 143651 Open
Sep 12162 121.84 +060 12264 12168 24.188 43682 Jun 90.72
Dac 120.62 120.70 +0.16 120.64 12062 847 9.895 S^P 9040
LONG TPNI FRB4CH BOND OPTIONS (MATff) (JUN 91

ttgh Low Eat voL Open fee.

8054 9052 2584 5.150
9052 5052 B65 3454

Strike

Price Jui

— CALLS —
Aug Sop Jui

— PUTS —
Aug Sap

120 1.97 - - 0.14 062 066
121 - - - 060 ojsa 064
122
123
124

0.49

0.17
0.04

062
041
o.ie

1.06

063
065

0.66 066 16S

US TBEASUHY BOND FUIUHBS (C8~n $100500 32nd» of 10016

Open Latest Change Hg* Low EaL voL Open InL

Jui 108-01 108-13 +0-11 109-00 107-28 29.847 156.092
Sap 107-11 107-27 +0-10 108-18 107-09 273.758 245520
Dec 107-03 107-11 +0-11 107-29 106-24 118 8517

Bdoufflftoa

Mfeh CBImt* ft 02 _
Otari Gm 021

CarateftiB
Canada ft ST

ChaigKongRnftBB .

China ft 04

Qedt Fondar ft 99

Damwkft 93

East Japan Mhagr ft 04

GB604
EBft 97

Eta da frame 9 96

Brin Sari Japan 3 02 _
Export Dw COP ft 90 _
Booon QspU004
F4d Hama Loan 7>t 99

- BOO 10ft 10ft ft 867 CouncSEuopa ft Bfl

.1000 Bft Oft ft 7.19 Dnna1ift89
- 500 10ft 10ft ft 7SO SB ft 99

.1500 13 1ft ft 836 BBft04
.1500 9ft Bft ft 750 Hnhndft 99
.2000 10ft 10ft 8.12 fadandft 00—
— 300 Bft Bft ft 753 Ua-AmarDarft 03.

OS 10ft 10ft 383 Abbey fWTrwauy 8 03 £ 1000 Oft 9ft ft &H
5500 10ft ’Oft 3J4 atahLardft 23C ISO 8ft 9ft ft 1022
1000 IQft MJft ft 850 Damadtft 9BE BOO Sft 9ft ft 6«

.2000 30 3ft ft 635 Dapia Rnmce ft 03 2 500 94 9ft ft 822

.3000 8ft 8ft ft 65) EE 8 03 £ i WOO 10ft 10ft ft 7«
Qno VMtaomi ft 05 £ 500 lOIlf 10ft ft L9B

_ _ .
htawen 1ft 97 £ 500 Wft 10ft ft 626 1

. 500 3ft 3ft ft SL70 HSBC HoWnfl# 1159 02 £ 153 lift lift ft. 320
WOO TOft 10ft ft 347 Mylftuc 400 112 lift ft W.,
.250 10ft 321 Japan Dev Bk 7 00 £ 200 3ft Bft ft 7J3

J.?
3

’S'
339 tendSecaft07£ 200 10ft Wft ft 037

1000 Wft 101^ aiB Ontario 1ft 01 £ 100 lift lift ft 727

H1
’J?

U® RwwgwftraE 250 102* 10ft -ft 330 .

.300 lift lift 355 Seram Tirol 1ft 89 £ 150 lift lift ft 721';.

.100 113 lift 4.15 Tokjn Sac Rawer T1 01 £ ____ 150 112 112H ft 3®

-250 10ft Wft
. 1000 103 10ft
. 1000 Wft 10ft
- 300 111 112

-300 lift lift
- ioo m lift

.WOO Sft 93 ft 756 Onrabftoa
-300 10ft 107 ft 828 Ctadaac Hjehj 5 03

.

600 Wft 10ft ft 450 TOG Rn ft 02 NZ|

.

.WOO Bft Sft 828 SNCF704

.« 1ft Kft 477 WcrtJ 0w* t2la 97 NZS _
-100 100 Wft 5j00 CwriLocaieoi Ffr_
.490 lift lift ft 487 DnraricftfiBFR
.500 Wilt 10ft 446 Bb da RranM ft 22 FR-

.

.700 2ft 2ft ft 5B3

. 830 112 lift ft 418 FUMJMG RATE NOTES

.800 Oft 9ft ft 723 Shrataiftoa-
833 0ft 04U ft TflO Watt Bar* 021 .

WOO 10ft Wft ai3 Wtott Darik701 .

.200 10ft Wft ft 644

. 500 Wft 10ft ft 727 YEN SIRAKH1S

- 500 Wft 10ft ft 683

- 153 lift lift ft- 350

- 400 112 lift ft 611.

- 200 8ft Bft ft 7A3

-200 10ft Wft ft 037

- 100 lift lift ft 7S7

-250 102% 10ft -ft 350

-150 lift lift ft Til'

- 150 112 itft ft 800

- is so .ioo i a#*
- 250 10ft 10ft 950

. 7000 10ft 10ft ft 5J0

. 7000 10ft 101% UR

.3000 lift lift ft .74)

_ 150 10ft 10ft
.1900 5ft flft

854 Brigkan599 i
Boon Captor 004 1800 5ft dft ft 725 Cndt Rxidv ft IE 75000 Wft iOft ”

160 B**anwtea«i9B 750 9924 W00* 55391
Frid Horn Lean ft 99 1500 10ft lift ft 525 BBftOO MW) lift lift J. jj® Qanadaft 88 3000. .8958 8965 525CD.
Fadeal fed Ucrt 7^00* 1500 10ft I0£>a ft 722 EjHm Bw4 Japan ft 03 105000 10ft 109 ft 3Xfi

OCCEOOBEeu 200 8950 B98S '43573
flntattftW 3000 10ft Wft G30 hBrAnerOwft 00 30000 lift lift ft ait Canoed* 0’S Hr ft 98 750 ggjg 53565
FadMnerQwflftBB 1500 9ft 0ft ft 858 MjrftOI 300000 104 lOri, ft y* Qe* Memste A DO 300 8823 SUB 59*0
Grate MbO.13 MW 2ft 2ft ft 885 My5 04 200000 11ft mlj ft 3^ Qe<* Lyawte 020 » : 1250 10021 1DD.11 57333

. 75000 lift 11ft ft 300 Attiqr Nal Deauy -A gg

.

Stetoanatfaa > 98

EaL voL tout. CaKa 12293 PUta 1025B . Pnwtaua dajrta open n. Ctaa 75238 Puta *4170 .

Gwmany
NOTIONAL QPIMAH BUND HTTURBS 0JFFET DM250.000 lOOtha of 100N

Open SOBprica Change High Low EaL w9 Open M.
96.43 9D5S +0-12 86.81 96.41 31573 20618
05-43 85.71 +022 KL79 85W1 118238 157112

Japsi
NOTIONAL LONG TBW JAPANESE GOVT. BOND FUTURES
(UFFE) VI00m IQOlha Ot 100%

Open Ctaaa Charge M<*i Lsw EaL vd Open bft.

Jun 12004 120.04 11828 571 O
Sta) 11828 11826 118-76 2180 0
* UFFE tana atoo tadad on *Pl. A* Open kraraat «o*. am k» pwufcwa day.

flntottft 87

frrdMDRrOedtftBB
Omani Mb 0.13

wad BM Otar Cga -

1000 992} 9091 53905 lA
- 750 0994 W004 55301

20QQ . . 99J5B 8825.
.

USB
- 200 8950 998B ' 42573

CteOLymb 03098.~~
1

“I,*
' 0 “» —i 1"" — —— i . owhi ium i«^ -•* 33 ~ —— - 1291 10021 10D11 57883'

NRnencaftBB 6BD 9ft 0ft ft 882 Japm Dev Sk 5 99 MOOSJ 110 11ft ft 127 EMrerit ft 87— WOO 9994 WOOD 5.WW.
HenAnerDwftOB WOO 8ft 93 ft 728 Japn Dev Bk ft 01 120000 lift lift ft ZM ftratoa A 06 DM .WOO lOQUO 10D09 32814
WarArrarOeirT'fclE SCO 101 tg 101% ft 726 SfCFft 00 30000 lift lift ft zm WferiMn-A 00 1000 9a«a nj88 SOB77
tft finance ft BB 500 9ft 0ft 842 Spate ft QZ 125000 lift lift ft 2J1

FMdd Sbt 91097 420 10Q.15 10028 55375
^'® CQ -

S® 731 a"*14^ 9® 150)00 10ft Wft i.ia 87 1000 loa» ’«»« 54«Z
8ft 8ft aw WattBarikft 02 250000 lift 114% ft Rrttadftaa 1500 8985 8994 MI50

UK GILTS PRICES

.. 52waak_
Hat PiteaE+ar- Wak Law

M— S? week ^
tad Plica C + Bf- HQi Law

Id- _ 82 weak —
0) Mca£ +or- Mgb Low

Data 2pc 1898.
Ctanaraoa lOpcIVU
Baa Iftoc 1mtt
Ech Wise 1697 —
Tiaac Cm TpeWt#

—

TianB4pe19B7#
EMI lsee 1067
Enti DLpcI
Treat 71*1x1609#
TreMftpe1OB-0Btt
Tt*a* ISijpCiBff
Eari VDeiQBB
Treat ftpei988t*

Enril
TtmlQ»»619W.
Tra*6pcH»9Jt_
CamnlaailAuGlBOB
cmspcaoDotf
Tim 13pe 2000.

Trenl«c 1666-1

Tim ape 2000S-
Treat tOpc2001

559 218U
»» ram
8.01 lOtti

BJH 303&
&24 10013

&31 10211

930 111H
951 10*33

861 101
986 iooa
9N 11813

961 lift
967 1050
- TOM

7JJS 1T2U
rm law
7m m
721 109i
729 lieu
7J8 118B
865 113A
7J8USM
7so loan

21811
10*£,
109A
10513

imjj

ra
+& 107ft
+«• imft— 101

ft 123,1

ft Uft
*& 10Bft

101%

+A 11«
*£ 112A

Tim 7iipc aooos
2ldi TimTLpeaooss

S j
TreeaapcSOOMS

—

TimIT Lee2003-7—
S8a Tim 8>21IC 2007#

T01J3 Timiftpe 2004-6—
IJJH Timepc2008S

»£ Timspeaooo

geu Treat si/tac 2010

11BA
110ft
104

7JV 903 »ftd ft
7JS 908 6^ ft
983 bjo asm ft
852 760 USB +A
928 910 10ZJJ +ft

1025 763 131U +ft

943 913 IOCS *J3

912 918 Bft
74S 423 B3U ft

1019 9ffi

103L Baft

10413 9S»

125ft 117ft

10BB Bft

138H TJft

112H 103<s

1«'i 95V
68ft 80ft

VtKVm (1344 168 £60 112H
cm 0931 3.18 371 17*5

M finance ft 8B

MyBOB
My ft 23

JroanDevBtftOI _
Korea Erie Powar ft 03

MtaeaHta Bta ft 02 _
CUskift03 ...

Osar KoracBartc ft 01

Hvkigalft 03-

QuatHC Hyde ft SB

—

QuriaePMvSSB

— 600 Bft Oft 842 Spate ft Q2
.SUB Oft sft 7.31 SiMdai4%ga
.9500 Bft 8ft 910 WaUBarfcftOZ-
-500 10ft 10ft ft E08
. 1360 Bft » ft 764 OTHER STRN8HIS

. wwu wn iu^ 1.18 _ .

—

—
.250000 lift lift ft 269 RntadftBS-

Htata BS 089

1000 99.80 8869 50877

420 T0Q.T5 10026 533*

'

1000 1QQ0G 10912 54482

1500 fla» 8664 &S50

1000 101 10ft ft 7.17 BqferiariaLBGh>ftD4LFr _ SDOO 10ft 10ft
30D TOft 101% ft 728 KB Dad Mad* 8% 03 Lfr _ 3000
.200 106 103% ft 668 Tredafael brest ft 04 LFr 1500 101 101%
1000 82% 82% ft 725 ASM Amro ft OCR WOO

-25 m ^ 6X5 .WOO 10ft 10ft

IB 361
368 4B5

+A mu
+* 10BS

i24ja

+Ji 1T7i
*4* 10ft
+A 114

H2B
lOfA varnaarea*
gw Qnrfigclji2011tt

—

w.'. Dm 9pe 2012S
TQZH Tim Styx 200B-T2S-

2S8
owl TimTtopcarra-ias-.

tOEJi Tim8BC2BIS

TnttftpcB»7S
Eat taac 2013-17

Traw*0c2C21

444 923 10ft +,’«

944 925 10ft V.
7.12 862 77% +%
930 926 97JJ +il

518 928 94U +J*

920 825 97&<1 +4J

838 430 104,1 +11

861 &38133,Vd *H
OOB iV 97%d +%

11211 103S
1134 IMA
K\ 73

KEH 8*a
101fi 8ft
T04i 9ft
111% 1DU
nig 130,1

87% 86h

2%P6V3, -47&S 335 173 1748 17BA Ifflfi

ftpottStt 03961 3(1 377 114* +* 110H 112H
2PCDB IBSJ5) 150 378 182A *& l®ffi 17ft
2%peV6 ,.{796} 367 161 1BSA 16ft 159{2
ftps'll 361 182 108U +A 173* 1®5*
212Pc

>
13 IB 351 138B +% 143 135*

ftpCIE 181 .B) 3j68 36S 14ft +« 15ft VU&
2%pc"20_ 030} 371 368 141A +4 14G£ T38H
ftPCWS #7.7) 370 364 1173 +J1 1223 UfiA
Htpc-aos 03911 170 354 115? +£ t^j 113H

Praapedlve reel redemption rata on projected Marian el fl)

10N and (2) 5N. W Figures In perendmee chow RR brae far
Mdwteg 0e 8 monra prior to laiuel and haw bean adluatad to
nriaci rabarino tri API to 1TO fa Fafcruoy 1887. Convretton
taoor 3JM5. RPI tor Saptannber 1995: 1B9B and far April 1899
152.4

SNCF9%«
9pdnB%98
Seadai6%03
Tauga68B Vtafey 6 00_
Tomam VTOgyft 05

Tokyo Sac Power ft 03

UjyotalAtoirftBB—
IMadKhgdDrn 7%02 -

‘SS JS* ^ 5^?
MQnmiftMCS ISO 10ft lift +% te«SC0BiA 80 560 Msr T0909 S6B75

.300 1071, 10ft 7,01 am*Cc*n*fa7%03CS __ 1250 10ft 101% J. 773 CWtafaUM -
. ._gm0 oatn vnw

-tS S Q«*H»8Mwft98Ct_W00 B J J 2 — IH.50O SS C SSS ^ ® 10 l̂ ® CS - 130 10ft 10ft ft 9W Shtoawareto065 99 125 BB6B 100.10 55B22

fmn St" £3* ^ 7‘® Bsc da Frenao ft 99 C* 275 10ft 10ft ft &9S ^«0BB 1500 5260

So! ^ j
?'11 to* Rn 10 tncS 400 lift 11ft ft 7.38 SwMiftOi — 2000 89B2 9360 55JS0

SS S ^ I
3

* JJWjonTdTdlftSICS 200 10ft lift ft 761
‘

1 gnWP
fllnc* .- —1900 Wft Wft ft 773 CareVWTBLE BONDS

1500 9ft Bft ft 926 Ontato Hfto 10% 88 CS 500 110% lift ft <v_.

BS 099 500 10006 10915 E3NDM BjrttM %99— . _ 503 10033 10043 57305

1500 10912 109» 55(30
ueaadro4Mratnift8a 1000 0054 101101 iffi'i
UgdaBa* Pwp S 910 GOO 5468 8570 55B0

i'a 05 650 9980 6864 ' 5B05
WOO 3860 WCUM 553*

NowSoaSa AflO 500 8967 WOOS 55BI5
OtoabOBa —. SSOO 8983 70901

1500 uM:
3000 9982 8360 55750,

«*«NH%afZ=S -9ft -5ft ft ™ B 2 s ==—: *L2»
Watt Barkft 06 1500 flft 95% ft 7.18 Quebec Prav 10% 98 CS 200 wft iOft ft 87I

06C .300 BJH 9ft -6ft
WafdB&nkfttt 1500 Wft Wft ft 957 OoucIGnpaOOl Ecu 1100 lift 11ft ft

438 64 100% W0%

^ CrecBFondarB%04Eni 1000 TOft 19ft ft 71?
&W Kt^oafa 7% 00 05 1J7 12ft - 131%

unsac MMX SIRNGHIB DmrkftOZEcu WOO Wft iw2 ft fui
Q«"tlMaaapcBan6%00 — no 457 loft 11ft

Autato 6% 24 —.2000 Bft

Crew. _ ..

mmi Prtea BM Otar RM ~

300 BJH 9ft -6ft OJS
438 94 100% Wft 13546

. 05 1J7 12ft- 131% (831—

710 4JJ7 idft lift H23

r

-

-DromsrkftOZEcu WX TOft 110% ft oA QM^MtaupoRtaftOO — 710 4JS7 Wft lift «W
737 EC 6 00 Ecu 1100 101% TOft ca towiA™rts2J0(J1 fl02Bjfia75 aft 9$ *MS
450 B81001 Eeu 1150 lift ft STy * W 31-® «% 85%

OtherHud Intarett

-TW-
IN Had ftfc*£ + «-

-52 aedt-.
Hgh lire

*“•4* —2000 8ft » 7ZT BDfiOOEoi H00 101% TOli «o
Ssdan4NiWL-f*anQB699 — ZODO Iflft 104 450 B81001 Eeu - H50 115 iS« j.

Hon9 Kang Land 4 {

QkB Fancier7% 03 2000 Wl% W1% -% 995 taro del Stallft 9S fru 500 wt% in/? tettSeraftfflE

ft»maricft98 2000 10ft TOft % 399 MyiftOO&u ,000 lift iWS
^ ltamo7%06£—

OeptoftwwftHJ 1900 100% 100% 035 Unfctt K^Jom ft 01 Bro_ 050 lift ft aS MMftrtftOQ .

DatorieEk FVi7%03 2000 Wft 10ft ft 843 »C 10 99 AS -- i(ri 2 MS feriPemrft 0fl£

HvateTMiaiTma
Trm Tpe2001 tt—< 7.18 7^8 B7»
Timftye2002 937 7.72 10BU
Tim 8pc 2003ft 760 7-7710T%*
Trees 19x2003 361 763 m»
TtasslUsJ* 2001-1— 668 768 115&
Andh63%pc WW- 438 762 7W
OWreretonftpcHIM— 970 768 VB&
TimftpcJDOttt T6B 794 9%
Con*9% pcand 868 768 l06ii

T/m12%pc200W— 868 764 IMA
Trees &%PG SODS# S23 76B103ftri

• Tro’ atook. tt Trerriaa to non+aaMante an
PnaapotlM red Indw-LWcad redanpOon JtakJ*

ft Wld

a sa
ii7A

ft nata

+& m
+U 114*

-ft wu
+B IMS
ft 131%

+% iobu

app teitton . E

8Ur
10BU

a ****
113% CDM0hi4pe

»% WtoL*i3%pctt_

ConSacW ML .

1^ T"B3peV6AIL-

122tJ Csasoli2%j*

8® Tmaziapc

8.47 - 47% +&
826 - 42% ft
583 - SBA -i
547 - 3W +a
518 - 30* +%
538 - 29t3

AuMfan hay, ad & taridetia. aaakio wfa prieaa are ahawi
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111 Dollar reaches 28 month high against yen
By Phffio GawHh ^ " “

MARKETS REPORT

m-z'm

By Phffip Oewith

Renewed concern about the
stability of the Japanese finan-
cial system yesterday helped
the dollar rally to a 28 month
high against the Japanese yen.
The collapse of a Japanese

mortgage lender, the eight
such institution to collapse in
28 months, dampened recent
speculation of a possible tight-
ening of monetary policy,
which had lent some strength
to the yen.

Speculation that the Tanfcan
survey of business conditions,
due for release later this week,
would be weak also bolstered
this view that monetary policy
is likely to stay on hold.
The dollar finished in Lon-

don at YIQ9.Q25, from Y10&285.
Against the D-Mark it finished
at DM1.5318 from DM1.5265.
The yen was also weaker
against the D-Mark, finishing
at Y7L25. from Y7087.

In Europe the focus was on
Spain, where the central bank
caught the market offguard by

POUND SPOT FORWARD AGAINST THE POUND

cutting the key money rate to
7^S per cent from 7.5 per cent
I«s surprising was the deci-
sion by the Swedish BiTrchjnk

to cut the repo rate to 63 per
cent, from 6.5 per cent, the
twelfth cut this year.

Sterling maintained its firm
showing of recent days, with
the trade weighted indgy clos-
ing at 86.5 from 663. It was
tittle changed against the dol-

lar at $13499, from $13493, bat
gained nearly a pfennig
against the D-Mark to at

DM23741. from DM2365.

'

The trade weighted index is

still around 15 per cent below
sterling's nominal exit level
from the EBM in September
1992 and about nine per cent
below in real terms.

The dollar’s recent perfor-
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mance has been more impres-

sive against the yen than
against the D-Mark. Mr Jeremy
Hawkins, chief economist at

the Bank of America in Lon-
don. said: “There is a growing
suspicion that most of the bad
news is out of the way now for

Germany." Ths dollar also

been helped by yen weakness,
which is the product of
rumours, emanating in Japan*
suggesting that the Tankan
survey will be weak.
"Hie market’s view is that it

will be sufficiently soft that no
rate hike will be necessary in
the foreseeable future," said
Mr Hawkins.
Even if the dollar’s rally has

been less than dramatic in

recent weeks and months, it

has come a long way: about 35
per cent against the yen and 14

per cent against the D-Mark
from last year's lows.

Not everyone, however,
believes the dollar's prospects
are better against the yen than
the D-Mark. Indeed, economists
at Chase in TiAndrm bold the
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contrary view. They argue that

dollar/yen is likely to range

trade owing to shifting expec-

tations about the path of Japa-
nese interest rates.

They have, however, raised

their German forecast to

DM1.60, citing EMU pressures
on the D-Mark and the pros-

pect of German fiscal consoli-

dation forcing widespread
strikes during the summer.

The Spanish rate cut was
ahead of expectations and was
taken by the market as clear

evidence that the Bank of
Spain is actively trying to

weaken the peseta, something
senior officials have recently
been trying to achieve through
verbal intervention.

Support for this view lies in

the fact that the central bank
has chosen to cut rates before

the release of the May inflation

figures, despite disappointing
data in April
Perhaps of more conse-

quence in Europe were devel-

opments in Scandinavia where
the Finnish and Swed-
ish crown both rallied on
renewed talk about early entry

into the ERM. The catalyst for
this was legislative initiative

in Finland to allow such a
move to take place. “People are
clearly speculating on the pos-

sibility of an early move into
the ERM on the part of both
currencies."

This had a knock on effect to

the Italian lira, despite some
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MONEY RATES

disappointing data recently

about government borrowing.

The lira finished at Ll.009 from
LI .011. while the krona closed

at SKrL372, from SKrJ.397.

Mr Eric Asbrrnk, Sweden’s
new finance minister, denied
speculation that Sweden. Italy

and Finland were planning to

hold talks later this month
aimed at planning a combined
entry into the ERM,
Mr Robin Aspinall, market

strategist at National Australia
bank in London said such a
“coordinated act of Maastricht

masochism” was only possible

because the dollar’s rally had
taken pressure off non-core
currencies. “But the dollar is

now peaking...which means
that this threatens to be a clas-

sic example of mis-timing.”
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LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE
MARKET REPORT

Bid hints help stocks close at session highs
By Steve Thompson,
UK Stock Market Editor

A much more bullish mood was
evident in London's stock market at
the dose yesterday. Dealers spoke
of the potential for imminent corpo-
rate activity, possibly involving a
counter-move on Lucas Industries
by DBA, but there were plenty of

other rumoured bid candidates,'
especially in the composite insur-
ance sector.

General Accident and GRE were
being touted as strong takeover tar-

gets and there was another bid
buzs, albeit a rather tired one, sur-

rounding United Biscuits, after Cad-
bury Schweppes garnered in excess

of £60Qm by selling its controlling

stoke in its bottling plant joint ven-

ture with Coca Cola.

The prospect of another burst of

takeover activity.- pins a much
needed rally cm Wall Street, helped

the PT-SE 100 index recover hum a
mid-morning bout of uncertainty
and close the session in good heart
The index was finally a net 16

points higher at 3,7562. There was
no such enthusiasm fin* the second-

liners, however. The FT-SE Mid 250

index, burdened by a handful of
profits warnings, retreated 13 points
to 4,4325. The warnings came from
a wide range of areas, including
specialist ehAwteaTs companies such
as Inspec, and banknote printer De

La Rue. Midland Independent News-
papers was another company fore-

casting lower than expected profits.

Helping to drive the market for-

ward was a big two-way trading
programme, weighted on the boy
side and executed by Merrill Lynch
during the early aftemoou-

Eariier. the market had faltered

after a relatively good start Wall
Street's Monday night slide, which
saw the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age dip another 18 points, and the
yield on the long bond top the 7 per
cent mark, caused no teal problems
The Footsie rose by more than 8

points shortly after the opening,
but quickly ran out of steam as the
big institutions showed reluctance

to push money into the market.
(Kit prices crept higher at the out-

set and posted gains of around 6

ticks, befca-e slipping back to level

around lunchtime.
The afternoon brought a strong

turnaround for the market, how-
ever. The Merrill trading pro-
gramme and the strong opening
performance by Wall Street pro-
vided a shot in the arm for equities,

which were additionally helped
along by a firm US bond market
Shortly after Wan Street opened,

the Dow was up some 20 points, and
showed a gain in excess of 40 points

an hour after dosed.

A senior marketmaker at one of
the big European securities houses

said the London market felt “explo-

sive” just before the close of trad-

ing, with the market being carried

along by big gains in many of
.
the

banks and insurances and on the

prospects for more bids.

“A lot of the big funds have been
underweighting London over the
past few sessions on the view that

Wall Street is about to take a bath;

but the reality is that the US has
already had its correction and is

due a rally,” the marketmaker said.

Turnover in equities by the 6pm
reading had readied 812.9m shares,

with non FT-SE 100 stocks compris-
ing 64 per cent of the total Cus-
tomer business on Monday was val-

ued at £L26bn.
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Lucas
deal talk

hits BBA
Engineer BBA moved sharply
lower as talk about a possible

spoiling bid for Lucas Indus-

tries ran round the market.
Most analysts took the story

with a sackful of salt

With a stock market capital-

isation of £1.3bn, BBA is val-

ued at £S00m less than Lucas,
which recently announced
plans to merge with Varity, of
the US. “The group could pos-

sibly run to a deal of up to

£500m with the aid of a rights

issue, but an offer for Lucas
makes neither financial or
strategic sense” said one lead-

ing engineering analyst.

Yet BBA does have a stated

ambition to grow by acquisi-

tion. “It could well be up to

something. The last big deal

from BBA coincided with an
analysts’ trip to Switzerland.

The company plans an ana-
lysts' visit to Sweden later this

month,” commented a trader.

BBA shares, which have per-

formed strongly relative to the
market over the past 12
months, receded 11 to 317p.

Lucas added 5 at 246p in solid

looking volume of 7.9m.

Cadbury surges
The market spotlight was

firmly fixed on food producer
Cadbury Schweppes after the

company said it is to sell its 51

per cent stake in CCSB to
Coca-Cola Enterprises.

The sale, mooted some time
ago but not expected this

month, drove the shares
sharply ahead. They jumped 17

to 498p, mflWng Cadbury the
best performer in the Footsie.

Turnover of 18m made It the
day's second most active trade.

Part of the move was attri-

buted to the sale, though the
session also saw the return of
bid speculation to the stock.

Several analysts were
pleased by the move and said
that the deal made sense in
both the UK and US contest
for Cadbury.
However, Ms Sally Jones at

Credit Lyonnais Laing was
lukewarm on the deal and
remains cautious on the stock.

She said: *T thought this busi-

ness was worth mere, and all

the other question marks, such
as its relationship with Coca-
Cola, remain.” Coca-Cola
remains a bottler to some of
Cadbury’s leading brands in
the US.
United Biscuits, long

rumoured as a possible target

for Cadbury, rose 3 to 221p.

However, one analyst said this

was a knee-jerk reaction. He
said Cadbury bad made it clear
that further acquisitions would
be in the confectionery and
beverages businesses.

Profit warnings
London’s lower tier indices

were hit by a wave of profits

warnings - particularly in the
printing and publishing sector.

Most damaging in terms of

capitalisation was an
announcement from De La
Rue, the banknote printer.

The company reported a flat

profit of £147.9m for the year to
March and warned that low
banknote prices and difficult

trading in the cash systems
division were continuing: It

Italian Lire 100,000,000,000

w
CREDIOP S.p.A.

Credito per le Imprese e le Opere
Pubblictie Society perAzioni

Floating RateNotes Due2001

In accordance wtti the provisions of the Notes, notice b hereby gtan
that tor the Interest Period from May 31, 1996 to November 29, 1996
the Notes wHcanyan Interest Rate of6^45% perannum.The amount
ofMeraatpayableonNovember29,1986«v0beOaKanLire42,134247
per HaDan Lire 1,000500500 principal amount of Notes.

By: The Chase Manhattan Bank, FLA.

London, AgantBank

June 5, 1996

CHASE

LEGAL NOTICES

said Interim profits would be
lower than last year.

Brokers downgraded fore-

casts. Credit Lyonnais Laing
provisionally cut its full-year

estimate to between £140m and
£145m from £152m previously.

De La Rue fell 65 to 656p.
Inspec. the specialist chemi-

cal manufacturer, tumbled 56

to 284p after the group
announced that trading for

this year would be below cur-

rent market expectations, with
mixed performances from, its

businesses so far.

Finally, a profits warning
knocked Midland Independent
Newspapers by 24 to 123p. The
rompany also said it had pul-

led out of buying several titles

owned by Emap.
Rump, which repeated com-

ments from the annual general
meeting that it had “experi-

enced a slow start to the year”,

retreated 27 to 675p. It said that
the newspapers in question
were being sold for wiim to

Johnston Press, which made a
flllm rights issue to help pay
for the deal and closed 4 higher
at 210p.

Eurotunnel continued to

race higher in heavy turnover,

topping the FT-SE Mid 250 per-

formance charts for the second
day running, in spite of
what was seen in London as

a slightly negative state-

ment from the nftarmai tunnel
operator.

The group reiterated that the
end of June remains a target

date for a debt restructuring

deal. But that shareholders
“must not underestimate the
uncertainties which continue
and will continue to affect the

timetable or the substance of
our negotiations”.

The shares, which stood at

80p at the beginning of May,
surged to another new 1996
high, rising 10 to 115ttp. The
Paris bourse was again the
main centre of activity, with
nearly 15.5m shares traded, the
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SQA SOCfETE GENERALE ACCEPTANCE N.V.
FRF800500000 REVERSE FLOWINGME NOTEME DGCBBBI 2003

IS(N CODE : XS0046033972
Rx the period June 03,1396 to September 02, 1996 the new rate has been
Axed at 8.609375 *PJL
Next pqyment date : September 02. 1996
Coupon nr:9
Amount: FRF 2176J6 farthe denomination of ffiF 100 000

FRF 2176259 tor lha denomination of FRF 1000 000

The Principal Paying Ageat
SOdERSENBMkEMNKAIWIST - LUXEMBOURG

heaviest single-day volume
since Septanber.
Pubhc houses group Regent

Inns was in demand and the
shares forged ahead 30 to
1150p. Reports suggested an
agency cross at I140p.

The announcement that
Swissair is prepared to make
a £145m additional bid for

Allders' duty free operations,

subject to support from 40 per
cent of Allders shareholders,
wiwa after ifa* stock market
dosed, but analysts expected
the Allders share price to rise

today <m the news. Afidere was
unchanged at 199p.

Moss Bros rose lffi to 1280p
as one or two marketmakers
were caught short of stock.

JJB Sports jumped 42 to

860p, with continuing interest

on the forthcoming £070*96

tournament which has kept
the football season going for a
few more months. One analyst
who bought a shirt himself
yesterday, said they woe “fly-

ing out of the shop".

General Accident improved
10 to 673p as the latest in its

series of presentations to ana-

lysts continued to impress.

Vodafone, a weak market on
Monday on the back of a possi-

ble Oftel probe into mobile
phone prices, rebounded as
profits camn in marginally
ahead of forecasts.

The group is holding mar-
gins in a competitive UK trad-

ing environment and die over-

seas operations continue to

make rapid progress. The stock

added 4% at 254%p in above
average turnover of 20m, the

day’s heaviest Footsie volume.

HSBC rallied 5 to 973p after

Salomon Brothers upgraded
current year forecasts for the
group to £4J2bn from £4J3bn
which was already top of the
range of analysts' forecasts.

Barclays rose 16 to 774p,

with dealers* support after a
presentation at SBC Warburg.
Yorkshire Water bounced 5

to 734p ahead of figures due
today. In spite of Monday’s
harsh comments from the reg-

ulator, hopes remain that the
reimporty might announce a
share buyback.
Thames Water slipped 11% to

579p in spite of confirming its

intention to buy back 10 per

cent of its shares. Full-year fig-

ures were in line with analysts’

forecasts, but the shares have
risen strongly in response to

the sector's recent takeover
activity.

Pharmaceuticals group
SmithKline Beecham gained

16% at 674p after the company
received US marketing clear-

ance late on Monday for new
paediatric dosages of its antibi-

otic drug Augmentin' It ajfiO

laimched a new treatment for

.

cold sores as a prescription

product in the UK
MARKET REPORTERS!
Pater John, Joel Kfoazo,

Jeffrey Brawn, Lisa Wood.
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SOA SOCtETE GENERALE ACCBHWfCE N.V.
HT600500500 REHBOEHAOMROENOTES DUESEPIBKR 2003

ISW CODE : XS0044791738
For the period June 03, 1996 to September 02. 1996 He new rate has been'
feed at 9.84375 XPA
Itert payment dds : September 02. 1996
Coupon nr: 9
known: FRF 248&2S far the denomination of FRF 100000

FRF 24 882.81 tor the denomhfltkxi of FRF 1000 000

TheMrtM Pajrkqe Agsnt
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j
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CONTRACTS & TENDERS
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21 Bufclng ft ConriruotionCM)

22 Buldng Molls & Marche(29)

23 Chemicata(25>

24 nvaraffied hvkritrtalsfig)

25 Sectrenlc & Beet Equipp7)
26 EnBhearifiQ(71}

27 Efttkeering, VahJcto«03)

28 Paper, Pd« & PrtnOngPQ

29

* '
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25.12 1454 127045
1855 80.75 147354
1849 5352 160350
1855 4248 111856
1652 »» 86759

1650 78.74 1309.78
17.18 71.72 100058
1659 56.11 111459
1458 56.78 103552
2067 28.16 126758
1066 91.18 170014
1055 166.18 1109.68

40 SStVICES£5$
41 0leaftutora{3Z)

42 Latetra & KotafaC23)

43 Medta(4Q
44 Renters. FcocfilG)

45 Betaters, General^
47 temrto. Puts & Rest(24)

48 Support Senfoes(49)
49

254257 +05 253557 254153253458205948
2962.84 -0.5297844 2967.782957542617.44
319650 +05316056 31835T 317037 233943
421250 — 421350 421740 4221.10 3044.76
206758 +05 205058 2057.74 203351 205256
208658 +01200656 208851 207258 188857
317TJJ5 +05 315647 3179.18 31 8CL89 2411.12
244257 +05 243443 2437502440.121635.73
240159 +0.7 2384.01 240542 240953 229350

COMPANMA RARANAENSE DE BOWSLA - COPS, hfarme tint on
international compettlDn b open for the supply of 4 (four) bxtiated-ptase
Buses, 295W- 60 Hz. foree phase, watisfl accessories for the Sato Caxtes
HytfenriecWc Ftower Station, located an tie bolder of CapitBo LaMdas
Mmques and Now Piste do Iguagu counties, In tw State of Paiwid, Bnufi.

Tha design, manutocture, shop teste tenrtnte and control boards, supantooiy
and prctacta devices, Banspoitailon ban tw today to tie Jobsfce. erection
and comrnissiontog supervision arainciudedfo tie scape of supply
Thhikmeet price type intametionri competition b open to InavidtialcompBnleg
anrYor Joint ventures.

The costs related toMs simply»« Os covered by COPQteom funds.

The Insowtions te BUdeis and the Contract Documents isS be avaflable to

bMdera from May 31, 1996. until tin day before tin documents delveiy date,

assent payment In BnoKan cunancy of FIS 18U00 (6 hundred and IBy Reets),

at toe fagowinp addressee

Suparintendl/iUe tte Otxas de Oeragfa
Bua Vohmttirto* de Pdbta, 233 - Andar - Saia 504
80020-000 -Curitiba- PR, BrazS
Phone ^5-41)322-1212 Ext 6541
tax (55-41)331-3265

or

Eacritdrio COPEL/Sio Paulo
Alameda Santos, 1800 - 14» Andar - CtsiJ. 14B
01418-206 - S80 Paulo * SP, Brad
Phone (55-1-1)289-1431

At tin tons of purchase of tin tostrudfora to Bidden and tin Contract
Documents, tiwcumpany ahafi presera a tatter containing name and
departinant of tin paeon torcontact, htaflw contotete maftig address, phone
and fox

The receipt of Ota Quafffieafipn Documente and tha Plica Bids ts scheduled ter
AuffatOT, 1996. et 200 pm. at copels offtee meeting room, in Curitiba. 233
Votontertos da Ptidfo Street, ground floor.

The competition wffl be ntied ty BrazBan Law no 8668, doted Jixie 21. 1993,
andbyntow condttonsstoted in the Lnatructtona to Biddere and In the Contract
Doeumrts.

+05,200558 200850 2007Jl 177570 352 154 165S 40-Bfl
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135 1.45 OB
24V +’j 28V 71 '«

o.e4 i.2s ass
23V -V S6V 22
nV nV ev
31 V +lj 33V KV
13 12'j 7V

!?'• -V IS 1 1 Ai

11V 12V 7'i
28 - 05 3 46 2 X

201 +V 22V 17V
6$ -V 7l> BV
9V lib B
M1 S -V 33IS 23V
17V -V IB*} 13V
1?<4 -V 18*1 >3V
124 13b lit,

irv -ij MV MV
5 5<2 4

9V 41,
-cv &&4 45V
+ V IGV 11V
+5 190 98

33V 27V
-V 7* 10';

+*» 17*4 13V
28V »*+ 21
20 +V 23V 1S1+
90 -3V DSV 7b
II -1, l?lj 8V
31 -V Si !8V

?IV -V 34V 26
9V + V 12 0V

1 98 - 03 21B 13
6V -V 7V 5Jibv o rv

17J> + V 16 14V
1& , -1+ 17 lilt

V -v 19V 1S+
ia+ i3'. io
2u 30> IBV
IB A3 16

34V 34 V 31V
27 V 30 34V
50S -V 507, 47-0
44>, SOV 43V
5V -V OV 5
17V -V 101* IB
X35 4 0X10
141} 14V 11*,
39V - V 39V 2b
15V -V 16 16V
i3V - v mV nv
13 a *v is 13V
11 »v |?|+ 10V

281? +1? 30V "2fe

’*5 iSSMX -03 OH 035
V +1, 18V 16V
p -V To 53V

21V 31V IS
1I< 8V

BV 10 ?V
9V 10 7«a

XJV 251, 21V

21V 21V 18V
11V 12 1(Pa
97+IV 102 MV

-v 23V 19*j

0V 9j BV
3SV —V 3*V 25V
22V 23V 19
74V -V 75*2 55V
13V 13<+ IDJ
35*0 36*4 17V
6V 6V 45
13V isv 13*4

224 —V 24*i 22
11V -4134 9'2
55 +T 55 49V

1B£ -% 5Sig
38V -IV 42 33V
BOV -4 MOV 82

+1 117
10V 104

32V -V®
39

-1»4^
23V +V
10V -V 11V 8V
0£3-U 04011
13V *V 15V 12
BV +4 9V

9V
"

* 104 7

® +.V
1

*!*

,3
t; 1

'a +4 l., ...

9
ls,lfe

40 +V 40>, 27
20V +4 22V 5
484 -»3 51 4SV
1*4 -98 223 0 91

MONTREAL Um4/CanS)
4 pm dose

186513 BmOrUB
28230 BtoCim
31105 Cambio

101GOTO Cscaua
600 CnUarc

1OT0 GTCB
50590 JCDutu
72350 MWdi
cases leuau:
29386 Pnogo

500 DbccxA
280842 lfldbo

19V*
/-
S? 17V

“arfcSS n
5
ii

’ii+vis £
JSS
75 BV 7V
214 23V TO>.
T3V +4 134 10

AFRICA
SOUTH AfffGA (JOT 4 / Rand)

use
Htfi Low

SkuconpMn
nw lm

3*0 — 4.02 2*0 2* WhOTaf
523 +92 &1S 6.10 163 _
8 43 +*3 1099 n T3 4*
BGO +10 015 ajo 3 7 33.1 SOUTH KOREA (Jim 4 /Won)

.... 3£4 2.68 11 — Bun
247U +*1 XIB 24B 30 .

—
3*8 .... 3*2 3.16 1* 7.8

3 +92 X92 288 1.7 -

An*
Amcool 308jto
AnoAm 290
Aiwjotd 445U
Amp*] 29
A««» 23*0

as "•

+/- Mph ItolM M
2*0 +.50 2350 19 26 ....

+.30 2035 22 7 3
-1 110 05 5 1 .
... 701 16573 20 -

ram 330 230 23 ....

290 -2 300 224 1.6 ..

154 +3 462 207 1* -
29 -85 35 2075 ..

380 +.35 31 18 12 -.
151 -2 172 141 08 ...

48 +25 5950 4250 12 -

-62 1131*0 n 118854 304 933.18 2/1

00 3191.78 3205.51 335BJ8 2» 273836 8/3

3832 3813 383*0 31/5

tt 2045*1 220396 471

53550 2/1

32830 Zn

209805 4/0

1429*4 1-435*2 1444J2 29/4 129958 30n

323137 3H02B 328630 30fi 257337 271

(H 67037 VR

03 1416*4 6/2

134046 SI
772320 206

32875 1V1

T706I0 22/1

151X19 17/1

ime 2&1

40XL22 EC

7247JB 13/3

38778*0 2/1

73X90 15/1

1SDUD 11/1

7333*1 11/1

344,10 20
147*5 2/1

MBStrife 5624.71 384X18 5583*1 8778*0 503294 5776*0 4122

[22/5) (ion] (22/5/B6) (B/7/32)

Kane BWt 101J5 101*0 10159 106*9 101.19 10077 51*9

P4/g (BS) (18/1093} p/IMl]

town 2237*6 222X00 2236*4 220820 1882J1 220820 1232

(22/5) pan) (22*5/96) (8/7/33

lOTn 20850 209*8 211*3 23400 20X42 286*6 1050

P2Q) (7/3 (31/8/93) VVXQ
DJ Ind. DtyV Mgh 56S2.75 6712*3) Low 5587*0 601490 ) fUtooraflCUlA)

Oayv Mgh GS4X18 (560821) Low 560887 (668X9(1 (AcaWfi)

087*8 60X12 571JO B7XJ1 59848
(24LT54 pOri)

796*2 79829 800*5 07*2 702*7

(Z«l (15fl|

8GJ4 6873 07*7 6858 5X07M poni

35827 358*3 38024 36X74 321*1

(M/5) nvn
00871 61093 609*1 M4*9 529*5

(22/5) PBP)

123873 1243*3 1233*8 1248*5 98X57

ms) psm

«w 205 +99 234 1.71 2* ....

ANZBk G B2H +98 090 EJ2 5* +/- Ugh Law YM WE
tostei 202 +93 226 799 52 204

X04 -99 5.74 4.83 52 HjfnjC 40.100 -200 41*00 StJOO OT ..
1 07 +*7 120 096 8/4 XS NotBP 30J00 +3» 33500 28900 7.7
220 — 265 2 _ _ KFaKUr 7900 +60 BJOQ 0260 ....

1X80 +22 20.051

7

JO 27 29.4 HMTaia 7Ba000 +30000 HIP 5000 0£
1*4 -91 1 63 1*3 LB B® Z1£00 +400^*0019900 14
320 +94 X75 X18 54 .... Pchfl G3900 +900 84500 48,700 1.8
0.03 .... 0.74 OJB sanffle 74500 +2500 HUM G5.1110 1£
1748 +.1B 1794 15 3.7 43.7 Samgtf 14.100 +400 10JB313JGO8 3 5
243 X35 291 7*119 VUtong 2X300 -5002800022*00 24

4JO +.15 5 75 4*6 4.7 _ TAIWAN (Jun 4 /UN SI1*7 _ 1.M 14184 ...

13*1 +.11 I4£4 1D90 14 ..

4.55 4.70 4.17 4 8 ... n.hn 168 -3 1B3
*,

-D5 ,£'£ S-f® 2-f — CH BnK 14560 -1 163

SS5S3 ™ “1°°* 84

I-S I-H J-39 03 - IM311 70-60 -JO 27.00
148 -437 3.75 2.00 _+. FraiEk 144 +50 165

I f£ is. 2=2 70 173 SB* «“ -M«uo
fi.15 -.05 B£E 4.00 — Mil 11150 -2 124
OSB +92 OJJO OJ2 3 4 0.7 t .+c+m toinn -90 07

183 112 0*
163 93 0 7
f90 73 ..
r.BO 19 5J
165 W 0.7
190 38 2.®
124 57 IJ
07 5G ...

NA$DA0 Of

Fubhr 271 +03 305 2*7 3 5 ~
Fcubs 224 _ £40 215 ... ...
SrfTTr 210 +92 247 297 7.7 109 TluaiMl/lm A/Mlfl
QOAut 3.0B +91 341 209 S.9 _ THA1ATO (JOT 4 / MIT)
SMKalg 1 42 -.03 170 125 11 15

BdJSrf ?S? i m n AMrd 440 +4 510 202 1.1“"™F 03 IE 2-S 41 -t BafcfirX 366 _ 3B0 BIO U2J1 — 282 2J28 .— 8L1 KbPLi « pc 4c «* jc «

c

m ^ im iS \
1J« -S Ias vs? 11J

— FWJna 131 -2 177 131 13
t«rt. 10'S +S4aS,aSa2«5 fcTna IS *1 I« '?§ Z£

43 +2 43 29 1 9
1*5 - 1*5 060 ...

28 — 28JO 11117
490 +90 G 50 305 16
140 -1251452511050 0 9

+ 05 5JO 290 42
5X50 -125 72 4X7S 38

-JO 5025 32
1125 + 251175 9 5 5
7.00 +10 6 45 690 ...

123TK +1 170 11B 20
2925 - 75 3297 18 22
26 35 +195 20 75 2220 G 1

20 30 -20 3625 2590 3 6
-50 5150 27 0 9
+J0 1325 11.IS 1.7
_ 17 75 1270 OB
+1 145 100 1.5

-23 0 4.75
.... 5X50 32 0*

-10 18 910 3*
-.40 31 21.75 IX

_ 530 3JO 778
3 35 _ 492 3.05 I 8
67 -1 04 60.75 11
40 +£5 40 2X75 ...

52.60 +12SBBS04G50 .
49 +1 G250 3450 5 6

5475 -75 &6 3425 X3
805 3 55

126 JO +25 136 113 20
17 25JO 1X75 11*

2135 +*5 2X50 19 ...

. 181X76 06
- 11850 90 .

1910 +.10 23 1650 1.4
00 75 +£5 6790 57 09

440 +4 510 202 1.1

Dow Jones bid. Dtv. Yield

May 31 May 34 May 17 Year ago

2.18 2.15 2.17 2*8
May 29 May 22 May 15 Year ago

1.68 1*3 1*8 221
22-38 22.71 21*0 1X77

’SS "021|2 BBSS w ^ miS'zMm rS 55 inSiV, — RnOna 131 -2 177 131 2*
rSrtT* «S >aSi lifn 44 i KrTOBk 131 +1 147 106 2£

’IS +^ s5-S
1fl2 443&J LUHou 388 -12 512 388 1.4L“rtl
] VS ? n M n PWlto* 218 -2 368 195 1.7

J.” 7.” ire 4* ill i"®
0 y_ 0.42 ._ 0.44 0.19 ... 2* Sm “ ai ^ 2£IMM 599 -91 135 101 SS _ fSSff 54m +S S3 43 SUNAB 11JO +1513*4 10*8 04 13J TetoW saw ..„

aao +*2 0.97 are 75 z* ™Rn 284 -z 324 1*
5JU -94 XJB 5£S 22
X64 +*4 7.78 6.75 04 64
223 -06 235 133 1* ....S A P bid. Dw. yield 1.68 1*3 1*8

S X P bid. P/E ratio 22*8 22.71 21*8

NEW YORK ACTIVE STOCKS TTtAMMQ ACTTVTTY

3® si* tj :: jsa ’iis45 31 75 16 .. TTWT1UP _
m ?Sz3 = gs-

7 **
IS J8SH » If" *5
sea 195 i.7 ...

MU8,M

Eaoos Cb» to
Bated price do

Open 8«t Price Orange H&P Uw 6a wL Open ht
bq

5?^52o"^25 -4.o ™ 'ja Os jS
JUI £101.0 2093.5 -3.5 2101* 2092* T-7™ ^
ST 2541 J 2554.0 +8.00 V&O 2539.5

Open SettPrice Change mgh low Esl voL Open bn.

WSEGtan 5*5X500
fenaoa 3*09*00
Bar NHMBfc 3*07JOO
Coca on 3*33*00
Fedaal Not 2*51500
Ucnn Tech 2*12*00
Tekan N Z 2^07,400

PejWaj 2*15*00
Cl»(aQ Cmp 2,462*00

is Lara zmson
Open

a*p boo

Jim 668*0 67
Sep 877.40 67

26 +H
14A 4 14

30 +1

46* +»
31 Mi +U
31H -1H
B4’4 -«

33)4 +M
+W

20» -m

• Mane fraMon)

Jons May 31 Hay 30

few York SE 310*36 350.642 384 1S3

Arm 22*76 26*32 2Z225

feus Traded 3.144 3,142 3,160

Hsu 990 1*71 1*56

Fa® 1£M 1£35 078

Unchanged w W a
MwWfi 65 88 GO

NewLOM 2S 20 23

Latest Change H(fi Low Eat vol Open W.

2.15 ~ Z35 ZMXO _ nun in mvicnivff

2«SS :*8 1% IS bj
” b«w»

ftmnS ^.79 tM 1« M4 1.1 r.
TORONTO IJlii 4/ Can S)

PUflo 3.76 +93 493 X46 4J 1X7 4MldOS&
7JB —£0 7.02 Q4S IX ...

320 -95 3*0 296 1 E _. Stoto
523 —90 5 499 27 .... 5212S AMB* It
E« -.10 7£5 0.18 XB .... 30525 AWE*fl 2t
166 -.02 1*0 1 JT 5.4 .... 123587 AbCO* t

3.03 3*1 240 3* ._ 5re?S! SS
2.18 -01 2*7 Z13 — 4874S5 AkllAI 4!

8.40 +.02 8*0 818 1* — 7500 AtcoCI It

7 +9B 797 520 E9 __ 247430 Aitoaer Z
4*0 +.10 482 380 5£ 102 8680 BCSooA It
zio ... z*5 2.10 _ _ 10404 dc tar a
3 70 ... X15 3*8 4* 345641 BCE V

DmthHw 7.2) -.05 7J2 8£0 4J ._ 40425 DCEAfe 4i
Sontoa XSS +25 996 7*0 2* .... 24751 BORA IS

123 +93 3.66 110 5.1 ... 736344 SkMoto X
8*5 +20 10 7.40 69 ._ 546361 BKNot* 3S

Nsdcor 00 75 +2S67J0 57 09 ...

+2 74 53 OB ....

PfcMP 13 75 -£5 15£5 12 Z7 .
5*4 +.14 890 110 82 _— Prom 73902! _ 108 70 29~ fault)In 3225 _ 3725 23-50 XT 55— ttalrtp 3X75 . . 40 75 33 60 1 3 —— ftotoCo Z640 +J5 272250 10 .

-JO 90 00 20
4775 -1D50J0 42 34— BA50L 4390 + 75 47.75 23.76 20 -

13 +3514 7511.75 .. ..— Games T0*O .. 17.10 1X2S ...

DnmRJ 0550 -£J0 91 G1JQ 19 ..~ SdrthCG 2XBS —45 30 2D IJ ._
GABmw 1327501 + 75 145 I1D50 1 J _
SAMnAm 55 -1 67 43 1£ ...

SUM 51.75 +2£5 .56 40*0 26 .„
SBwlaw

125 56 40*0 26
-3 202 101 24

34 2D ..

-V Z3V18V

StundB 158.75 +1.75 162 155 _
TtoOM BO -£5 72 50 12

+25 09 5250 1.7

_ 480 23-3 2.8
WWTB W -23 72 59JO 4J
WDwp 196 -2 223 120 26

taw WtaMa 44 50 +150 44.50 26 4 5

liv +V "alf Jt
54i| MV 47 aMd tat » Ei dsttt a& a*. i hnda l£ 5.

«?«

1S47.00 1S47J0
1555JO 155590

"W-- n ^39
-;—,3.770 - Jun 36249 3537.0 +18J5 3537.7 3524.0 4.720 28.798

Jun 2541J 2554.0 +8.W ,44a - Juj 35339 3539-0 +8.70 35419 35329 188 £719
Sep £5609 2672.3 fTw^x Bow-Sjm

D

idMcetm iD0a*MptAi«n*feO<«tenr"^ t towAjn. ' Cufcutaod *; 1x00 QMT. •
"vSl 1 : IWnWo«Mwl Pnc« CAO«L Euo Top-IOft «£Q Otwa/L Toronto Can*Jt4*atoi 4 Tin DAMLHn tamfatf OTyV Ngto
*^-MftAtabtoTh»d*d.BEl2a HEX Cnmnton - » «> S«w«l«d >id POTrtr - ia« nadk: wtana flto K*to <W> hi^, tad b

Jwi 4 255042 +843 (AdinB Uto rfer. pi» fipim m baetoBm

Jim 66&50 67390 +190 673.00 671.15 68997 150933
' Sep 677.40 678.80 +3.70 673.60 677.00 6.000 32975

Open Sen price Change High Law ESL ypLppai bit

itetelggs

Jim 21680.0 21870.0 +2809 219009 21680.0 29940 23&403
. Sep 21840.0 219409 +3109 21980.0 21790.0 28.172 112,155

«*™*l Bgunto tor pnvfm day.

• EnducSna bonds, t MusMto. pfeto LMUax FtaKtrt and Itoraporaeon.

0 tad tonbb tha ewragm of too Manes and tomet pnen raoehed toitog (he faiy ty tata

bm (uwrnM by TeWand ntataem Aw Nohcai aid townt «*/***« •* Mdw ha*WMO
• 0104 (%»). * Sublet la ottetof rwmHi dtam.

2*3 +95 3*5 Z76 6*202 7172B4 BrebM*
\S2 +05 1*5 1*5 _ 52 32670 BHuEi
S4S -95 X70 £73 27 _ 4600 BOROA
a46 +.02 092 7.90 Z.1 _ 35WW
7£6 -.10 8.72 7£5 BJ _ 60001 BtoOM

IBV -)| 21V 16
IBV 21V 17V
271, -I, 26V 21<

43V

ij& FT FREE ANNUAL I

££ to, CMdM to Start!

TOKYO - MOST ACTIVE STOCKS: Tuesday. June 4. 1995

Kanematsu

Stocks
Traded

12.3m

Closing
(WjUtornew

717

Chnge
fid day

+100 Kawasaki Hvy ind

Stocks
Traded

Closing
Prices

558

Change
on day

-6
Kobe Steel 93m 297 +7 BkTk-Mtnhi 43m 2560 +10

. . . .. 73m 915 +75 Sakai Hvy kid
Toshiba Carp

3.6m 1230
Tokoi Kbgyo 73m 1150 +10 3.Dm 760 +10
DaSdn Kgyo S 73m 1980 +70 HtraM 23m 1010 +10

L
\ 1
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4pm dossJm 4 NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE PRICES

MARKET REF

Bid
By Steve Ttwm
UK Stock Mark
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atmi* nn st Qh* Pzwl
tO0h Uw Stack Dta % E Wfe Rfafc In* Omm On
23'* 184 AAR 048 22 23 303 21% 21 21* -*
46% 38% AMP IJO 2-4 20 6757 41 s* 41 41 -*
97*? 68MR 23 310* 95% 93% 93% A
50% 2?%«A IX 4 1 23 788 44% 43* 43% -1*
44% 3Bla«bU. 0M 22 19 9601 43 42% 423, +%
17(4 13% AMU FT x 0.40 10 fi 307 13%tf13% 13% -%
36U Z7 ABU kd 0.70 10 <9 3 373, 37% 374,

17* 13% Mpncdfl 45 51 UT?* IT* 17*17* 13* Aqmatfl

50% 37% ACEl*7* ACE ll( 058 15 11 2077 40* 45*
9%ACUGrtRt OX £1 D 263 n9% B* .. .

7* 5*ACMGt0n 057 14 ISO 6% d0* 6*
7* 8>4«»EH3p OJ610.fi tft» 6% d6% 6%
0* B*ACMGirtSe 090104 1561 8* 5* 8*
s* s* aoumsi mo as so 9* a b% -a*

30* 16* AcreeCkr OSS 1.7 7 292 28* 29* 29*
13* 6* Asm*EM 57 431 12* II* 12*
32* 27* Accrtta , 080 25 IB 3 31* 31* 31*
21* lZAcuai 03 875 IB* IS* 18* -*
IB* IB* Warns Ejtr 186 16 0 191 IB* 18* IB* -*
21* i0*MiMK 7 4971 17* 17* 17*
II* 6* AdREtOm 0.15 U 7 BO TO* 10* 10*
28* 9* Arba he 110 OB 59 927 10* 10* 10* -*
50* 41* togm 1.18 2.5 15 25 48* 48* 48% ,%
5* 3* AbH> 4 ISO B* 8* 6* *%
78* 6G*MdbL 2.76 17 19 4152 74* 73* 74 +*
33 28* Ata 040 1.3 12 *862 29* 29* 29*

20* 17*40. Re, 106 10 15 507 17* 17* 17*
27 21* ARneoi 008 33 7 7286 u27 26* 26* +*

BO* 50*4kPiC 1.10 1 B IS 1031 59* 59* 59*
28* 23>;An»Rt 0J0 12 22 1619 25 24* 34* -*

22* 15*AkQ3,bc 34 604 21 20* 20* %
18* 15 AjrtBSQe 2X110 10 48 17* IB* 15* .*
33* 25* 4lfrdi 104 6369 31* 31 31* A,
30* 15* AtBtaAr 120 OJ 13 1728 27* 28* 27* +%
22* l?*ABwrkte 14Q 10 14 254 20* 20* 20* **
24* 17* ABM 0.22 1.0 a 491 22* 21* 22 -*
43* 32* AfjCm Q 36 OS 19 84 39* 39* 39* v*
38* 2ft AlCbkn A 036 10 17 128 34* 34* 34* +*
40* 31 * AS43D 160 IS 20 2816 39* 38* SB* v*
34* 2ft MenAl 180 IS 13 2332 32* 31* 31* -*
66 37* AfcaSJ 056 OS 33 3958 62 01* 81* +*

SO* 36*Ak9finMV 180 1.4 7 375 56* 56* 56* -*
21* 17* AWAlx 110 IS 26 1060 21* 20 20* *%
21* T7*AA9iLiKfS OS 16 12 1786 20* 19* 20 ft
30* ZSAfegP 1 68 5 7 16 552 23* 29>4 29*
28* 16* men Cm OX 17 24 652 27* SO* 28* -*
39* 30* Atorypn < 048 IS 33 2978 38* 37* 38* +*
25* 21* Ainee Cap 1S3 ID 11 167 24 23* 24 ft
13% tOftWfH 018 TJ 52 13* 13* 13* ft
34* 29* Mdm 123 3.8 9 0 32* 32* 32*
60* 47*AU9B OX t 6 17 3910 56% 54% 55

10* 9* Umax 184 84 76 10 9* 10
46 37* AUste r OSS 19 11 18800 45* 44* 45* +2*

35* 20* ABM Op 1S4 33 161214 31* 31* 31* ft
5* 9* AMOK 72 552 4* 4* 4*
27* 22 AtotarmA 0.18 17 28 877 28 25* 2S* ft
39* 26*Ata*v 0 1895 33* 32* 32* -*
£6* 49* Afcoa ISO IS 13 4792 62* 01* 81* -*
34* 24*Atot>A 31 2534 23* 28* 28* +*
6* 5%ta«Mne, 0.75l£5 171 5* 5* 5*
13* TO* Am facts 026 2.1 T7 42 12* 12* 12* -*
9* 5* AmsGd 008 IS 20 1978 fl* 6* 6* -*
20* 16* Annas too » 056 is 9 41 18* 19 19* -*
59* 50* MUM 160 1.1 151183 57* 58* 57 ft
47* 39% Amflmrf 2.00 4.4 15 3484 45* 44* 45 ft
20* 19* Ml BIBM 058 2.7 14 44 21* 21* 21* -*
44* 38*AnO% 240 10 13 1628 40* 40 40 ft
50* 38* Anfapr 190 2.0 1411883 45* 45* 45* ft
37* 33%AraGerf 1J0 16 13 1420 38* 35* 38* ft
5* 4* Am GM ki , 182 127 1788 5 04* 4*
23* 20* MvHBvPr 102 IS 10 139 21* 21* 21* •%
24* 19% AHWrtge 178 38 10 48 21* 20* 20* -*
56* «7Aflttm 154 18 2713295 55* 53* 54*
3* 2* AmHcUa 175222 84 13 U3* 3* 3*

ICO* SftAnkti 134 04 17 7814 98* 95* 96* +1*
6 S* Am Opp Inc *068123 888 5* <S% 5*

9* 8* An Real EE 144 &0 7 112 9 6* 8*
30* 24* AmSBr 064 1.7 17 3707 38* 37* 38* +1*
21* 18An Mdr5% 125 6.6 7 18 018 19

40* 35* Am Mr 140 18 13 022 38* 35% 36* ft
34* 28* Aid ft) ISO 33 6 398 30% 30* 30*
31* 25* AraSW 28 836 28% 3* 23% 4*
66% 52* Aortai 2.12 16 16 5782 56* 55* 56* ft

45* 46* -1%

A 3 *
OB* 6*
8* 8*
8 9***

28* 9* Aran he
50* 41* Asp
6* 3* AETfh

78* 66* ArtBL
33 20* Afiac

20* 17* AEL Rn
27 21* ARnaoi

so* 50* AkflC

28* 23* Atm Fit

22* IS* Akga Se
18% 15 Aatase

33* 25*Am
30* 15* ABStaAr
22* 1?*ABwnrK
24* 17* Ainn
43* 32* ABM
38% 29% A<X*r A
40* 21* Affltai

M*2ftHenAl
06 37* AfcaSJ

39* 30* A0OB40 *

25* 21% AMe Cap

13* TOAftiCfS

34% 29* AM ASr

60* 47%AM9g
10% 9* Umov
46 37* ARste *

35* 28* AM Dp
5* 3% Aknajfc

U% W*
31% 31%
18* 18* -*
19* 19* -*
17* 17*
10* 10*
10* 10* -*

34* ft
»% ft
31* -*

w _ HR a ttapn
Hp Ln stack Dk t E in l« In (taw On*
15% 12*ampnn tua 16 53 2C0 13* 13* 13* +*
74% SSBdAfl 200 4.7 14 2618 81% St* Si*
a* lawn 140 is to 2J a 2i* n* -*
45* as* teen 1.44 18 2010332 40* 38% 40* **
33% 31 B«hA 044 1J 22 12S6 38* 37* 38* +*
33% 2S*8flrts 172 ll 19 320 n33% 33* 33% A

87 S* Benef 41P dJO T2 7100 50*858* 59*
81* 43* Bend » 1 08 3J 13 695 58* 58 56* 4*
23* 20% tattoo A 138 15 14 6 24* 24* 24* +%
% pfeogMlB 104 5 8 96 U * ti

28* 24*B«g» 048 ISIS 994 27* 27 27% +*
2800029600 tafchA 75 2 71900 30100 3190Q>)BOO
1220 9B0B«M<B 22 1070 1005 1070 +&
12* 0* Barry ftb 040 17 10 89 11 10* 10% +*
24% 12 Be* fry 22138261104% 23* 24* »*
2S* 2fi*Bath91 2J0 BJ 14 27 26% 26%
54* 51* Bartn PI SJJQ 16

_ -

SI 40*CK$t
38% 27* CUEM
78* 46*Q«n
A7*34*CWse»

12 10% UmMkl
5S* SO*OWfr
n% io*am
so* 23*CynrBSys
IB* 10C»rS*i

23* 23% CypAnr

94*si*Cwe

»N ft
% E 100»

Cta.%

ISO 2.1 67 1682 47* 47* 47* **
41 5708 37* 36* 37 t*

180 U 23 105 60* 50* 60* *2*
ISO 24 8 448 42* 42* 42* +*
188 U 12 2 II 11 11 -*
ISO ISIS 37 52 51* 52 +*
1.16104 9 29 11* 11 11*

123 1039 50* 4S% 50* tk
9 3255 14* 13* 13* -*

100 12 31 3004 25 24* 24*
16 39* 90* 89*1 89% +*

Hp IncStack Ota %
34* 21 GmMT
8* 3*Senesco

fi* 5*fimS8
17* 8* GanraflW

46* 40Sfl*tfl 114 29
39*2fi*a8lB6S 122 IS
78* 63QT3SP ZSO 23
tCB* 58* &Bh7.72 7.72 7S
17* 14* Gate So 022 IS
12* 11 SwawH 112 IS

15% 12* BaCliSt 040 12 18 3941 '2*«2* 12* %
48 40* BatZL 1.48 12 20 298 48* 46 48* -*

12*10* Baft* 63 1136 12* 12* 13* -*
18 14*ataBSiBinS 140 25 82 630 16* 16 16* +*

44* 30* BIDO* 048 IS 14 2950 41* 41 41* +*
26*a*8ta*HH 118 SS 12 48 24* 23% 2* **
S* SBkAnckAdf 04Z 7.7 in 8* 08 B*
6* S%flWttK 159 9S 419 8* 6 6*
9 8% BfcWtATp 057 SB 458 B% B* 8*

2fi* 21* QPLHBUg ISO 5.7 13 2561 23* 22% 23 +%
22% 17% DaSaa Sea 112 OO 14 1103 21 20* 20* -*
35* 27* OMR 1.00 3S 11 594 It 33* 33* +*
41*29*DtatatrCo 106 12 12 2M ti* 40* *0% -*
16% 12% 3H4M 016 12134 388 14% 14* 14%
14 10* Dsnfcm 108 17 33 3983 12* 11% 12

lB*11*DWGn 9 1775 12* 12* 12*9177S 12* 12* 12*
1 1007 1* 1* 1*

42* 31* tart 128 18 409959 36* 34* 35* +1*
33* 26% BkUU A 044 IS II 188 33* 33 33* «*
8* 7* BkreQita 112 14 243 g8* 8* 8*
4* 3% BcpDOl 14 197 4* 4* 4* *%
31* 19*MCM 105 02 33 974 31 3030%+*
89* 74* Betts 1.12 IS 8611639 84* 83* 84* -*
47* 32* BettoC OSD IS 6 3907 42* 40% 41* -*

8* 7* BknOta 112 14 243

4* 3%fitapaen 14 197
31* 19* MCM 105 02 33 974

89* 74* Botts 1.12 IS 8611639
47* 32% BoaeC 160 IS 6 3907
11% 4%8on8M|Co 963480
15% 11* Bonn Dm 140 14 7 1153

24*2I*BMtaCP ISO SS 2 9

42* 40% 41>

ll^ltll^ II

S

23% 23* 237

43% 42* 4V,

I* Bon>> din 140 14 7 1153 11*011* II* -*
. l*80ttCefl ISO SS 2 9 23% 23* 23% *%

51% 37% Brass KB 1877 43* 42* 43* +*
41% 33 Bowfr 180 10 5 174S 30* 38% 39* +*
28* 20* H&flFod 1S4 10 800 22* 22* 22*
36* 34%HEfR9 2S2 &0 16 74 37* 36% 37*
24* 16&wrfTocU OSS (S 11 493 23* 23 2&2 +*

i* tags i 1S8 2S 18 273 43% 42% 43* +*
!% Bndortf 38 918 17 16* 17 +*
I* BrtCySq 300 34 2311077 87* 85* 87* +2%
72BTAk 119 2S 11 7938 96* 86* 08% 4*
ZBMGas 21880 65 701 29% 29 29*+%
I* BP 127 11 24 1B1B 109* 105% 106* +%

16* 12* BMnt
90* 78* BritySq

87 TSBrAk
41* 28MGn
l«lZ 94* BP

17 14% BPAtttM 176114 9 270 15% IS* IS* +*
31*34%BaW 127 47 4 9116 27* 28»? 27 +*31*34%BSWI 127 47 4 9116
50% 49* BT 3J1 13 IT 491

29% 24% HOyaU 1.42 52 14 1887

17% 12* BnanCpa ISO 10 35 585
10% 8% BranSa 132 12 22 10

42* 35]4 BrM 1 jQ4 2JB 17 451

32% 28* Brfnr OSB 22 18 4343

5* 4* BUT 21 65
24% 20*Bma*i 050 22 16 1653
19% 17* Brash WM 040 If 18 158
27 21*Bw*apCBl 121

127 47 4 9116 27* 2B% 27 +*
3J1 52 IT 491 58% 56* 50% -%
1.42 52 14 1687 27* 28% 27* +%
ISO U 35 585 17 16% 18% -*
0S2 12 27 10 10* 10 10* •*
6J04 2JB 17. 451 39* 38% 38% +%
0S8 12 18 4343 31% 31* 31% +*

21 65 4* 4% 4% -*
050 22 16 1653 22% 22* 22* +%
040 21 18 158 18% >8% 18%

121 28 25* 29 +*

30 13* DM*W8W 040 IS 19 188 u30 29* 29* +%
I07* 69*OqtaH 178 1.7 23 1723 KB* 101% 102* +1

2% 1* DDLS - 18 159 2 1% 1%
5% 3 Ob Seta 0.14 14 S 144 5* 5* 5* «%
28* 22* Dm Foods 022 10 15 1881 »* 23* 34*
92* 45* DeanUS) x 188 IS 1 1 2490 90* 59* 60 +%
8* 8*0n«e> 190 7.1 3753 8% 6*2 8*
45 33 Own OSD IS 14 7BM 42% 41* 42% +1%

23% 19* MtfL 154 73 11 747 20* 19* 20* +*
87 68% mtfk 020 12 28 4673 83* 82* 82%
8 4%JMBMM 140 7S 58 232 5* 5* 5* -%

37% 27DHM 148 45 42 1141 37* 38% 37 +*
29% 23*DotaCrp 088 10 17 7t&D2S% 28* 29% +%
42% 34* (fag Pnw 048 IS 20 458 37* 37% 37* +%
33* 27*0MMX 184 Z2950 3803 29 28* 28*
34% 25Dtanm>Sh OSB 15 20 1482 32% 31* 32 -%
13J 12%DtetaCan) 197 6703 34 75* 79 -6*
40% 33* Dpgtl 188 1.7 231213 38%' 38 38% +%
76* 48* OtfE 1813700 51% 49% 60* -%
41* 27* Uka 0.12 OS Z 3977 39% 39* 39* -*
20% 160kBOB* 164 m S9 143 18* 17* 18% +*
69% S7% Dkmy 144 17 3016871 90* 58% 80* -*
42% 33% Outfit 040 15 80 4724 39* 38* 39% +1%
44% 37%aoraft»i 2S8 8514 1827 38 37*37%
8* 6% OonttrkKX 125 15 4 148 7% 7 7*-*
28* 24%Oan*konx 132 IS 16 471 25% 25% 2£p£

W 8 ta On h*
Ok % E 19b m (w Om Ban

24 7M8 30* 29% 29% -*
16 220 7* 7* 7%
151352 5% 5* 3* -%
23 323 16% 16* 18* 4*

1S4 29 17 1298 45% 45* <S* -%

122 IS B 967 34* S3* 33* -%
250 25 6 3787 72% n% 71% -*
7.72 75 220 90 99 99 -*
032 15 20 168 17% 17* 17* -*
112 15 173 H* 11% IT* +*

1848 HUB “** 2S:
HP Un Stack » S E 1W ta ItaB-M
41% 35% KW 11 8T0 38 3S* 30 +*

44 33* lOagv 14 3290 39% 38% 3B% %
30* 27*IW&BWA 1.K

18* H%Bttn«C0 050 W S3 191 «% H-
1S12S* Kjwwnff 058 17 26 41 M0% ^
26%21%RMW3» 058 IS 0 23 26% 26* S* -%

m h a. Cmm 1™'

s l Hh w iw bwon*

10* IS* MnwrtHP 1 13 67

15% 14% HnWSiPP 1W 69
165 16% 16-4 W* • -

ST6 15* 54t3 V3'"i
*'*

331 U% U* *3
'4

IS* 13* HBOSA PI 195 89 33» '3-j W 4

I 221fi%mmOK 040 23 9 « 10% 18* «*

59* 44%Ny04>
— " *
238 S2 1013495 45* 44% A53j +’*

15% 12VGW1P* 112 05 13 CB 14* 13% 14 +*
10% 7*MOP 2 26 8* 8% 8% -*

15% 10% GM Safe 020 IS 16 232 14* 14% 14%
59%<8*GKk 172 IS 30 5610 ffl% 58% 59

8% 8*WHOM 058 05400 1816 8* 7% fl -*

29* 23* GtBPRf 1.15 44 21 80S 26* 25% 28 •*
43 Z7* Season Co DSC 12 8 170 41 40* «* -*

2617*a*Wf 9 679 18* 18 18 -*
13% 7* SoUllsr 3611233013% 13* 13% *%
68* 4SabAt 138 17 12 786 55* 55* 55* -%

41% 34&H* 110 25 18 619 40* 39% 39* *H
S3 42% (klpaf 150 25 122393 50% 50* 50% +1

7% 4% SoasJtt 17 27 6* 6% 6% -*

83 53%MM) 150 17 23 S32B 78* 75* 76* +1*
71* 82% GrapN 150 IS 18 966 88* 87% 66* *%

I 19* 13 Enon 21 912 19* 18* 19 *h
35* 23 ffCsttea 17 3256 34% 33* 33% -1*

, 29% 23* sue 198 35 » 486 27* 27* 27* +*
38* 19* SCtPT 0S0 18 22 602 34* 33* 33* -%
7B% SIBtawC 048 08 14 2507 64* 83% 63% -%
51 4*BMhko 520 102 8 19 50* SO 50% +%

2B%a*6Mm 150 42 12 6594 23* 23% 2J% +%
29* 28* oneUP 2.12 10 10 18 26* 28% 28%
38% 236readTr&e 025 17 17 83BB 33% 33* 33% A
10* 8% BStao 13 67 9* 9* 9* -*

3% 1% is San
22* 20* LS8E Bi

39% 22% 19 15

1 673 3% 3% 3*
1.11 5J 16 386 21 20% 21

M 8451 30% 29% 2»%

32% 23* IsOUtkt 110 13 32 3085 31% 38% 31*

34 26% us* aa 2s is 21

24% 2aiSCkdBfe 1SB 54 12 128

21% 18% Latov 680 16 u 1007

12% 7*Umn*£ t2 382

23% 12%trtktal 830 IS 22 914

12* lO%lttUM 040 3J 37 <78

38% 25* Leer top 201158

20 23[m«H 172 IS 16 21

0.76 24 15 21 32* 32% 32*
158 54 12 128 23% 23* 33%

640 16 U 1007021% 21* 21%
12 38211*2* 12* T2*

ISO 19 22 914 22 21% 2

2

040 3J 37 <78 12 11% 12

201158 39* 38% 39

172 IS 16 22 28% 28* 3%

-o-
9% 6% OHM Dp 32 IK 8* fl% »% •*

31% 18* OP Ms 13 500 031* »* *

28 12*OBMM Hm 104 03M W 25 24* £* •*

27*m*fleeHP 100 3 9 W40J3 ?5% ?5% 75%

25% 16% OOcCDaM 29 7712 25% 2*4 ? *

23% 19* OodM 1JS 63199 8C8 OT «* 19-s

24% 20* MoEfl 1.50 69 10 2194 21* 21% 21* %
K S6CHoES4.4 1» 75 11 53 HI M
93 SO* OMoCkSfi 4.58 7.7 .-TO SO* dW* 59*

25% i6%oncclun
23% 19*OM
24% 20* OMoEd

S2 MfflitfSA.*

83 SO* (WoC«S8

43% 36*8 OMO0 GSE 2S8 70 12 423 38* 37?, U*
98 69*0H»

33% 24* OUM
2S0 2S 16 159 92* V «*
D2B OJJ 21 582 30 * 30% 30%

24* 19%1mBWpa 148 10 19 3fl 23% 23% S* -*

33% 28* 1WBMO 048 M 13 144 33* K% M* *
28* 2D%LBK09« 144 IS 17 712 28% 2^ ^ *
27 21 UMD 020 18 15 2154 24% 24% 24% +%
27 &% LflBHTQp 110 64 12 841 2S* 24% JS +*
4 2% UMtab 129 115 3% 3* 3% +%

11* Ur%U»rt»ASx ISOIU 423 10% ID* 10*

35 30% UtatyCp 074 2S II in 32% 32% £%11* 10%U»H7AS* 120 US 423 10

as aa%uMtyCp 074 2s 11 in 32

00% 33* Oantcmx US 12 54 4* «,% 55% +*
48% 35* Onn 078 1 6 22 1385 44% 43* 44* +1

18 14* OeckbUd 052 3.1 10 43 17* 17 H
27*a*0MP 131 4.7 13 ET ?6% 75% 25* -*

30* 27* OdpBflh Cap 245 84 8 115 39* 28-, 38* •*

10* 3%0w«*HS 089 93 IK »*4 ^9 9* * 3

T% S*QppettlM 187 94 86 7* 7% 7|* *
9* 7* Ontnpe Ce 8 32 8 7^ ;-s -%

37* 33% DramaM 2SB 7J 13 >92 35* 34* 35*

10* 8*G«tan
11% 10%&taOiS|M 042 17
0* 6* DTitaAOn

73* 32* Gucci

309 II* 11* IT*
180 1534 6% 6* 8* -*
41 3038 68* 85* 97* +2*

24* 1fl*QoHonlM 1G0 24 12 113024* 24* 24% +*
5* 4*GdfOMs 1815 5* 5 5*

87% 49% UW 137 21 162*45 66* 65% 65% +H
22 16* Lkatal 140 IS 7 4845 21* 21* 2«% *%
57 44% IMA 1.84 19 10 2938 47% 47* 47*

18% i6* unman a* ai 62ui8% isij is* +*
68* 67lM0Lm SJO 7S 5 65 63 63 -2

51* 41 llfcffl 15 2134 46% 45* 48* •*

38 25*14206 045 13 20 4825 37* 38% 37* +*
S* 3% LLiEFBy , 16814S 13 1U 4* 4* 4* +*
86* 73IttdMa ISO V9 21 2055 «4% 64* W* +1

53*47*103118(21 ISO ZA 20 452 SO* 49% 48%
88* 72* [mm 1.00 IS 4 2191 80* 79* 80* «-%

33* 25* LnglcaD 020 17 IB 457 39% 29 29 -t,

18* 16% L(pU 1.7810 1 8 1160 17* 17% 17% +*
48% 41% LnoOri 1.12 2S 18 594 43 42* 43% +%

S3* 47* LOdlbCD
88* 72* Loom
33* 25%Lcpa>
18* 15% *PU
48% 41% LnpOrx

r*flrauaCo 8 32 8 7^ :y -%
33%0radpabk 258 7J 13 192 35* 34* 35%
12*IrtgoaSD 056 36 18 29S IS IS* IS* *

47* 43* OrtR D* ISO 21 9 *8 47* 46* 47* +*
17% 12% OnBl 040 2 5 « 383 16% >6* 1C* •*

21% 10*tWBdM 640 21 13 368 19% 18% 19*
20% 17* OVlSh 080 32 152 18% 18% 10%
IS 11*OMMU 118 1 4 20 10*3 12% 12% 12* +*
48 37% Ow«C 8 1177 40* 39% 40 +%

10* 16* OWrtl bid 180 4.4120 16 18* 18* 18*

8* 8% Onortrhcj 025 35 4 148
28* 24% DooQktoTX 0S2 IS 16 471

39* 34* ButHuyaPl iDO 73 B 30 38% 38 38
12* 9% Bui Cost 19 385 10% 10% 10*
83* 73* Slrt* ISO U 435261 65% 02% 84*
40* 35*ButaRMC 155 IS 17 2585 38* 37% 38*
IT* 9*8bitatiA; ISO 90 14 168011* 11 11*
30% 24*Bu*flB*a 18 115 25% 25 25%

3B%34*0axp 172 IS 46 1311 37* 36% 37* %
53* 36%0mrx 160 IS 18 972 48* 47% 48 +%
92* 68%D0»a 3J» 35 11 5487 83% S3 83* +%

41 34* tanks 098 2* 2D 531 38% 38% 38* Aj
24 20% Din«)ffe 148 22 13 53 21% 21% 21% %

31* 25* DOE 128 45 12 771 27 26* 26%
iAii*DO«d 052 17 21 178 13* 13 13* 4*
32% 23* Dnnar* 088 25 22 7BJ1 29% 29* 29% +*
9* 8 DteftJS 062 65 347 9* U9 9* +*
9% 8*Mas G 075 85 34 9 9% 8% -*
10* 9* DrtusSIII 057 17 118 10 9^ 10
37* 29 DIE Ebb 106 70 10 2240 29% 29* 29* «%

78 66% 00ASMS <50 15 2100 68* 68* 68* Jj
S3 45*0*BP» 204 <2 15 1B64 48% 48* 48% +%

32* 28%U0sny 1S6 65 19 182 30* 30 30* +*
68% 57* DlttlXI 254 4.1 38 3529 84* 83% 64% A

37* +%
« *%

38* Aj
21% %

84* -1*
38* %

I
24* 19*HS0Hcara 096 4.1 47 23% S* 23%

21 18WTSA0R 088 45 171311 18* 18* U*
,

16 16* HE Praps 1.24 6.1 7 16 15* IS* 15*
59%44*Katatax TOO 15 34 5297 58* 54% 54%
14% 8* HPnocd 4 6 14 13% 14

11* 8% Waxircb 032 15 25 85 11* 11* 11*
18% 14% Ifadctae 132 8.1 19 75 15* 15 15

22* 19* tfCOGUDtn 154 02 25 31 20 10% 20
ID* B*Hnem> 180 9.1 79 «% 8* 8*
7* 4ftantan 020 25175 1078 7% 7 7

18* 15*l4r«WwF 180 SO 13 835 15* 16* 16% -*

56% 39%I«WLx 124 04 60 927 54* 53% 53%
28* 22%Ux*e 056 25 M 3951 24% 24* 24*
37% 28%LM 030 OS 2820507 u37% 35* 37*
16% 12* LTV 9 J43B 13* 12% 13

3* 1%LTWW» 88 2 1% 1%
31 2B%Udn! 096 33 10 968 30% 30 30*

25* 20* UtapCU 172 29 15 359 24%

! 4 %
TO S', 10

ID* B*ttad*b 180 01 79 V
7* 4frntan 020 25175 1078 V
18* 1S%HnlrHsia 034 13 31 414 1.

J6* 28% Knac 080 1J 10 3B 34?
32 23Hnahrt 048 15 18 233 3)5

IB* MHaonAOR 099 17 91118! 14?

34* 34% -4?

31* 31% +*
14% 14* -*

asiaI
38 ttarcCD

20* Hartnd

088 IS 23 1411 51*
152 35 19 881 27*

25* 20* UdqsCU 172 25 15 359 2<% 24* 24* +%
33* 2S*UarfTa> 2S 8894 38% 37* 37% -%
30* MULBtanfec 150 35 21 34S 2S% 26* 28* -*
82*S*UMtfn 132 14 31 358 78* 77* 77% -%

25% lB*l^ddtac 23ZM8 25* 23 23*
32* 22* Mart* Px 05035 7 3068 2% 25* 25* +%

22* 19*MW
29% 2t% Paces

28% 22%hcOE
35* 25% PTata,

22% 17% PM*WX
29% 23* PH
33* 25* P» Ba

37* 21*MkEtaK
B* S* ParxDr

44* 31% ParXHn*

30* 25Px«3s9t

32* 24* PeaCn

26%«a«»Q*r 120 04 29 22»b48* 47% 48* +1*

3% 7% AmMW
ID3%8a*AaM

34* 28* Aafta
31% 25* AmSW
60* 52* birth

31% 27* CHSEn 158 17 13 870
117% 95* CNAftl 6 481

75* 65% CPC 152 22 19 3911

18% 14* CROSS 056 35 18 1404

53* 42* CST» 154 21 18 1932

48* 38 CIS Cap 072 15 12 300
25* 19*CM8Mlm 148 23 161196
87* 63* MMran 3014423
31%24*CMaC 036 13 11 329

17% 13* C4M08G 0.16 18 4 187
38* 21* CntaOap 31 1768

18* 14* CtfnScp 11 4(4

41* 36* Anenxi bt (28 21 12 27 41* 41* 41* +*
22* IfiAmpft 124 1.1 13 7S7tS2* 21* 22* +%
75* 67* Amocn 280 35 176306 72* 71* 72* -*
13% lOAnpeopm 010 05 12 06 12U 12* 12*
28% 14%Amu 012 04 if 129 27% 27% 27*
<1* 36% AfflMOfl 150 43 12 SOB 38* 30* 38* -*

61 46% AnadaiM 030 as 83 824 534, 53% 53* +*
30* 17*ArabB 22 3430 Z7* 27% 27% +*
2S*W^ABS£to 198 3S3M I27n25* 24* 24% -1?

74* 64* Mkd\ 1.78 24 27100401)74* 73* 74 +*
20 15% Amur 21 1096 17* 17% 17% +*

55% 48* Aon Gp 1.44 28 14 4019 SI 50% 51% +1*
30% 24% Apache Dm 026 19 88 2607 29% 23% 29* +%
0% 8* Annum F 055 7.3 81 9 8% 8%
27% 20* APH 18 956 25* 2S% 25%
21* 13*AwMUag 11 1900 17% 17* 17* -*
33 26% A«4 PW A HZ 14 14 30 29* 29* 29*

20* 16* Afcfifhi 020 15 134271 19* 19* 19%
54 48* AreoQnnl 200 04 10 210 52* 52 52* +*

49* 47*Ana 4JPx 450 B 3 10 40% 48% 48%
6* SAraco. 36 730 5* S* 5* +*
24* 23* Annco 21P > 210 85 ZIOO 23* 023* 23* -*
to* S3* Arrow 150 27 19 2151 99% 58% 58* -*
53% S* Nn6 10 2418 49 47% 47% -%
8% 4% Mia Grp 4 575 U8% 7* B% -%
24* 18* AntiM 078 11 S 4S0a24* 24% 24% +*
31* 27%Asm 050 26 9 006 32 31* 31* -*
25* 20* ArtnGDH 2485 21% 21 21 -*
24* 2D* ASM QHl 048 1.9 13 15 34 23% 23% +* 1

44* 34*APUz 1.10 26 32 482 42% 41* 42% +%
,

16* 12% Asia PS: F 054 03 386 13* 13* 13* -*
3* 2*«eMtair 139113 6 47 U3* 3* 3* +*
68% 5BATST IX 2233819877 82 81 61* -%
2n* 260M«iZ 250 15 4 286* 2BB* Z8B* +*
14% 0% AttUSos 02B 28 B 8 9% B* 9% +*
20 IflAMcEgjr 1S4 85 TO 326 17* 17 T7* +*
123107* ABRch SSO 4 6 )3 2563 120* 119* 120* +*
2 1* Aaaa 1 4530 1* 01* 1* -*

261? 21 urabniy, 098 45 14 88 24* 23* Z3% •%

50* 351? CUSp
32 18* OwyGl

18% 16%Ctb«SGD
87% S6CHP0S
1* ttcampuft
a)% 18 CarP*

158 17 13 870 29 28% 29 +%
9 481 102% 100% 101* +*

152 22 19 3911 70* 69* 70
056 IB 16 1404 IS* 16* 15% +*
154 21 18 1932 50* 49* 49% +%
072 15 12 ZIOO 45% 45% 46%
1A8 23 16 1196 21 2D* 20% -*

3014423 71* 89* 70% +%
036 U 11 329 27* 27* 27% +%
0.16 05 4 197 17 16* 17 »*

31 1768 38 37% 37% +*
11 414 18% 18* 18* -*

020123 5 5 1% 1% 1%
20 G20U27* 26% 27* +%

172 15 62 971 37*
024 05 20 217D 30*

53 4S*DPaPM 204 <2
32* 28% (308By 156 05
SS* 57* DMBM 264 4.1

84% 09* worn 228 28
28* 26* Dub. A.1 205 13
27 23*0uqml75 157 75
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Dow picks up
after gains

in $ and bonds

Sweden celebrates 12th repo rate cut this year

Wall Street

US share prices were stronger
at midsesslon yesterday as the
yield on the benchmark 30-year

bond fell comfortably below 7
per cent and investors tried to
set positions ahead of Friday’s

release of May payroll figures,

writes Lisa Bransten in New
York.

At l pm, the Dow Janes
industrial Average, which had
fallen in five out or the previ-

ous six sessions, was 38.78
firmer at 5,663.49. The Stan-
dard & Poor’s 500 improved 4.11

to 671.79, bat the American
Stock Exchange composite lost

0.63 at 608.08. Volume on the
New York Stock Exchange
came to 223m shares.

Bond prices rose in early

Coca-Cola Enterprises

Share price and Index rebasacf

130

trading as the dollar rose to a
28-month high against the Jap-
anese yen. A stronger dollar

was interpreted as good for US
stocks and bonds because it

created increased demand by
foreigners for US securities.

Technology shares were also

stronger, ted by gains In Inter-

net-related companies. The
Nasdaq composite, which con-

sists of about 40 per cent tech-

nology companies, added 5.71

at 1.244.44 and the Pacific

Stock Exchange technology
Index rose 0.6 per cent
The American Stock

Exchange/lnteractive Week

index or Internet-related shares
climbed 0.8 per cent Rising

Internet issues included Net-
com On-Line Communication
Services, up $1 at S34VV, UUNet,
81’/: stronger at $61, and Sun
Microsystems, which added
$1% at $64Vi.

Shares in Coca-Cola Enter-

prises rose $1% or 5 per cent to

$3314 on news that the com-
pany. which is 49 per cent
owned by Coca-Cola, would
buy the UK bottler of Cadbury
Schweppes and Coca-Cola
drinks. The move marked
another In a recent string of

European acquisitions by foe
bottling company.
Several retailers improved

yesterday. Home Depot added
$2% at 654%, Sears Roebuck
climbed $1% to $51%, Wool-
worth was $% stronger at $21%
and JC Penney rose $1 to $52%.
Shares In Southern Pacific

fell ®l or 4 per cent to $23%
after the Justice Department
objected to the railway’s
merger with Union Pacific.

Shares in Union Pacific were
off $% at $70%.
Cardinal Health added

another $3 to the $3 it rose on
Monday, bringing the shares to

$69%. On Monday the pharma-
ceutical distribution company
announced it had signed an
agreement to be tfae sole sup-

plier to Kmart pharmacies.

Canada

Toronto was steady in midses-
sion trade, lagging behind Wall
Street after both markets
posted a moderate correction

on Monday. The TSE-300 com-
posite index was 3.81 higher by
noon at 5,238.10 in volume of

48.6m shares.

Among individual stocks.

Nowsco Well Service shed 5

cents to C$35.10 after it said

that it would allow BJ Services

access to confidential data; on
Monday BJ raised its offer for

Nowsco to C$35 a share. New-
bridge Networks jumped C$1. 10

to C$96.60 ahead of fourth-

quarter results, expected after

foe market closed.

An old-fashioned rally in
financials took over STOCK-
HOLM, where the Swedish
crown soared, the Riksbank

cut interest rates and the bank-

ing sector climbed 2.6 per cent
The AffSrsvtirlden General

index broke through 2,000

again, dosing 2&2, or 1.4 per
cent, higher at 2,000.7.

The central bank lowered its

repo rate for the twelfth time
this year, this time by 20 basis

points to 6.30 per cent.

S-E-Banken moved ahead
SKTL50 to SKrS4L50 in heavy
turnover, and Swedbank rose

SKr3 to SKW5L50. A fund man-
ager said that banking and
insurance shares were now
interesting alternatives to

cyclicals.

Elsewhere, Astra A recov-
ered SKr6 to SKr3lO after some
profit-taking since May 23,

when the pharmaceuticals
group was listed in New York.
MADRID took time to

respond to the Bank of Spain's

quarter-point cut in its bench-

mark interest rate but eventu-

ally, and influenced addition-

ally by a strong opening on
Wall Street, the general index

closed 2J27 higher at 36L84.

Turnover fell from Pta37.6bn

to Ptaf&Sbn.
The interest rate sensitives,

such as banks and utilities,

were not strongly impressed.

Tabacalera, the cigarette

ASIA PACIFIC

Tots*

Stars price tataUve to foe

CAC4Q Index
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maker tipped as one of foe big

privatisation stocks in the
forthcoming round, climbed
Pta27G, or 4.6 per cent, to

PtaB.170. The construction sec-

tor recovered to close 0.56 per

cent higher after initial losses

on announced public works
spending cuts.

FRANKFORT saw more
steadiness in bond markets, a

slightly stronger dollar and, in
the afternoon, a recovery in

the Dow; bnt it was deter-

minedly low-key in its

response, foe Dax index clos-

ing 6.43 higher at an Ibis-

indicated 2£50.42, in turnover
up from DM5.2bn to DM6.9bn.
There were contrasts in

banks: most of them were a

little depressed, presumably on
interest rate fears, but Deut-

sche Bank put on DM1.10 at

DM72.49. Ms Barbara Altmann

of B Meteler said that a few

positions were taken last week

on foe KHD affair, and that

there may have been short-

covering yesterday.

Elsewhere, Volkswagen's
hopes for a higher return cm
sales over the next five years

left it DM8.05 better at

DM549.45: technical buying
took foe fork-lift builder Linde

UP DM20.20 to DM1.000; but
bearish talk of an analysts’

meeting at Thyssen left the

steel and engineering group
DM5.60 lower at DM275.UX
PARIS, rangebound, saw the

CAC-40 index lose 10.1 at

2,112.00 in technical trade.

Where the market did gener-

ate enthusiasm, it found it

hard to sustain. Total, foe oil

group, rose as high as
FFrSSUO on a one-third rise in

five-month operating Income,
but slipped back to close

FFr3.80 ahead at FFr376.50,

after it forecast lower oil prices

in the awwd half of this year.

Elf Aquitaine fell FFr3.90 to

FFr375.60.

Eurotunnel added to Mon-
day’s gains, closing 40 cen-

times higher at FFr920; this

was after a high of FFr9.60.

On the opposite tack, SEP,
which built the Ariane-5
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Jun 4
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engines, dropped FFrll to

FFr605, but up from a low of

FFr583, after the satellite

rocket exploded on its maiden
flight shortly after blastoff.

ZURICH returned to positive

territory In a technical recov-

ery after recent losses and the

SMI index finished 23^ higher

at 3,568.1. although much of
foe day's action was seen in

second line stocks.
$mh

,
a beneficiary of several

recent brokers’ upgrades on
prospects for improved sales in
foe US. picked up another
SFr2i to SFr88Q as the market
awaited Friday’s presentation
to analysts.

Adia, the temporary employ-
ment agency which plans to

merge with France's Ecco,

added SFrlS at SFrSlO in fur-

ther response to last week's
better than expected GNP fig-

ures in France, which will pro-

vide foe new group with 40 par

cent of Its revenues.

A SFrTD rise to SFr2,850 in

Kuozri, for a two-day gain of 7

A

per cent, was attributed to

improving prospects for con-

sumes: related stocks.

A SFria rise In NestlS to

SFrl,423 was said to be the

result of investors buying foe

stock for foe dividend.

MILAN edged ahead, helped

by sharp rises in Pirelli and
Olivetti and foe firmer trend in

domestic bonds. The Comit
index picked up 151 to 663.04.

Pirelli rose LI02 to LZ,582

after an analysts’ meeting
with the company was well
received- Olivetti jumped L3S.2

to L990.1 on confirmation that

foe company remained in nego-

tiations with Deutsche Tele-

kom on plans for a telephone

network to compete with foe

state controlled Telecom Italia.

Gemma the financial hold-

ing company, recovered L9.5 to

L650 after Monday's sharp

PRAGUE put in a steady per-

formance after inconclusive

election results had sent the

index sharply tower on Mon-

day. The PX50 index finished

0.8 better at 531.4.

Blue drips, which bore foe

brunt of Monday’s losses,

bounced back. SPT Telecom

jumped Kcs95 to Kcs&275 and

foepower utility CEZ was up

KcsSQ to Kcsi.150.

ISTANBUL overcame early

losses on selective afternoon

demand and the IMKB-100

index finished 885.03, or 1.4 per

cent, higher at 63.2SJ.26 in

sharply improved turnover of

TLl3.750bn-
Analysts attributed the early

weakness to Monday's decision

by MFs to debate a censure

motion by Islamists against foe

prime minister, Mr Mesut Yil-

maz, which would pave the

way for foe possible collapse of

his Conservative coalition gov-

ernment with the former prime

minister, Mrs Tansu Ciller. A
vote on the censure motion

will be on Saturday.

WARSAW moved ahead for

foe third straight session but

analysts cautioned that the

market was likely to be pres-

sured on uncertainty about the

outcome of the June 16 presi-

dential vote in Russia. The Wig a
index rose 2548. or 2.1 per cent. v

to 12^1483.

Written and edited by William

Cochrane and Michael Morgan

SingTel plunges as spec favourites recover in Tokyo

Mexico adds 1.2%
Mexico City moved 12 per cent
higher in late morning trade,

propped up by a firm peso and
foe healthy performance on
Wall Street The IPC index was
Up 39.49 at 3.23L27 in bullish,

trade as investors also began
buying pesos on expectations

that rates would rise in last

night's Cetes auction.

Cemex picked up 0.70 pesos

to 27A0 pesos after CS First

Boston upgraded its recom-
mendation on the stock and
raised its 1996 earnings esti-

mates.
SAO PAULO recouped some

of Monday's loss on hopes that

Mr Antonio Randir, foe new
planning minister who took
office yesterday, would bring
good news for the market
when he spoke during his

swearing-in ceremony. The
Bovespa index was 54.47 higher

at 56,402.

BUENOS AIRES regained its

footing after Monday's 3.3 per-

cent tunable, foe sharpest sin-

gle-day fall for three months,
helped by the bounce on Waff
Street The Merval index was
standing 5.76 higher in late

morning trade at 586.61.

S Africa ends off day’s highs

Johannesburg finished off its

beat levels as morning buying,
spurred by hopes of an inter-

est rate cut tapered off and
made for a subdued afternoon
session.

Golds were quiet tracking

the dull bulliou price, as ana-
lysts cautioned that gold
shares looked expensive at

their current levels, compared
with the bullion price.

The overall index rose 20.4

to 6413835, industrials gained
36.2 at 8,021.2 and golds
Slipped 5.6 to 2,0132.
Analysts noted that Institu-

tions and foreign investors
stayed on the sidelines as
trade execution was hampered
by foe exchange's changeover
to soeen trading from open
outcry dealing.

Among notable advances.
Amalgamated Banks of South
Africa moved forward 50 cents

or 2-Z per cent to R22.80,
Anglovaal, the mining and
industrial holding group,
appreciated R2 to R151 and
Premier Group, the food and
pharmaceuticals concern,
rebounded 14 cents or 2.5 per
cent to close at R5.64.

An 8 per cent plunge in

Singapore Telecom dragged
SINGAPORE down. Analysts
said institutional profit-taking

had dented SingTel and Singa-

pore Technologies Industrial

Carp, both of which had risen

sharply ahead of their inclu-

sion in the Morgan Stanley
Capital International tnriey,

SingTel fell 32 cents to S$3.78

and STIC dropped 30 cents to

S$3.84, pulling the Straits

Times Industrial index down
4A4 to 2318.72. but off a day's

low of 2310-00.

Tokyo

Speculative stocks recovered
after foe sharp declines which
unnerved investors on Mon-
day, and the Nikkei average
gained 1.3 per cent, writes

Erniko Terozono in Tokyo.
The 225 index rose 269.60 to

21,858.12 following a 1.7 per
cent decline on Monday. The
index moved between 21.64L28

and 21,866.96.

Volume totalled 327m shares,

against 406m. The Topix index
of all first section stocks closed

1691 up at 1,675.55 and the Nik-

kei 300 gained 329 at 310.9a
Advances led declines by 792 to

246, with 178 issues unchanged.
In London foe ISE/Nikhei 50

Index put on 1-42 art 1,465.82.

There was active buying of

speculative favourites, which
plunged an Monday on fears

that investors borrowing from
Shinkyoto Shinpan, the credit

company which collapsed,

would sell their holdings.
Kanematsu, the trading com-

pany, was the most active
issue of the day, jumping Y10Q
to Y717. Other speculative
favourites which gained
ground included Nagasakiya,
foe retailer, which rose Y75 to

Y915, and Tokai Kogyo, a
medium sized general contrac-

tor, which ended Y10 up at

Y1.150.

Banks rebounded following
their bout of depression on the

credit company's bankruptcy.
Dai-lchl Kangyo gained Y70 to

Yi.980 and Sumitomo firmed
Y10 to Y2.110.

The yen's easing helped
export-oriented stocks, includ-

ing the high-technology and

Singapore Telecom

Share price and index rabaaad

120 —:

automobile sectors. Hopes of a
rise in earnings helped car-

makers, Toyota Motor climbing
Y50 to ¥2,510 and Honda Motor
Y60 to Y2.650.

Japan Tobacco, which tum-
bled 47 per cent on Monday on
fears of oversupply, continued

to slide. The stock fell Y22.000

to Y859JXW as concerns over

the governments second offer

of JT shares later this month
persisted.

Buying by foreign broker-

ages lifted telecom stocks. Nip-

pon Telegraph and Telephone
rose Y19.000 to Y810,000 and
DDL foe Inns distance telecom
operator, added Y24.000 at

Y952.000.

Large steel issues were
firmer, Nippon Steel gaining
Y1 at Y363 and NKK Y1Q at

Y324
In Osaka, the OSE average

was ahead 83.45 at 23,135.71 in
volume of 32.6m shares.

Roundup

Karachi was closed as a mark
of respect following- the death
of cme of its members. JAK-
ARTA decided that Indonesian
tariff deregulation would help
textiles and footwear, bat
while textiles gained, they
were mostly small-capitalisa-

tion second-liners. Selling of
big bine chips left the JKSE
composite index down 8.56, or

1.4 per cent, at 61592.

Where one share price did
rise a lot foe bourse decided to

investigate; its target was foe

printing and packaging com-

FT/S&P ACTUARIES WORLD INDICES 1

The FT/S&P Actuaries World mefcaa are owned by FT-SE lownatlonal UmBed. Goldman. Sachs & Co. and Standwd & Poor's. The Indices are campfiad by FT-SE Intarmfiorol and
Goldman Sachs in coniunction with the FacUty at Actuaries end the instflUte of Acfueriu. NalWost Securittea Ud was a co-founder cd the Indices,
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pany PT Super Indah Makmur,
which soared RpLOTS, or 78 per
cent, to Rp2,450 on Monday on
talk of better profits, and
another Rp8O0 yesterday before

subsiding to dose Rp425 higher
at Rp2375.
TAIPEI backed off the 6,000

level, foe weighted index clos-

ing 5L57 lower at 5J9ZL92 as

turnover shrank from T$32.6bn
to T$29.7bn.

Financials and large-capital-

isation stocks, which lifted the

market on reports of a Morgan
Stanley recommendation,
encountered profit-taking, Shin
Kong Life Insurance falling

T$2 to T$lll.5 and Formosa
Plastics 80 cents to T$47,5.

WELLINGTON noted that
foe fell of 9.76 to 2,036.05 in foe

NZSE-10 capital index was doe
to Telecom and Lion Nathan

going ex-dividend. The
NZSE-40 grass index, which
adjusts for dividends, finished

7.83 ahead at 2,789.84.

The Warehouse, a discount

retailer, dropped another 28
cents to NZ$280 following Fri-

day's news that its 1995/96
operating profits would be
around 36 per cent lower than
forecast. But Air New Zealand
B gained 20 cents to NZ$465
after foe Commerce Commis-
sion gave the carries: permis-

sion to buy up to 50 per cent of
Australia's Ansett Holdings.

SEOUL improved on expecta-

tions of an early settlement to
tiie bribery scandal that led to

foe arrest of foe head of the

Securities Supervisory Board.
The composite index closed

1Z2I higher at 909.43.

The telecommunications sec-

tor benefited from expectations

that a number of large-scale

projects. Involving personal
communications services,
would be launched soon.

Korea Mobile Telecom rose

Won30,000 to Won780,000. Sam-
sung Electronics, which fell

sharply in recent days due to

felling semiconductor prices,

rose Wan2£Q0 to Wan74j500.
HONG KONG edged higher

in quiet trade, shrugging oft

external influences, and foe
Hang Seng index rose 27.10 to

11,G86J?1 in turnover that dwin-

dled to a weak HKJ3.3bn.
Sun Hung Kai&Co, how-

ever. rocketed 47.5 cents to

HK83.Q25 on talk of possible
rival bids by various groups
against Allied Properties’

agreed offer for the Fung fami-

ly’s 33 per cent stake in the

securities house. Allied Proper-

ties rose 2 cents to HKJ1.09.

Oriental Press continued to

strengthen, up 20 cents to

HK$395 on signs of an end to

the Chinese language newspa-

per price war. Other newspa-
pers benefited. Hong Kong
Daily News rose 10 cents to

HK$L26, Sing Tao 28 cents to

HKS4.475 and the English-lan-

guage South China Morning
Post 50 cents to HXS5.60.

BOMBAY saw action in Tes-

maco, up Rs35 or 16.1 per cent

to RS252.56 on reports that the

machinery maker was plan-

ning to restructure its tiny

equity base. The broader mar-
ket was weak on profit-taking

by domestic and foreign funds
and the BSE-30 index ended
5.85 off at 3,793.46 after an
early rally to 3£4L79.
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Capital increase by means of an exchange of

1995 dividend rights for shares ("Stock dividend”)

Meeting on 1/ April 1996, the Board of Directors of FredsAG decided to iiiCTwsr the capital of the company b>

meant of an exchange of 1995 dividend rights for shares ("stock dividend"), as foOnvn;

m
Issue price

Nature of the new share*

Subscription period

Eutitfcnxar of new shares

to dividends

: b£F 3.444 per wcw ifaw. requiring a contribution of 41 no. 8 cwipoan of

Ordinary shares

: Ordinary shares, each accompanied by an additional coupon sheet, known as the

"WPR strip" embodying the fiscal advantage enabling the holder to benefit from

a reduced levri of investment withholding m. runenily 15%.

: from 6 to 18June 19% inclusive.

; As from I January ] 99b.

Applications to exchange dividend rights for new shares may be submitted to the Mowing institutions, from whom
prospectuses describing the operation wiD be araibhle:

GENERALE DE BANQUE ASLK-CGER BANK

fir '*f rJV’4 A •t'&r

METROPOLITAN MNK
CREDIT A LTNDUSTRIE
CAISSE PRIVEE BANQUE

a\NQUEUCL
BARCLAYS BANK

Shareholders who do not poises* a sufficient number of coupons to subscribe to a whole number of new share* mas
supplement their subscription by means of a cash adjustment enabling [hem to obtain the number uf shares

hmottfiately above that to which they air entitled by virtue of the coupons they possess. The adjustment amount
payable will be equal to the musing number of no. 8 coupons multiplied by BEF 84. Only one cash adjustment will br

permitted per shanehddec

Shareholders are glxj redded to apply only part of their coupons to subscribing new sftanst

The results of the capital increase wiD be published in the press on 24June 1996.

Nft 8 coupons not used for subscribing new shans will be payable in cash at the atar^nmuoned irwitutuns, as from

27 June 1996.

Shareholders wishing to benefit from investment withholding tax at the reduced rale of (5% must present two

coupons ; coupon no. 6 of the share itself and coupon no. 8 of the 'WPR strip
-
” coupon sheet. In this case, they will

receive a net dividend of BEF 9520. Sharehokkn pwearing only the na 8 coupon of the share itself wil] receive

BEF 84 net per share, Le. after deduction of investment withholding tax at die normal rate of 25%.

Applications hate been made to have the new shares and “VVPR strip" coupon sheets Ihded cm the Brussels and
Antwerp stock acdiangea. Applications have also been made to have only the new shares listed cm the Luxembourg
and London stock exchanges.

ll_l _-‘j m __J L L 1 • — ' - • V -We • I

Brussels, 5June 1936

fords AG
Bouktad E. Janpnaal 53

1000 Brussels

Belgium

Trade regkerno. 181

1

fwthe Board of Dinvrore

Maurice L1PPEXS

Chairman - Managing Director

CbowtoW. FT-SE mmriknaf Untsd, Gaunt, Sadts and Go. Mid Sbndsd & tarts. MM. M itgtSs waved "FT/SSP ActbarisB’ Is a jett ndwnwk & Tfw Fimnual Tknas cJnRud *nd Staockatt A fogrfe-

CmSimiBiT CHANGE WW; Mama ctmng* Corona Dwriapnwn to BrookMcj ProoaUoo Cotjl (Canada)- Utssl prtom wen uanatntto tar this sAhn. itohatc dosed 3AV90: Wand and N*w Ztdnvi.
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Preparing for the summer
Olympics: main picture, for left, a
‘results team* works with
computers at a cycling test event;
In the centre, top picture, a
demonstration of the advanced on-
screen results management system
which will be used in Atlanta; in the
build-up to the games, computer-
aided design systems were used to

model the new venues; elsewhere
in Atlanta, a pen-based computer
system, pictured above, right, is

used by a technology volunteer to
input statistics at a badminton test

event
Pictures: AUsport/Jamie Squire

Sporting world offers an unrivalled
showcase for technology

From motorsport and football to athletics and yatching, sports sponsorship is big business for IT suppliers. IBM, for example, is
among the sponsors of the 1996 Olympic Games, described as the most technologically-advanced sporting event in history

foil'll
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T
wo sporting spectaculars

thissummer - the Olym-
pics and the .European

Football Championship - will

provide the world's, leading
Information technology compa-
nies with an unprecedented
opportunity to display their
products and services.

Indeed, given the scale, com-
plexity and casts .involved In

organising and running such
events, it is doubtful whether
they could take place at all

without using IT and enlisting

the help of IT industry spon-

sors.

Overall. North American
companies will spend an esti-

mated $&5bn on sponsorship of

Sports this year. And while the
information technology Indus-,

try lags behind makers of cars.'

cigarettes, soft drinks and
other household products in
total spending, it is among the

fastest-growing sectors in the

sports sponsorship field.

Aside from International

Business Machine's sponsor-
ship of the summer Olympics
in Atlanta, Georgia, Hew-
lett-Packard is backing World
Cup Soccer, and a racing car
team. 3Com, the Silicon Valley

networking equipment com-.

pany, has put its name an the
San Francisco 49er’s football

-stadium.

Sports sponsorship may
appear to be a symbol of corpo-

rate largess. In reality. it is big

business. Corporate 'sponsor-

ships of sporting events -

which can range from a few
thousand dollars to tens of mil-

lions - typically produce pub-
lic "exposure" valued at
around ten times the cost of
the sponsorship, according to

marketing experts. .

This goes well beyond
attracting the attention of Cans
in the stands at a sportiiig

event Television coverage of
an event raises the stakes,

while opportunities to enter-

tain corporate customers are
another draw.
The IT industry is, however,

moving beyond the traditional

use of corporate sponsorship as

a form of "brand marketing”.

In many instances, computer
and software companies also

provide the equipment and
information technology ser-

vices required by big events.

As with other large events,

international sports champion-
ships are logistical nightmares.
For example, organising the

Olympic games Is foe equiva-

lent of holding two American
Football Snperbowls every day
for 17 days, or the same as
hosting the final stages 01 20
soccer World Cups simulta-

neously. •

For Euro 96, Serna Group,
foe Anglo-French computer
services group. Microsoft, the

US software developer. Digital

Equipment and British Tele-

communications have com-
bined to form the technology
team which is responsible for

providing technology for the
matches which win take place

across eight football grounds
from Anfleld in Liverpool to

Wembley.
Everyone involved In the

tournaments including 6,000

media representatives, over
2.000 staff and players. 1.4m
ticket holders and a cumula-
tive television audience of
6£hn will rely oh the technol-

ogy- Among foe projects they
have already completed is the
accreditation system which
streamlines the normal
lengthy registration process for

the more than 8,000 people
involved with foe champion-
ship.

In addition to the accredita-

tion system, other interrelated

applications include the VIP
management, volunteer man-
agement and materials man-
agement systems, the informa-

tion system and foe results

service. These systems will all

work together on a common
platform based on Digital hard-
ware and Microsoft Windows
NT software allowing the
exchange of date between
systems.

There will be media and

I

This report by
Louise Kehoe,

Paul Taylor and
Keith Wheatley

administration centres in each
of the eight cities. All of foe
systems in each venue will be
talked on a local area network,

and all foe cities will be linked
to a central server using an
ISDN (integrated systems digi-

tal network) wide area net-

work.
Meanwhile. IBM has already

built extensive information
technology systems for the
summer Olympics. During the

build-up to foe games, for

example. IBM has provided
three-dimensional virtual real-

ity systems used to. simulate
stadiums still under construc-
tion.

Bob Stiles, Olympic Stadium
venue manager, recalls a visit

by 500 National Olympic Com-
mittee officials: “They were in
Atlanta to review the status of
Games preparation and were
keenly interested in foe (then

incomplete) Olympic stadium."
he said. Stiles was able to show
his guests a three-dimensiona]

computer simulated video
“walk through" of the struc-

ture, (see picture, above, centre).

IBM is one of the main spon-
sors for the Olympics, which
will Involve 10,000 athletes ,

from 197 countries competing
in 271 events at 30 different

venues. Over foe course of foe
Games, approximately 67 per
cent of the world population is

expected to view some part of

the sporting events.

With no local or national
government money to be spent
on this year's Games, approxi-
mately 70 per cent of the
Atlanta Committee for foe
Olympic Games' $l.7hn budget
will come from sponsorship.

According to sponsorship
industry experts, about 20 com-
panies will spend 540m ormore
to become either “domestic
partners" of the Olympic
organisation or “worldwide
sponsors", another 23 lesser
sponsors will each spend S4m
to $20m.
Among IBM's other contribu-

tions to the Olympics are an
electronic mail system to link

all athletes, coaches and train-

ers, an extensive library of
Olympics information on foe
Internet and on-site touch-
screen terminals that provide
event schedules and venue
maps.
Perhaps the most visible part

of the information technology
systems at foe Olympics, how-
ever’ will, be the results sys-

tem, also built by IBM, which
will provide virtually instant
updates on the scores and
times of all events and the per-

formance of individual ath-
letes. IBM believes that foe
Olympic Games provide “an
unrivaled showcase" for its

technology. The
.
company

began sponsoring Olympic
events 36 years ago and has
already committed to sponsor-

ing future Games in Nagano

and Sydney. Similarly, Hew-
lett-Packard is sponsoring, and
helping to facilitate World Cup
soccer. This involves building
systems to link ten venues
prior to foe final games that
will take place in France in

1998. Already, plans are well

under way for systems to han-
dle ticketing, accreditation of

players, coaches and other
team staff, transportation and
logistics.

These are “mission critical

applications" that will demon-
strate HP's technology in

.

action, says Katey Kennedy.
HP’s manager of the World
Cup project The sponsorship is

the largest-ever undertaken by
HP which also sponsored
racing car teams, Americas
Cup yacht teams, soccer and
rugby dubs.
Fot HP, the World Cup also

represents an opportunity to
promote its brand name among
sports fans, particularly in

Europe and South America, at

a time when the company is

expanding its involvement in
retail and consumer markets
for personal computers and
printers.

Continued on page 2

The Summer Olympics
•AttandanoaclOhOO athletes from

197 countries, 5.500 coaches and

staff, 15,000 media representatives,

71,000 staff and vottntesra. and 2JSn

spectators; 1

1

J2 tickets Issued.

•7V broadcasting: 67 per cant of

the world population ® expected to

. watch the games, making a
. cunxjIaSve TV audience of 3.5bn.

• Computer technology: few main-

frame computers, 80 AS/400 servers,

more than 7.000 desktop and note-

book PQs, at least 1.000 laser print*

and 250 tocai area networks.

•Telecommunications: 13,000 tsie

phones indudino 1 ,700 wireless

phones, rrxre flwn 6.000 pagers, at

least 9,500 redos, more than SOD da
tines and 11 ,500 televisions.

• Other fT facts: the Olympic Web
page

Is expected to attract between 5m ar

10m ‘hte’ a day.

• Info *98, the Olympic database,

contains 60 gigabytes of Ofymplc

history, equivalent 384,000 typewrjtte

pages - sufficient for a paper path

between London and San Francisco.

• The gores themselves are

expected to generate three trillion

characters of Information, enough to

. fifl a daily newspaper for the next

30,000 years or the same as a stack

of double-spaced typewritten pages

85 miss high.

• Duing the 16 day9 of competition

printers wffl produce 30m pages of

tacts and figures for the medte. With

more than 540 sessions spanning 26
sports, the Ofymplc committee

expects to process 3,000 ticket

requests an hour.
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IT in sport

;
P Sporting challenges for the IT industry
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Around the world, few sporting events
are staged without the involvement of
information technology. There are
special considerations which are not
found in a normal commercial
environment. Here, Rod Newing outlines
some of the unique problems and
opportunities

I
magine setting up a $i.6bn

corporation with 252
offices in 1G0 cities and

140.000 employees all linked by
computer, telephone, digital
TV, cellular and radio. Imagine
you run it for 17 days and then
you shut it down - that's the
Atlanta Olympics.
Around the world, few sport-

ing events are staged without
the involvement of information
technology. The most
advanced applications of IT in

sport will be at the 1996 Olym-
pic Games in Atlanta in the
US. Organising the games is

the equivalent of hosting the
final stages of 20 soccer World
Cups, simultaneously. The
games are likely to be watched
by nearly two-thirds of the
world's population.

Key role
rr will also play a crucial

role in Euro 96 - the finals of

the European football champi-
onship being held in the UK
between June 8 and 16. Euro 96

which is the largest sporting

event in Europe this year.

Apart from these sporting
spectaculars. IT is also essen-

tial to a wide variety of other
activities such as motorsport,
baseball, sailing, cricket and
tennis, to name a few.

Even at the small club and
local event level, simple data-

base applications are now used

For entries and results. But for

large international events, no
single IT company can provide

all the sendees necessary, so
groups of companies are
appointed, with one of their

number being appointed as
integrator. At the Olympics.
IBM leads AT&T. Bel] South.
Kodak, Motorola, Panasonic,
Sensormatic. Swatch and
Xerox, while Serna Group lead

BT. Digital and Microsoft at

Euro 96.

“When we originally pro-

posed the really outrageous
idea of bringing the Olympic
Games to Atlanta, we knew we
would need the help of some of

the world's greatest compa-
nies," says Billy Payne, chief

executive and president of the

Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games. Acog.
This co-operative effort

brings unprecedented co-opera-

tion bum rival rr companies.
“We have worked with IBM

in Barcelona and are working
with them in Atlanta and Syd-

ney.” says Martin Trees, mar-
keting director at Serna Group.
"We are also working with
EDS in the World Cup in Dal-

las. EDS and IBM are normally
our 'deadliest' competitors, but
we choose to work together
because nobody can provide aU
the expertise. We need to form
consortia for each major event
We know who has key areas of

expertise - and we work

together.”

The larger events have
become so complex that they

could not be planned, managed
or operated without the sup-

port of the IT Industry through

the provision of hardware, soft-

ware. services, expertise, proj-

ect management, key systems,
worldwide telecommunications

and technology transfer.

Whatever the event, it will

require a number of systems.

Including accommodation,
accreditation, computer-aided
design, event-scheduling and
information systems for media
and accredited personnel.

United projects
Then there is materials man-

agement. medical, project man-
agement. recruiting and man-
aging volunteers, results, retail

merchandising, security, tick-

eting:. transportation. VIP man-
agement. weather forecasting

and many others. It is impor-

tant to remember that these

are not Just a series of stand-

alone applications, but must
all be linked to share the same
data.

System re-use is essential to

minimise the risk and cost of

development. Such Is the
involvement of IT that organi-

sations such as BT, IBM. EDS,
Serna and Sybase, take a
long-term view, using their

expertise and systems in a
wide range of events. In the

case of the Olympics. IBM has
been involved since 1960. at the
Squaw Valley Winter Olympics
in California, which were the
first to use IT.

IBM’s current agreement
with the International Olympic
Committee runs from 1992 to

2000, with an option to extend
to 2004. Meanwhile, Serna’s

expertise in sports results will

be used at Wimbledon tennis

championships: the company’s
systems will also be used ax

the Mediterranean games.

With the expansion of the
Internet, sporting events of
many types must now have
their worldwide web sites

which have proved to be
highly popular, attracting
large numbers of accesses from
fans. Results are becoming
increasingly scaleable, using
powerful parallel processing
servers, (see report below}.

Another issue with sporting

events is the volume and fre-

quency of result updates,
allowing computer users to

chart the progress of events, as
well as receiving results and
accessing event information.
"It is closer to broadcasting
than publishing,” says Jose-

Luis Iribarren, IBM's Manager
of Olympic and Sports Internet

Systems.
Another problem which

sporting events pose Is the
need for total reliability with-

out an opportunity’ for a »».

full-scale test - "there can be
no overall dress rehearsal, only
the components can be tested,”

says Martin Clague. general
manager of worldwide client-

server computing at IBM.
“The systems must be 'archi-

tected* against failure,” be

SpSt-eecond timing is crucial in motorsport States 1982 the Swiss company TAG Huer has been the official Formula One timekes^jer and also a

sponsor of fhe Ferrari and McLaren teams. The margin tor error is almost non-exfctent, since success or feflure can hinge on a thousandth of a

second. Pictured here is Fbrrmtia One driver HJtFhentzen In action tat the Grand Prix d1Argentine

adds. "During development,
yon have to make tradeoffs,

because you can't chance new
untested technology just
because it offers potential You
tnakp lots of mistakes, but the
most important thing is to cap-

ture wbat you don’t know and
move on.”

Sponsorship of large sporting

events (see report, page one

)

provides considerable commer-

cial benefits to IT companies.

Eli Primrose-Smith, the former

international swimmer who is

now IBM’s director of world-

wide Olympic and sports
operations, acknowledges that

the event provides a unique
showcase for technology: “This
is IBM's greatest opportunity.
The Olympics are watched by
3bn TV viewers, equal to two^

thirds of the human race, in

195 countries. It has worldwide
impact and the Olympic rings

are the best-known symbol
after the Christian cross.”

The relationship between
sport and IT is mutually bene-

ficial. IBM has been "a valued
partner of the World Wide
Olympic Movement since
1980,” says Juan Antonio
Samaranch, president of the

International Olympic Commit-

tee. IT sports systems are

unlike any others — “they are

mission critical and high pro-

file. There can be no disasters

and there is no second
chance.” comments Billy

Payne in Atlanta.

A similar view is expressed

by Glen Kirton, Euro 96 tour-

nament director at the Football

Association. “We only get one

shot at it,” he says.
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Wired-up sports fans log-on for

computerised, collated statistics
The Net is a natural medium when it

comes to analysing and presenting the
kind of intensive statistical information
on which sports analysts depend
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“
Sateflite systems in the raumMhe-warid yacht race now transmit position, course and speed, four times a day.

Pictured here: Htinefcan leads Winston tai the Whitbread round-the-warid race tor the Hotnefcan Trophy
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E
very time Tottenham’s
Teddy Sheringham
scores yet another Pre-

miership goal; or Cecil Fielder

hammers a home run out oT
Detroit's Tiger Stadium; or
Charles Barkley loops in a
three-pointer for the Suns,
there's someone, somewhere,
who lives for the 'stat'.

And with the proliferation of
fantasy sports games on both
sides of the Atlantic over the

past couple of years, there are

countless thousands of Inter-

net users who log in regularly

to keep up to date with the
exploits of sporting heroes they
might never actually watch in

the flesh.

In the US. fantasy leagues

are big business and there are

hundreds of companies selling

computerised, collated statis-

tics, custom-tailored to the
needs of armchair sports fans,

for whom a black and white
box score can literally bring a
game to life.

When Britain's Electronic

Telegraph launched Its fantasy

soccer game last year, based on
the English premier league. It

was overwhelmed with entries;

both from existing users of the
paper’s site and a significant

number of new recruits.

It has been a perfect example
of an information provider giv-

ing a premium, added-value
service to its audience, who
largely consider the £10
entrance fee worth paying.

With soccer’s European
Championship tournament
about to begin in England, the

Microsoft-led official site

(irzrw.euro96.OTp) is an Integral

part of the tournament’s over-

all information distribution

set-up.

Visitors to the site will be
getting practically the same
information as journalists in

the tournament's eight media
centres, with the aim being for

the site to be updated from the

results service approximately
every 10 seconds.

The site has exclusive rights

to television and radio high-

lights throughout the tourna-

ment, and it also features a
Fan Forum, similar to an Inter-

active Usenet newsgroup.
But over and above the hun-

dreds of bulletin boards, chat

rooms, newsgroups and mail-

ing lists where sporting perfor-

mances can be critiqued and
debated, the Net is a natural

medium when it comes to ana-

lysing and presorting the kind

of intensive statistical informa-

tion on which sports analysts -

amateur and professional -
depend.

More dimensions
PowerPlay, an Internet-based

product from Massachusetts
company Cognos, is capable of
processing a high volume of
statistical data and presenting

it in a way that lets the user
see it "multi-dimensionally” -

in multiple combinations or
views; similar, as the company
says, to turning the feces on a
Rubik’s Cube.
For instance, using Power-

Play to analyse baseball statis-

tics allows the viewer to ask
very detailed questions relat-

ing to the performances of
teams and Individual players
In specific situations.

If he reaDy needs to. a fan
could find out bow well a par-

ticular player hits against
right-handed pitchers la night

games on the road during
August; with two outs In Che
seventh and runners in scoring

position.

Ketan Karla of Cognos says
the company is developing and
expanding the applications for

the technology specifically for

Europe and the UK.
While soccer tournaments

are a natural, there is also the

more serious business of poli-

tics. With a general election

looming, tracking individual

daily opinion polls graf analys-

ing their findings could be
made easier and much more
productive.

“With this product, you just

throw the data at it and it

gives you breakdowns from
lots of different angles.” says
Karig,

The corporate applications

are also extensive, he believes.

"Companies don’t always real-

ise that their information is a
commodity. We’re targeting

organisations who have lots of

data locked up and trying to

change the way 'they use thair

information.”
PowerPlay, which recently

won PC Week's IT Excellence

award, is the world's most

widely-used software for this

form of online analytical pro-

cessing. Details are available at

the Cognos web site (www.cog-
nos.com).

With the centennial Olym-
pics coming up in Atlanta, IBM
expects the official games Web
site (wuoo.adanta.olympic.org

)

to generate between five and 10

million hits - or about three

million visits - a day.

The information logistics of

the Games - the equivalent of

holding two Superbowls every

day for 17 days, or 20 World
Cup finals simultaneously -

means the challenge of getting

the results out quickly and
accurately has never been
greater.

While this is the first time
Olympics results have been
accessible through the Web,
IBM believes the official site

will be "the closest tiling to

being at the Games."
The Atlanta Journal-Consti-

tution’s Olympics countdown
site (iBwtaatUmtagames.com/in-
dex.htm) is also well worth a
browse.
Looking even further ahead.

EDS is the official information

technology services provider of

the 1998 World Cup Finals in

France, and is planning to

build on Its success at the last

finals in USA*94.

But for the wired sports fan.

there are literally more sports

Net sites out there than you
can shake a Louisville Slugger

at.

Use a search engine to nar-

row down exactly what you
want, but as far as originality

and general sports enjoyment
goes, there are one or two wor-

thy of a special mention.

• Baseball: check out Fastball

(tcww.fastbaU.com), the Cox
newspapers' site which makes
extensive use of RealAudio to

provide hourly sports updates.

Entertaining
Sportsline USA (www.sports-

luw.com) is an excellent sub-

scription-based service which
among a wide range of hugely

entertaining material, has a
•live’ play-by-play facility

which shows a graphical repre-

sentation of every game in

progress together with auto-

matically refreshed box scores.

John Skilton’s Baseball
Links (tmow.pc-professor. com/
baseballf) is one of the most
comprehensive and well -pres-

ented resource pages, with
excellent coverage of the minor
leagues and top-notch stats

links.

• Soccer Absolutely the place
to start Is the Virtual Library
(tfiivw.atm.ch.cam.ac.uk/sports/

webs.html), which has links to

nearly every soccer site on the
planet
• Basketball: The official

NBA site <taww.ttba.com

)

pres-

ents the corporate face of the

game: while Gionet's Basket-
ball Links lipww.cyberbeach

.

necl % 7Egionet/sports/basket-
balO collates more hoops links
than the average Can could »’

'

ever need.

The high value of sports sponsorship
Continued from Page 1

As is typical of most sports
sponsorship contracts, HP will

be given prime billing on event
literature and at promotional
events. Beyond that, however,
it is up to the company to
leverage its Investment in the
sporting event said Ms Kenn-
edy.

This may involve advertising
linked to the event, press
guides and events, billboards

and promotions with local

dealers in places where the
World Cup is heavily watched.
In the motor racing world,

aficionadoes of Grand Prix wfl]

follow the Saturday afternoon

qualifying session almost as

closely as the race itself on the
following day. The fastest time
gives pole position and, on
many tracks where overtaking

Is virtually Impossible, a hugB
impetus towards victory.

Accurate timing is vital.

Since 1992 the Swiss company
TAG Huer has been the official

Formula One timekeeper and
also a sponsor of the Ferrari

and McLaren teams. The mar-
gin for error is almost non-exis-

tent. since success or failore
can hinge on a thousandth of a
second.

In the media centre and in

the pits, press and engineers

rely totally on a series of five

computerised screens provide
by TAG which show lap times,

average speeds on different

sectors, and a continually
updated table of fastest driv-

ers. During practice or qualify-

ing, with up to 26 teams on the
circuit the flow of information

can be astonishing.

"Formula One presents the
company with one of our great-

est challenges, where split-sec-

ond accuracy and precision
must be totally guaranteed,”
said TAG Hum- chief executive
Christian Virus.

Golf might seem the antith-

esis of Formula One, a sport
where hours not microseconds
are the temporal currency. Vet
the complexities of recording
and relaying the results in a
key competition such as The
Open are a challenge to infor-

mation technology.

Four dayB of play, 156 play-

ers over 72 holes and a public
and media demand for a real-

time leader board gives the ser-

vice provider a major chal-
lenge.

Unisys has been the Royal &
Ancient's partner since 1980. It

now deploys hand-held radio
terminals at each green to send
results directly to a central
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scoring system. From there it

goes back to leader-boards
scattered around a course that

may up to 10km in length.

It takes around 14km of
cabling to service the 100 PC
workstations and printers dot-

ted around the course. Two
Unisys servers (one for

back-up) are based at the
course in a trailer. "We have to

run from 7am until 10pm with

zero downtime.” says David
Fox of Unisys. “We can’t afford

a failure. Apart from the scor-

ing system for officials and
spectators, we provide com-
puter graphics for the BBC and
other TV broadcasters.'’

Y'et the geographical
demands of a golf course

are as nothing compared
with the spread of a round-the-

world yacht race. In September
this year, the BT Global Chal-

lenge sails from Southampton.
Fourteen yachts racing a
32,000-mile course over a 10-

month period. Gone are the

days of snap'crackle and pap

over high frequency radio.

Each boat has ah Inmarsat C
terminal that will transmit

position, course and speed four

times a day, more often if

requested.

At race headquarters BT

staff will make the data avail-

able via dial-in database that
anyone with a fax can down-
load from. In addition the cur-
rent positions and situation
will be constantly available
from a World Wide Web site.

The Internet's multimedia
capability means there are
likely to be audio and video
clips available from crews and
skippers whilst the yachts are
at sea, making Cape Horn as
audience-friendly as the local
football stadium.
There are, of course, risks

attached to sports sponsorship.

In the World Cup, for example,
teams representing countries
that are. prime markets for HP
could be knocked out in the
early rounds.
Scandals involving athletes,

violence in the stands, bad
weather that forces the post-
ponement or a big event, politi-

cal tensions leading to an
Olympics boycott, the crash of *;

a sponsored race car - could J:

significantly reduce the value*- *
of a company's investment iiT -

sponsorship.

Yet industry experts main-
tain that the high value of
sports sponsorships that place
a company's name in the view
of millions of sports fens, far
outweigh the potential pitfalls.
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Electronic results systems « By Rod Newing

Scoring with pin-point accuracy
As many ‘live' sports events attract
worldwide audiences, instant sports
results have such a high profile that the
behind-the-scenes information systems
cannot be allowed to fail

When it comes to
results, broadcast to
ISO countries, “you

can’t get it wrong - because if
you do. several hundred mil ,

lion viewers will know a few
seconds before you do", warns
Martin Trees, marketing direc-

tor of Serna Group, who are the
lead technology sponsor to
Euro 96.

“Quality is so important
because the results system pro-
vides an automatic feed’ to a
live TV graphic," he says. This
sums up one of the many chal-
lenges which face IT compa-
nies responsible for the
systems which record sports
events as they happen.
While an event is in. prog-

ress, systems are needed to

record statistics, provide them
to broadcast commentators,
along with competitor details

and to record results. When
the event is over, the results

need to be made available to
the organisation itself, offi-

cials, athletes, media and the
world at large. These high-pro-
file systems are "mission criti-

cal" and must not fail

This results exercise has to
be done not once, but repeated
over and over again: the Olym-
pics, for example, involve 26
sports with 37 disciplines and
271 medal events at 27 venues.
The results' system for Euro 96
involves 31 large-scale soccer
events at eight grounds. It is

also vital that these systems
are intuitive and easy to use.

because users may not be com-
puter literate and will have no
opportunity for training. The
Olympic information system
will have 150,000 users.

All events tend to fall Into

one of four broad categories,

which are team events, judged
events, timed and head-to-head

events. These systems can be
shared within their category,

but must allow customisation
to each event.

Laptop PCs
At the Atlanta team events,

volunteers stationed at event
sites will be equipped with cus-

tomised pen-based laptop com-
puters with interfaces that
duplicate the sport’s Qeld
uses sport-specific language
and symbols for likely events

and players.

The *pen' allows observers to

touch the screen symbol of a
player, then a spot cm the field

of play and then an action
which occurred. This allows

rm trti6it fIow

Historical and
biographical details

Note B6 footed maktfiaswflM broadcast lo 150 couitnM.vtaiwavmga
Irfmirt— TT*n~rn prr ir-itr" in r finrnrl r* 77T1 mfltnri inirt Intel mrlnnrn nf fltf hMnii

non-technical volunteers to

register the action as It hap-

pens. such as capturing which
basketball player just made an
assist or which football player

scored a goal.

The system can be config-

ured for different sports and
provides a feed through a wire-

less local area network (Lan)

to the results, information and
Internet systems.

Euro 96 has a similar system
to the one in Atlanta, but it

uses a Digital Ultra Hi-Note
pen-based system with a
mouse, which users prefer.

At judged events, officials

enter scores, which are then
forwarded to the head judge
who holds approval or veto
power. In events such as gym-
nastics, where scores are aver-
aged, the approved marks are
automatically averaged to
deliver the Anal score.

Other systems capture
details of times events, which
are then communicated to the

results system. For instance, at

an Olympic track event.
Swatch measures time, speed
and distance by using a
high-speed camera that sam-
ples the image of the finish

line thousands of times a sec-

ond. This information is digi-

tised and integrated into the
results system
Having captured statistics

and results at the venue, the

system must compute the
meaning of this score within
the context of the competition
and transmit the data to a vari-

ety of integrated information
systems to provide instant
results. Systems must he con-
stantly improved to keep up
with the public thirst for infor-

mation - “with the results sys-

tem. you have to keep it sim-

ple, but deliver something new
and exciting to the customer,”
explains Mr Trees.

Every large event has to

keep everyone involved
up-to-date with what Is going
on. which is done through
information kiosks. These pro-

vide reference material, such
as competitor biographies and
images, event history, current
records, schedules, transporta-

tion, weather forecasts and
entertainment. These kiosks
also provide key information
such as latest sports headlines,
news flashes, full results, sta-

tistics, new records and so on.

Electroni e-mail and bulletin

boards are also provided at the
Olympics, allowing competi-
tors. officials and the m«Ha to

communicate with each other.

This system needs to be
updated regularly from the
results system: at the Olympics
this Is done every' two minutes.

Commentaries
The broadcast media need to

be able to provide up-to-date

information, so a commentator
Information system is required.
This takes a ‘feed

1

from the

results system to show statis-

tics about the current event
and results from others which
are going on at the same time,
plus another feed from the
information system to provide
athlete biographies and statis-

tics.

Commentators need to log in

with their nationality, so the
system can highlight informa-
tion on their national athletes.

“The biggest problem with
results systems is the require-

ment not to interfere with the
event,” says Bruce Sanders,
from IBM's 1996 Olympic
Games Project Team. "Back-up
and redundancy is needed at
every stage in the system, as
event schedules cannot be
missed because of faults in tim-

ing or scoring systems."

Paul Gascoigne In action: whfle rival teams across Europe ware in intensive training ki the run-up to Euro 96,

England players, returning from the Far East, were caught up in a blaze of publicity as the Football Association
- the hosts of the tournament - later launched an investigation Into an Incident during a 13-hour flight on a
Cathay Pacific 747, in which two video screens were smashed causing £5^)00 of damage during a party to

celebrate Gascoigne's 29th birthday. Last Sunday, the England squad resumed training at their Burnham
Beeches headquarters- Eure 96 is expected to generate total revenues of more than El50m.

V Euro 96 • By Michael Dempsey

Technology team with
a very serious goal
Euro 96 presents a
big technical
challenge for the

Sema Group and
* its IT partners

T he 16 national teams par-

ticipating in Euro 96
have their hearts firmly

set an sporting glory. Martin
Trees, marketing director of
Sema, the £700m European
systems and services group,

has an even more serious goal:

Sema will earning a large

chunk of the £10m being
shared between the four tech-

nology partners organising

Euro 96.

But Mr Trees reckons that in

its role of co-ordinating efforts

by BT, Microsoft and Digital

Sema can put it own name on
the map - “to he realistic,

we're doing this purely for the

marketing", he says. This

sporting event offers Sema the

chance to prove its ability to

create a virtual company in

ext to no time under a glare

of media attention.

By the first kick-off on June

6. Sema will have delivered the

management systems to run a

10.000 strong company. This

commercial entity will have
sprung out of nowhere, and
will have no inherited manage-
ment structure.

Accreditation and keeping

.
track of VIPs is a big headache
in the largest footballing event

staged in England for 30 years.

Furthermore, members of

the media corps following the

championships have differing

levels of access to matches and
venues. Behind the badge car-

ried by every player there will

be a database of human details,

covering everything from die-

tary requirements to the level

of security required.

Clearly, some nations are

considered as more sensitive

than others in the security

area. Sema, which has consid-

erable experience in this field

through contracts with the
French military - among oth-

ers - is justifiably tight-lipped

about certain elements of the

accreditation process.

Badges, for example, will

only be produced at the last

possible moment: given a tight

timescale, there can be no
room far error in the data
attached to 15,000 badges.

Meanwhile. Microsoft has
performed a key role in sorting

out accreditation. Philip Strad-

ling, Euro 96 project manager
at Microsoft, explains that

while Sema developed much of
the system specification in Bar-

celona, his people helped shift

a team of experts in the large

mainframe computer environ-

ment over to the world of Win-
dows 95.

“We put people out there to

'hold hands' and to get over

product information and key
issues about the client server

side of things.” he says.

Graphics
The importance of graphics

ip transmitting coverage of

sporting events played up to

the products in which Micro-

soft excels. The company’s
experience in easy-to-grasp

graphical interfaces was
needed IT UK Football Associa-

tion staff were going to come
to terms with the new system

in a very short time.

Mr Strad!mg says Microsoft

entered the Euro 96 consor-

tium in the autumn of 1995.

With Microsoft’s best-selling

Office software package, a

standard project tool set of

graphics were needed to bridge

the divide between that soft-

ware and the accreditation sys-

tem - "we integrated office

and accreditation systems with
one interface because we don't

know from one day to the next
who'll be using which system
for what purpose," he says.

The idea is to build an envi-

ronment where users can
switch from one role to
another without being aware
of moving to a different sys-

tem.

Graphics, as Microsoft has
long proclaimed, are a useful

way to cope with different

types of data. So Microsoft ech-

oes Serna’s ambition of using a
football championship to get a

deeper message across.

The four IT partners each
have separate contracts, says

Mr Stradling.

"At Microsoft, we get mar-
keting rights, promote our
brands during championships
and get across the Microsoft

message that we’re not just

about consumer software. We
are a serious company for busi-

ness. And this event is Micro-

soft software from tip-to-toe."

Mr Trees and his colleagues

appear to thrive on the scale of

the challenge. Euro 96 will

come into being with an
impressive inventory of mobile

phones, laptop computers and
associated software packages
that all need to be tracked and
returned after the event

Serna’s 100-strong team, to be

boosted to more than LOCO dur-

ing the event have created an
asset register from scratch. He
contends that “building this

system from the bottom-upus-

ing completely fresh applica-

tions - and the latest computer
servers from Digital - has
given his colleagues enough
space to get the job done.

“The exploitation of client-

server architecture, with dus-
ters of PCs wired Into powerful

Digital servers, will deliver IT

Continued on next page

nh^d to Euro 36: the S«na Group, Digital. Microsoft and British Telecom have developed and

***** -upport stmg*.
QOtbsfi Association, London# {left to rtfrt,

id Townwmd of DtgtteJ. hi the front row is Burt MiHichip of the Football Association wrfh Vanessa

I BT and Stephen Ctomenc*. England under-18 player

In April 1996 Personal Computer Magazine gave the

Hewlett-PackardVectraXM4 a highly impressive test-drive.

“Vectra wins: HP's Vectra XM4 gets our vote as

the best piece of corporate kit It is easy to maintain,

but can stand up to punishment HP is a very credible

partner... and has a finger in almost every high-

technology pie" PCM also found the HP Vectra far

ahead of its peers for compatibility, build quality,

maintainability and service and support.

We'd like to add a few more words. Pre-loaded

LAN Remote power and extended DBA interface for

advanced system manageability. Encrypted passwords

and ROM socket for optional ROM-based third party

virusprotection programmes. But enough of words.

Here’s a number instead: 01727 811188. Call Basilica

Computing today for more details. Because you can't be

the best without usingthe best.

HP PCs GIVE YOU ROOM TO THINK

SPECIFICATIONS:

PC System Features

Intel Pentium* Processors

75-166 MHz

8 or lGMb EDORAM Memory,

expandable to !2SMb

* 250 Eb Pipeline Burst

Synchronous cache (standard or

optional depending on model)

Integrated PCI

S3 TOo (H Plugand

Play graphics

• Bus Master

Enhanced - IDE controller with

PIOmode-1

* i shelves. 4 slow {2 PCT)

Networking Features

• IntegratedBus master PCI

10 Base-T Ethernet networks

Ultra-fast Installation software

• Pre-loaded drivers and

certification fora wide range of

network environments

• LAN activityLED on the

front panel

Management Features

Pre-loaded remote DM]

agents giving remote access

to mere than 300 of the PC

attributes

DMT available for Window*

lor Workgroups, Windows%
and OS/21

• LAN Remote Poo-er technology

allowing PCs tobe "powered-on’

through the LAN

• Manageability from the mtior

PC management platform*

Designed tu>

Microsoft-

WndDwtf95

f/,P%
HEWLETT'

mL'fiM PACKARD

Premier Reseller
j

Personal Computer
j

Products

Including HP’s OpenView,

Intel LAN Desk- and

Microsoft SMS

• Pre-loaded Vectra Op-Centre

management applications

Advanced Corporate Security

Future

• ROM socket for third parly

virus protection programs

• Advanced password

management: two-

level encrypted

passwords,

,,«*>«. Pentium'

password length

• Front panel system lock

• PC setting stored in non-erasablu

EEPROM.

• 3 year warranty. 1 year on-sbe.
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96 security • By Danny Bradbury

Troublemakers will face
swift police action
While the international TV audience for
each match will exceed 200m, the police
will be discreetly making their own
on-the-spot networked security videos

T en police farces in the
C7K have constructed
Britain's largcst-ever

computerised “football intelli-

gence" operation for the Euro
96 tournament this month.
Police forces including the

London Metropolitan Police,
British Transport Police, Mer-
seyside, Strathclyde, Greater
Manchester, West Midlands
and Nottinghamshire constab-
ularies are collaborating on a
nationwide digital database
which allows them to digitally

transmit Information on poten-
tial troublemakers in between
regional centres.

The information, including
pictures of potential and
known troublemakers, can also

be transmitted to and from
police vehicles located near the
31 matches being played at

eight cities across England.
Mobile officers using Toshiba

Pentium laptops with Photo-
phone software can extract

frames from band-held video

cameras and send them
directly to other mobile units

or to a regional site for general

dissemination. The project will

provide links into similar
systems run by the British

Transport Police, Scottish
Criminal Intelligence Football

Unit and the National Crime
Information System (NCIS).

Designs for the advanced
system began early last year
and equipment was distributed

in AprCL The computers were
connected up to the Police
National Network in May.
The system uses eight Spare-

station 20 workstations (worth

£200.000), loaned from Son
Microsystems, running the Cri-

mint database system, supplied

by MR-Memex. Information
will be transferred over cellu-

lar phones from police cars to

the Sun computers based at

regional intelligence centres.

Information also be trans-

ferred between servers across

the country using the Mercury

Communications Police
National Network.
Det Chief Supt John Barker,

who is senior investigating

officer for Ehuo 96 at the Lon-
don's Metropolitan Police,
explains the benefits of the sys-

tem: "It will enable us all to

share information about poten-

tial troublemakers, known
troublemakers and incidents
that have occurred which will

help us to define how we will

approach incidents in each
area.”

A typical solution may
Involve a person who is being
disorderly when boarding a
train for a championship
venue. Police officers can
transmit a picture of the per-

son to a mobile unit at the
destination site, which could
then observe the troublemaker
at the match. In addition,

details on the person's history

could be accessed by the
mobile unit. If he was a known
offender.

Det Chief Supt Barker
emphasises the logistical diffi-

culties of communicating with-

out such a system - “it would
have been down the telephone,

by fax or telex. We wouldn't be

operating from the same proto-

cols, so there might, be differ-

ent information stared on one
regional system than on
another. This system ensures

that there are standard proto-

cols with built-in safeguards to

ensure public protection".

Mr Paul Oatway. head of the

hybrid networks branch within
the Metropolitan Police depart-

ment of technology, says that

the Metropolitan force has
been “back-populating" Cri-

mint from an existing opera-

tional Crimint installation

especially for Euro96.

The Metropolitan force has
sized the database for Euro96
at 30,000 intelligence reports.

‘'Crimint is a textual intelli-

gence database - and that text

can be either in fields ofnames
or attributes of individuals,"

he says. Pictures will be stored

alongside text in the database
for transmission.

The systems win be linked to

the 12 HataKacA from the Cam-
bridge-based company of the
same name. This product
allows the police to visualise

networked relationships
between people, locations and
football clubs.

Euro 96: ‘The perfect IT exercise’
Continued from previous page:

‘muscle’ where it’s needed.

"If you’re sitting in Wem-
bley. you can find out where
the VIPs are in Newcastle -
it's all hubbed around our Bir-

mingham data centre with
automatic updating across the

eight venues.”

The use ofa distributed data-

base. essentially eight copies of

the one product held in each of

the participating cities, is key
to the security of the whole
event, explains Microsoft's Mr
Stradling. "The unique thing
about this accreditation is that

takes place across eight loca-

tions. Accreditation is about
who's allowed where, rationing
limited amounts of space and
dealing with security.

“If there is a last-minute

change of a person's itinerary,

we can issue a new badge from
whatever stadium they are at.

But at the same time we
update the distributed data-

base so there aren't two badges
out there for the same person
at the same tune.”

The other key aspect of this

system is resilience. With eight

current copies of the database.

Euro 96 gets a level of data

back-up many financial institu-

tions would envy.

Creating an entire IT depart-

ment out of thin air and focus-

ing its efforts on a very specific

sector is formidable enough.
Serna knows that it will all dis-

appear within 24 hoars of the
final whistle.

“This outfit came Into being

a week before the competition

starts and dies the day after

it.” is Mr Trees’ rather brutal
summary of his new baby's
lifespan. Serna thinks Euro 96
is “the perfect IT exer-
cise . . . this plays to our forte,

tying the latest technology
together and guaranteeing it

win be ail work on time.” says
Mr Trees.

He sees three elements in the’

Euro 96 package - and two of
them demand an uncompro-
raising approach from the sup-
pliers. “You can’t change the

,

quality - you only get one shot
at the event. You can't change
the timing. It starts on June 8
and if your systems are late far

that, you are in big trouble.

You can change only the
resources you devote to it”

One development at Euro 96
is the advent of live TV graph-

ics, fed from the championship

information system directly
into TV feeds. When a red card
is waved at a player, the
offender’s identity and other
details will be tapped into the

system by Serna, converted
into an appropriate graphic,

and flashed straight on to TV
screens.

Mr Stradling sums up the
way a sporting event has
tested the mettle of commer-
cial systems experts: Tve been
involved in rapid development
of applications before. But this

system needed a big infraatruo
ture. including all the dedi-

cated telecoms links from BT.
The end-result might look
straightforward, but knitting a
total of 40 local networks
together and creating one
nationwide data network has
been a big challenge."

Security

command
centre
Using video monitors, pictured

left, officials at the Olympic

Games can monitor and zoom

in on any suspicions activities

in the Olympic village and at

more than 40 different venues

in and around Atlanta. The
Sensonnatic security system

includes round-the-clock

access-control, biometric hand

geometry scanners, alarm
monitoring and hundreds of

unobtrusive surveillance cam-

eras to help provide a “secu-

rity umbrella” for 2m people

attending the event

Bad news for ticket touts
The ability to follow any parcel of tickets from collection to delivery worldwide gives

organisers and buyers strong confidence in tire distribution service

E
leven million tickets for

the Olympic Games will

be available worldwide,
but even that high number
may not be enough to prevent
disappointment among last-

minute visitors, hit by a late

attack of Olympic fever. Ticket

touts wifi be hoping tor a cor
ner of the market
The anticipated demand tor

tickets has led the Atlanta-
based global parcels carrier,

United Parcels Service (UPS),

one of the 12 official sponsors

for the Games and the com-
pany responsible for

distributing tickets around the

globe, to devise a security
strategy which would defy
even James Bond.
A "closed loop” package

tracking system, based on the
Delivery Information Acquisi-

tion Device (Diad), pictured
below, links the UPS global
tracking network with the tick-

et-order database, run by the

Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games (Acog). This
system assigns each ticket

order a nniqim tracking num-
ber which can be traced over
the UPS system by the carri-

er's staff or Acog employees.
Each package of tickets is

bar-coded and scanned as it

moves through UPS’s hub-sort-

ing equipment Location infor-

mation is fed automatically
into the Acog database. UPS

delivery drivers sign for the

ticket package on collection,

and record the data on Diad.

Diad. used for all UPS collec-

tions and deliveries, is based
on hand-held computers which
the drivers take on their
rounds. The hand-held units
are stored in a "base station”

overnight to both re-charge
their batteries and to receive

driver Instructions from the
UPS mainframe. When the
driver collects his or her hand-
held unit the start of a shift,

the machine lists the custom-

os to be called on that day.

Company names, individual

contacts and consignment-

details - for example, “ten
packages, each holding 100

Olympic tickets” - are dis-

played on the screen.

When a collection has been
completed, the driver keys con-

firmation of the pick-up into

the hand-held, noting any dis-

crepancies, such as "only five

packages were ready for collec-

tion instead of ten”.

Upon returning to his
vehicle, the driver places the

Diad in a Driver Vehicle Adap-
tor CDVA) to download the col-

lection details into the UPS
TnnlnPrpmp

The same process is followed

for deliveries. The driver

This hsncHMfd computer captures ticket dafhrwy Information
electronically, inducting consignees' cSgtSsed sjjpntliras

obtains a list of the day's calls

- the list having been down-

loaded overnight to the hand-

held computers.

As a driver reaches a deliv-

ery rite, the bar-code labels on

the packages are scanned to

enable the shipper's name and
number to be entered into the

system. The driver keys in the

number of packages being
dropped off and the time of

delivery, and prints the name
of the person accepting the

package.
More Importantly, the person

receiving the goods also signs

the hand-held unit with a spe-

cial stylus to provide a digital

signature and proof of delivery -

This could prove especially

valuable should any Olympic
tickets go missing, or turn up
in the wrong hands, since the

person signing for the package
should be traceable.

The band-held computer is

again slotted into the DVA to

update the UPS mainframe,
providing real-time trark-and-

trace capability throughout the

package’s journey.

The ability to follow any par-

cel from collection to delivery

gives customers strong confi-

dence in the service. In the
case of tickets for tbe Olym-
pics. that confidence is boosted

by the knowledge that, for the

1996 Games, black marketeers
will be the only real losers.

A GROWING BODY OF NEW TECHNOLOGY FROM THE G.R.A. THE GEORGIA

RESEARCH ALLIANCE IS AN ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP OF GEORGIA’S RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES,

MKHHMNS
BUSINESS COMMUNITY AND STATE GOVERNMENT. ONE PROGRAM, CREATED BY OR. FRAN TEDESCO. HAS

FOSTERED SUCH NEW TECHNOLOGIES AS TELEMEDICINE. ENABLING DOCTORS TO DIAGNOSE PATIENTS HUNDREDS

OF HUES AWAY. THE MV 10RX TlMfS CAUS IT "THE MOST SOPHISTICATED DEMONSTRATION IN THE COUNTRY*

.

A MIND THAT CAN SEE INTO THE FUTURE. DR. aao tumkala HAS the VISION to SEE WHERE

TECHNOLOGY IS GOING. AS WELL AS THE CAPACITY TO GET IT THERE. THE HOLDER OF 21 PATENTS AND THE

CREATOR Of 46 OTHER INVENTIONS, DR. TUMMACA DIRECTS A RESEARCH PROGRAM AS PART Of GEORGIA'S

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS INITIATIVE. BIS WORK DEVELOPING HIGH-PERFORMANCE, LOW-COST MICROCHIPS

WILL HELP STIMULATE FUTURE BREAKTHROUGHS IN THE FAST-PAfED WCBID OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS.

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT OF TED TURNER, CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT OF TURNER

BROADCASTING SYSTEM. WHAT BEGAN IN 1370 WITH A SINGLE ATLANTA TV STATION IS HOW A GLOBAL

COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY - AND THE. WORLDS LEADING SUPPLIER OF ENTERTAINMENT AND HEWS PROGRAMMING.

INCLUDING CNN AND TNT. VISIONARIES SUCH AS MR, TURNER, DR. TEDESCO AND DR. TUMNALA PERSONIFY THE

KIND OF WEHCY AND THINKING THE GEORGIA RESEARCH ALLIANCE Wlli. 8E SUPPORTING INTO THE 2IS7 CCNTURY.

FOR INFORMATION. WRITE: GEORGIA. DEPT. FIN-BM5, P.0. BOX 1776. ATLANTA. GA 30301. USA; OR VISIT US AT http://www.gfa.mg
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’Souok Motorola

Wfltshfm l

System serves 70,000 staff

M otorola, the wireless
communications com-
pany. has built the

largest-ever two-way radio sys-

tem for a peace-time event for

use in this summer's Centen-

nial Olympic Games.
Hie digital network has been

designed to meet the needs of

up to 70,000 staff and volun-

teers with a wide range of
responsibilities - from security

and event management to
transportation, medical sup-
port. event scoring, tuning,
judging and proving catering

services.

Motorola's support for the
Olympic movement goes back
24 years. The new communica-

tions system has taken four
years to plan. Mere Gilmore,
executive vice president of
Motorola, says: “The event
requires an unprecedented
range of wireless technology.

In 1972, we equipped just a
handful of coaches with
two-way radios - today we are

meeting the needs of tens of

thousands of staff and volun-

teers.*’

Various Olympic sites in the

greater Atlanta area are linked

with Motorola's “SmartZone"
technology to give wide area

connectivity. For example, a
user is Stone Mountain Park Is

able to speak to a user 16 miles

away in the Olympic stadium.

The network also links with
public safety agencies, allow-

ing staff to Interact with law-

enforcement and emergency
services. The system also sup-

ports 10,000 portable and
mobile radios, 6,000 alphanu-
meric pagers, 1.500 cellular

phones and 1.500 computer
mrvipmg

The Olympic Torch Relay
began in the US on April 27

when the teach arrived in Los
Angeles from Greece. During
the relay. Motorola is supply-

ing communications with
two-way radios, cellular

phones across 42 states, prior

to the lighting of the Olympic
cauldron-in Atlanta on July 19.

;1. Computer-aided design

Race to win the
technical edge
Software lowers the

cost of design and
compresses
development times
in many areas of
sport, writes
Geoffrey Naim

F
rom the simplest tennis

racket to the most
advanced Formula One

race car, powerful computer-
aided design (Cad) software Is

now an essential weapon in

sports where victory may
hinge on a sHm technological
edge.

This Is what the US Olympic
cycling team will be hoping
this summer in Atlanta, where
its revolutionary SuperBike n
track bicycle will compete for
the first time. The bike was
designed by US firm GT Bicy-

cles using CADDS 5 software
from Computervision and is

claimed to be the fastest, most
aerodynamic bicycle built to

date.

SuperBike n is the result of

four years of intense research

and development focussed on
building the ultimate track
bike - “every little piece, even
the chain, was looked at," says
Forrest Yelverton. RAD direc-

tor of GT Bicycles.

The chain was ultimately left

unaltered but all other compo-
nents have been redesigned
using CADDS 5 software run-
ning on Sun SparcStation
workstations. The goal was a
more aerodynamic bike, yet

one that could also stand the
heavy stresses of high-speed
pursuit races.

According to Mr Yelverton,

the CADDS 5 software played a
key role in allowing GT to

model and manufacture the
carbon fibre monocoque frame.

“The ‘organic’ surfaces are
so complex that you can’t draw
them on paper and give them
to a machinist-" he says.

CADDS 5, like other high-end

Cad/cam packages, supports
“parametric modelling, which
means the shape of compo-
nents are expressed as mathe-
matical equations rather than

as absolute measurements.
This allows complex designs to

he easily and rapidly tried out

FT -IT 5

on screen by changing parame-
ters in the formulae, so reduc-

ing the need to build physical

prototypes.

For SuperBike I. a metal-
framed predecessor to Super-
Bike EL parametric modelling

allowed GT Bicycles to build a
radically new bicycle in less

than six months, completing it

in time for a key race. With
conventional methods they
would have missed the dead-

line, says Mr Yelverton. Just
one prototype was made and it

worked so well it was used as a
spare.

GT Bicycles also uses the
parametric modelling capabil-

ity of CADDS 5 to scale up or
down the designs of its mass-
production bikes, so offering
consumers a range of differ ent
frame sizes.

The sophisticated modelling
capabilities of today's Cad/cam
packages reduce the need for

costly and time-consuming
reworks later in the manufac-
turing cycle, so lowering
design costs and compressing
development times.

“Our business used to be
about accuracy - now its about

The revolutionary Superbike II - the result of four years of research said development

reducing time-to-market," says

Jim Duncan, UK general man-
ager of EDS Unigraphics, the
Cad/cam division of the EDS co
mputer services group.
Tighter development cycles

affect many industries, but in

Formula One racing lead times

are punishingly short. Teams
have 14 weeks to design, build

and test a new car before eacb
season and modifications must

be made in the two weeks that

separate one race fro m the
next.

Fl cars must meet technical

regulations designed to
improve drivers’ safety but
also ensure the thrills and
spills remain In the sport. A
leading team such as Benetton,
which uses Unigraphics Cad
software, may redesign 70 per-

cent of the 3.500 components In

its cars from one season to the

next in an attempt to exploit -

rivals might say cheat - the
rules and achieve a technologi-

cal edge.

Powerful Cad/cam software
has become essential to Fl
teams. "We literally don’t have
a drawing board here." says
Richard Tnylor. design engi-

Continued on next page

Weather forecasting • By Geoffrey Wheelwright

Around-the-clock predictions
New software
system ensures
high accuracy for

Olympics weather
forecasts

U sing advanced meteo-
rological software
developed at Colorado

State University, the National

Weather Service in the US
aims to provide the most accu-

rate weather forecasts for the

Olympic Games in Atlanta this

summer.
Using IBM's “visualisation

data explorer”, meteorolgists
wfi] see weather data in two
and three dimensions, thus
enabling them to provide
highly detailed predictions.

The Olympics' weather service

will make three, six and 12-

hour predictions, using an IBM

30-node RS/6000 SP computer
system.

These forecasts will be
posted on the Internet home
pages of Olympic Games, the
National Weather Service and
IBM's own home page on the

Internet. Weather data and
graphics will also be available

to games attendees and staff

via IBM information kiosks
located throughout the Olym-
pic villages.

Apart from the localised

weather services in Atlanta
this summer. Internet users in

the US who are planning sport-

ing holidays can now find

easier ways of checking the
weather across the country -

thanks to services such as the

one run by the Weather Chan-
nel on US television and its

World Wide Web site (http.ll

unmo.toeather.camlL

The Weather Channel is a 24-

hour, seven-day television net-

work devoted entirely to

weather predictions. First

broadcast in 1962 to a national

audience of only 2.5m homes,
the Atlanta-based network now
boasts that it is seen in over
60m cable households. At any
moment throughout the day,
more than 130,000 homes are
watching the channel.

T he network broadcasts
local daily forecasts for

more than 4.000 National

Weather Service zones across

the country. However, regional

and national forecasts are only

part of the Weather Channel's

programming - the network
also offers special interest fore-

casts targeted to viewers with
specific weather needs includ-

ing general aircraft pilots, ski-

ers. frequent flyers, gardeners,

private craft sailors and

cross-country drivers.

Documentary programmes
from the Weather Channel also

explore environmental issues

such as the greenhouse effect,

the psychological impact of
natural disasters, the world
water supply, plus other clima-

tological and meteorological
issues.

The immediate real-time

relay of severe weather
watches and warnings is the

most vital service provided by
the channel - in both its TV
and online electronic form.
Information from the National

Weather service is delivered to

the network through complex
satellite and computer links.

The Weather Channel has
recently added facilities to
monitor daily earthquake
updates, local emergency
warnings and other meteoro-
logical information services.
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FT - 1 T IT in sport

Motorsport

Capt. Kirk
would be
impressed
Grand prix cars are now ‘test-driven' on
computers before they are built. On and
off the track, the electronics are so
advanced that some observers ask if

grand prix is really a sport at all

As can surge away bi the Kalian Grand Prix, information technology, behind the scenes, records ear performances - plus each driver’s mistakes,

emery nervous lift of the throttle before a bend ... all revaalod by a pitiless stream of computer printouts and barcharts pum* moo wantwnpon

Were they to wander
into the pit lane
garage of a grand

prix motor racing team on a
race weekend, even Captain
Kirk and the flight deck crew
of that endless space 'soap'

Star Trek would be impressed.
The banks of video monitors

and computer screens flicker

and constantly change. Before
them sit earnest technicians as
silent and intent as any on the

Starship Enterprise. The
streams of incoming teleme-
trised data, however, concern
not make-believe aliens but
vital information on the
mechanical health, dynamic
behaviour and stress loadings

which will determine success
or failure for the half-tonne,
700 horsepower projectile

which Is a modem Formula
One car.

Less than two decades ago.

even grand prix, the pinnacle
of motor racing, was of the

genus known as “suck it and
see". The car, engine and gear-

box were designed and built

using acquired experience and
expertise. But each new car
was then mainly based on
"paper” theory. Not until a
driver strapped himself in and
tried it out for the first time

could it be known how well the

overall package worked, and
how radical the adjustments to

suspension mounts and set-

tings, weight distribution and
other factors needed to trans-

form a car to front-runner from
also-ran.

The 1997 grand prix cars

already starting to take shape
in the mind's eye of people
such as Ferrari chief designer

John Barnards, Williams' Pat-

rick Head and others will have
been designed, engineered and
even test ‘driven’ on computer
before any significant amounts
of metal are cut
And even when the car is

finally rolled out on the track,

it will be via dozens of on-

board sensors and telemetry,

just as much as the driver's

“seat of the pants" feel, that

real performance win be mea-
sured against the computer-
aided design, simultaneous
engineering, computational
fluid dynamics, finite element
analysis and host of other IT-

based techniques by which the

car was created.

It should thus come as little

surprise that, given this level

of complexity, a leading grand
prix team will employ 150 or

more people, perhaps 70 of
whom will travel to the 16

grands prix scattered each year
around the globe. Nor do lead-

ing multinational sponsors
express surprise any longer
that Jackie Stewart, for exam-
ple, estimates that he will need
a budget of approaching £30m
a year to run the new grand
prix team he is setting up in

partnership with Ford to take
to the tracks in 1997. Some
question whether this mechan-
ical and electronic maze makes
grand prix or its North Ameri-
can equivalent, IndyCar rac-

ing, a sport at all. Geoff Banks,
sponsorship manager of com-
puter systems group Hew-
lett-Packard, which provides
support to the Benetton and
Jordan teams in grand prix

and Bobby Rahal ’s IndyCar
Team Rahal in the US, insists

it is - “for about 90 minutes,

and just on race weekends.”
It is undeniably a sport with

a difference, depending as it

does so heavily on a team’s

ability to source, develop and
utilise the latest available tech-

nologies in order for the
human resource - Messrs
Michael Schumacher et al - to

function at its full potential.

The full application of IT to

motor racing has more facets

than might be immediately
obvious to anyone not closely

familiar with the activities of

Computervision. H-P and other

IT companies closely involved

with the racing scene.

The use of computer-aided
design and manufacturing
technologies has a more urgent

importance to a motor racing

team than even mainstream

vehicle producers. A grand

prix car’s body tub moulding,

its suspension parts, even occa-

sionally major items such as

transmissions, must be

brought from first concept to

roll-out in the space of a few

months, or even weeks. Nor

does this process take place in

isolation. Even within this

I

Without IT,

today’s

motorsport

teams are lost,

writes

John Griffiths

short timescale, flexibility

must be built in to allow a

sudden change of design crite-

ria - such as a new safety

requirement or other change of

rules.

Race teams are more
demanding, too, of the IT

equipment Itself. Ford can

bring to production readiness a

road car using design and engi-

neering staffs at office desks

and permanent work stations -

eitber its own or those of

major components or services

suppliers. A grand prix design

and development engineer is

just as likely to need to access

the team's main design and

engineering functions from the

workbenches of a small spe-

cialist supplier, a windtunnel

or even the blustery side of a

racetrack. Sophisticated lap-

tops, palmtops and miniatur-

ised fax and data modems are

the required order of the day.

CAD. CAM and other IT
might mean that the freshly-

built modern gram! prix car

starts much higher up its

potential performance ’enve-

lope' than its forebears. But it

nevertheless requires sus-

tained on-track development to

shave away the tenths and

hundredths of seconds which

prevent o team's drivers

from reaching the podium.

For this, data acquisition

systems - telemetry - \s essen-

tial. As H-Ps GeolT Banks

points out. the data streaming

from the car needs to be avail-

able to an the team, and in

readily understandable form.

Whether for instant analysis

track-side, or Tar usage later

within the main database, such

informational represent the

fundamental "building blocks”

in development or the car.

It is on race weekends that

the importance of IT becomes
overwhelming. Drivers and
engineers need to know, pre-

cisely, every aspect of the car's

performance. Such is the

sophistication of the equip-

ment that every section of the

track, how quickly the driver

passed through it - measured

by suspension loadings, yaw
angles, gears engaged and the

ghwing patterns of engine revs

and power - is mapped in min-

ute detail. The data can be

compared between laps, the

team's cars and each team

driver.

For the driver, it's all poten-

tially bad news, for IT is the

land of no excuses. Every mis-

take, every nervous lift of the

throttle before a bend - all are

laid bare by the pitiless stream

of digits and bar charts. But

for engineers, designers and
team managers. It is the meat

and drink of decision-making.

Without IT. a team is lost.

Race for

winning
designs
Continued from previous page

neer with the Jordan Grand
Prix team.

Jordan uses Precision Engi-

neering Cad software from
Hewlett-Packard running on
HP 9000 workstations. While
most of the design work is

done in two dimensions. 3D is

being increasingly used, partic-

ularly for modelling surfaces
whose aerodynamic perfor-

mance Is critical. In the past,

craftsmen built moulds for

these surfaces using schematic
drawings.

“But by creating the 3D sur-

face on computer we eliminate

the human error in inter pret-

ing the drawings," says Taylor.

Details of every component
are stored on the system, mak-
ing them readily accessible if a
car has to be modified in a
hurry, for example. During the

1994 season, teams had just
two weeks to implement signif-

icant design changes imposed
by the sport’s governing body
following a spate of fatal

crashes.

Fi racing may have the high
est stakes and biggest budgets
but other sports are increas

ingly technology-driven. Manu
torturers of golf clubs, rackets

skis and snowboards, for exam
pie. use new composite materi
als - and Cad-cam software -

to design lighter, better per-
forming equipment.

Cad systems are also being
used to plan sporting events.

The new Olympic Stadium in

Atlanta, for example, can seat

85.000 people. But not all seats

have an equally good view, so
IBM used Cad systems running
3D visualisation software to

determine which seats justified

higher-priced tickets and
where to place TV cameras.
Computer-generated render-
ings showed architects and
organisers how the finished
stadium would look before it

was built - and how it 'will

appear when converted to a
baseball park after the Olym-
pic Games.

Monttpring performance • By John Griffiths

D espite the huge lead

Damon Hill had built

up in this year’s

Monaco grand prix, he had so
desperately wanted to win. he
knew the attempt was doomed
long before the engine of his

Rothmans-William-Renault
cried ‘enough'.

Like an implacable judge
passing sentence, the telemetry

had told him - and the engi-

neers in his pit - that there

could be no reprieve. And no-

one doubted its word.
There was no point. It spoke

with the authority of 100 elec-

tronic sensors; monitoring
every engine function; stream-
ing not hopes or fears but
bard, cold data from car to pit
Simultaneously, other telem-

etry streams were conveying
their tales of woe, or ‘all’s wen’
or - most crucially - warnings
to teams still surviving the
mayhem in the streets of

Monte Carlo.

Even in the Hill pit, no-one
wants to shoot the IT messen-

Technology does not have all the answers
On the race track, electronic sensors
monitoring every engine function,

sending hard data from car to pit

gen because for every message
of *no hope’ it provides, over

the course of a season and over

all the teams, hundreds more
that warn in time of mechani-
cal problems ahead - and
allow corrective action before

catastrophe.

Such telemetry - once
two-way to the extent that

grand prix cars by now could

have been driven by remote
control, with no drivers

aboard, had not the FIA gov-

erning body curbed it - covers

all the operating functions of a
grand prix car.

But an examination of just

the system for the engine - in

this case, the Cosworth unit of

the Ford-Sauber team - gives

an idea of its complexity:

The data outputs from all the

engine sensors are captured by
the engine control unit (ECU),
itself pre-programmed to send
relevant material to the moni-
tors in the ptts.

The raw information is also

sent to a data storage unit in

the cockpit which is both a
data-logger and communica-
tions controller.

T
he data stored here is

highly detailed, extract-

able on each pit visit

and, transferred to a PC, can
instantly expand on a problem
which may have been shown
up in outline on the telemetry.

The communications control-

ler of the data storage unit
sends the telemetry data via a
radio transmitter in one of the

car's sidepods. It is received by
a large antenna in the team's

garage, linked to four receivers

which, in turn, convey the data

to a mainframe computer.

A second large aerial trans-

mits Important data to Cos-
worth engineers on the pit

wall, where three more com-
puters decode the data for dis-

play. Monitoring the screens,

the engineers, detecting a prob-

lem, can instantly tell the
driver to pit or turn the engine

off.

The mainframe stores the
data on disc for debriefings

and future planning.

Each of the two team cars

also has a separate, dedicated

monitor. On this display, engi-

neers read data displayed in

numerical form, in real-time.

Team support. • ;By John Griffiths -V

IT partnerships with motorsport
M otor racing has

evolved into some-
thing for more mean-

ingful than a few high-profile

hardware outlets for IT compa-
nies such as Bracknell, Berk-
shire-based Hewlett-Packard
and Coventry's Computervi-
sion.

For HP. and particularly Its

Service and Support division,

its involvement with the Jor-

dan team in grand prix and the
Rahal team in IndyCars, pro-

vides stiff ongoing challenges
to its technological, 'logistical

and service capabilities
because of the uniquely stress-

ful. rapid-fire responses
demanded in motor racing's •

highest echelons. And in doing
so, it provides HP - asindeed,
it does Computervision and
other related rivals— with a
perfect, global showcase for
those capabilities. HP’s ability,

as an “insider”, to usher guests
- mostly senior executives of
clients or would-be client com-
panies offering big business

potential - discreetly and
unobstructively into the teams'

pit lane control centres at the

16 grands prix all around the
world “is worth hundreds of

site visits”, says Geoff Banks,
HP's sponsorship manager.
Jordan, based at Silverstone,

was a logical choice for what.
Banks makes clear, is very
much a partnership. HP pumps
no conventional “sponsorship”
money as such into one of
grand prix’s youngest teams.

W hat it does do, he
adds, is provide a
wide variety of hard-

ware. software systems and
"24-hours-a-dav, seven-days-a-

week support for the team,
whether at the Silverstone
headquarters or anywhere in

the world a team member can
combine a GSM or satellite

phone with a laptop or palm-
top".

Jordan was already using
HP’s ME30/ME10 systems for

the design of its cars and HP

hardware for its telemetry.
And Hewlett-Packard France is

a long-time associate of Peug-
eot, the French vehicles pro-

ducer whose engines power the
Jordans. No less appropriately,

Eddie Jordan’s team was 1)0111'

with IT-only systems - "I think
it’s the only GP team that has
never had a drawing board.”
says Banks. “Fl reaction times
are miniscule, so it’s a perfect

training ground for a whole
range of products and solu-

tions. It also requires us - HP
and Jordan, as a team - to be
proactive and to plan ahead.
Hardware on its own is not a
solution.”

Support means using any
and ever system at hand.
When everyone left for the this

year’s opening grand prix at

Melbourne, for example, it was
found that some key software
had been left behind at SUver-
stone. HP located it, com-
pressed the data into an e-mail
and sent it via the Internet
into a team laptop. A small

example of the meaning of
pertnership. Banks points out.

but nevertheless a pertinent

one.

Joint planning with the team
is rigorous: “With any com-
pany you’ve got to know where
you're going to be; but Fl is

moving goal-posts all the time,

so you have to update all the
time.”

O ne of the biggest steps

forward has been the
introduction of the 600

CT Omnibook portable PC to

the team. Lighweight it can
communicate with a host com-
puter via infra-red, send faxes,

even do trackside development,
loaded with the ME10 designer
software, which enables the
creation of the 3-D images of

‘virtual’ cars which can be
wind-tested, altered and con-
tinually enhanced.
In short, says Banks, “you've

got a mobile design office at
the circuit - and you can rede-

sign in the pits”.

or in graph form for frill exami-
nation later. Just a few of the
parameters surveyed include

oil and fuel pressure, oil and
water temperature, engine
rpm, fliel consumption, gear
sleeted and speed.

A PC is used to re-pro-

gramme electronics in the car

where deemed necessary, a
complete reprogramming tak-

ing a mere two minutes.

It all sounds almost fool-

proof and highly complex, and
it is - particularly when multi-

plied by the data streams
involved in the setting up of

suspensions, comer loadings

and all the other dynamic par-

amaters of performance
beyond the engiup-

Happily, however (at least in

the view of some), it also

remains one of motor racing's

enduring attractions that even
when showered with today's

state-of-the art IT technnology.

cars can still confound their

designers and infuriate their

drivere.

None of the current crop of
grand prix cars. In truth, ever
comes new “out of the box”
fundamentally unreliable, or

handling, in racing parlance,

“like a pig" - despite what a

disaffected driver might say.

But the fractions of a second

per lap which now usually

mark out the winners from the

also-rans, and which over a
whole race can build into half-

minutes and half-miles, clearly

- as the race results repeatedly

show - can continue to remain
frustratingiy elusive for some
of the best-run and best IT-

equipped of teams.
Technology does not have all

the answers.

Yet.

Electronic cash at the Olympics .• By Rod Newfng.

.

Milestone in the
history of money

Visa International

(Internet address: http:/

liaow.visa.com), a
worldwide sponsor of the

Olympic Games, has chosen
the event to launch the
largest trial of electronic cash
in north America.
“We can test the technology

and ‘showcase’ it to four

million consumers visiting

the event from around the

world." explains Stephen
Schapp. Visa's executive vice

president for products and
marketing.

Electronic cash uses a
plastic smart card with an
embedded microprocessor
capable of executing
transactions and storing
balances. ‘VISAOasA' cards
will be available in $10, $20.

$50 and $100 denominations
from First Union Corporation,
NationsBank and Wachovia,
the participating banks,
where they can be also

replenished. They can also be
purchased from
card-dispensing machines in

banks, shopping centres and
some merchants. VISACash
will be accepted for purchase
of food and beverages at the
main stadium venues and the
Olympic Village.

The new cards may also be
used at 5.000 terminals in
1,500 locations in the Atlanta

Visa choses the Olympics to launch a
large trial of its electronic cash systems
city area's fast food outlets,

gasoline stations, convenience
stores, cinemas and railway
stations.

Users insert the card into a
terminal which displays the
balance, then the customer
confirms the amount of the
transaction by pressing a

button and the cash is

transferred. The new balance
is then displayed. Electronic
cash offers advantages in
speed of transaction and the
ease of carrying value. For
businesses, it offers a
dramatic reduction in the cost
of handling cash, which is

estimated at £4.5bn a year in
the UK alone.

The trial continues in
Atlanta after the Olympic
games. Other trials of
VISAGosA are proceeding in
Argentina. Canada, Columbia
and Australia’s Gold Coast
Spain is the closest to
commencing a national
roll-out of VlSACosA. The
system complies with an
international standard agreed

with MasterCard and
Europay. A large-scale pilot of
Mondex. NatWest's equivalent

technology, has been running

In Swindon and Is due to be
extended throughout the UK
in 1997.

“This Is a milestone in the
history of money,” says
Schapp. “We have been using
coins for thousands of years,

but we now have the
technology to replace it with
electronic stored value. This
trial is the first step towards
implementation a relationship

card, which will give users
worldwide secure and
portable access to a full range
Of financial and payment
services."

The microchip in the card
will allow the user to carry
out credit transactions, make
debit payments, store value
with electronic cash, provide
the ability to carry out secure
transactions on the Internet
provide electronic banking
and allow users to replenish
their electronic cash, he says.
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Network-centric computing FT- IT 7

Prospects for network computers • By Louise Kehoe

The JVC debate Intensifies
Larry Ellison, chairman of Oracle, has
touched a raw nerve in the personal
computer industry with his charges thal
the ubiquitous desktop computers are
too expensive and too complex to use

EEsotr. champion of Ihe network computer

T he era of the personal
computer “is almost
over and the era of the

network computer is about to
begin." says Larry Ellison,
chairman and chief executive
of Oracle and the chief pro-
moter of the “NC”, as he calls
it

Predicting the advent of a
new information technology
“megatrend", Mr Ellison has
captured the attention of the
computer and software indus-
tries as well as millions of com-
puter users worldwide with his
promise of $500 computers.
When Mr Ellison began his

NC campaign last year, promi-
nent leaders of the PC industry
SCOfied. Bill Gates, chan-man of
Microsoft, called the NC “a stu-
pid idea" that would “never
happen". Michael Dell, Dell
Computer chief executive,
referred to it as a “back to the
future" concept, implying that
it turned back the clock to the
days of centralised mainframe
computer systems.
Over the past six months,

however, Mr Ellison has wooed
NC supporters from the soft-

ware. consumer electronics
and computer industries. Last
month at an NC rally in San
Francisco,

. more than 50 com-
panies including Apple Com-
puter, International Business
Machines, Netscape Communi-
cations and Sun Microsystems
endorsed NC standards.

At the heart of the debate
over NCs - also known as net-

work appliances, thin clients
or network terminals - are
contrasting views of the future
role of the Internet and private

corporate “intranets".
While there is broad agree-

ment that Internet standards,
which enable computers of all

sorts to communicate and
share data, represent a sea-
change in information technol-
ogy. the industry is divided
over what this will mean for

individual computer users and
how quickly change may
occur.

Competitive
interests

Fueling the debate are the
competitive interests of some
of the world's largest software
and computer companies.
There is nothing that Mr Elli-

son would like to see more
than to have arch-rival Micro-
soft loose its grip on the per-

sonal computing software mar-
ket.

Similarly, it is to the benefit
of companies such as Netscape
and Sun Microsystems - the
largest providers of Internet
software and servers - to pro-

mote the use of the Internet
In contrast, Microsoft and

companies such as Compaq
Computer that have flourished

In the PC market clearly have
a vested interest In preserving
the status quo.

Mr Ellison maintains that

Directions

Business strategies

for the

network-centric

computing era

the Internet and intranets are
about to spawn a radical
change that turns the concept
of a PC on its head. Instead of
putting computer power and
numerous application pro-
grams on every desk, the NC
minimises the desktop unit

and relies heavily upon the
power of network “servers" -

larger computers that store
data and software and service

the needs of all users linked to

a network.
In the corporate setting, the

NC could be linked to an office

local area network. For the
computer at borne, the NC
would be hooked up to the
Internet.

PCs are too expensive and
complex, Mr Fffljgnn maintains
With the NC, he says, “the
complexity is moved out of the

appliance and back into the

networks." He draws an anal-
ogy with television cable net-

works and telephone networks
which are “enormously com-
plex. but the devices that bring
these services to individuals
are inexpensive and easy to

use".

He has demonstrated proto-

type NCs built for less than
$300 and he promises that NCs
selling for only about $500 will

be widely available before the
end of this year. While be does
not see NCs replacing PCs, he
predicts that NC sales will out-

strip those of PCs by the end of
tbe decade.

From Mr Gates perspective,

however, the Internet and cor-

porate networks are facilities

that extend the capabilities of

PCs, rather than displace
hum
“Microsoft will embrace and

extend standards and technolo-
gies coming out of the Internet
and provide great implementa-
tions for the PC and tApple)
Macintosh," he says.

Mr Gates argues . moreover,
that NCs have two significant

drawbacks. First, he points
out, NCs will not run the pleth-

ora of PC software that is in

use today. “The world has
more than 150m users of Win-
dows. and there are 5m people
developing Windows soft-

ware . . . Microsoft's strategy
rewards, rather than discards,

the investments these people
and companies have made."
Secondly, he argues that NCs

will require broadband net-

works in order to access pro-

grams and data stored on
remote servers at an accept-
able speed. “Tbe machines may
find a place in the corporate

Network computers In llte corporate environment • By ftod Newfng

Kick away those support costs
Network computers may offer corporate
users a big cut in the cost of ownership
compared with personal computers

According to research by
the Gartner Group, the
lifetime cost of owner-

ship of a personal computer in

the business environment can
be as high as $40.000.. " ;

IBM and Sun. two manufac-

turers who are working bard to

produce network computers,
are therefore targeting the on-

going cost of supporting a
desktop computer over its life-

time to produce a competitive

advantage over personal com-
puters.

Thp network computer (NC)

is designed to be as simple as

possible, with no hard disk,

CD-Rom or floppy disk drive.

Ihe essential components of a
network computer are well

proven and reliable, including

processor, motherboard, mem-
ory. network card, monitor,

keyboard and mouse.

However, the real cost-sav-

ing lies in the lack of local

software. Sun’s JavaStation
has no operating system,
downloading Instead a Java
“virtual machine", which Is a

compact piece of software code.

A virtual machine can be writ-

ten to support a device from
any manufacturer. In the case

of IBM. researchers are experi-

menting with several different

operating systems, but they

believe that users are not both-

ered about which system they

have.

The user downloads a

browser which allows them to

Stmnect to whatever software

v!nd data they need. This is

likely to be a client for a

full-blown business applica-

tion. which will have moved as
much functionality back to the

server as possible, leaving a
“thin client". It could also core
nect to a front end to a legacy

system.

The software is loaded into

the memory by. downloading
from the network each time
the device is used. This means
that administrators can man-
age software distribution cen-

trally and users will automati-

cally have tbe latest version of

the software. Because there is

no floppy disk or CD-Rom
drive, security and back-up is

handled centrally by the net-

work. further reducing support

.

costs.

S
un are developing eight

devices at present. The
machine aimed at the

corporate market is called the

"JavaStation" and will be
available later this year,
although no firm date has been
announced. The prototype
shown to the press was fitted

inside an external disc drive

box, the size of a large novel,

but was taking up about half

the space inside.

The JavaStation will sell for

$750-1,500, Including a monitor,

against a typical PC at $2,000.

However, Sun are claiming
“near zero" administration

costs - “the JavaStation

reduces support costs, provides

more security, reduces the cost

per seat and distributes appli-

cations automatically," says

Martyn Lambert, the director

Rod Newlng test-drives a prototype of the Sun JavaStation - the small

box In the foreground- which is aimed at the corporate market

of Sun’s new Networking Busi-

ness Unit
IBM has investigated 15 pos-

sible network computer
devices and has narrowed its

choices down to seven. These
include at least two for use in

a corporate environment One
of these is designed to reduce

space on the desktop by incor-

porating the computer into tbe

monitor casing. A number of

prototypes of this design have
already been sold to a leading

corporate customer.

IBM are emphasising the

ease of use of a network com-
puter when compared with a

PC - “IBM is in the informa-

tion business, not the hard-
ware business," says Ozzie

Osborne, vice president of

systems strategy at IBM. "We
will provide hassle-free com-
puting, because people just

want to use it. We mean that

tbe user can take it out of the

box. install it and use it with-

out support freon the IS depart-

ment We can save 25-30 per

cent of the cost of ownership
because in a network-centric
environment, clients are easier

to manage and more cost-effec-

tive. Reducing the lifetime cost

is key priority to large corpo-

rate customers.
“We are at the start of a

major change in platform, from
386)488 to Pentium or Pentium
Pro and from 16 bit to 32 bit

software. Network computers
will give corporates a competi-

tive edge when they make this

transition." he believes.

Sun expects to sell about
300,000 units worldwide in 1997.

all into tbe corporate sector.

They will target the retail and
healthcare markets, where
JavaStations can provide small
shops, dentists or doctors with

access to central servers. They
also expect the financial ser-

vices sector to be attracted by
the cost saving potential in
their highly competitive sector.

However. Sun has another rea-

son for promoting the network
computer, in that they want to

double the number of servers

they sell.

“The success of the network
PC in a corporate environment
is very much dependant on the

design of software," says Tre-

vor Salomon, marketing and
business development manager
at SAP (UK), who have already

announced support for the
Internet and Intranet with
their R3 suite of business soft-

ware.

“Vendors with fat clients are

going to have problems, but
those with thin clients will be
able to provide tremendous
advantages to the customer.
We are still pioneering, but
corporate users won't just buy
network computers because
they are cheap. They will want
to be convinced that their

applicatlons will be reliable,

secure and fast, as well," he
says.

Network computers have tre-

mendous potential, but their

acceptance will depend
entirely on user-reaction - "we
don't know what the killer

applications will be.” says Mr
Osborne, “but the network-cen-

tric model is flexible enough to

accommodate it".

The Struggle to cut costs: new sEm-fine and easy-to-use “network computers" - also known as network
eppEances, thin clients or network terminals - will sharply reduce the "cost of ownership" of a desktop

computer in the corporate arena, claim the NC's ardent supporters

marketplace, where intranets

are becoming vital and broad-
band networks are fairly com-
mon," he concedes.

However, network terminals

“will find less acceptance in
homes, where narrowband and
midband connections (such as

ISDN and cable modems) to the
Internet will be the rule for

several years," Mr Gates says.

Even some of the avowed

Although the impetus for

the development of net-

work computers came
from Mr Larry Ellison, chair-

man of Oracle, much of the

design and development work
has been undertaken in the UK
by a handful of small technol-

ogy companies including Cam-
bridge-based Acorn Computer
and Eidos. tbe video technol-

ogy specialist

Acorn, which won a contract

in January from Oracle to
design a family of network

supporters of the NC agree in

part with Mr Gates' assess-

ment IBM. for example, is

focusing its initial NC efforts

at the business marketplace,
rather than consumers.

“V9e are absolutely certain

there is a place for NCs in busi-

ness. We suspect that the con-

sumer market will develop,
more slowly,” says Phil Hester,

general manager of IBM’s Inte-

computers. including desktop
and portable models, plans to

become one of the first compa-
nies to sell a network com-
puter while Eidos has agreed
to provide video compression
technology for Oracle's own
device, the Oracle Network
Computer.
The Eidos' video compres-

sion technology, which will be
made available to all NC devel-

opers. is expected to form part

Continued on page 9

grated Product Solutions
group.

In the corporate arena, one
of the main attractions of the

NC will be that it sharply
reduces the “cost of owner-
ship" of a desktop computer,
says Mr Hester. According to

industry studies, PCs linked to

office networks cost as much
as 812,000 a year to maintain,
support and upgrade. NCs
could cut this cost by 25 per

cent or more. IBM believes.

Similarly, SunRiver the
world's second largest manu-
facturer of computer terminals,

aims to become a leading pro-

ducer of NCs. But the company
has “no interest in the con-
sumer market.” says Gerald
Youngblood, chairman and
chief executive. SunRiver will

include a Windows NT-compat-
ible version of the NC in Its

range ofnew products, says Mr
Youngblood, because the com-
pany believes many businesses

will want to keep using exist-

ing PC applications software.

Challenge for NC
manufacturers

Most NCs, however, are

expected to run applications

written in Sun Microsystems’
Java programming language
and stored on network servers.

A significant challenge for NC
manufacturers, therefore, will

be to encourage the develop-
ment of Java application pro-

grams that mimic the func-

tions and appearance of
popular PC programs.
Supporters of the NC may be

promising too much, too soon,

industry analysts warn. It will

take time for NC software to be
developed for the business
market, and still longer for

high-bandwidth networks to

reach consumers' homes in

most parts of the world.

Nonetheless. Mr Ellison has
touched a raw nerve in the PC
industry with his charges that

tbe ubiquitous desktop com-
puters are too expensive and
too complex to use. Already,

the threat of competition from
NCs is spurring efforts to

develop lower-cost and ea*ier-

to-use PCs.

Larry Ellison will be bring a

keynote address at this Fri-

day's London symposium on
the future of desktop comput-
ing: see details on page 10

Quick to market: Acorn Computer's Internet device, due out this autumn,

is HkeJy to cost less than $500

NC development • By Paul taylor

Advent of the
Acorn NetSurfer
The network computer has provided
Acorn with a coherent strategy, based on
the network concept, and raised the
group's worldwide profile
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Network-centric computing

Guest coiiunsi • PhHip Crawford on the future'of the Network Computer.

Is this revenge on the nerds?
The Network Computer represents the
best ehanee of malting computing
available to everyone, both in the home
and in business'

D oes computer technol-
ogy frighten you? Are
you bewildered by the

jargon and acronyms that
seem todrep so easily from the
Kps of so-called ‘techies? Does
the cost of personal computers
(PCs) and the pace with which
they constantly change. amaTP
you?
Even more importantly, do

the life-cycle costs including
software ‘ upgrades blow your
mind?
The chances are that, for

' most people outside of the com-
puter industry (and probably
for a fair few people within it)
the honest, and perhaps unpal-
atable, answer is yes.-.

J3ut why do these fears exist?
Surely computer technology is
there to help us by making our
lives easier, as well as mairing

us far more productive and

efficient at our jobs?
Well, it should do, but the

reality is that far too often it

does not achieve this - and
this is simply because, in my
view, too many chief execu-
tives among computer manu-
facturers have forgotten what
their users want from technol-
ogy-

Brought up in the darkened
room of the development lab,

they are often in love with
technology per se to such an
extent that they simply want
their users to feel the same
sense of wonder and admira-
tion. Well, wake up to the real
world: not everyone has the
same level of obsession!

Forgive me If I am wrong,
but most PC users do not (and
should not) care about bow
many lines of code went into

their, latest piece of software.

Instead, users want to be
assured that they can set up
and operate their PC without

wading through manuals the

size of an encyclopaedia. They
also want their PC to be cheap
to buy and cheap to run. How-
ever. for too many high-rank-

ing computer executives, such
thinking is anathema
Where is the proof of this

techno-fear?

Consider the example of the
humble video recorder. I

remember when VCRs were
first marketed as an affordable

commodity item: enormously
complex and resplendent with
rows and rows of function but-

tons, they were touted as a

high-tech “must-have".
But this was not what users

wanted. Left befuddled by the

sheer complexity of the
machines, most owners had to

admit, rather shamefacedly,
that they did not have a clue

how to operate their VCR.
What has been the result of

this consumer reaction? VCR
manufacturers, have changed

tack dramatically and videos

recorders have quickly
appeared on the market with
only the essential function but-

tons, such as play, record and
stop.

With research demonstrating
that the market for home pur-
chases of PCs has slowed down
dramatically and that many
office users of PCs only use
perhaps 10 per cent of the func-

tionality of their machines, the

argument that the PC is too

difficult to use far many people

is a strong one.

T here is clearly a lesson

here for the computer
Industry to learn: if It

wants to make computing
truly pervasive in society, then
it has to follow the lead of the

VCR. manufacturers.
But is the computer industry

ready for such a shift fa atti-

tude? Apart from the odd
Luddite with a vested interest

fa preserving the status quo. I

believe it is willing - and my
evidence for this lies in the

;V» r-
:
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‘The fourth wave of computing’
Continued from page 7

of the advanced video software
architecture for the NC.
/ "With the Oracle licence in
place, Didos is creating a pla-

form-wide cfe facto industry
standard for software-based
videophones for use over the
World Wide Web," said Mr
Stephen Streater of Eidos.

Acom has dubbed its own
offering - due out this autumn
- the Acorn NetSurfer. The
machine, demonstrated in Lon-
don far the first time a few
weeks ago. is expected to be
manufactured locally under
contract and will cost less than
$500.'

The group expects to sell the
machines initially to asperate
customers such as retailers

and financial service compa-
nies and to the education mar-
ket through its Xemplar Edu-
cation joint venture with Apple
Computer.
Acorn’s management empha-

sise that they are able to bring
•the NetSurfer to market
-^prickly ~by capttaBatng._on ~tfa&-

semiconductor design work
done by a sister company.
Advanced RISC Machines, fa

which both Acorn and Apple
Computer have -13 per cent

Ann has developed the low-

cost, low power consumption
microprocessors which have
been used fa the Apple Newton
and in interactive TV devices -

set-top boxes - such as those

being used in the Cambridge
trial where participants
already have access to the
World Wide Web through their

TV sets.

Two of these microproces-

sors, the ARM7500FE
and the new high perfor-

mance SuperArm processor,

developed jointly with Digital

equipment, are expected to
power the first generation of

NCs.
Interactive television set-top

boxes share a number of simi-

larities with the NC concept,

for example both are designed

to use an ordinary television as
afprimary -display.and Include

’

special “anti-twitter" and
“anti-aliased" font display

techniques to make text more
readable on TV sets.

They are also both designed
to be networked devices and do
not depend on expensive local

data storage devices which
helps simplify the design.

“For years, Acorn has been
focusing its efforts on mairing

the benefits of computing tech-

nology more widely accessi-

ble," said Mr Malcolm Bird,
chief executive of Acorn's new
network computing division.

“The whole Industry has
been slowly heading in this

direction, and finally we are

entering the fourth wave of

computing. We have gone from
the mainframe to the minicom-
puter to the PC and now the

NC, with each wave costing

less, being easier to use and
offering access to more and
more people."

Aside from manufacturing
the devices themselves Acorn,
which has invested heavily In

Rise architecture through ARM.
and in .broadband multimedia

through its Online Media sub-

sidiary, should benefit in a
number of ways from the
advent of the new computing
devices.

Mr David Lee. Acorn's chief

executive, points out that the
Oracle design contract has
helped fund the group's 50-

to-60 strong research team for

a year. In addition. Acorn may
be able to look forward to a
portion of the $10 to $15 licence

fee Oracle will receive for each
NC built using its specification

and should benefit indirectly

from sales of ARM chips manu-
factured by licensees.

But perhaps just as impor-

tant is the fact that the net-

work computer has provided
Acorn with a coherent strategy

based on the network concept

and raised the group's world-

wide profile.

Acorn's home page on the

World Wide Web is:

httpwww.acorn.ca.iikl

IT stockwatch: focus on net-

work-centric computing - see

page 24

industry's rapid acceptance of

the Network Computer.
To briefly recap, if you have

not already come across it. the

Network Computer redefines
what a computer should be:

small. Inexpensive, easy to use,

and without the complexity
and cost associated with
today’s PCs.

The concept behind the NC
is that it is a device that is as
easy to buy and set up as a
telephone and which can per-
form simple tasks such as
accessing the Internet, word
processing, accessing spread-
sheets and e-mail efficiently

and cost effectively. And it is

the concept that is important
because inherent fa the think-

ing behind the NC is the recog-
nition that computing has to
be both easy and cheap.
Cost is fundamentally impor-

tant to the idea of the NC
because, as well as the fact
that PCs are too difficult to

use. many consumers simply
cannot afford to buy PCs
which retail at an average cost

of more than £1,000.

Costing around £330, the NC
is priced at an acceptable com-
modity level and at a price
point which will persuade con-

sumers to jump on the comput-
ing bandwagon. It is not just

consumers who wince at the
cost of today's PCs and who
are ready for a cheaper alterna-

tive: boards of directors of
many companies must tear
their hair out at the cost of
maintaining and growing their

PC infrastructure.

FT- IT 9

The future of the personal computer

Big moves to

make PCs more
user-friendly
New-style PCs will be able to use a TV
or computer monitor and control a wide
range of consumer electronics devices,
reports Tom Foremski

Asmall number of sceptics

fa the computer indus-

try have have been
quick to deride the idea of the
Network Computer and have
put barriers in the way to its

take-up Claims that communi-
cations infrastructures are not

in place to support such a
device are amongst the more
common arguments against
the NC.
However, such arguments

are irrelevant because, as with

any new technology, business

and consumer demand will

drive the market to come up
with solutions to problems. In

fact, the pace of growth fa net-

work bandwidth is signifi-

cantly fa excess of the pace of
growth in chip technology.

When Alexander Graham
Bell invented the telephone, I

Phffip Crawford: The Network
Computer redefines what a

computer should be'

am sure many people
suggested it could never be
widely used because the com-
munications infrastructure
was not fa place to support it

They were wrong then, just as

NC critics are wrong now.
Even so, the barriers to the

NCa adoption have been
greatly exaggerated. Solutions

to issues, such as communica-
tion infrastructures, are not far

away.
I firmly believe that, because

it is so easy to use and so
cheap to buy and maintain, the
NC represents the best chance
of mairing computing available

to everyone; both in the home
and in business. The irony is

that, because the technical
complexity behind the NC is

effectively hidden from the
user, many people will use one
without even realising that
they are using a computer.
In my view, this is exactly

bow technology should oper-

ate; hidden from our view, but
making our lives easier. And
the computer companies that

succeed in the future will be
the ones that recognise this

simple fad, rather than the
ones who continue to promote
products based on their com-
plexity and the millions of pro-
gramming hours that went
into developing them.
In short, revenge on the

nerds may soon be at hand.

The writer, Philip Crawford, is

managing director of Oracle UK
andIreland

F
uture PCs will offer more
of what they already

offer; more memory,
supercomputer performance fa

a match box. stunning dis-

plays, and they will respond
marvellously to voice com-
mands and band-written input
Such predictions are easy to

extrapolate from the current
steep rate of progress in PC
technology, but are not very
useful.

Looking at the immediate
future, one to two years ahead,
it is possible to build a reason-

ably clear picture of the fuLure

PC and its uses. For example,
by this time next year, the PC
market will be more segmented
with special PC systems for

specific uses. The division
between the home and busi-
ness PCs will be much more
pronounced. And the popular-
ity of the Internet and corpo-

rate Intranets, will give rise to

a range of mobile and desktop
PCs for Internet applications.

Boot-up time
Some of the new technolo-

gies that will appear fa the PC
of 1997. were discussed at the
recent Windows Engineering
Hardware conference at San
Jose. California. These
included technologies such as

OnNow, which eliminates the
long boot-up time for PCs and
is part of the Microsoft and
Intel sponsored Advanced Con-
figuration and Power Interface

(ACPI) technology that man-
ages power use by all types of
PCsnot just portable comput-
ers.

“Users are demanding that

PCs become more convenient

to access and use in the home
and the office.” says Jim All-

chin, senior vice president of
the desktop and business
systems division at Microsoft.

“They want their PC to be
instantly available to answer
the phone, display new e-mail.

browse the Internet or run an
application. Consumers don't
want derices that take a long
time to warm up or that use
unnecessary energy."
OnNow and ACPI are part of

Microsoft's efforts to make the

PC much more consumer-
friendly - and hopefully find

new markets among a large
number of potential customers
who are not computer literate

and need not be to use the new
class or computers. Microsoft
calls the future PC design, the
Simply Interactive Personal
Computer (SIPC>.

S(PC-based systems trill be
able to use a TV or computer
monitor, and will be able to

control a wide range of con-

sumer electronics devices such
as TVs. VCRs, stereo systems.
Digital Video Disk players,
cable modems and heating and
security systems. Speaking at

the conference, Microsoft
chairman Bill Gates said the

goal is to create a PC appliance
that is easy to turn on and use.

“We would like to make it as

easy as just plugging in a disk

to vratch a movie, listen to

music, even have the PC keep
track or what your favourite

movies are,” said Gates.

He added that the PC needs
to be made much more user-

friendly if it is to be accepted
by ail types of users in a wide
variety of uses.

“You're not going to go to

your PC to look up a new fact

or find out about movies if

you're sitting there watching
that memory test-program ran.

I don't think there's anything
quite as antiquated as that
memory test that comes up or
those kind of ugly BIOS mes-
sages that we all see. Those
have just got to go away."
Gates said.

SIPC designs will lead to
sealed case designs with no
options for users to add mem-

Contmned cm next page
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10 FT- IT Network-centric computing / interview

View from the top • Paul Taylor interviews David Garrison of Netcom

Radical changes in PC usage
The PC has moved from being a desktop
island to become a communications
tool, says David Garrison, chairman of
Netcom, the leading US-based
independent Internet service-provider.

The Net, he argues, is the catalyst for a
sociological revolution

O n April 1.0, Netcom
passed another mile-
stone as its subscriber

base moved through the
400,000 level. Since then, the

company has established
operations in the fast-growing

UK market - the latest in a
string of US service-providers

to look to Britain for further

growth.
For David Garrison, Net-

coin's chairman and chief exec-

utive. the events of the past

two months cap a dramatic
first year in the job, during
which the group’s revenues
early quadrupled to $53.4m
and its subscriber base grew
by more than 300 per cent
M
I think a couple of sea

changes are occurring simulta-

neously which are leading us

to a very fundamental change
in the way people use comput-

ers and the way people will

access content of all different

types." says Mr Garrison
whose background, before join-

ing Netcom, included being
president of SkyTei. a division

of Mobile Telecommunications,
and a spell as general manager
of the Providence Journal, a
publishing and broadcast hold'

mg company based in Provi-

dence, Rhode Island.

“The PC has become a com-
munications medium,” he says

pointing out that well over half

the new PCs being shipped are

now equipped with modems -

“and not just modems, but rea-

sonably high-speed modems.
“The PC has moved from

being a desktop island to being

a communications tool," he
says, “we think that is as sig-

nificant a sea change as the

introduction of spreadsheets
and word-processing pro-

grammes for the personal com-
puter.”

The second requirement.

says Garrison, Is information

“content”.

“Hie amount of content, and
the rate at which it is being

added to the Internet, sur-

passes any other content
aggregation we have seen in

history.

It is not just content in the

hands of a few who have tradi-

tionally controlled content, but
this is a very broad-based ‘con-

tent revolution' where people

can create their own home
pages and participate in the

creation of content
“Much of this will not be of

interest to the masses, but the

fact is that In this enormous
content almost every special

need or interest group can be
satisfied and it is truly allow-

ing new kinds of communities
to be created.”

For example, be points out
“if you live in a town or a
village in the countryside and
you suffer from a rare disease,

you are really disadvantaged

because you have no access

and your doctor probably
doesn't have much 'exposure’

to it With the Internet you can
not only connect with other

people who suffer from the dis-

ease, you can do your own
medical research online In

order to have intelligent ques-

tions to ask of your doctor.

“Therefore what we have
done is created a community of

people that otherwise would
have no bond - we have cre-

ated communities of interest”
The Internet he argues, is

the catalyst for a sociological

revolution.

The third significant change

is the emergence of easy-to-

use tools which bring together

the content with the communi-
cations device: “The most obvi-

ous one is the browser, but
there will be others as .

welL

The browser In and of itself is

business users - "there are

enormous opportunities for

productivity improvement,
using the Net," he suggests.

For example, companies can

use the Internet’s search tools

to undertake research on their

partners, competitors or com-

petitor's products which would

have takan days to complete

before the advent of the Inter-

net
As with the cellular tele-

phony industry, be believes

business and entertainment or

professional and consumer

I

‘The increasing amount of

information on the Internet

surpasses any other content

aggregation in history’

a baseline entry point, but I

think we are just on the dawn
of seeing the applications pro-

gramme, the equivalent of the

spreadsheets and word-process-
ing programmes that will

really allow people to benefit

from the vast content an the

Net and to use it in ways that

are meaningful to them.”
Understandably, Garrison is

also an enthusiast about the

opportunities which he
believes tbe Internet offers

Preview: InterForum 96

5k Peter Bonfield, chief executive

of BT, win defirar an opening

keynote address at bitarforam 96

this Friday. June 7. a

European audience of

directors and senior per-

sonnel from the IT-oser com-
munity will hear an Impres-

sive line-up of speakers taking

part in InterForum 96 in Lon-

don when the theme will be

“The future of the desktop -

business strategies for the net-

work-centric computing era”.

Sir Peter Bonfield. chief
executive of British Telecom
and chairman of ICL, will

deliver the opening keynote
address.

The dosing address at the

televised event at the Queen
Elizabeth U Conference Cen-

tre. Westminster, will be given

by Mr Larry Ellison, chief

executive and. president of

Oracle, the software company.
InterForum 96 marks the

launch of an annual IT sympo-
sium by UnlForum UK, in

association with the Financial

London symposium
on the future of

desktop computing
Times. UnlForum is a non-
profit organisation with more
than 1,200 members spanning
the vendor, user and central

government communities.
The one-day event will also

address an international audi-

ence via the FT Television ser-

vice which is available to TV
stations worldwide.

Other speakers will Include:

Mr Irving Wladawsky-Berger,
head of IBM’s Internet divi-

sion, Mr Philip White, chief

executive and president of
Informix Software, Mr Keith
Todd, chief executive of ICL;

Mr Javaid Aziz, European

vice-president of Silicon

Graphics; Mr Gene Banman,
general manager of Desktop
Systems Group, Sun Microsys-

tems; Pete Higgins, Microsoft's

group vice president, applica-

tions and content; and Mr
Peter Martin, editor of the
International edition of the
Financial Times.

O For more details of the

event, contact Mr Philip Flax-

ton, executive director. Uni-

Forum UK. 9-11 EBC House,

Richmond Station Buildings,

Kew Road, Richmond. Surrey
TW9 2NA; tel (+44) 181 332 0446,

faxback (+44) 131 332 0443

Networks96

IT solutions to
business

IX you have a business problem that technology

/ / should be solving, invest a day as a VIP visitor to

Networks 96 - The Network Industry Showcase.

The UK’s leading IT show with a 17 year

track record.

It's a day well spent.

Over 500 exhibitors including such names as:

IBM, Novell. 3Com. Orade. Fully

representative of the FT industry.

The largest Corporate Internet and Intranet

show. Intranet delivering all the freedom of

the internet throughout your in-house

systems.

Register now.

Fill in the coupon below and fax on

01203-426449. Or call on 01203-694549

stating you are a VIP. For more information,

visit the web site on

httpVAn/ww. networks96.com BLENHEIM

6 jargon-free workshops delivered by vendor

independent presenters entitled 'Networking

Essentials for the Non-Technical User*.

VIP delegates receive priority registration.

Fast Track Entry, VIP lounge with

complimentary business services plus

appointment pre-booking with exhibitors

YOU choose to meet.
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uses of the Internet will co-ex-

ist.

“In our experience, our cus-

tomers are “mixed-use profes-

sional'. nearly three-quarters

of the customers In the US and
OnaHa are customers that use

the Net for both productivity

and information," he says.

They use the Internet to

learn about their competitors,

to do research on new products

and to learn about market-

places. But they also use the

Internet to do research on hob-

bies, to undertake research on

holidays in order to get the

best deal and to learn about

products.

“It is not that we think that

tbe Internet as a shopping

medium is going to replace

Sears," says Garrison, “I see it

as an enabling tool for people

to be much smarter shoppers.”

In terms of revenues. Garri-

son sees the Internet continu-

ing to supported by a mixture

of advertising and paid-for ser-

vices - matching the model in

other media. In the US, he
points out. television viewers

either pay by purchasing goods

advertised on television, or by
paying a subscription to a
cable provider.

“In the US, the average
household is spending over

$100 a month on television, but

they are not writing a cheque

for that, they are buying prod-

ucts that are advertised on TV
or they are subscribing to

cable television.

“I don't think people will

sign onto the Net and pay a

'dollar or £5 every 'time they"

want to access information: I

don’t think that Is a reasonable

thing because you don't know
what it is you are paying for,"

he says.

Nevertheless, he does think

that "tiered services” or "prior-

ity channels" for business traf-

fic could emerge.

“I think we will see this over

time.” he says. “It largely

depends on how complex the

traffic gets and the rate of

acceleration of video and

audio, we are technically capa-

ble of doing it today."

However, Just what form of

tariff structure might appear

remains unclear - “it could be

you will pay a higher amount

for priority service, it could

also be that all people get a

priority service but you will

get a discount for slower ser-

vice; it could be time of day,

it's too early to telL In this

business, we can be certain

that it will change”.

Garrison also has strong

views on regulation of the

Internet: “We tend to agree

with the view that the Internet

is by definition an interna-

tional product and uo one
country is in a position to con-

trol the content or the service,

although we will certainly

respect any nation's laws
regarding the Internet - our
system is designed so we can
offer a different service In each

country in which we operate -

we want to be very sensitive

and responsible and responsive

to the laws.

“At tbe same time, we think

it is about individual responsi-

bility; we think it is about indi-

vidual freedom and individual

choice. We will offer tools such

as 'Surf Watch* to our subscrib-

ers so they can screen-out cer-

tain types of content that they

might find offensive for chil-

dren, but I think you can find

offensive content on tbe high
street, too, if you know where

to look.

“You can find offensive con-

tent in print, on satellite televi-

sion and video tapes and you
can find it on the Internet, but

as a percentage of content I am
told it's less than one percent,

so it is not what the Internet is

about: it happens to be a

by-product of what is there.”

He also acknowledges that

the Internet faces other chal-

lenges as it evolves, not least

ensuring that the infrastruc-

ture keeps pace with demand
so that traffic does not slow to

a crawl. Already, he notes that

many people accessing the

Internet through online ser-

vices, experience service degra-

dation because of network
"architectures and"congested'
servers.

The other bottleneck tends

to occur at the actual content

owner's site, where they have
not provided sufficient capac-

ity, he says. “We have found
that many times that is the

.1 Future PCs

Systems will offer

high speed graphics

and larger memories
Continued from previous page:

ory of add-on cards. Instead,up-

grades will be made by con-

necting peripheral units. Tbe
first SIPC systems should
appear in the second half of

1997.

While SIPC is aimed mostly
at changing the design of home
computers, there are changes
under way for business com-
puters. Intel, for example, is

proposing a new way of dis-

playing three-dimensional
graphic Images that offers a
much faster performance.

Intel calls its technology the

Accelerated Graphics Port
(AGP), a new type of graphics
bus technology that can trans-

port graphics data within the

PC at speeds as high as 200

Mbytes per second, double the

100 Mbyte per second rate
offered by the 33 MHz PCI bus
found in PCs.

The high bandwidth of AGP
is necessary for PCs displaying

high resolution 3-D graphics
for business and entertainment
applications. AGP was
designed in cooperation with

leading graphics accelerator

companies; Intel says it is

offering the AGP specifications

free in order to encourage the

creation of an industry stan-

dard.

Another change is a move
toward a Unified Memory
Architecture (UMA). Instead of

having separate memory chips

to handle video graphics, there

is a move to let the main sys-

tem memory handle the video

graphics. This arrangement

could help cut the price of PCs,

since memory chips are now
being sold in larger packages,

which means that to have a
separate video memory in a
PC, it would have to be larger

and thus represent a larger

cost of the system.

Other computers such as

Apple Computer's Macintosh

computers use UMA-type
designs, but so far, Microsoft

has been resisting UMA
designs because it believes that

system performance could drop

by as much as 40 per cent

when running Windows 95 on

an 6 megabyte system.
UMA supporters say that in

the long run, UMA will be a

standard part of the PC archi-

tecture, and that cheaper mem-
ory will mean that personal
computers next year will come
standard with 12 or 16 mega-
bytes of memory, which should
overcome Microsoft’s objec-

tions.

Tony Tong, senior product
marketing engineer at chip
maker S3, which just began
shipping an UMA chip set says
that an UMA system will prob-
ably have a much smaller per-

formance loss. “We've been

y V" :

-

Bfll Gates, Microsoft chairman: *1

don't think there’s anything quite

as antiquated as the PC memory
test-program"

able to show Microsoft that an
UMA system with 8MB of
DRAM would probably only
suffer a 10 per cent perfor-

mance penalty.”

Mark Klrstein, senior indus-

try analyst at US market
research firm In-Stat, says:

“The majority of UMA systems
this year will ship in European
and other markets rather than
Neath America."

Klrstein predicts that while

UMA will get off to a relatively

slow start this year, account-

ing for about 6 per cent of PC
shipments, by 19% UMA-based
PCs could account for at least

50 per cent ol the market.

David Garrison: "Them are enormous opportunities for business users”

culprit - and that is not
related to any one carrier, but
It is related to the demand on a

very 'hot' site. That problem
will continue as we grow, just

because of increased capacity,

as more users come on. you
have to increase your band-

width capacity."

However, for Netcom corpo-

rate customers, Garrison says

that security issues remain the

main concern: “They want

The Net may
offer ‘tiered

services’ for

business

someone who can help them
with security issues, who can
recommend equipment and
configurations suitable for

their needs. They want to

know: ‘How do I monitor tbe

number of people accessing my
web site and how do I provide

a high level of service?'"
“ SSnirity, he adds, is a real

issue, “but it's also grossly

overblown ... we are very sen-

sitive to the matter and have a
department that focuses on
security topics and complaints,

"Thankfully, we have not

had a major problem where

confidential information has

been distributed through the

Net, but by definition on open

network such as Net is going

to have security issues, just

like the postal service the

credit card system and other

facilities”.

He also acknowledges that

by providing a gateway
through to its internal

systems, a company is opening

itself up to fraud. But he adds:

“In our experience most of the

hackers tend to be well-edu-

cated. relatively affluent

'teens, acting out of boredom -

and they hack for the chal-

lenge of it. Most of them don't

have a criminal intent. It's

much like saying in the early

days or television or radio you

had 'static' problems - it’s part

of the growth of the business."

Netcom's business customers

also want to know how to

build Intranets and to connect

np disparate corporate loca-

tions: “We have corporate cus-

tomers who actually don't

want to access the Internet,

they just want to use our Intra-

net services." says Gamson.
But in the fast-moving inter-

net industry. Garrison says

one fact is certain: “The Inter-

net is defined by change. What
it is today is not what it will be

in two years' time."

CeBIT Home Electronics Fair

New European show for

consumer electronics

S
even hundred compa-
nies in the areas of per-

sonal computing, con-
sumer electronics, media
technology, telecoms, soft-

ware and online services will

be exhibiting at tbe first-ever

CeBIT Home Electronics Fair
in Hanover from Wednesday,
August 28 to Sunday, Sep-
tember 1, writes Michael Wilt-

shire.

The five-day fair will be
targetting distributors,
resellers, purchasing co-oper-

atives. small office/home
office users and private con-
sumers.
The event is timed to take

advantage of the pre-Christ-
mas ordering period for deal-
ers at the end of August,
allowing time for production
in September and shipments
in October and November.

IT. Other events include a

forum for retailers, display

areas for IT users in schools

and universities, presenta-

tions on the information
society, digital video
systems, computer graphics,

high fidelity and surround
sound, big screen TV, virtual

reality, telebanking, home
automation and a “Games
City" with extensive
hands-on facilities for visi-

tors. In addition to themed
displays, the fair will include

modern and classical music
concerts.

For more information: tel

Hanover on (01511-890: fax
(0)49-511-23 SS6 000: Internet

address: http:iiwtmo.messe.de

Symposium
Alongside the fair will be

an international symposium
called "Learning for the
Fittare”, with

. demonstra-
tions in a multimedia arena
by suppliers of products and
services, highlighting new
ways of teaching, training
and interactive learning with

The Tien issue of the FT-IT
Review (Wednesday. July 3)

urill include themes on multi-

media and education, with
details of innovative products

being launched at CeBIT
Home in August

For more details of the July
issue, plus the fax-u-back ser-

vice. see the information panel
on page two of this Review.

The UK fax-u-back number
is 0990 209 903; outside the UK
the number is 41990 209 903.

Previews Tech-Ed 96 in Nice

Europe’s largest

technical conference
The future of the personal
computer - as seen by the PC
software company. Microsoft -
will be the main theme For
more than 3,000 expected atten-
dees at the software company's
European Tech-Ed 96 confer-
ence, which will take place in
Nice, southern France,
between Tuesday, June 11 and
Friday, June 14.

The event at Acropolis Con-
vention Centre will feature the
largest range or Internet and
Intranet developer technologies
yet seen in Europe. There will
also be previews of new soft-
ware tools and products.
, ,

»•*« yiuuuvis.
including new versions of

Visual Basic. Visual C++,
Visual FoxPro and the Micro-
soft Office - all on show for

the first time in Europe.
The event will also feature

the company's Java develop-

ment tool, code-named Jakarta,

as well as the new ActiveX cli-

ent and server framework, The
four-day conference will fea-

ture 200 English-language tech-

nical sessions, with a dedicated

stream of more than 30 key

sessions delivered In French.

Details of the event are avail-

able In the UK on tel 0800-83445

or via Microsoft's home page at

http:!Iwmp.rn icrofteam(show-
coseiteehed!
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Solutions for a small planet

News Briefs:

Internet solutions
for businesses
and other
organizations

The Paris Pages: a very popular Web
site for travelers who want illuminating
information about the City of Lights. IBM
provides hosting support for the site's

7.000-plus pages which feature descrip-
tions of major mon-uments, museums and
attractions, as well the latest weather
satellite images plus train, bus and Metro
routes. All this, to-gether with access to
details on shopping, 1,600 hotels, 600
restaurants, airports and exhaustive events
calendars. Visit Paris on the Web at

http:www.paris.org/

Copenhagen City Council is putting
open government into action through the
hitenet. In the largest project of its kind
in Europe, IBM has designed a solution
that allows Copenhagen’s citizens to

access more than 2,000 pages of inform-
nation via the Council's home page on
the World Wide Web. Kiosks located in

libraries and other public buildings pro-
vide access to information such as

Council meeting minutes and agendas,
thereby allowing; citizens to review and
democratically Influence the decisions
made by Council members.

Livia Insurance in Sweden markets
its complex pension products in a way
that is easy to understand. Customers fill

in online forms to have their pensions
automatically calculated and graphically

displayed on the server home p^e. Livia

is the first commercial insurance compa-
ny to use such interactive techniques and,

has received widespread positive feed-

back from its customers. Livia’s home
page is at http://www.livia.se

Holfday Inn Worldwide and IBM are

working together to refine and fully inte-

grate the global hotel chain’s newly ac-

quired reservation and property manage-
ment system. The system will provide
Holiday Inn with a networked database

linking the hotel’s central reservation sys-

tem with its property management sys-

tem. The result will be a system that pro-

vides a single view of the chain’s world-

wide inventory of available rooms as well

as customer profile information—thus

improving the company’s ability to maxi-
mize occupancy and deliver superior cus-

tomer service. This initiative helps vari-

ous segments of the worldwide travel

industry improve efficiencies, reduce

costs and increase the level of customer

information in order to be better posi-

tioned for the future. IBM’s Travel and

Transportation Industry home page is

http://europe.ibm.com/travel
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GAZPROM, Russia’s natural gas

conglomerate and its Russian Natural

Gas Research Institute. VNUGAZ, form

the leading scientific and technical hub ot

the sas industry in the former Soviet

Union. Operating as the national informa-

tion center for gas technologies VN1-

IGAZ is setting up a full online Internet

system. The first such connection estab-

lished in Russia, it is designed to provide

access to state-of-the-art solutions, spe-

cialist networks, the latest international

trends and key technology databases—an

relating to the natural gas industry.

Cont’d. on Pg. II
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Executive commentary: IBM’s vision

for the new age of the network
Dr. Irving Wladawsky-Berger, General
Manager of the IBM Internet Division,
talks about network computing and
what it means to the customer

Q. Network computing seems
to have emerged suddenly.
Where did it come from and
where do you see it going?

A. It's the logical next step in

computing’s evolution and is tak-

ing the traditional evolutionary

path of previous technologies.

The telephone, broadcasting,
autos and planes all followed
such a course.

The first stage is invention and
limited use. Then the technology
becomes more popular and final-

ly. as it becomes more affordable
it appeals to a mass market and
becomes an integral part of iheir

lives.

The computer is on the verge of
being fully integrated into soci-

ety, much in die way electricity is

now. Today, nobody pays much
attention to how electricity is

generated and transmitted. We
take it all for granted. In the not-

very-distant future, information
will simply be everywhere , as

electricity is everywhere.

Q.Bow will access to infor-

mation change the way we do
business?

A. Many companies are integrat-

ing their internal operations,

using Internet standards and Web
browsers ot private networks

—

or “intranets.' The next logical

step is to expand this architecture

using Internet technology to cre-

ate an Extended Enterprise—with
business data protected from
unauthorized access by a “fire-

wall.”

This architecture provides a
delivery system for transmitting

content These could be any num-
ber of constituencies: employees,
trading partners, customers,
shareholders, the press, security

analysts, anyone a business
chooses to communicate with.

In short, a business can extend
its reach and add value all along
the line.

Q. How is IBM working to

bring the benefits of network
computing to customers?

A. We’re approaching the task

from four directions simulta-
neously. First our customers have
amassed enormous volumes of
information on their internal sys-

tems and we’re working to open
all that content and make it more
accessible using the Internet. In

line with that, we’re enabling all

our products to connect to the

Internet

Second, we're working aggres-

sively to help the software devel-

opment community create whole
new classes of applications that

will enable access and distribu-

tion of information, communica-
tion , collaboration and electronic

Dr. Irving Wladawsky-Berger

commerce.
Third, we’re deploying a vari-

ety of subscription-based applica-

tions and services. These are solu-

tions that customers can use to

offer their content over IBM’s
Global Network thus avoiding the
investment in systems and soft-

ware. Users can access them from
a browser and pay only for what
they need.

And finally, like any company
that’s serious about the Internet,

we’re very deeply involved in

research and advanced pilots.

Q. What does it take to con-
nect a customer’s own infor-

mation to the World Wide
Web? Is it a technological
challenge?

A. It isn’t so much a technologi-

cal as it is an implementation
issue.

The core technology already

exists and we're creating the

“glue” code that can be down-
loaded free to connect all our
products to the Web. Database
and transaction products like DB2
and CICS have already been
enabled for the Web. And Lotus
Notes, of course, already offers a

Cont’d. on Pg.m
Two powerful tools that
work together: Lotus
Notes and the Internet

When the Internet entered main-
stream culture last year, many
industry watchers predicted the

beginning of the end for

IBM/Lotus’s flagship groupware
product Lotus Notes. Notes is the

software that allows computer
users to access and share docu-
ments simultaneously—regard-

less of where they are or what
platforms they’re working on.

The demise was not to be. In a

letter to shareholders earlier this

year, IBM Chairman and CEO,
Lou Gerstner, reported that more
Notes installations were sold in

the last half of 1995 than over the

entire previous six-year life of the

product
What’s more, the remarkable

adoption of Internet standards

appears to have propelled Notes

into an enviable position as a

technology ideally suited, to

exploit the global connectivity

which the Internet represents.

While many industry watchers

at first saw the potential for

Internet technologies—particu-

larly those that supported collab-

oration on the World Wide
Web—as a threat to Lotus Notes

by providing similar benefits at

reduced cost, it has become
increasingly clear that this is not

the case.

• Reliable Web sites on the

Internet and so-called internally

deployed Intranets require soph-

isticated. integrated and scalable

technologies that characterize the

Notes server. In other words, as

critical infrastructure, Web ser-

vers require the types of services

that today are only found in. a
product such as Notes.
“The concern about the viabili-

ty of Notes in the face of the

Internet phenomenon was really

misplaced,” said Steve Sayre,

Lotus’ vice President of market-

ing. “Serious interest in the Web
has led the marketplace to a much
deeper understanding of the value

of technologies that support com-
munication, collaboration and
coordination. Lotus is clearly best

positioned to benefit from this

sea change in the market’s tech-

nology orientation. We are the

only vendor with a fully integrat-

ed platform that is at once opti-

mized for messaging, groupware
and Internet connectivity.”

The sudden popularity of the

Internet was driven largely by the

broad acceptance of inexpensive

and “lightweight” Web browsers,

which—-in the context of some
applications—could be viewed as

an alternative to the Notes client.

However, the real battle for dom-
inance in the Internet and Intranet

will be for the server. Conven-
tional wisdom has it that Lotus
clearly offers the premier Web
server solution in the industry

today.

Notes' services—such as docu-

ment management, replication,

messaging and workflow engine,

integration with other databases

and systems management tools

—

definitively set it apart from rela-

tively bare bones Web server

alternatives. It is, in effect, sui

generis in the marketplace.

Lotus CEO Mike Zisman puts

the product into perspective this

way: “Our challenge at Lotus is

to take all the things that Notes
does and expose them to Internet

and Web protocols. In contrast,

competitors have to take the stan-

dard protocols and figure outhow
to add all the function that Notes
has. Whose job do you think is

rougher?”

On balance, of course, those

Web alternatives along with
Microsoft's most recent entrant.

Exchange Server, do present a
legitimate challenge to Notes

—

and company officials take them
seriously after seven years in die

market without a direct competi-
tor. They are said to Be eager to

win the market battle for once
and for all.

Upon the shipment of Ex-
change. Jeff Papows, Lotus’s
executive vice president and
COO, was quoted as saying: “I’m
tired of shadow boxing.” As the

company entered 1995 it expect-
ed that Exchange would be its

principal, and perhaps only,

direct competitor. And indeed,

the product’s eventual release last

month did sound the bell for a
long-anticipated messaging sys-

tem showdown.
However, Lotus Notes has so

far won every comparative
review over Exchange—on the

basis of its unified solution for

customers seeking a robust
client/server messaging and
groupware platform for building

and distributing custom applica-

tions that provide integration

with the Internet's World Wide
Web.
So far, Lotus’ one-stop solution

is the one to beat Jen Papows,
again: “The sales cycle for Notes
used to include a lot of mission-
ary work explaining the benefits

of communication, collaboration

and coordination. All this just in

order to get prospects to examine

Notes on its technical merits.”

“But now," he continues, "almost
everyone appreciates the value of
shared resources and has moved on
to figure out how best to leverage
these resources. Companies clearly

accept the role of Notes in a Web
environment—and that means
opportunities for us where they

didn’t exist before.”

Dearly, the messaging/group-
ware/Intemet “wars” are worth fol-

lowing—if nothing than for acade-

mic reasons—but it may be a while

before there are any definitive win-
ners other than Notes customers.

BULLETIN: Lotus has
resofced to make the Internet.

iteJocal polnt’and capture •

every- bit of opportunity the
worm's most popular network
generates. At tne recent
.Internet World Conference,
the company announced -

shipment orLotus. Notes;
Newsstand; a complete solu-
tion for delivering business
periodicals tin tne Web. Also,
previewed: Webmaster's
Apprentice, a Lotus, solution
for creating and managing
Websites..

New study
reveals trend
to Internet
computing
among world
companies
The Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU). in a recent study conduct-
ed with the rBM Consulting
Group, reported that ihe conver-
gence of telecom municarions and
information technology will sig-

nificantly affect the way compa-
nies do much of their business in

the years ahead.

“Global Telecommunications to

the Year 2000: The Impact on
Corporate IT Strategies," as the

study was titled, comprises in-

depth surveys of 120 companies
in Europe. North America and
Asia/Pacific supplemented by
comprehensive interviews with
CIOs and IT managers.

Overall, the study concluded
that many companies' will look to
LAN/WAN technology to link

their voice and data networks
worldwide—and that they will

fulfill more and more of their

computing needs through ven-
dors’ networks.

The study notes: “The use of
the Internet, perhaps today’s best

example of integrated telecom-
munications and IT technology,
will grow in use from about &>
percent of companies surveyed to
over 90 percent.’’

The convergence of telecom-
munications and TT technologies

is a widely recognized need,
according to respondents, but
business has yet to fully integrate

either the management or plan-

ning of the two disciplines.

However, the report found that in

the next five years more than

four-fifths of companies will be
fully integrated.

Telecommunications is increas-

ing in importance in virtually all

companies, as demonstrated by
the rapid growth of voice and
data traffic expected in the next
five years, the EIU study said.

Voice traffic is expected to grow
by 20 percent in that period,
while internal and external data
traffic should increase by 56 and
49 percent respectively.

“Clearly, business can no longer
ignore the convergence of
telecommunications and IT. The
study shows that many com-
panies are starting to look for

some of the benefits that network
computing will deliver," said

Joseph F. Movisso, General
Manager of the IBM Consulting
Group.

He further commented: “Fifty-

two percent of the companies
predict that within five years they
will use the networks of various

service providers for their inter-

nal IT needs, a very surprising

intra-enterprise focus."

According to the study, dis-

tributed computing is expected to

grow rapidly over the next five

years—from the current 60% of
companies using some form of
local area or wide area network to

97 percent.

IBM expands horizons into mobile

and wireless service

IBM recently announced a

series of far-reaching service

agreements with many of the

world's foremost mobile and

wireless computing providers.

Among those with whom IBM
is now partnered are AT&T,
Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile
and GTE MobilneL IBM will

become a preferred provider of

mobile data services and solu-

tions for the carriers.

According to industry •

observers, the pacts are further

evidence of IBM’s determination

to enhance its leadership role in

the emerging network computing

marketplace.

In a related development, IBM
also announced on the same date

that it had entered into agree-

ments with a number of leading

makers of mobile computing

products and applications.

• The company will become a

preferred services provider to a

list of multinational firms that

includes Ericsson and Ractotek.

Under terms of this deal, IBM
will serve as a single source for

product procurement, integration

services and end-user support.

In a statement, James L.

Seitz, genera] manager of IBM
Availability Services, said:

“Mobility is a fact of life among
our customers, and within that

framework they are increasingly

aware of the benefits of network

computing solutions.

Now we can assure them that

wherever and whenever they go
mobile, IBM will be there to sup-

port them.”

Andrew Seybold, editor of

Outlook on Communications and
Computing

,
put the new develop-

ments into perspective. The indus-

try has been stalled by complexity

in putting the pieces and parts

together. IBM’s entry into the

support infrastructure and its

geographic coverage are the much-
needed ingredients."

In close conjunction with the

carriers and manufacturers, IBM
will move forward in a number of
directions.

• Marketing integrated end-

to-end mobile solutions from
planning to implementation.

• Providing wireline to wire-

less internetworking solutions via

the IBM Global Network.

• Internet access solutions and
on-line electronic services.

• Supporting a customer's

contract-based cellular require-

ments.

• Offering customers a single

source of multivendor products

and support services - more than

300 hardware and 700 software

solutions that embrace desktop,

network, laptop, handheld,

modem and wireless technolo-

gies.
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SpecialIBM Supplement - Network Computing

Ten “myths” about the trend
to network computing

also high-quality graphics, video
and animations.

As with all new concepts, net-

work computing is frequently
misunderstood, more than a little

overhyped, and often difficult to

fit into everyday reality. That
said, this powerful new comput-
ing paradigm stands ready to
transform businesses of everytransform businesses of eveiy
kind—all across the world.

What’s real about it? What’s
fiction? What lies in between? In
this article, Stephen G. Solazzo
(Vice President, Client/Server
Computing, IBM Europe Middle
East Africa) explores the issues
of network computing.

Negroponte, of the MIT Media
Lab, puts it this way: “The
Internet may be the only technol-
ogy development in history in
which the reality exceeds the
hype”

Myth 2: Network computing
is difficult to get into.

The famous saying, coined by
Nike, says it all: “Just Do It/*
What we mean is rhat companies
can readily make the transition
into network computing with the
help of experts in organisations
like IBM or in the consulting or
academic fields.

To be sure, training is needed on
many of today’s newest tools. But
simple applications such as those
for developing a Web site aren’t
beyond the competence of most

Myth 1: everyone’s doing it
Not by a long shot; the faa is

that many organisations are just
getting started. But comforting as
that fact may seem, there proba-
bly isn’t a company of any signif-

lcance on the planet that isn’t
thinking about piloting some net-
work applications that could
change the very nature of the wavchange the very nature of the way
they do business.

Moral: now is the time to start
the learning process. Nicholas

Myth 3; Network computing
Is easy.
What’s going on here? Wed, the

fact is, like Myth #2, this one is

both partially correct and partially
false. Sure it’s relatively simple to
create a home page; but, face it, it

may well turn out to be a bad
home page. The point is new
skills are needed to move into the
new world ofnetwork computing.

There are serious issues to face.
How much corporate information
to put up; and of what kind?
Security issues. Choices among
many development applications.
Customer relations. How to pro-
vide facilities for making sales
over the Internet? How to handle
and administer the volnme of
“hits”?

For starters, IBM can help busi-
nesses work through all these
issues. And more.

have capabilities that go far

beyond that of simply enabling a
"dialogue” across the Internet.

They have far-reaching busi-

ness implications in such areas as

direct marketing, customising
product design, linking suppliers

and manufacturers in real time,

managing distribution channels,
enabling personnel via wireless or

mobile phones—and in providing
on-demand information delivery.

News Briefs
(Cont’d. from Pg. I

)

companies. And they can open
amazing vistas—with more thanvistas—with more than

itional text and data, but

Myth 4:The Internet is use-
ful only for communications
applications.

Fact—many new applications

Myth 5: It’s the road to suc-
cess.

Sorry, but many implemen-
tations of Web sites have not
panned out because they weren’t
integrated into other corporate
activities such as marketing.
The trick is focusing the whole

company around the effort.

Making sure every promotional
item, every item of stationery, car-

ries the home-page address.
Making sure that content is updat-
ed and accurate. Making sure that

hits are analysed and assembled
into databases that are put to use.

Remember, an unsatisfactory

UNESCO and IBM have launched an
effort to put the international organiza-

tion’s vast store of educational informa-
tion on the Internet. Among other things,

the project will deliver online reports to

educators on global events and initia-

tives, create an electronic forum tor

decision makers in government and
other organizations, give researchers
interactive access to statistics and pro-
mote teaching techniques and develop-
ment opportunities to educational institu-

tions, particularly in developing coun-
tries. More than 200 megabytes of data
drawn from a quarter-century of educa-
tional experience in more than 180
countries is now available at

http://www.education.iwe$co.org

Cont*d. on Pg. IV
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Wouldn’t it

be nice ifthe

wondrous,
""‘

Ml)

futuristic, A

virtual
world ofthe

Internet was

just a little less.

well, virtual?’

O p date 1
Something magical is happening to

mm our planet. It’s getting smaller.

Every day, more people and more information are

making the Internet a place of incredible opportunity

and transformation.

Suddenly, people just like you have access to

potential customers, business contacts, partners and
competitors in every comer of the planet

How can you make the most of this opportunity?
Well, we’d like to help.

We have all of the minds and resources ofIBM
focused on the emerging world of networked computing
Over the next few months, were going to discuss

strategies and technologies to help you get from here to

there. Lets start by talking about whats going on across

the planet

Electronic commerce is becoming a reality thanks
to improved security and encryption technology like our
innovative Cryptolopes which ensure that messages are

read only by the people you want reading them.

Cybermalls are springing up everywhere, letting

companies sell their wares to millions ofcustomers on
line, without costly premises. Instead of gathering dust

in a warehouse, products are made and shipped to order.

And what’s more, the more enterprise data you can
bring on line, the wider you can cast your net

The managed IBM Global Network is helping

companies connect Enterprises are expanding to give

customers and suppliers piping hot information on prices,

inventory and delivery schedules. Making them more
efficient and honing their competitive edge.

All thanks to one of the world’s largest managed
data networks with managed access from Rio to Reykjavik
and 848 other cities worldwide.

By using Lotus Notes over the Internet people in

remote locations can work on the same project simul-
taneously, expanding their reach even further. Ifyou
are eager to take advantage ofthe Internet you don’t

need to be a millionaire. Or a genius.

Youjust need to drop bywww.ibm.com for further

information highlightinghow IBMcan help your business

thrive in a networked world.

This isjust beginning. We have a lot more to share

with you. Just remember, it’s a small planetAnd it’s yours.

Solutions for a small planet
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Exploration and Production (E&P)
professionals in the worldwide oil
industry make critical business and
technical decisions based on the analysis
and interpretation of a wide variety of
information. Although large amounts of
potentially valuable data are available,
time constraints often mean that only
readily accessible data are evaluated
while other significant information might
be overlooked. IBM has developed a
solution for the worldwide oil industry
called PetroBank, designed to provide
E&P professionals with access to a
shared online data bank. A user-friendly
interface called PetroConnect assures
easy access to this information via the
Internet.

Bayer AG is working with IBM on a
new Health Care Management project.
Through the use of “smart” health-cards,
patients will be able to access a network
containing their personal medical records
as well as worldwide databases contain-
ing information relevant to their particu-
lar needs. This solution will also enable
physicians to access, over the Web,
information on the latest scientific and
pharmaceutical research. Material from
online medical publications, libraries,
teaching hospitals and research facilities
will also be accessible to healthcare
professionals.

MasterCard and Visa have agreed to
support one of IBM’s most innovative
new applications: Cryptolopes. This
easily implemented solution assures
total and fail-safe security in financial
transactions and other communications
across the Internet Cryptolopes may
well become a big hit because security
is what will make business move on
the Internet

V ' *n

Reuters NewMedia and a large group
of other leading news and information
providers now distribute “mission-criti-
cal content through IBM's newly
launched InfoSage online Internet sub-
scription service. Using advanced profii-
rng Md search/retrieval technologies,
mioSage brings important benefits to
business users who need convenient
dady updates on a selected menu of sub-

they particular inter-
est Subscribers can receive as many as30 stones twice daily.

y

UPS and Federal Express Corn.Ovenught delivery companies no
longer compete solely on the basisof vehicle fleets, routes or employee
perfomance-^-but also, and more knpor-

S’ble m^"8 kn0Wled2e <nstami£avatiaMe to the customer. UPS andFedEx are opening up their internal
databases and putting them on tite Inter-net so customers can personally trackmovementsGroundme world—24 hours a day, seven rinvc

fabric of corporate operations.
*
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The home page
is not an end
in itself, just
a beginning
While the Internet can no longer
be seen as fad, initial enthusiasm on
the part of consumers for exploring its
rich sources of information and service
could indeed wane. John Patrick, IBM’s
Vice President for Internet Technology
sounded this note of warning even as
interest in the Internet was at an all-tune
high—fueled by events and exhibits at
Hannover’s CeBIT fair, Europe’s lamest
IT event.

6

Patrick’s viewpoint, paradoxical as
it may seem, is based on a serious con-
cern that businesses could ignore the
full interactive potential of their home
pages and thus fail to draw sufficient
levels of consumer interest to justify
the whole process of developing and
maintaining Internet connectivity.
Above all, he believes, this is a crucial
time for companies to actively exploit
the Internet’s unique qualities—as
opposed to simply posting home pages.
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John R. Patrick, VP Internet Technology

The dilemma, as John Patrick sees it,

is this: many companies could be miss-

ing the whole point of the Internet as a
corporate tool by regarding the home
page as the end of their efforts rather

.

than the opening lines in a chapter of
^opportunities. “I am disturbed,” he says,

*“at the notion that once a company puts

up a home page that's aQ there is to it

I can almost hear them saying ‘the door

is open, now let’s get back to work.’”

Apparently, many users are failing

to look at the home page as a place for

new ideas and innovative presentation.

To be successful, companies must aban-

don the notion of simply digitising the

corporate brochure—and instead

adopt a completely new production

ethos. “The static home page is dead,”

says Patrick. What really counts, in his

view, “is a live web site that sits up and

does something.”

“It's not all that difficult to accom-

plish ” he continues. “All the tools are

in place to bring off this transformation

with relative ease. There’s nothing mys-

terious about building a site that creates

relationships. . .that exploits the potential

of multimedia by making it rewarding

to explore.”

On the other hand, with all the com-

petition out there on the Internet, it’s

not just smooth sailing. Developing and

maintaining a successful Web site can

be costly—-but so are full-color corpo-

rate brochures and catalogues* And
while such pieces might be thrown away

at any time, a Web site is potentially

forever. An ongoing effort that continues

over time to attract interest, respond to

inquiries and open the enterprise to out-

side interest of huge proportions.

And thafs the real key: unlocking

company resources, and deploying

years of accumulated information, to

reach a new worldwide constituency

that includes everyone from shoppers

to shareholders tcfsuppliers to multi-

national organizations.

“The technology and the inter-

faces exist,” concludes John Patrick,

“to selectively move the data that s

often trapped in back-office systems

rad get it onto the Web where it can
^

connect, in real time, with real people.

But in doing this, the fundamental

principal to bear in mind is that the

home is nnlv the first step.

Vauxhall: on the highway
to the Internet millennium
Vauxhall has become the firstUK
auto manufacturer to launch a
fully integrated and interactive
Web site for advertising and mar-
keting on the Internet.

The site features innovative
layouts and graphics that offer
users the opportunity of getting
everything from pricing to safety
and comfort features to dealer
locations.

Alisdair Luxmoore, Brand
Communications Manager at
Vauxhall. comments: “In our
view, the project has had a very
subtle and important benefit; the
fact that it represents Vauxhall ’s

use of highly advanced technolo-

gy reinforces die image among
buyers that Vauxhall cars them-
selves are die epitome of high-
tech excellence. The medium is

the message: it says that these are

21st century vehicles.”

Vauxhall’s Web project has
been just one element in a cam-
paign to launch die Vectra model.
In addition. IBM has created the
means to advertise the brand via

interactive kiosks, CD-ROM and
interactive television.

Reach is everything in the

Vauxhall campaign: getting the

story out with an extraordinary

breadth and depth of detail that

goes far beyond the confines of
traditional media.
A corporate Web site can make

information not only attractive,

but also highly accessible. The
Vauxhall site’s interactive menus
allow customers to absorb sales

features in any order they choose,

and in any amount
Observers note that there’s a

rather persuasive immediacy to

die whole thing. It’s as simple, for
example, to locate your nearest
dealer as it is to scroll through die
available colors for different
Vauxhall car models.

Luxmoore again: The response
has been excellent From the pub-
lic, the press, industry experts and
Internet users themselves. And
most importantly, we’re zeroing
in on the right car-buying audi-
ences. Over a million hits in the
first four months, which is equiv-
alent to 50,000 viewers on the
Internet alone.

We can measure which pages
are looked at most and when. We
get feedback on which informa-
tion is most popular—and it's fast

and accurate.”

IBM was involved in every
aspect of the project: creating the

Web site and its graphics, supply-

ing dealer hardware and main-
taining and updating the content
Vauxhall notes that IBM was the

only company that showed com-
petence in all the disciplines.

The challenge in developing
real time marketing information

is drawing attention to the site and
holding it One example: IBM fed
live results of a rally to grab rally-

ing enthusiasts. And still another
boon for browsers: current road
traffic information on the

Vauxhall site—updated every 43
seconds and combined with use-

ful maps and graphics.

Steve Byrne of the IBM
Interactive Media Centre: “We
can respond to a marketing need
and provide a comprehensive cre-

ative/technical strategy for all-

electronic channels.”

A secure
market for
copyrighted
material
There is general agreement that

the Internet offers great potential

as a marketplace for the sale and
purchase of a wide range ofcopy-
right-protected material.

But moving forward to fulfill

this goal, which would greatly

enhance the quality and variety of
Internet content, has raised a
number of serious issues.

• Howto find and retrieve what
users are looking for;

more effective business tool, IBM
has formed relationships with a
number of leading technology and
information providers.

Thus, the technology is in place

to facilitate the search, retrieval

and purchase of content—includ-

ing still images, text, sound and
video—from distributed data-

bases in a wide variety of formats
hosted on a number of popular
publishing platforms
An example of how Info-

Market works. A user enters a
query “XYZCorp.” on the Info-

Market search page, accessing all

available data resources. In turn,

he receives a relevance-ranked

list of results, which may include

a link to XYZ’s Web site, credit

and financial reports, news arti-

• How to protect intellectual

property from illegal use once it

is placed on the Internet;

- How to assure that content

owners are paid for the use of

their works, even as they are

redistributed to others.

IBM InfoMaiket is a new net-

work-based service which com-
prehensively addresses these

problems. It provides the Inter-

net’s only capability for simulta-

neously searching the Web,
Usenet newsgroups and private

commercial content with a single

query.

The service makes use of cryp-

tolope* technology, secure elec-

tronic envelopes invented by

IBM, to enable publishers to sen
copyright-protected information

on the Internet—quickly, easily

and safely. And it provides both

access and purchase mechanisms

for those who wish to access the

material.

In developing this revolutionary

cles and consumer comments in

newsgroup postings. Content
selections are accessed—some
will be free, and others will be in

a Cryptolope requiring payment
to view.

Pricing and usage permissions

are explained in an abstract on the

outside of the Cryptolope. Info-

Market processes payments and
provides rights management ser-

vices to the publisher. Customers
are billed monthly for their pur-

chases.

On the seller’s side, InfoMafket
is developing special Plng-N-
Publish toolkits to allow publish-

ers to customise the “look and
feel” ofhow their content is pre-

sented. In addition, Info-Market
win support the ability to pay
consumers who choose to read
certain advertisements... allow
direct marketers to reach highly
targeted audiences...and even
offer coupons and tiered pricing

to volume users of the new ser-

vice.

EXECUTIVE COMMENTARY
(Cont’d. from Pg. I)

mature environment for sharing

information over the Web.
Naturally, network services are

indispensable, and the IBM
Global Network is the largest

voice and data network in the

world. We’ll either run the cus-
tomer's applications on our net-
work, build one for them, or oper-

ate the customer’s existing sys-
tem.

Q. You mentioned electronic

commerce before. What kind
offuture do you seefor it?

A* Unquestionably all the pieces
are coming together. In fact, 1995
was a year of breakthroughs for
electronic commerce. Two princi-

pal security protocols, S-HTTP
and SSL. became interoperable.

Banks and financial services com-
panies embraced the Web.
MasterCard and Visa agreed mi an
approach for secure credit card
and transactions over the Internet.

In fact, at Internet World, we
introduced NetCommerce, a ser-

vice that enables merchants to do
business securely over the
Internet.

In the near future, online mar-
keting catalogues should have
considerable potential, first in the
business-to-business arena and
then on a broader, consumer
scale.

Electronic publishing will pro-
vide a radically new channel for

journals and magazines. This isn’t

just a matter of making retrospec-

tive material available electroni-

cally—but of taking advantage of

rich new capabilities to create

something fresh and compelling.
Again, at Internet World, we

introduced Lotus Newsstand, a
complete set of tools for distribut-

ing subscription-based publica-

tions over the Web.

Q. How long before we see
companies and institutions
actually using network com

-

puting for their day-to-day
business activities?

A. Actually this is happening
today. The 22 hospitals of the
Greater Dayton [Ohio] Hospital
Association, for instance, use the
IBM Global Network to commu-
nicate with some 2.500 physicians
in their coverage area. They trans-

mit clinical information and
patient records—making for more
efficient, lower-cost medical care.

The same principles can be
applied with equal value in other
industries like manufacturing, dis-

tribution, media and finance.

Q. Canyou give us some idea

of what IBM is doing on the
researchfront?

A. There are a number of very
exciting developments in digital

video. We held a live, interactive

press conference over the Inter-

net. for example, transmitting a

digital video signal that could be
received by anyone in the world
with sufficient bandwidth.
Digital libraries are another fas-

cinating effort. We’re helping the

Vatican Library and others digi-
tize material in their unique col-

lections in order to share it with
the world.

Our Research Division is also

investigating everything from
remote access and mobility to

electronic cash and systems man-
agement. And one thing we've
learned in our long history is that

preserving vital business data

—

maintaining personal privacy and
guaranteeing the rights of content
owners— is absolutely critical.

Q. What would you say IBM
brings to a customer who's
interested in exploiting the
Internet?

A. Well, the real key to exploiting
the Internet is taking all the tech-

nology that’s been developed

—

especially sofware — integrating

it with services, and applying a
real knowledge of the customer's
business to produce applications
solutions. We have the resources

to do that for any customer, large

or small. We have the most scal-

able, reliable technology, the
trained service personnel, the net-

work experience and expertise,

and tiie business partners to make
it happen.
A quarter century ago. IBM had

an advertising slogan: “The way
we put things together sets us
apart." It seems that we’re back
to the future.

Behind the Internet: a new
generation of Servers
Just two years ago,
mainframes were virtu-

ally written off as a
casualty of the move
toward a decentralised

form of computing
know as “client/server.

Mainframes were not
only seen as being
expensive, but also
unable to compete with
a wide array of alterna-

tive technologies that

were then flooding the

world market
As it transpires, how-

ever, many companies
now realise that the

much-heralded benefits

of client/server comput-
ing have been over-

shadowed by the com-
plexity and cost of sup-

porting disparate infor-

mation systems.

Today, businesses are

searching for a better,

more efficient way to

gain competitive advan-
tages—by going a step

beyond client/server. That step is

to Network Computing, where
they can connect directly with
their customers, employees, sup-

pliers and many other constituen-

cies in a manner that transcends
both time and distance.

To enter the realm of Network
Computing many companies are
turning to a new gen-eration of
mainframes—large servers

—

which help them unlock valuable
data stored in the firm’s “glass
bouse” and make it available to

the outside world.

For Buell Duncan, general

manager for product marketing at

IBM’s Paris headquarters, the

move to more powerful and open
servers has been an inevitable

consequence of the increasing

emphasis on information access

qq distribution.

‘Today, much of the data in the

corporate world is stored on large

systems because they offer scala-

bility, reliability and security at

tiie lowest total cost—24 hours a

day, seven days a week.” said

Duncan.
“These attributes become even

more important as corporations

seek to take advantage of the

Internet and Intranets.”

Major companies are already

adopting the new server technol-

ogy to cope with the demands of

managing vast amounts of data.

At the recent Internet World con-

IBM’s S/390 Paraller Enterprise Server (left) is used at the

heart of the client/server network at the 1996 Olympic Games

ference in San Jose, Calif., execu-
tives from American Airlines and
Holiday Inn showcased industry-

leading solutions developed by
IBM that help them use the
Intranet to better serve their cus-
tomers.

John Samuel, managing direc-

tor of distribution planning at

American Airlines, commented:
“What makes the combination of
[IBM’s] S/390 and Internet tech-

nologies so exciting for American
Airlines is that it provides us with

the opportunity to establish an
even better communications
channel with our best cus-
tomers—while at the same time
reducing costs.”

To support Holiday Inn’s con-
sumer Internet service, Holidex,

which allows travelers to make
reservations via the Internet, extra

strength was needed. “We must
have reliability, high availability

and exceptionally fast transac-

tions rates [to support Holidex],"

said Dennis Erskme, vice presi-

dent for systems and applications

development “Our System/390
provides all that and mare.”

In addition to developing more
powerful yet cost-effective server

hardware platforms. IBM has cre-

ated a wide range of software
servers that provide companies
with complete, secure business
solutions. When The New York
Times wanted to offer its readers a

ipetit

:lectran electronic version of the news-
paper’s classified ad section—it

chose IBM’s DB2 database server
and web server to do the job.

“What’s happening here is that

companies are no longer using
mainframes as traditional, hierar-

chical processors of information.”
says Duncan. ‘They're literally

turning them inside out to give
their customers new products and
services.”

From multimedia encyclope-
dias and online reference libraries

to information on corporate

Internet and Intranet sites—the
large server is an ideal platform

for storing and managing vast

amounts of data in a reliable and
cost-effective way.

And the large server is totally

secure, a major consideration for

companies interested in moving
their commercial transactions

onto the Internet.

-Open;
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Network computing is

creating the new era of
Extended Enterprise
Christian Thommessen, Vice President,

Network Computing, IBM Europe/
Middle East/Africa, examines the

dimensions of a rapidly developing

trend in world business

Quite often, one hears that

Internet technology is transform-

ing business organizations into

‘‘virtual corporations.”

Unfortunately, the term is mis-
leading since it suggests that

some ethereal cyberspace expe-
rience is going to replace the real-

ity of productive, value-enhanc-

ing, day-to-day work.

What has evolved, as Internet

computing gathers momentum, is

a phenomenon that’s more cor-

rectly described as the Extended
Enterprise. Let me put this in per-

spective with a bit of historical

background.
As technology has evolved,

we've seen great changes in com-
puting over the past three

decades. First there was the cen-

tralized model of computing with

mainframes and large central

processors.

Then came the decentralised, or

democratised, phase—the PC
revolution which put a lot of the

power in the hands of end users.

Now, we've evolved to the

point where the computing power
of the enterprise is linked—-with
mainframes and servers and
PCs—in a cohesive network

The Internet has arrived, and it

is fast becoming the very fabric of

modem corporate life. Why?
Because it makes huge amounts
of useful, timely, pertinent and
productive information available

to everyone, everywhere, at any
time.

What a revolution this evolution

has produced. The Extended
Enterprise is made up of employ-
ees with new levels of empower-
ment that add value to their

work—communicating through a

variety of devices that link diem
to the company's factories, sup-

pliers, customers, prospects,

shareholders, vendors, consul-

tants, retailers, and wholesalers.

What does today’s Extended
Enterprise look like from the

inside?

Typically, you might see that

traditional departmental struc-

tures, with their rigid walls of
demarcation, are giving way to

quick, efficient network-based
collaboration among people in

various company locations.

This allows a wide range of dif-

ferent and highly targeted skills to

be brought to bear on particular

situations—with results that are

“Safe-surfing” a key goal
in Internet computing
A recent study of 1,300 business-

es revealed that sixty percent had
suffered financial losses due to

information security lapses in

1995. For nearly two dozen of

these companies, the total cost of
these breaches exceeded $Im.

This situation, and the publici-

ty around it, has tended to create

a climate of uncertainty among
many businesses considering
whether to take advantage of the

power of the Internet.

By way of background regard-

ing IBM's position and activities

in this arena, the first point to be
made is that computer security is

as old as computing itself.

Although changes in the com-
puting environment raise new
security challenges, the funda-
mental issues remain constant.

They include:

•Control of access to informa-
tion:

• User authemification and pass-

word systems;
•Encryption and decryption of
selected data:

•The ability to edit shared data-

bases of information, and:
• The ability of authorised traffic

to pass through various net-

work gateways.
With the vast increase in

today's network connections and
data flow, there are many more
links in the transmission and
access chain.
The challenge is to maintain the

integrity of each link. IBM. a pio-

neer in security solutions, has
come up with a strategy that is

two-pronged: to implement local

security control to ensure the

integrity of the core system, and
then to decide on an approach
toward maintaining security as

the customer interfaces with
other computers in a highly net-

worked environment.
To address these issues IBM

has developed SecureWay. the
common brand for its broad port-

folio of security offerings which
include a variety of hardware,
software, consulting and services
to help customers secure their

information technology.

For example, IBM's Internet

Connection Secured Network
Gateway actually installs a “fire-

wall" allowing users to reach out

into public networks like the

Internet while restricting the abil-

ity of outsiders to gain access to

internal systems protected within

the “firewall.”

not only productive for the com-
pany but also especially gratify-

ing for the participants. (The
“skunkworks" concept, as an
American colleague told me, is

very much alive and well.

)

Other examples of improved
collaborative effort abound in the

Extended Enterprise.

Under the new Internet para-

digm, sales personnel can be out

in the field—where they should
be—and still, in effect, be part of
the headquarters group. Also, sup-

pliers ana vendors can effectively

be brought into the corporate loop

on a regular basis. And customers,
too.

And no longer do companies
have to spend excessively to bring

in respondents from outside to

conduct on-going product and
marketing research. Instead it can
be done over the Internet. In min-
utes.

And consider the far-reaching

implications of this revolution on
a company’s ability to cut back on
the expansion of office space and
related facilities—utilizing that

money, instead, for plant and lab-

oratory enhancements.

But at its heart, the Extended
Enterprise is all about creating

possibilities for the workforce.

Those who choose to work at

home some of the time can do so.

Others can choose to work in off-

site “clusters” with a just a few
fellow workers. And, through

access to the Web, employees’
sources of learning, training and
work-enhancement are vastly

health data and other sensitive

material—ah are accomplished,

when encrypted, more safely and
privately on the Net than in any
other way.
Of course there are issues yet to

be resolved: how to make provi-

sion for third party access, those

with legitimate claims such as the

government in certain investiga-

tion, or a company with valid

rights to documents in an employ-
ee’s files.

IBM also pioneered DES, the

Data Encryption Standard, based

on private key encryption, which

IBM has also developed new
security oversight tools: an audit

capability, for example, which
allows administrators to assess

the security of the system, to

access reports on invalid pass-

word attempts and attempts at

unauthorised access.

Many people worry about
threats to privacy posed by the
Internet. According to experts,
however, the development of
encryption technology can actual-

ly guarantee both individuals and
businesses more privacy than they
have now
. Scrambling and unscrambling
word and number messages on
transmission, through the use of
encryption and digital signatures,
can ensure the confidentiality and
integrity of the data ex-changed

—

as well as the identity of the par-
ties exchanging the messages.

Cryptolopes, for example, is

an IBM-developed “electronic
post office” chat facilitates crypto-
graphic signing and sealing, and
is more secure than certified mail.
(Now, in the US, when you send
“e-cash” to the IRS, you can real-

ly prove it.)

Credit card transactions via the

Internet, the transmission of
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it made available on a royalty-free

basis to the public beginning in

1975. Endorsed by the inter-

national banking community,
DES is used around the world, for

example, to encrypt PIN numbers
in millions ofATM banking trans-

actions.

Bringing secure electronic

commerce even closer is the

recently signed agreement be-

tween IBM and another leader in

computer security, RSA Data
Security, Inc. The two companies
plan to modify their hardware and
applications so that they are inter-

operable. They have also commit-
ted to the development of open
cryptography for the Internet,

assuring customers and develop-
ers safe universal access consis-

tent with current government reg-

ulations on cryptographic prod-

ucts.

Security isn’t somethin® that a

company simply buys, installs

and then forgets about. To the
contrary, one of the most impor-
tant elements of IBM’s security

portfolio is a consulting service to

help customers design and deploy
ongoing information technology
security solutions.

Trained experts assess the pos-
sible security risks to a cus-

tomer’s system; they define secu-
rity needs, recommend and imple-
ment security products and ser-

vices in line with those needs,
help administer security policies

and practices, and audit security
controls—repeating the process
when necessary.

IBM knows that security is

what will make business move on
the Internet and it has the industri-

al-strength technologies to make
the Internet safe for business.

multiplied.

Not to mention their ability to

conduct research around the

globe. And to chat with their asso-

ciates and colleagues in other

firms, universities and on. the

plant floor. Openness is every-

thing; and it's here today.

We’re looking at a whole new
way of enhancing morale and of
building employee confidence
and commitment Upward mobili-

ty isn’t just a hope in the Internet

age; it’s an attainable reality.

And consider this as well. Both
intra-company connectivity and
communications between a com-
pany and its many constituencies

is being further driven by relent-

less advances in mobile and wire-

less technology. And by digital

video, video libraries and through
teleconferencing.

If all this doesn’t add value for

the Extended Enterprise—in all

aspects of its business—then I’m
sadly mistaken.

There's something else going

on here that’s particularly worthy

of mentioning. To be sure, both

large and medium-sized firms

embrace Internet computing for

all the right reasons. But uniquely,

the new paradigm of corporate

life may well have its greatest

impact within the huge universe

of small and entrepreneurial firms

which must perforce, get every

ounce of productivity from work-

forces of limited size.

Internet computing can extend

the “reach” and information-

access of everyone within such

firms—by orders of magnitude.

And that’s what makes the small

guys into giants—even on the

body competitive world stage.

The Extended Enterprise came
into being through Internet com-
puting. It serves as a model for

those who wish to revitalize a cor-

porate culture. It is universal and

its economic benefits are demon-
strable. Why? Because knowl-
edge is power.

The ten “myths” of

network computing
experience on a company’s Web
site is a real turn-off. Better to

invest the time up front to make
sure that users enjoy a fulfilling

experience right from the get-go.

Myth 6: No one is making
money on the Internet.

That’s something we hear a lot

of, but we take it as something of

a lame rationale for not getting on
the starting blocks. It’s more rea-

sonable to assume, in fact, that

those who are profiting from
Internet computing probably just

aren’t blowing their horns about it

to any great degree.

The operative principle is not to

get uncomfortable if success sto-

ries don't abound in your industry.

Competitiveness breeds confiden-

tiality, but that’s no reason at all

for a wait-and-see attitude. Who
knows? A rival could be up on the

Internet right now, taking cus-

tomers away right and left!

(Note: for a real confidence-

builder, we refer you to a whole
range of IBM-based Internet suc-

cess stories on the first page of

this supplement)

Myth 7: Security is a big
problem.

We'd say that it’s an issue, a

very real one, but not necessarily

a problem. To get IBM’s view on
the current state of play, we refer

you, again, to an importanf front-

page story of this supplement

.

Myth 8: Now that network
computing is here, the
client/server model is dead.

Some companies have consid-

ered skipping C/S systems in

favor of moving right into the

world of network computing. But
are the trade-offs worth the risks?

Behind today's network-based
front ends and user interfaces lie

some complex Client/Server-

based information systems. With
implications for security, dist-

ributed data, transaction and

multivendor-systems manage-
ment, messaging and even more.

Bottom-line, companies should

probably keep their focus on
implementing C/S -based systems

as a solid foundation on which to

build network computing. Most
leading examples of successful

networked applications are, in

fact, built as extensions to C/S

systems.

Myth 9: The Internet is an
external tool.

As the song says, “It Ain't

Necessarily So!" Too many com-

Confd
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panies, unfortunately, have over-

looked the Web’s vast potential in

streamlining internal communica-
tions and connectivity. As an in-

house, corporate tool, the term
"Intranet” is particularly apt and
descriptive. IBM’s experience,

for example, in implementing a
Lotus Notes-based system for a

portion of our field force is very
revealing.

The “Intranet” application

became very popular—so much
so that we published it on the Web
allowing everyone with a brows-
er, and appropriate security autho-
risation, to access iL On a world-
wide basis.

One neat side benefit of this

implementation is that it was rela-

tively easy to take a subset of the
application and make it available
to all Web users, thereby giving
access to our customers, partners

and others via the IBM home
page.

Does all this raise ideas for your
company?

Myth 10: If you’re not on
board it’s already too late.

Hey, you already guessed oin-

take on this one. Of course it isn’t

too late. Just do it!

Take the rational approach.
Begin by introducing network
computing technologies based on
the information to which you
want to provide access. Then,
move on to integrate these appli-

cations with corporate informa-
tion and operations systems
Finally, exploit the capability by

enabling customers—around the
world—to perform “self-service”

in virtual malls, catalogues,
kiosks or via on-line services.

What it’s all about, really, is “self-

service” in a company’s long-

Steve Solazzo, is Vice
President, Client/Server
Computing, IBM EMEA
(Europe Middle East Africa).

To write to him via e-mail:

solazzo@fr.ibm.com

IBM and the
1996 Olympic
Games: an
overview
The task of staging the most tech-

nologically advanced sporting event in

history, the 1996 Centennial Olympic

Games, is nothing short of colossal. Set

to commence in Atlanta in just six weeks, -

the event is said to be the equivalent of

holding two Superbowls (the American

professional football championship)

each day—over a period of seventeen

consecutive days. Arguably, it is the

largest combined event, of any kind,

ever held on American soil.

Logistical challenges abound, and

are as heroic in their dimensions as the

feats of the Olympic Games athletes

themselves. Nothing must go wrong in

presenting—and reporting—a series of

competitions that captures the imagination

of a vast worldwide audience. Not only

are the Olympic Games a sporting festi-

val. they are a celebration ofhuman
achievement and progress.

As the Olympic Games official

information technology sponsor.
IBM plays a pivotal role by providing

technology, services, expertise and per-

sonnel to help the Atlanta Committee for

the Olympic Games (ACOG) set up.

organize and run the 26th Olympiad, in

partnership with the ACOG. IBM has

developed a range of solutions that

address logistical challenges ranging

from day-to-day administration to estab-

lishing and maintaining the Olympic

Games Web site on the Internet.

IBM brings a wealth of expertise

to this task. It has played a key role in

Olympic Games information technology

since it first became involved 36 years

ago with the winter events in Squaw-

Valley. Its contributions have evolved

over the years, allowing organisers to

benefit from wide-ranging technological -

advances and thus meet the growing
demands of each successive Olympiad.
IBM’s experience in working with world-

wide business partners flows directly to

the process of making its Games manage-
ment systems robust, scalable and highly

flexible.

When the competitions begin this

summer, IBM’s most visible contribu-

tion—the Results System—will provide

an historic first: instantaneous scores,

results and updates for worldwide
dissemination via the Internet, broadcast-

ing and the press.

The ACOG’s confidence in IBM’s
multiple capabilities is evidenced by the

fact that the company was given sole

responsibility for Olympic Games sys-

tems integration. The goal: to ensure that

all technology provided by other ACOG
partners—AT&T, BellSouth, Kodak,
Motorola. Panasonic, Sensormatic.
Swatch and Xerox —works seamlessly
together as one total, all-embracing
solution.

Bob Neal, Director of Information
Systems for the ACOG, comments:
“IBM is not just supplying solutions but
helping usfind solutions. By selecting the
right product mix, working with other
sponsors and suppliers, and driving to 1

integrate solutions. IBM is truly a partner
in our success.”

The 1996 Olympic Games form an
ideal testing arena tor IBM to demon-
strate not only its business ethos to a
world audience—but the technology
behind its unique solutions. The com -

pany believes the Olympic Games offer
an unrivalled technological showcase
and is solidly committed to sponsorships,
over the years to come, in venues such
as Nagano, Sydney and beyond. As the
world leader in information technology.
IBM can do no less than demonstrate

—

on a global scale—its ever-growing and
ever more productive array of solutions
to enhance the staging and enjoyment of
the world’s greatest series of competitive
sports events.
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IT in manufacturing

Industry™ transition • By.Andrew Baxter

The pace of change accelerates
S^°^ati0n technol°gy is increasingly important to manufacturers, they are faced with a growing list of competing IT
p - ianagers are anxious not to be tied into any one system that might be obsolete in five years’ time

I
went out to lunch, and
when I got back the whole
industry had changed" -

that was Berale, a character In
the Doonesbury cartoon strip,
explaining why his software
company had suddenly hit
trouble.

In the real life world of man-
ufacturing. developments dp
not occur quite as Cast as that,
but anyone revisiting the com-
puters in manufacturing scene
after two or three years on a
desert island would be struck
by the pace of change.
Nowhere is this truer than

with the Internet. Three or
four years ago. most manufac-
turers would probably not even
have heard of the Net, let alone
understood its potential signifi-

cance for their businesses. But
a recent survey of UK manu-
facturing industry by Bench-
mark Research, for Computer-
vision, found that the Net was
one competitive tool that
industry seems ready to grasp
two-handed. Manufacturers
saw the most important poten-
tial benefits as quick access to
information, faster communi-
cations at lower cost and dedi-

cated marketing, while the
most important envisaged use
was for international commu-
nications.

The mare forward-looking IT
companies have been moving
quickly to address the new
opportunities. At Intergraph’s
International Graphics Users
Group event in Alabama last

month, the US company
announced an initiative involv-

ing software giant Microsoft
which, put simply, enables
much-improved delivery and
sharing of graphics and engi-

neering information across the

Internet
Earlier this year, Intergraph

had launched the first com-
plete line of web server solu-

tions using the Windows NT
operating system, and is also

pushing its new document
management system. DM2, as a
way to manage all the techni-

cal information being shared

Focus on IT in

manufacturing

New ways to manage
the supply chain and
share information via

the Internet

between different sites that are
linked by the Net “You need a
way to manage these links."

says William McClure,
vice-president of Intergraph
Mechanical. "Otherwise the
Net could become a tool for
distributing out-of-date data.”
According to the Computer-

vision study, one use for the
Internet will be to manage "the
extended enterprise" - another
phrase that might have
sounded unfamiliar in the
early 1990s, although the con-

cept of supply chain manage-
ment was already firmly
rooted.

Coining from the same stable

as the ‘‘virtual’' corporation or
organisation, the extended
enterprise model involves a
strategic alliance between a
manufacturer and its suppliers

to develop products as one
organisation of pooled skills

and resources.

The relevance of the Internet

to such a model was illustrated

this spring with the launch by
American Software of Supply
Chain Planning. This inte-

grates the capabilities of its
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The shape of things to come bi global engineering projects: the Cambridge-based Cadcentre’s Hyperpfant concept demonstrates how engineers of
tomorrow wiB use Internet technology for design work, combining electronic mail and videoconferencing

supply chain management
solutions with the Internet to

enable companies to manage
their supply chain environ-
ments easily and cost-ellec-

tively.

The product permits the
simultaneous sharing of supply
nbatn infnrmarinn Data ran be
incorporated from the field,

distributors and other
resources using the Internet in

real time. The information,
says the company, can then be
assimilated into forecasts, and

results can he viewed and
adjusted by all levels of the

supply chain before the data is

integrated with manufacturing
or purchasing systems.
Manufacturers will have to

choose from a growing list ctf

competing software products
and hardware to support their

extended enterprise models.
"To manufacture in this envi-

ronment. the last thing you
need is a computer system that

gets in the way.” says David
Reid, segment manager far the

UK manufacturing and process

sector in IBM's AS/400 mid-
range computer business.

As one might expect. Reid
believes the AS/400 has a
strong future In this environ-

ment, partly because it comes
as one offering integrating
communications, a database
and software applications from
companies such as SAP. Mar-
cam and J-D-Edwards. The cap-

ital cost might be higher than
for a Unix-based system, he
says, but the need for systems
integration is avoided.

M eanwhile, software
that supports supply
chain management

techniques has become a much
bigger market than some
thought five years ago. and one
forecast suggests it will be a
Slbn industry by the end of the

century. “Supply chain man-
agement is set to become even
more prevalent," says Arthur
Vonchek, director for northern
Europe operations at Manugis-
tics.

Manugistics has created a
Supply Chain Architecture
that draws together real-time

data from a range of sources

within and between compa-

nies. and integrates it so that

managers can access a "single
view" of the entire chain.
"Scalable client/server technol-

ogy will see supply chain
systems that offer a single,

global supply chain image,"
says Vonchek. “Advanced soft-

ware algorithms will enable
automated ‘lights-out’ decision
making - and Internet and
Intranet technology will

ensure even greater connectiv-

ity between customers and
suppliers."

On the product development
side, the need for sharing of

accurate, up-to-date informa-
tion is vitally important in an
extended enterprise, because
the model relies on suppliers

taking responsibility for their

section of the overall design.

This is one reason why the
market for product data man.
agement (PDM> software is

picking up so quickly,
although it has only recently

reached a level of sophistica-

tion that enables its use in an
extended enterprise. A PDM
package aimed at the extended
enterprise was launched ear-
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From plastic to a virtual world: a plastic model Is transformed Into a

realistic plant, using Visuality, Cadcentre's group visuaHsation system

Her this year by Sberpa.

Another important choice for

manufacturers is that of an
operating system, where -

again - the pace of change is

accelerating.

“Over the past 10-15 years,

proprietary mainframe and
minicomputer operating
systems such as IBM. Prime
and VMS have lost their mar-
kets to open systems solutions

based on Unix variants, fol-

lowed by PC solutions running
under MS-DOS and Windows."
says Richard Longdon, execu-

tive director of Cadcentre. the
Cambridge-based engineering
software developer.

One of the most significant

recent developments has been
that of Windows NT, the
Microsoft operating system for

which some 800 software
appplications are now avail-

able for the manufacturing sec-

tor. ranging from mechanical
design analysis to enterprise

resource planning.
Windows NT took a while to

gain commercial acceptance,

but sales picked up early last

year. Now. according to Rod

Blackwell. Microsoft's UK busi-

ness manager for manufactur-
ing solution providers, Win-
dows NT is "on a roll” because
it can provide an enterprise
system, an engineering appli-

cation or a specific shopfloor
solution. Version 4.U. due for

release this summer, will fea-

ture ibe Windows 95 "look and
feeL"

The development of Win-
dows NT led. in turn, to Micro-
soft BackOffice, a set of inte-

grated applications for tbe
server including tbe operating
system itself, relational data-

base. and connectivity to IBM
mainframe and midrange
systems and networked PCs.
When Windows NT and

BackOffice is combined with
tbe front Office suite and Win-
dows 95. says Blackwell, manu-
facturers can achieve "inte-

grated customer-oriented
supply chains capable of deliv-

ering real-time information
across the corporation through
a single consistent user inter-

face."

O ne important testing

ground for Windows
NT is in computer-

aided design. (Cad), because, as
Longdon notes, intensive
graphics applications stretch

computers and their operating
software to their functional
limits.

According to Longdon. Win-
dows NT will become a signifi-

cant operating system for Cad.
But. he says, suggestions that

it would eradicate Unix as a
Cad operating system need to

be taken with a grain of salt:

“Communication between
operating systems is do longer

a major issue: it is compara-
tively easy to take data from a
PC. for example, use it on a

Unix machine, and then send it

on to a mainframe to be stored

in an Oracle- database."
Some software suppliers feel

so confident about Windows
NT that they have ported vir-

tually their entire range of

applications software to the
Microsoft operating system.
This is what bas happened at

Intergraph, where chief execu-
tive Jim Mead lock says NT is

"a better core product" than
Unix. "Any small software
developer that is not writing

32-bit software Tor Windows
and NT is undone." he says.

What should users in indus-

try make or all this? Mike
Wood, director of manufactur-
ing practices at software ven-
dor Ross Systems, sums it up
neatly: "Manufacturers are not
really interested in technolo-

gies. be it Unix or Windows
NT.” he says. “They just want
to know that they won't be tied

into any one system that might
be obsolete in five years’ time.

"

Further information from
American So.furore, tel UK
10)1932 855554. far 854563; Cad-
centre. tel UK (0)1223 556655.

fax 556666: Compuiervisian. tel

UK \0)1203 417718. fax 419137:

IBM AS!400 business, tel UK
0800 400000: Intergraph (UK) tel

<0)1793 619999. fax 618508. Man-
ugistics tel UK (011344 306400,

fax 306480: Microsoft 01734
270001. fax (0)181 242 4200 (Text

100); Ross Systems, tel UK
< 0)1604 3005ft fax 30495.

The make-to-order market V By Andrew Baxter
Constructional steelwork sector • By Andrew Baxter

Problems begin after

the contract is won

Boost for the building industry

Because of a lack of systems Integration,

many manufacturing companies have
problems translating proposals into live

contracts, especially when it comes to

creating production plans

M anufacturers can
broadly be divided

into two camps -

mass-production companies
building discrete products on
a repetitive basis to stock and
sell, and "make-to-order” com-

panies which build products

that meet the specifications of

a single customer.

"Make-toorder” is the fast-

est-growing segment of manu-
facturing - in the UK alone, it

is worth about £22bn a year,

according to a recent survey

by Benchmark Research.
Another research company,
Boston-based Advanced Manu-
facturing Research, estimates

that about 25 per cent of the

iS2.8bn world manufacturing
management software market
falls within the “make-to-or-
der" segment
The IT demands of the

“make-to-order" market, nor-

mally medium to large-sized

engineering companies mak-
ing everything from buses to

robots, can be very different

from those of the mass pro-

ducers. According to Massa-
chusetts-based Visibility,

which produces a “make-to-or-

der" software package of the

same name, “these companies

i require integrated information

systems that manage a life-

cycle of highly interrelated

processes while providing the

agility to respond to changing

customer needs and market
conditions."

Yet in some parts of the

make-to-order cycle, the use of

IT is very limited. Successful

bidding, obviously, is crucial

to success for “make-toorder"

producers but the Benchmark
survey claimed that lack of

computerisation and ineffi-

ciency in bidding far contracts

was costing British industry

as much as £lbn a year.

Only half of the ISO compa-
nies questioned used any form
of computer software for the

bidding process, and then only

Jwsic word processing, spread-

sheet or database packages for

part of the process. The
remainder rely on paper-based

filing systems, so every pro-

posal Is a one-off.

Only 50 per cent of compa-
nies monitor the actual costs

of bidding, a third admitted

difficulties in hitting tender
deadlines all or some of time,

and SQ per cent said they had
less time to prepare bids.

Half said, that missing dead-

lines seriously affected their

chances of winning contracts,

while the ability to handle
contracts was a big consider-

ation in deciding whether to

bid at ah. On average, the sur-

vey found, it took five people

three days to prepare a con-

tract proposal, so a significant

amount of time is wasted on
fruitless bids.

Tbe problems do not end.

however, with winning the

contract Because of a lack of

systems integration, 75 per
cent of the companies had
problems translating propos-

als into live contracts, espe-

cially when it came to creat-

ing production plans.

The Benchmark survey was
commissioned by Cincom
Systems to research the need

for its Acquire software pack-

age, launched last year to

automate and manage the

sales cycle process from pros-

pecting to estimating, product

configuration and proposals.

“A lot of people told us that

their business had changed

dramatically - they now have

very short lead times to ten-

der for highly-customised con-

tracts.” says Alastalr Sinclair,

director of Cincorn's European

operation. “Most of the bid-

ding preparation is still being

done almost on the back of a

cigarette packet and if

Acquire can help a manufac-

turer win two contracts out of

six. rather than one, it would

make a dramatic impact”

Tbe Acquire package costs

from £20.000 for a basic sys-

tem, and Cincom hopes pur-

chasers will obtain a quick

payback as the survey

research showed that bidding

costs account for an average

15 per cent of contract value.

Users can build a complete

library of data and product

configurations to reduce con-

tinually the time and effort

need to produce proposals. If a

bids turns into an order, the

information can be carried

straight through into ERP

(enterprise resource planning)

systems sold by Cincom or
other vendors. If the bid falls,

it becomes part of the histori-

cal data that will be used to

prepare the next one.

Sinclair says he is pleased

with the take-up of the system
since its launch. European
customers have included Esec,

which makes machines for the

semiconductor industry, trac-

tor maker Steyr-Dalmler-Puch

and Endress & Hauser, tbe

German valve and pump pro-

ducer. German and French
language versions were due to

be launched this month with a
Swedish version following in

September.
A separate market is open-

ing up, too, for the sales con-

figuration element of the
Acquire package, aimed at

makers of high-volume, highly
configurable products such as

persona] computers.

Atypical customer is GEC
Alsthom Low Voltage
Equipment, which is

currently in the pilot stage of

wring the Acquire package. It

bought the software mainly
for its ability to configure
products, and especially air

circuit-breakers.

In this market, customers
increasingly want a quick
quotation on a product that

comes in thousands of differ-

ent permutations but is built

from tbe same few hundred
components. Tbe company
can now produce a quotation

in a few minutes to a custom-

er’s specialised request where
previously it might have
taken tWO hours.

Visibility, meanwhile,
already bas around 300 cus-

tomer sites worldwide for its

product which is aimed at the

enterprise-wide IT needs of

“make-to-order" or “agile"

manufacturers - everything

from sales and quoting to

engineering, production and

aftersales service. Customers

include Pratt & Whitney.

Sulzer Pumps and ABB.
Visibility, founded in 19B8.

owes its success partly to

“building from tbe ground up"

foe the make-to-order market
rather than adapt a system
designed for mass production,

says Michael Dunn, president

and chief executive.

This is emphasised by Mich-

ael Peirce, chief executive of

Dublinbased Mentec. which
sells Visibility in the UK and
Ireland also has a stake of

about 15 per cent in the Mas-
sachusetts company. “The day
has ended when a single pack-

age could fit both types of
manufacturing," he says.

Another element in Men-
tec's growth has been its focus

on developing implementation
technologies as much as the
software package itself, says

Dunn. Some of the user indus-

tries’ past disappointment
with systems that failed to

meet expectations was
because of failed Implementa-
tion. he says.

Visibility, which is essen-
tially a one-product company,
has seen sales surge to an
expected $32m this year. Far
next year and 1998, sales

should be $45m and S60m
respectively, says Dunn.
Mentec’s sales growth fron

Visibility should be similar,

says Peirce. "It’s our flagship

manufacturing product and
the development of Visibility

into an enterprise-wide prod-

uct will keep our hands full"

The relevance of products
from companies such as Visi-

bility, Mentec and Cincom
could become broader as tbe

lines blur between mass pro-

duction and make-to-order.

Large companies that have
traditionally espoused repeti-

tive manufacturing are
increasingly looking to

become agile and order-based

too. But that is bard to

achieve, and - predictably

perhaps - Peirce says any
company that tries it it with-

out a dedicated make-to-order

software package could end
up "dead in the water".

Cincom Systems, tel UK \

(0)1628 542300 542310; Mentec,

tel Ireland 3531 285 8444, fax
35312852803; Visibility, tel US

\

508 694 8000. fax 694 8020
\

Survey on IT in
manufacturing

The results of a pan-European
survey on the impact of IT in

electronics manufacturing
will be featured in the FT-IT
Review in September. The
surrey, partly funded by IT
vendors, is being carried out
by analysts at Cambashl in

Cambridge. For details, call

Brian Gott or Mike Evans at

Cambashi on +44 (0)11223 460
439, fax +44 (0)1223 461 055;

e-mail, 100431-3342^ Cornpn-
Serve.com

European project

highlights the
advantages of using
IT to integrate

manufacturing and
management
processes

. M;
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H ow can an insular craft

industry that is made
up of many small and

medium-sized companies, and
is perceived as not investing

enough in technology, be
turned into a state-of-the-art

integrated manufacturing sec-

tor?

One approach is to introduce

computer integrated manufac-
turing techniques and develop

tbe related enabling technol-

ogy and standards. This is the
aim of the Europe-wide ’CIM-

steel’ project, which is aimed
at placing the European con-

structional steelwork sector in

a leading position to compete
with overseas rivals and alter-

native construction materials.

The Ecu45m ($56m/£35m)
Eureka project is about tailor-

ing for the constructional steel-

work industry the kind of corn-

put er integrated
manufacturing systems suc-

cessfully used within the aero-

space, automobile and genera]
manufacturing industries. To
achieve this, 45 organisations

including designers, fabrica-

tors. software houses, research

and trade organisations and
academic Institutions have
come together from eight par-

ticipating countries.

In tbe UK. the project has
been partially funded by tbe
Department of Trade and
Industry, with Taylor Wood-
row, the construction group,
acting as lead organisation.

Tbe other countries involved

are Austria. Denmark, Finland,

France. Italy, tbe Netherlands,

and Sweden.
Among several important

goals, the project aims to:

O Raise awareness within

the industry of the business

advantages of using IT to inte-

grate design, manufacturing
and management processes

and cultivate tbe concept of

"managing information for

profit".

Develop the enabling tech-

nology required for the

exchange of technical informa-

tion. between different software

products used by different

organisations. leading to inter-

national standards.

Exploit tbe opportunity

provided by the introduction of

"Eurocodes” to develop inte-

grated and harmonised design

procedures, guides and aids for

use in the collaborating coun-

tries.

Incorporate the design
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A typical structural steel buBcfing - this one is located at Swindon, WBtshire - which can benefit from foe

CIMsteel project which Integrates standards in construction work with steel

procedures and information
exchange technology into new
world-class software.

Rationalise the provision

and specifications of materials

and products as part of tbe
integration process.

Develop advanced data*

bases and management infor-

mation systems which are

compatible with the emerging
standards.

Develop and demonstrate
a cost-effective robotic welding
system.

Investigate the wider chal-

lenges and issues facing the

industry.

With such broad aims -

and a large number
of participants - it is

perhaps not surprising that a
project conceived in 1987 is

concluding only this year and
has taken up some 400 man-
years of wort Dr Fikry Garas,

CIMsteel project manager and
leader of advanced technology

projects at Taylor Woodrow
Construction, paints out that

CIMsteel Is "unique in terms of

its value and scope, as it is

trying to address the Integra-

tion of the whole building proj-

ect”
The project began in earnest

In 1988 with a definition phase,

followed three years later by
the start of an implementation

phase. Last autumn an Impor-

tant milestone was passed with
the launch of CIMsteel Integra-

tion Standards (CISj by Tim
Eggar, the UK industry minis-

ter.

These are a set of standards

for tbe direct digital exchange
of engineering information
between the diverse software
packages used during tbe evo-

lution of a steel framework.
The key components are a

series of standard specifica-

tions for information models
which help software vendors to

write an export and import
translator into Lbeir product
These can convert or retrieve

the project data as a CIS "neu-

tral file" from which data can
be picked up and read by any
other CIS-approved software
package.

The translators do not affect

the software, so users can con-

tinue to choose the best pack-

age for their requirements. But
by using the translators, ven-

dors and users will not need to

liaise to ensure compatibility.

Using the standards, it is

hoped, will increase productiv-

ity. Time will be saved as infor-

mation will not have to be
regenerated, quality will
improve because the errors
introduced in data re-entry will

be eliminated, and the collabo-

ration between partners, sup-

pliers and clients will be
improved. Garas says the stan-

dards were the main focus of

the CIMsteel project, but there
have been other developments,
some of wbich are already
available. For example, the
project has supported the prep-

aration of best-practice docu-

ments which will be widely
used by the steel construction

industry.

With the project formally
closing this year, it already has
a critical mass to ensure the

intentions can be turned into

reality, says Garas. At the time
of the standards launch. 11

software vendors had commit-
ted to put products on to the

market that meet the stan-

dards. and more have made
commitments since then.

Also, a number of end-users

had begun demanding from
their IT suppliers that they fol-

low the standards. "This year,

we will see the implementation
of the standards in real- Life

projects." says Garas.

The momentum will also be
sustained through events such
as workshops, seminars and
demonstrations of how the
standards are being applied.

One such demonstration at a
recent DTI event was ol a real

industrial project being engi-

neered by Foster Wheeler
Energy in one of its UK offices.

Further information from Dr
Caras, tel UK (0)181 575 4505 or

email f_gaTas:q.ietlcimsulLco.uk
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Advance* in computer-aided design • By Mika Parish

IT in manufacturing

••• '.£ V*

Variations
on a theme
How software was
used to redesign
the Polariod
Spectra camera
within specific

criteria

When a London-based
design consultancy.
Pankhurst Design &

Developments 7PDD) was given
the job of redesigning the
Polaroid Spectra camera, the
tact that it bad to start from an
easting design was little help.
The project manager at PDD.

Paul Ferris explains that the
camera had originally been
designed back in the early
1980s, but as the mid-1990s
eared. Polaroid felt tbe cam-
era needed a complete over-

haul. especially in the light of

plans to launch it into the US
and Asian markets.

In particular, the camera

I

New software is

accelerating

product

development

was perceived to have an “old

look" and poor ergonomics,
with the handstrap and eye-

cup Deeding to be made much
more user-friendly. But at the
same time, a key part of PDD's
brief was that the redesigned
camera should, as far as possi-

ble. be constructed in much
the same manner as its prede-
cessor using similar fabrica-

tion techniques and componen-
try. such as snap-clips, lugs
and ribs.

In the Industry phrase, PDD
had to retain as much as they

could of the original “design

intent". The company's use of

computer-aided design (Cad)
technology, however, made
surmounting these restrictions

much easier than it might have
been otherwise.

The company uses the 1-Deas

three-dimensional modelling
package from SDRC. Tbe soft-

ware uses a “variational”
approach by which users can
write equations that represent

various “constraints" that
limit or condition the design

options open to them.

Users can. for example, write

into the software instructions
that in any particular design,

some specific element - a wall

or a spar - must always meet
another element at a set angle

or that it must be twice as long

or three times as thick.

Any such geometrical condi-

tion can be set provided it can
be represented as a mathemati-
cal equation.

Paul Ferris says that after

constructing a model of the
existing camera within the
software. PDD was able to

experiment with new configu-

rations easily and quickly by
stipulating a few relatively

simple constraints, largely the

maintenance of some key abso-

lute dimensions and the rela-

tive relationships of some oth-

ers.

“When a wall was extended,

the clip behind it would auto-

matically stretch accordingly,"

he says. When the Job was
complete, “all of the external

faces of the camera had been
changed”.
In the event, the redesign

took 37 weeks to complete, but
without the Cad software's
ability to manipulate the geom-
etry in a variational manner,
Paul Ferris estimates the proj-

ect would have taken half as
long again.

The capability that that
proved so useful to PDD is now
embodied in virtually every
main Cad software package -

but to different degrees, in
slightly different ways and
under different names, such as
“parametric", “adaptive" and
“dynamic” modelling. But all

involve the same basic disci-

pline of writing equations to

set constraints within which
designers have the freedom to

experiment and have the soft-

ware show them haw changes
in one area of a design will

affect the rest of it

These new Cad technologies

have been seeping on to the
market far several years. Many
companies are now getting to

grips the potential they hold

both for accelerating product
development timescales and

The Spectra precise exposures and automatic focus in mSIseconds

enhancing design quality
through greater freedom to
experiment Just how big an
impact they can have on the
design of completely new prod-

ucts is still unclear, but their

utility in manipulating exist-

ing design data to produce
derivative products is certainly

considerable.

Hornby Hobbies in Margate,

for instance, manufactures
model trains and cars, for use
in electric train sets and the

popular Scalextric car racing

game. By definition, its prod-

Poterokfs new digital camera, the

PDC-2000 range, Is aimed at

commercial customers, and has

been under development tor four

yeare. Prices start at $2,905

acts, at least in external
appearance, are miniature fac-

similes of their full-size equiva-

lents. The company has. for

instance, just released its

model of the Eurostar Channel
Tunnel train.

But according to Mike Wal-
ters. product engineering man-
ager, adapting mriqting design

information to Hornby's own
requirements is far from easy.

Even where it receives CAD
data from the manufacturer of

the real-life car or train this is

often incomplete or segmented
in a way that limits its useful-

ness. Hornby, be points out. Is

aiming to produce a single,

consistent Cad representation

of the whole model surface
that can be used to drive man-
ufacture of the required mould-
tooling.

Within the last year, Hornby
has therefore installed the Pro/

Engineer Cad software system
from Parametric Technology
Corporation (FTC), the US
company widely regarded as
pioneering the constraint-

based modelling approach.

The company is fully exploit-

ing the Cad system's ability to

store complete 3D design data,

ft Is, for instance, using3D Cad
information to drive a stereo-

lithographic “rapid prototyp-

ing" process, which can bypass
tbe former need far handmade
wooden models of its products
to support tool-making. In
addition full colour Cad images
can be used to accelerate the
approval process by the mar-
ifoting- department
The company is also begin-

ning to explore how it can
exploit the software’s paramet-
ric modelling capability.

Intriguingly. Mike Walters
says one obvious application

will be in validating the action

of the pistons and drive-rods

on model steam trains. The
variety of wheel sizes, axle
lengths and configuration
types currently make this a
very demanding task. But he is

confident that the leading-edge

CAD capability, the company
now possesses will soon make
much simpler the job of repli-

cating the age of steam.

Buflt m record tima: the Derfcstar, the world’s most advanced unmanned reconnaissance aircraft was completed in just nine months store team of

90 designers bom Lockheed and Boeing started work an the project A significant factor to this time-saving was thews* of Catia Cadcam software,

run on IBM RS/8000 workstations and 9anmre. Darkstar is tbe first mStary aircraft designed wfthnit the creation of physical design mock-ups
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E
ven at the earliest stages

of designing a product,

companies want to know
how much it is going to cost to

manufacture. Until recently,

there has been no quick, accu-

rate way to do this and the

only solution was an estimate

or guestimate.

However, an innovative soft-

ware package launched in the

US two and a half years ago by
Massachusetts-based Cognition
Corporation uses artificial

intelligence to solve the prob-

lem. The software. Cost Advan-
tage, is sold exclusively in the

UK by Milton-Keynes PS Indus-

try Group.
The software takes basic

“back of the envelope” designs

and gives an early indication

of how much a new product
will cost to develop and manu-
facture. It then provides con-

tinuous feedback on cost and
produribllity as tbe design
evolves, updating the CQ6t as
the design changes.

At Its heart is a series of
process models which are used
to build up a knowledge base

on every type of labour and
material that is likely to be
involved in the manufacturing
and assembly process.

Mike Cronin, Cognition's
chief executive, points out that

because the software is a rules-

based expert system, compa-
nies can link It with their own

f* : -V:

Farewell to guesswork
Artificial intelligence provides
comparative cost estimates for different

manufacturing methods
corporate knowledge-base and
question it on why a product

cost a certain amount to make.
This gives it a clear advantage
over traditional spreadsheet-

based methods of cost calcula-

tion.

But, says Cronin, the pack-

age has caught on so quickly

not just because of its func-

tions - just as important is the
way it can be linked to custom-
ers' existing Cad software.
Indeed, most customers pur-
chase the software as an
add-on-

The software will work with
any parametric or feature-

based solid modelling system -

i.e. one that recognises, for

example, a round hole in a
design for what ft is, and not
simply as a circle - and has
already been fully Integrated

with Parametric Technology's
Pro/Engineer software.

To use it, a designer would
pun down a w*gnn

.
anil click OH

a button. The software first

checks that the product can be
manufactured on the user's

fectary equipment, then.- calcu-

lates the cost. Integration with
SDRC's I-DEAS Master series

and IBM’s Cads software will

follow later this year, says
Cronin. Cost Advantage can
also be used with Cognition's

own pre-design analysis soft-

ware, Mechanical Advantage.

At the other end. Cost
Advantage can be fully inte-

grated with process planning
systems, linking particularly

effectively with PSI’s own
SnperCAPES computer-aided
process planning, estimating
and costing system.

C ost Advantage was
developed from a prod-

uct called Cost of Manu-
facturability Guide, made by
the former Cognition Inc. In

the. US, users of Cost Advan-
tage include Xerox, Texas
Instruments and Boeing, while

European customers so far are

mainly French - such as Peug-
eot in car parts and Schneider
in electronics.

From its European headquar-

ters in France, Cognition is

now pushing into other conti-

nental markets, while PSI

launched Cost Advantage for

the UK market at the ICAT96
show at Birmingham's
National Exhibition Centre in

March.
The initial response was

"absolutely staggering." says

Russell Howarth, PSl’s sales
and marketing director. Aero-

Space and automotive custom-

ers were particularly inter-

ested In the software, which
costs about £20,000 a seat

Users in the US are finding

that they can now produce cost

estimates up to 85 per cent fas-

ter than with alternative meth-
ods.

But there are other benefits,

too, says Cronin: the software

can be used to produce com-
parative cost estimates of dif-

ferent manufacturing methods.
A user could quickly establish

whether it would be cheaper,

for example, to make some-
thing out of sheet metal, by
machining it Or by using injec-

tion moulding.
Cost Advantage runs on

Unix but a Windows NT ver-

sion will be available probably
by the end of the year, says
Cronin.

Cognition Carp, tel U& 617

271 9300, fax 617 271 0813

E CAN TURN YOUR INSTINCT FOR BUSINESS
INTO A STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS.

Instinct tells us that businesses

progress by communicating faster

and num; efficiently. As a

woryd-wide leader in switched

computer networking solutions.

Madge Networks has the expertise

and vision to help you move forward

with greater speed.

Our business is built un sharing

vnuf vision of the future and

understanding your business needs.

While protecting your current

investment in networking, wc will

build on what you have today so that

you can migrate your business

towards exciting multimedia

applications at a rate chat best meets

your needs.

To discover how your network

can turn vour instinct for business
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into absolute success, call

0800 526 542 for a free copy of

The Boardroom Guide to SVemnts,

a booklet written for executives who

know where they're going.

Madge
Networks

YOU HAVE PROJECTS...
WE HAVE SOLUTIONS TO MAKE

IT HAPPEN
Technology economic climate • today*; business environment ts

changing quickly and unpretbciably Ybur business needs

to evoke and become more flexible and reactive. You need

10 make the strategic dragons which win inherently change

your business processes. Who is capable of purring your

decisions and ambitions into practice? How, as a

result, will you reorganize your information

syaem? How will you Implement the applications

that can be adapted lo the personality of your

organization? CGI has, within (he IBM group, a

worldwide mission in the area of application

solutions. Designed and developed with current

clkrttAerver, Lotus Notes and Interact technology,

An IBM Company

our software is portable across multiple platforms, opening

up the world ol Network Centric Computing to you.

You can couni on our experts for the choice of

tbe best solutions, installation, training and support.

CGI has more than 25 years experience and investment

in solutions and application development.

CGI has provided over 5000 organizations

of all sizes in all industries with complete

solutions. You can count on our team of 4500
worldwide - to make your projects happen.

CGI : 30 me du Chateau-des-Rentie rs
75640 Paris Cede* 13 - T6L 01-11 40 77 25 01
Internet : hup://www.cgHcorp.com

WE DEVELOP, YOU SUCCEED
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Futuristic approach to vehicle development Volvo Bus used an electronic mock-up for Its new 'environmental concept bus' end greatly reduced
design tone, using only half the staff at a typical design project Volvo used ComputarWskm’s GADDS 5 software system, so that 75 per cent of
components were never translated into physical form during the design stage, but In the fkial assembly each component fitted accurately

Product data managemnt'systems • By Andrew Baxter

A rapidly evolving market
Companies are under
increasing pressure to

‘ shorten design and
development cycles

D emand is continuing to grow for
product data management (PDM)
software systems as more compa-

nies realise the benefits they offer. Accord-
ing to CIMdata, the market research com-
pany, worldwide sales of PDM software
and services will exceed SSSOm this year
and grow at a compound annual rate of 23

per cent until 2000.

PDM software has been available for

about a decade, but its roots extend 15

years earlier to the original MRP (materi-

als resource planning) techniques for man,

ufacturing products efficiently. Prom MRP
evolved engineering or electronic data
management (EDM), which uses computer
technology to help manage documents, for

example those used by engineers in prod-

uct design.

That, in turn, grew into PDM, which is

used to manage, organise and provide
instant access to the vast amount of infor-

mation needed at all stages of product

design, development, manufacturing and
support.

in the mid-1990s, the PDM market is still

a long way from maturity, and the market
continues to evolve as manufacturers'
requirements change. As Sherpa, one of

the biggest PDM software vendors, says,

the emergence of the “virtual" or
"extended" enterprise makes additional

demands on PDM as manufacturers estab-

lish closer links with customers, partners

and suppliers, and subcontract more ele-

ments of the product lifecycle to outside

organisations.

To make collaboration work, however,
manufacturers need to do more than share

data, says Sherpa: they must extend their

processes to partners and enable true elec-

tronic collaboration. Also, while these

trends are making development cycles

more complex, companies are under

increasing pressure to shorten those
cycles.

Recent new products from the PDM ven-

dors are aimed at addressing some or all of
these challenges. Earlier this year, Sherpa
launched an enhanced second-generation
PDM system called PDMII aimed at help-

ing companies meet demands for a more
comprehensive approach to management
of data.

ft supports the entire product lifecycle,

from creating Initial concepts through
designing, planning ami manufacturing to

selling and supporting products: manages,
a wide variety of data types, and has a

much wider user base than would be the
case in EDM or earlier PDM: there could
be thousands of users in the extended

PDM software gives

instant access to a

vast amount of data at

all stages of the

production process

enterprise, including various suppliers and
partner organisations, at tens of different-

sites worldwide.

An important feature of PDMH is

so-called "object-based application
libraries" which are the result of the
encoding by Sherpa of its knowledge of

PDM processes. Companies will be able to

select objects that provide the functions

they need and quickly assemble them into

specific applications, without having to

write custom code to create or connect the

objects.

Also this year. Centra Technology intro-

duced Release 3.0 of Centra 2000, its flag-

ship EDM/RDM software suite. Advances
in the new version include the introduc-

tion of alternative methods of deriving

multiple products from a generic design,

through a Product Structures facility

which Centra says will be particularly use-

ful to manufacturing companies.
Other features include “close-coupled"

interfaces with two popular Cad packages,
AutoCAD and Pro/Engineer, allowing
access to drawings and models to be man-
aged from within Centra 2000 during revi-

sion cycles; support for databases distrib-

uted over multiple servers; and support for

both 'Windows NT and Windows 95, the
Microsoft operating systems.

Meanwhile one of the bigger players in

the PDM market. Hewlett-Packard's
mechanical design division, has launched
HP Precision Engineering (HP FE)/Work-
Manager for Workgroups, one of the first

PDM solutions to be specifically config-

ured for workgroups.
The software is designed to be easily

customised and allows all product data to

be available to workgroup and team mem-
bers, facilitating the concurrent engineer-

ing process. As well as being designed as

an open system, it is fully integrated with

HP's PE/ME 10 2D design and drafting sys-

tem and its PE/SolidDesigner 3D solid

modelling solution.

Finally, in April, Adra Systems intro-

duced version 4.0 of Matrix, Its object-ori-

ented PDM software which features a
number of important enhancements on
previous versions, aimed at enterprise-

wide information management. These
include a World Wide Web/Internet
enhancement, support for additional plat-

forms. and expanded international support
enabling Matrix to accommodate the wide-

byte characters found in many Asian lan-

guages. It also has several tools to

enhance productivity and an expanded
developer's toolkit. In the UK, Hunting-
don-based Quorum Data Management is

the principle reseller of Matrix.

Contacts: Adra Systems, tel US SOS 937

3700, fax 503 453 2462: Centra Technology,

tel UK (0)1203 537102, fax 537032; CIMdata,
tel UK (0)1203 441129, fax 451919; Hew-
lett-Packard mechanical design division, tel

UK (0)1344 362091, fax 362070; Sherpa, tel

US 408 433 0455, fax 408 943 9507; Computer-

vision, Coventry, tel UK 01203 417718.

CtomiMiter^^ Mmlneerlnfl • By Andrew Baxter

How to get the best out
of production lines
IT helps to set up
machines and give

improvements in •

output of up to

22 per cent

While product design

and manufacturing
are already heavily

computerised, there is an
important area in between
where IT has not penetrated so

deeply - nor are its benefits so

well understood.

This is the area called pro-

duction engineering, preparing

and setting up machines to

produce the components that

have been designed electroni-

cally.

“In the other two areas, a lot

of money has already been

spent, and if you invest further

you are only tweaking your

performance.” says David
Blunt. “If you spend money on

the area in between, you can

have a big impact, as less has

been done previously."

Mr Blunt is UK country man-

ager for Israeli-based Tecnoma-

tix Technologies, which claims

to be the world leader in the

market for computer-aided pro-

duction engineering (Cape)

software. The company, which

went public in the US in 1993,

had sales last year of $33.lm,

more than half of which were

in Europe. Its aim, says mar-

keting director Lee Alnes, is to

plug the "huge gap" between

design and manufacturing by

providing IT tools for produc-

tion and process engineering.

Tecnomatix is probably best

known for its Robcad software

launched in the early l9S0s and

widely used in the automotive

industry, which works out and

simulates how robots will per-

form a task on the production

line, ensuring the)' do not col-

lide with the product, other

machinery or each other.

A second product Valisys, is

a quality engineering tool for

ensuring that parts are manu-
factured In accordance with
the design. Some of the experi-

ence gained in developing
these products have been put

to good use in creating Exal-

ine, which is designed to

enhance the production capa-

bilities of printed circuit board

(PCB) assembly machines and
lines used widely in the elec-

tronics industry.

Exaline. formerly called Par-

agon, stands for “expert assem-

bly line.” Manufacturing PCBs
is a highly automated busi-

ness: robots from a line of dif-

ferent machines, not necessar-

ily from the same
manufacturer, pick and place

groups of components as the

board moves along, with per-

haps a handful of components

inserted by manual operators

at the other end.

Some PCB manufacturers,

however, are still using man-

ual methods to work out the

best way of doing this for each

job - keeping each machine

busy, ensuring the robot or the

component it is holding do not

collide with a component that

has already been placed.

E
xaline. says Tecnomatix.
not only saves time,

reducing to perhaps half

an hour a laborious trlal-and-

error task that can take days

to complete, but also does it

better. This is where high-vol-

ume PCB manufacturers can

obtain big benefits from the

software.

If a board can be produced in

50 seconds rather than 60, the

manufacturer is making much

better use of its expensive capi-

tal equipment The software

will work out. for example,

that a second can be saved by

framing the board 90 degrees at

one point in the assembly.

"You would not bother with

that if you were doing the

set-up by band," says Alnes.

“but if you cut out a few sec-

onds here and there, it all adds
up."

The software works by defin-

ing and redesigning PCB
assembly lines in an off-line

“virtual manufacturing" envi-

ronment. It takes the PCB
design data, automatically sep-

arates groups of components
for each assembly machine or

•manual station, balances the

workload of machines and sta-

tions whose capabilities over-

lap, then optimises the perfor-

mance of rach machine, using

dedicated algorithms (mathe-

matical formulae) and detect-

ing any placement collisions.

Then it graphically simulates

the assembly machine and
manual station operations,

allowing the user to zoom in to

areas that need further inspec-

tion and gat exact cycle tunes

for different parts of the pro-

cess. Finally, it generates

machine programs, set-up

instructions and other reports

and drawings needed for the

manual and automatic assem-

bly operation.

The software has allowed

PCB manufacturers to get

improvements in output of as

much as 22 per cent from their

machine lines, although the

gains are smaller for the latest

state of the art PCB machines.

For a high-volume PCB pro-

ducer, such gains could be

very important, while the dra-

matic reduction in set-up times

would be more significant for a

more specialist, low-volume
supplier.

For obvious reasons, the

manufacturers of PCB
machines were initially wary
of Exaline, as it could be
viewed by their customers as

an alternative to buying an

extra machine. However, the

machine-makers have since

realised that, in the long-run, a

software product that improves

their customers' output is use-

ful for them too. A typical

Exaline system would cost

£50.000^75,000, which. Blunt
admits, is a lot of money for

software.

The problem for Tecnomatix,
however, is not the cost but
that customers will not believe

the claims made for the system
- for example, that It could in

some circumstances pay for

itself in five weeks. “Time and
again we have to prove our-

selves," says Blunt, "but we
are now bmlding up lots of ref-

erences."

D evelopment work on
Exaline began in 1992

and the first sales were
made two years later. So far,

most sales have been in North
America, but Tecnomatix is

expanding its presence in

Europe by opening offices dedi-

cated to selling and supporting

Exaline,

These are at Staines in the

UK and Munich in Germany,
and a French office where will

open in Paris soon.

The first generation Exaline

software works out how to do a

single job on a line of
machines, while the second
generation - just launched -

can work out how a line can
handle several different PCB
boards at once. The third gen-

eration will bring factory plan-

ning to the PCB industry,

working out the best way for

several machine lines to han-

dle dozens of different jobs.

Work on that is already under
way, says Alnes. and it could
be ready in a year.

D Contact: Tecnomatix Tech-

nologies, tel UKmm 898400.

fax 898500. Alternatively, email
leealnes&aoLcom.

Information retrieval: Excalibur software • By Jane Stirling
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Frogs
have a
lot to

teach
us
Software with the
power of pattern
recognition is a
boost for

manufacturers -

and politicians

The ability of political parties

to excavate Information from
a database for fast rebuttals

can be vital to success In the
cutrand-thrust of politics.

An electronic filing system
(EFS), dubbed by UK newspa-
pers as New Labour's “key
weapon”, the Excalibur EFS is

no ordinary information
retrieval system. Nor are its

uses limited to excavating
through mountains of infor-

mation in the battle of party
politics.

Excalibur EFS is an off-the-

shelf software tool for use
across the board, in any com-
pany or institution where
there is a need to store and
retrieve information rapidly,

easily and accurately.

Developed by a biologist,

John Dowe ID. Excalibur EFS
has interesting origins. The
new technology is based an
adaptive pattern recognition
processing (APRP). which
exploits - for example - the

way that frogs recognise their

food, distinguishing edible fly

species from similar ones that

are not part of the diet
APRP allows the rapid auto-

matic indexing of digital data
from a variety of sources,
including paper, electronic

and sound, and is based on
conversion of information to

binary patterns. In retrieval,

EFS searches for a pattern in

digital data and not for spe-

cific words.

AD successful businesses

are inundated with Informa-

tion from numerous sources,
whether hand-written, word-
precessed, graphical or e-mail.

One such company is Dom-
nlck Hunter, the Durham-
based international manufac-
turer of nitrogen gas genera-
tors for deep-freezing and
high-quality filtration, separa-

tion and purification products
for cotnpresssed solids, liquids

and gases.

The process division has
thousands of stored docu-
ments relating to every con-

ceivable aspect of company
business, including test
reports, customer-trial infor-

mation. correspondence, pur-
chase orders, requisitions and
design drawings.

Time saved
According to Sharon

Pringle, who has managed the

installation of Excalibur at

Domnlck Hunter, “actually

getting hold of a document
could take anywhere from 15

to two weeks. Now, with
Excalibur EFS up and run-

ning, it takes a matter of sec-

onds every time".

The needs of the process
division were simple - a “pap-
erless office" with fast and
accurate information

retrieval. Excalibur EFS pro-

vided a simple and effective

answer.

The difficulty In retrieving

information on past projects

was costing Domnick Hunter
time and money. New propos-
als for potential customers
had to be started from square
one, instead of re-using rele-

vant information from earlier

projects.

The ability to locate docu-
ments quickly and accurately

was an option that would
greatly reduce time to market
and increase customer satis-

faction through improved effi-

ciency.

Previously, the director of
group information services.

Joe Witherspoon, had
explored using a high-tech
database with keywords as a
means of retrieval, but all

such traditional document
retrieval systems have prob-

lems. With keywording, infor-

mation that becomes relevant

at a later stage, may be lost.

Subjective choice of the key-
word, or its misspelling, can
lead to further information
loss and the need to index
information requires a sub-
stantial input at time by a per-

son with sufficient under-
standing of company business
to a <wa>gj; the relevance of each

document and the key words
within them. Change of staff

within a company can lead to

the loss of the keywords them-
selves and with them access

to valuable documentation.

Joe Witherspoon was
impressed when he saw the

capabilities of Excalibur EFS.
The system eliminates the
need for manual indexing,
keywording and its associated
potential loss of information
by automatically indexing
every character on every page.
Data can be retrieved sim-

ply- by keying in significant

words and so literally any
information in the document
can be retrieved.

New feature
Excalibur EFS has one more

unique feature in the world or

information retrieval systems:
until now, optical character
recognition tOCR) processing

errors have represented one of

the most difficult challenges
to the successful implementa-
tion of document Imaging.
The occurrence of such

errors are often underesti-
mated and, depending on the

quality of the scanned docu-
ment, as many of one-fifth of
all words might contain a
character fault. If this
includes the keyword, the doc-

ument is lost. By searching
for a digital pattern. Excalibur

EFS can retrieve information
even though words are mis-

spelt. Termed "the fuzzy
search engine", errors as great

as “bolsifmatorialz” can be
recognised as “bills of materi-

als" and relevant documents
listed.

With a view to the future,

the process division intend to

utilise Excalibur's newly-
introduced Retrieval Ware,
which will enable its world-
wide salesforce to use their

laptops to access the Internet

to seek and retrieve informa-

tion via Netscape.

Since installing Excalibur
EFS and emptying filing cabi-

nets, the process division at
Domnick Hunter has been
able to create a lot of pre-

mium office space. According
to Mr Witherspoon: “Ignoring

the time saved in locating
information, just getting rid of

the paper has justified our
expenditure."

The paperless office, hith-

erto the stuff of dreams, is

emerging at last

CLASS OF ITS OWN
Until now. choosing a portable PC could mean compromising on power and flexibility.

Bonex’s NB-500/1 notebook changes all that Even the basic specification ofthe

NB- 500/1 offers PQ Ffentiisn power and a colour screen And its modular design means

that despite its small see and light weight users benefit from a wide range of alternate

configurations, including an optional CD-ROM drive This Notebook has been designed

to beat the best in the world, matching the versatility and processing speed of much

bigger and heavier machines. Its Pentium processing power, multimedia capabilities,

upgradeabifity and performance certainly puts the NB-500/1 in a dass of its own.

NB-575/1

75MHz Pentium Processor

8MB RAM (expandable to 40MB)

10.4" Dual Scat colour screen

3.5" diskette drive

540MB removable hard disk drive

NiMH battery and AC adaptor

16-bit SoundBlaster audio, audio pom and built in speaker

2 x PCMCIA Type H dots, or 1 x PCMCIA Type HI slot

Compact and Tight - 297 x 228 x 50mm and 2.9kg

Windows 95 (or DOS 6.22 & Windows for Workgroups 3.11) pre-loaded

£2,109.1 3 inc VAT(£1,795.00 excVAT)

NB-5 120/1

Pentium

As NB-575/1 above, but with:

120MHz Pentium Processor

16MB RAM (expandable to 40MB)

10.4' Thin Film Transistor colour screen.

1 ,2GB removable hard disk drive

£3,278.25 inc VAT (£2,790.00 excVAT)

financing available

For NB-575/1

£205.22 per quarter incVAT

For NB-5120/I

£318.97 per quarter incVAT

Other specifications

and finance available

Designed for

Microsoft*

Windows?95

•Bra fewi»n vdossu hMd PCsm paMoafed wAn* pMnUrwdi Wndam 95*

gnW « MMXS 612 *d WMttftkx'fMqnsfh 1 vnW
ftwvmot i t nqM corn**w* pBjram nirakandMas
fll Eton** to* Jitftt lo wimtn! HOncX appen Brae G# fc* dee*, ftxti ano

mflfcjurawm« aipl -o changeMtfMd ra®MemcA «l tf* WmqitaiB

logoMt wkomd weewits& McnxoeQxpanaoa hM inM hufe tagoml taftum«
regsitmJ odmlCcnxntca

Tel 01BM52 4444

F« 0181452 M22

01274-307226 01236452052

01274-307294 01236452254

Ntkhhracb hopy/www.elonexxom
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The virtual manufacturer • ,By Geoffrey Wheelwright

Retailers are already set-

ting op electronic shop*

fronts that only pass on
orders to whichever contracted

manufacturing operation they
want to supply the goods,

using a new system, developed

by computer database software

giant Oracle, that it is about to

embark on a significant new
technology trial of an elec-

tronic commerce system for

the Internet.

Code-named “Project
Apollo'*, the goal is to produce

a system that will not only
allow customers to buy goods
electronically over the World
Wide Web, but will also permit
retailers to electronically pass

on customers
1
orders to suppli-

ers and then on to whatever
company win make delivery of

the goods.

According to Mark Jarvis,

vice-president of marketing for

Oracle's server technologies,

the company will start the tri-

als worldwide this summer in

conjunction with VerfFone — a
global provider of transaction

automation and Internet com-
merce solutions, used to

deliver electronic payment ser-

vices to financial Institutions,

retail merchants and consum-

ers - as well as government
agencies, healthcare providers

and benefits recipients.

News of these trials follows

hot on heels of an announce-

ment earlier this year about a
strategic alliance between Ora-

cle and VeriFone. The compa-
nies say the alliance will create

an Integrated end-to-end inter-

net payment system that they

claim is safe for open elec-

tronic commerce.
The system, which Is likely

to be avttable by the third

quarter of 1996, is intended to

allow businesses and consum-
ers around the globe to pur-

chase products and services

quickly and securely over the

World Wide Web.
The alliance is focusing on

combining Oracle's Webserver
software with VeriFone* s

secure payment software, to

produce the first payment-en-

abled Webserver on the mar-
ket Oracle and Verifone say

that using this electronic com-
merce product, merchants.
hanks and other financial pro-

viders would he able to offer an
open online payment system to

handle Internet transactions.

They also claim that this

payment-enabled Webserver
would mark the end of win-
dow-shopping-only on the
Internet Currently, Web users

view an endless variety of

products and services offered

by vendors around the world -

but a consistent and secure
payment capability does not

exist

“Internet commerce is at a
trickle today, but it will rap-

Coming soon: goods made
to order, via the Internet
The ‘virtual manufacturer' could soon be
an increasingly popular business entity

as electronic commerce makes it

possible for consumers to buy ‘products
to order' via the Internet

idly become a torrent once the

issue of handling large vol-

umes of transactions is

solved." says Dudley Nigg.

executive vice president of

Wells Fargo Bank, a key cus-

tomer of both Oracle and Veri-

fone - and a participant in
developing the alliance.

“This announcement paves
the way for commerce-enabled
business on the Internet Wells
Fargo Bank is looking forward
to working with merchants
using Oracle Webserver, com-
merce-enabled by VeriFone
payment software.”

Oracle and VeriFone intend

to integrate VeriFone's Inter-

net payment software with
Oracle's Webserver - and they

says that it will allow mer-
chants and businesses to

accept payments via the Inter-

net from consumers purchas-

ing products or services.

VeriFone and Oracle also

intend to incorporate the Veri-

Fone Pay Window software
into the Oracle FowerBrowser
- an embeddable Web browser
- for use by consumers. Vert-

rone’s Pay Window software
would provide transaction
options, such as different

credit cards, and make the Ora-

cle PowerBrowser software
more user-friendly without
excluding users of third party

browsers from the transaction

system.

Oracle and VeriFone say
they also intend to develop an
Oracle/VeriFane Internet Gate-

way that would be used by
financial institutions and
related businesses interested in

accepting payment transac-

tions over the Internet

VeriFone will provide the

software that offers secure pay-

ment-processing solutions, and
Oracle will provide the Web
server and systems integration

services. The companies say
that this Oracle/VeriFone
Internet Gateway would be

designed to support all stan-

dard compliant software sup-

plied by Internet Commerce
providers, such as the SET
standard proposed by Master-

card and Visa.

“This alliance between Ora-

cle and VeriFone is the first to

make the Web safe for broad-

scale electronic commerce,*
1

claims Ray Lane, Oracle’s pres-

ident of worldwide operations.

“Oracle's Webserver combined
with VeriFone's payment pro-

cessing expertise creates an
ideal solution that eliminates

concerns about the viability of

Internet commerce."
Both companies say they are

strongly committed to open
solutions and intend to work
with existing systems such as
credit card transaction proto-

cols and new ones to be devel-

oped in the future, such as
micro-payments and chip
cards.

The companies also insist

that they do not intend to

Worldwide

trials for Project

Apollo, for

‘products to

order' via the

Net, begin this

summer

build a proprietary system
based on charging vendors or

customers per transaction.

Instead, they say their aim is

to provide the transaction

infrastructure and gateway to

bring existing electronic pay-

ment systems to the Internet.

“Providing our payment
technology through Oracle's

Webserver moves us toward

-enabling merchants to use Web
servers for Internet credit card

processing and. automatically

to handle authorisation, credits

and settlements, and basic pay-
ment administrative manage-
ment.
The enhanced system, for

larger and mare complex mer-
chant

.
requirements, would

include extensive administra-

tive functions such as transac-

tion reporting. VeriFone
intends .to extend functionality

which will allow vendors to

add options such as electronic

electronic checks, smart-

cards and debit cards.

The system would integrate

Oracle’s security technology

with VeriFone’s secure pay-

ment software based on indus-

try standards and de facto stan-

dards, creating one of the most
secure Internet payment prod-

ucts available.

Oracle Webserver 2.0 sup-

ports the SSL 2.0 (Secure Sock-

ets. Layer) security standard

for encrypting data between
the Web browser and Web
server. The server also pro-

vides basic and digest authen-

tication to prevent unauthor-

ised access to Web server

content and integrates with
the Oracle7 database's security

features, which provide the

most advanced security, avail-

able within corporate net-

works.

Oracle's Secure Network Ser-

vices incorporates leading

encryption capabilities and
advanced systems for authenti-

cating users and ensuring data

integrity.

Moreover, the software com-
pany says it has worked with

eight top firewall vendors to

pass fully encrypted data
through corporate firewalls.

Motor industry

Simulation
Yveoaerver moves us lowaru uiruugu corporate ure w«tux>, 1
our goal of making the Internet providing end-to-end security CQlypC O
commerce-ready for the huge from Intranet to Internet. u
volume of transactions we see

on the horizon," says Mr Hatim
A. Tyabji. chairman, president

and chief executive officer of

VeriFone.

“We want to repeat in the

virtual world what we success-

fully achieved in the physical

world with our point-of-sale

systems. We plan to accom-
plish this by universally

installing open and interopera-

ble payment technologyihat is

secure and easy to use."

Initially, the two companies

intend to offer payment mod-
ules with two different levels

of capability. The first system
would rose VeriFone's basic

merchant-payment capabilities,

Oracle and VenFone say
they expect actively to market UrUDIcIII
their product through the com- ^
patties' substantial existing frvy Lr»-i*n
sales «*harm«»ls in the US and J.v/x. A U1 vl
internationally. Oracle also

says intends to make Internet

commerce functionality a fea-

ture of Oracle Webserver by
packaging VeriFone's virtual

point-of-sale technology as
- modules for.the Webserver.-..-

Oracle -is. hot the only com-
pany pioneering such technolo-

gies. In late March, network
market leader Novell
announced that it was licen-

sing technology from Open
Market to "enable a new gener-

ation of electronic commerce
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solutions for intranets and the

Internet".

Novell will integrate Open
Market's OM-SecureLink tech*

nofogy with NetWare to pro-

vide customers with a what the

two companies say Is a high-

performance. cost-effective

solution for establishing and
maintaining online storefronts

and managing electronic trans-

actions on the World Wide
Web,

According to Gary Efohlwro,

president and chief executive

oi Open Market, there is a

huge demand for this kind of

software in corporations -

many of which are grappling

with the question of just how
they will use the Internet/to-

tranet opportunity.

“There has been a transition

- starting over the past couple

of months - from publishing

everything (on the Web} to

realizing that it is costing yon
to do so,” he says. “It turns out

to be a big cost-centre for lots

of people."

Eicbbom says the real

opportunity lies not in simply

publishing vast amounts of

data an corporate web pages,

bat on using the Internet and a
vehicle for real, live commerce.
"With commerce on the Net,

the incremental cost of distri-

bution is zero," he suggests.

“So it should have a profound

impact on cost structures - the

Internet win have to be used as

an expense and will be some-
thing which can get a return.

"
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l-li Pan-Europban stock. Moran

Easdaq opts for
IT outsourcing
More than three dozen investment banks and broker/dealers

have so far said they will operate on Easdaq, the European

Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation system,

regulated by the Belgian banking authorities

The computer services

company, Boskyns -
part of Cap Gemini

Sogeti - and a leader in the IT
European outsourcing sector,

is also heavily -invoivecL in
applying virtual reality and
simulation techniques in the

manufacturing industry.

The company claims .to-have
the largest management sci-

ence team to Europe - ISO peo-

ple - following its absorption

of operational research staff

toom British Coal and British

Gas.
Cindy Greener, Hoskyns’

marketing manager, empha-
sises that manufacturers are

now increasingly aware of the

need to apply new methods to

tiie entire supply chain - from
production to distribution and
marketing - and not, as to the

past, isolating sections of the

manufacturing process.

As an example of simulation

being used to solve production

D eep in London’s Dock-

lands. the computer
systems for a new

stock exchange are under
development. But instead of

armies of analysts and pro-

grammers and resources of

tens of millions of pounds, Eas-

daq, the pan-European
exchange - which is due to

open in September - has one

freelancer and a tiny budget
Rather than setting up and

running its own systems, Eas-

daq has opted to outsource

both development and
operations - "we are not
financed for the indulgence of

buHd-your-own systems.” says

Mick Newman, who is manag-
ing the project
In the 1980s, Mr Newman

was architect of the London
Stock Exchange’s Topic infor-

mation system, and Seaq, the

first automatic quotation sys-

tem in the world.

“When I lock back - when
Topic and Seaq were built,

there was no choice but to

do-it-yourself," be observes.

“But the IT industry has now
matured, and there, is s
range of technology and ser-

vices to choose from-"

Easdaq, the European Asso-

ciation of Securities Dealers

Automated Quotation, wi)l

piggy-back the Eurobond deal-

ing system operated by ISMA
(International Securities Mar-
ket Association), and the cross-

border settlement system.
Intersettle, run by a consor-

tium of Swiss banks.

Mr Newman Is in discussion

with information providers

such as Reuters. Telerate and.

Bloomberg, on disseminating
price and company Information

from Easdaq, to investors.

The new exchange, modelled

cm the US market Nasdaq, will

specialise in small. East-grow-

ing, and particularly technolo-

gybased companies. Such com-
panies find it bard to meet
listing rules of Europe's .main

national stock exchanges, for

example, having traded for

three years, or being in profit.

More than three dozen
investment banks and broker/

dealers have so far said they
will operate on Easdaq. The
exchange hopes to list about 60

companies in its first
'
year,

starting by giving dual listing

to 20 or so European compa-
nies that are already traded on
Nasdaq.
Easdaq is an independent

company with more than 40

shareholders - investment
banks, stock brokers and ven-

ture capitalists - from around
Europe and the US.

problems, she refers to a proj-

ect carried out by Hoskyns last

year for Ford, to improve co-

ordination of launches for new
cars across Europe.

With care produced at three

assembly plants and sold

across 19 countries, via hun-
dreds of dealers, the launch

problem was "like solving a
multi-dimensional Rubik
cube." says Geoffrey Carr,

Ford's director of program-
ming and distribution.

Hoskyns used computer-sim-
ulation techniques to develop

a 'launch machine' to replace

a manual process. The system

was used for the launch of the

new Fiesta and more recently,

the new Mondeo.

fBThHe it is Independent

lilf of any EuropeanVV exchange, Easdaq has
developed a close relationship

with its US counterpart Nas-

daq, which Is a shareholder. It

is also expected that some US
companies listed on Nasdaq
will list an Easdaq as welL ;

Having ruled out developing

its own system on the grounds

of cost and timescale, Easdaq
considered three options:

Constructing a system from
standard off the shelf elements;

Copying an existing system:

Or forging an alliance with

another stock erchange.

The first two options were
rejected because of the amount
of modification any off the

shelf or existing system would
have required.

A strategic alliance with
another stock exchange was
ruled out as being too compli-

cated. However, ISMA stood

out as a potential partner,

because Its system provides

trade matching, a crucial

requirement as the Easdaq
screen-based system will be

quote driven. ISMA has agreed

to develop and operate a.quota-

tian system for Easdaq, which
sit on top ISMA’s Trax trading

system.

At the same time, the real-

time trade confirmation and
reporting systems within Trax

Mr Carr says the system
“gives plans which are signifi-

cantly superior in matching
demand to supply. By auto-

mating and speeding-up the

process, it played a key role to

keeping us on schedule”.

This integration of manufac-

turing and marketing reflects

Cindy Greener’s own career

profile: she started work as a
welder and fitter - and rose to

the position of factory man-
ager - before taking ho- MBA
degree and switching to a car-

rer to strategic marketing.

IT skids and
outsourcing

Fbcus on appKcations

in the financial sector ^

will be enhanced to match Eas-

daq's regulatory requirements.

Market-makers and brokers

on Easdaq will have to be

wired Into the Trax network,

and to install the Trax soft-

ware, which will run on any
workstation capable of running
Microsoft's Windows NT oper-

ating system..

In a' quote-driven system,
market makers must advertise

fixed prices on the quote man-
agement system:, these are an
available simultaneously to

anyone using the system. Bro-

kers then telephone to trade.

Both parties send details of

their transaction to the trade

reporting system, which
matches up the two reports

and forwards them for settle-

ment The quote management
system will feed prices to
Investors via Information pro-

viders such as Reuters or Tel-

erate.

O n Easdaq's behalf, the
existing network will

be extended to bring in

brokers and market makers
from the US, and other parts of

Europe, such as Scandinavia
and Spain and Portugal, that

are not covered presently by
ISMA.
Work toprogressing by ISMA

and Intersettle to make the
connection between their net-

works to allow Information on
trades to be forwarded to the
Intersettle computer, based in

Zurich. The settlement system
will reinforce the telephone
trade, advising brokers when a
trade win be settled, and what
it will cost
In the absence of a single

European currency, Easdaq
will allow all European curren-
cies and US dollars to be used

within the system.

The Intersettle system is

capable of settling any trades

that take place before 1400

hours, on the same day.

Although Mr Newman said

this would be important to

competitive positioning, Eas-

daq will Initially opt for three-

day settlement. All transac-

tions will then be stored in a

database, which ISMA is also

setting up, for record-keeping

and archiving.

The headquarters of Easdaq

1s in Brussels, and the

exchange will be regulated by

the Belgian banking authori-

ties. Information from the data-

base will be used to demon-
strate compliance
"obviously, we will also collab-

orate with any authority, for

example, the US Securities and
Exchange Commission if they

request information on any
brokers, or market makers,

"

says Mr Newman.
The database will also feed

the only element of the system

that Easdaq plans to develop

and operate itself, the market
surveillance system to enable

it to ensure that the market is

Operating correctly.

Mr Newman is now bringing

together a handful of partici:

pants: market-makers, brokers;

information providers and
investors, to trial the system

and get an understanding of

the training and installation

requirements.

At the moment, the paucity

of research and analysis oh
small, high-growth companies
in Europe creates a barrier for

would-be investors.

One of the keys to Easdaq's

success will be to encourage
analyst coverage. Easdaq
intends to outsource the dis-

semination of such informa-

tion, and to set up a channel
for listed companies to publi-

cise their reports. Companies
will be required to file quar-
terly.

Easdaq does not say,,how
much it is spending on its com-,
puter systems. But it has. said

It needs Ecu iom (27.87m). to

finance all activities for the
next four years when, accord-
ing to the business plan,- the
exchange will move into profit
Compare this figure to the
£50m or so the London Stock
Exchange is estimated to have
poured into the faded Taurus
computer project, and - as Mr
Newman says - building your
own system does indeed look
like an Indulgence.
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Software at work
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Don't put your profits at risk
Risk assessment software is not merely
for big financial institutions.
Organisations of all sizes should be
using it, argues Rod Newing

R isk analysis is “one of
the elements by which
the natural uncertain-

ties in human life are -ade-
quately modelled, " says Gren-
ville Croll, a decision-support
consultant.

“Management has spent the
last ten years getting to grips
with spreadsheets and how to
use them in business. During
the next ten years they will
learn how to incorporate
uncertainty into their models
and Improve them as a result"
The financial losses at Bar-

ings and Dalwa have shown
that even large institutions
have had inadequate risk man-
agement systems and they are
now giving it a high priority.

However, the need for software
to provide risk analysis and
management applies to all

organisations.

Most managpfflpnt decisions
are taken on the basis of a sin-

gle anticipated outcome,
whether a discounted cash
flow, pay-back or forecast.
Managers have become used to

spreadsheets and their ability

to provide a single line forecast

from a number of different

variables. However, there is

always a degree of uncertainty
about the outcome, called

“risk".

There is always a chance of

an unanticipated outcome
which carries a financial loss,

which would not be reflected

in the forecast. “Failure to
acknowledge the existence of

FT- IT 19

Risk Management as a ‘top three’ IT priority

- Number one priority tor 8% of banks

Number two priority tor 21%

Number three priority tor 18%
rs%%

53% of banks have other IT priorities"
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Software
at Work
RISK MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS:
Now one of the r •,

.

fastest-growing

segments of .

TT-spe«dingin.the
'

financial world • •

uncertainty is one of the rea-

sons why major projects are
late, over-budget or desperately
hard work,” says Mr Croll.

To make more informed deci-

sions, managers need to know
both the probability of an out-

come and the extent of any
associated loss.

Having made the decision,

managers are then able to take
steps to reduce the probability

of loss and control their expo-
sure to it. Risk assessment

A tightrope walk that failed: in 1971, near London's Tower Bridge, Cologne “spider man' Franz Joseph Burbach, hoping to raise (kinds for charity,

dropped Ms damaged balancing pole and decided to crawl across, but then fofl into the Thames, half way over. In the financial world, uncertainty

over risk is one of the reasons why significant projects are late, over-budget or sheer hard work

software handles all the com-
plex calculations required to

calculate the range of possible

outcomes.
Software packages use a

series of different techniques,

including Monte Carlo analy-

sis, which calculates a large
volume of random outcomes,
Latin Hypercube, which calcu-

lates relationships between
variables, deterministic formu-
lae, which are repeatedly
applied to Individual values

and qualitative tools, often
based on questionnaires.

The entry cost of risk assess-

ment software, either as a

spreadsheet add-in or a stand-
alone package, starts at about
£500. Crystal Ball, iSiRisk and
Predict! are popular easy to

use packages which are suit-

able for managers, project

managers, accountants and
other non-technical end users.

However, PA Consulting's
Colin Hatfield warns that “risk

;S
,; PortfoBo.maiiagemenrt •" Bjr Garage -Biadc

F
ramd risk dominated
the headlines early last

year, following the

collapse of Barings Bank, but
today market risk and credit

risk remain much bigger

concerns for most financial

firms.

Credit risk has become less

important than market risk

in the City of London since

the Big Bang of 1986
broadened the activities of

most of the larger financial

institutions, but it remains a
substantial area of concern.

While City banks inevitably

focus keenly on the financial

problems of large

international projects, such
as the Channel Tunnel, they

are also keenly involved with

troubles on a smaller scale:

for example, the UK's

clearing banks are

increasingly worried by the

number of struggling,

medium-sized businesses. The
banks are boosting their

efforts to tackle potential bad
debts. A group of national

reserve banks recently issued

a reminder about the need to

control credit tightly.

Joint project
In response to this situation,

the UK merchant bank
Kleinwort Benson, part of the

German Dresdner Bank, last

year introduced a system to

provide a consolidated view

of its exposure in loans.

A software system, called

Cobra Limits, was jointly

developed by the bank with

CMG (Computer Management
Group), the London-based
systems company which

The benefits of a
consolidated view
How software helps Kleinwort Benson, the merchant bank,
curb credit risks

Kleinwort Benson floated on
the stock market. The two
have worked together for

several years.

The bank looked for a
software to improve
the level of management
information on lending, as

well as to strengthen its

reporting capabilities. Not
finding anything suitable, ft

went into partnership with

CMG to develop the software.

It was spurred by the need
to comply with more
stringent Bank of England
reporting requirements
following the European
Union's Capital Adequacy
Directive, which came into

force at the beginning of this

year.

But more important,

according to Mr Alan Craft,

chief credit officer and a
director of the bank, was the

facility to manage the lending

portfolio effectively from a
single database. This would
serve both to control serious

risks and to assist marketing
to those clients who might
safely be encouraged to

borrow more.
The system uses an Oracle

database and a Business

Objects query tooL Mr Craft

says the new system is far

easier by those who are not a

computer specialists, than the
nine year-old system
(developed in-house), which it

replaced.

“We are starting to see the

benefits now, though there

are still gremlims to be sorted

out," he says. “It is already

much easier and quicker to

Alan Craft, chief craft officer

portfolio reports are now avatebte

far more aasfly easily

get the reports you want.

“Most of all, it has raised

the awareness of the issue of

portfolio management"
However, he sees it as only

one step along a long road
towards creating ideal

systems. Having learnt how
to model the lending portfolio

in various scenarios, the bonk
plans to link the system to a
market risk system to gain an
overall view of its risk

position.

“Few, if any, institutions

have a complete picture," Mr
Craft notes. The larger US
banks are probably farthest

advanced in this direction,

but even they do not yet have
all the answers-

Applications
Eventually it may be possible

for the bank to convert its

rick management systems to

real-time operation, cutting

out even the minimal delays
which occur at present That
move will depend whether the

bank is wining to invest

heavily in upgrading systems.

Although the Cobra Limits

software was developed for

Kleinwort Benson, it is

broadly applicable to most
lenders. CMG aims to market
it as a package.

parity applicatibn • By Rod

Reassurance for supporters
A charity has used
risk analysis

software to ensure
that an important
project can be
successfully

funded, built and
operated

STABILITY, previously known
as the Royal School for the

Blind, is raising £2.25m to

build a centre to care for

young people with juvenile

Batten's Disease. This genetic

disorder leaves sufferers blind

by the age or 12, with decreas-

ing physical ability, a short life

expectancy but normal mental

ability. There are no specialist

facilities available in the UK
for these beyond the age of 19

and the charity's new centre

will provide both care and the

stimulation which sufferers

need and deserve.

^“Qne of the parents who is

Slping with the project works

at the Ministry of Defence."

says David Ireland. STABILI-
TY'S Appeals Director. “He
suggested that risk analysis

would help us to present our

case to potential supporters.

We were introduced tp HVR
Consulting Services, a manage-

ment consultancy with a risk

practice, who offered their ser-

vices and software without

charge as their contribution to

the project.”

“It was an interesting exer-

cise," recalls Robert Perkins,

seeABaJTY’s chief executive.

“HVR helped us to brainstorm

the potential risks as a group.

They also met with us individ-

ually and with several of our

trustees and our outside proj-

ect manager.
“We assessed a number of

factors in terms of their proba-

bility and possible Impact an

timescale, capital cost and

operating costs.

“We also looked at factors

such as our reliance on key

staff, finding a suitable site,

providing a marketable ser-

vice. the possibility of compet-

ing appeals in similar areas

and the failure to find an effec-

tive appeals committee or even

the loss of our marvellous

Patron, the Princess of Wales."

Potential risks

The output from these ses-

sions was entered into the Risk

Evaluation and Management
Information System (“Reims").

This is HVRs qualitative tool

which is based on Microsoft's

Access database. The software

captures details of the various

potential risks and uses proba-

bility weightings to assess the

relative importance of each.

“The software ranked the

risks, which is an exercise that

we couldn’t have carried out."

admits Mr Perkins. Remis also

categorises risks by type, to

identify common sources of

risk. Detailed calculations are

carried out using a specialist

quantitative risk assessment

package, such as SjRISK or

Monte Carlo.

Remis automatically pro-

duces a risk register and man-
agement summary.

“The risk register Is a run-

ning document which I keep by

me," says Mr Perkins. “I use if

from time to time as a check to

monitor the project as it prog-

resses. The study identifies the

period of the appeal for which

a particular risk is current and

allocates responsibility for

each to a manager. We can see

when a risk has passed and

when we are entering a critical

phase."

“The exercise was extremely

useful," says Mr Perkins.

"Although it didn’t pick up
anything significant that we
hadn’t identified ourselves, it

was reassuring to find that a
highly professional and sophis-

ticated approach has largely

confirmed the points we had
already identified."

Using risk techniques in

association with the specialist

software gave the charity a

powerful tool to reassure its

existing and potential support-

ers and tjnnnHai backers.

Expertise
“We can show that we under-

stand the areas of risk associ-

ated with such an important

project and that measures have

been put in place to minimise

both their probability and their

impact," says Mr Perkins.

As a charity with. expertise

in the areas of visual Impair-

ment and multiple disability,

the group, he adds, “is faced

with a clear responsibility to

those suffering from juvenile

Batten's Disease and their fam-
ilies. There’s no alternative -

we must take every step to
ensure that the centre does not
fad"

For more details about

SecABILFTY, telephone 01372
373086. fax 01372 361508.

O Next month's software
theme in the FT-IT Review,

published on July 3 mOl look at

Internet software tools.

The September 4 issue wiU
feature developments m accoun-
tancy packages.

software does not currently
support pro-active risk man-
agement after it has been
assessed”.

There are a number of small
specialist risk management
consultancy companies.
Because of the specialist

nature of the market, several

of them either import suitable

software or have written their

own, although they all use
another package if it is more
appropriate.

At the higher end. global
finanrinT institutions rsm eas-

ily spend from $2Qm up to as

much as $100m. At this level,

the software only represents
about ten percent of the cost
with the rest being taken up
with integration. The top-end

software vendors are produc-
ing cut-down versions of their

software for non-financial mar-
kets.

Risk analysis is required dur-

ing the bid and execution
phases of all significant

defence and most of the larger

civilian construction projects.

“Suppliers have to include a
risk assessment in their bids.

Pmm. Hutton Qeny

which would be continued as

part of the project" says Andy
Carty, head of information
management at the UK Gov-
ernment Central Computer and
Telecommunications Agency.
“Departments usually do

their own independent risk

assessment and, for software,

we refer them to the Associa-

tion of Project Managers.

Managers need
to know the

probability of

outcome and
possible losses

“Risk management software
has matured and has embodied
all the principles," says
Charles Taylor, co-head of
global risk management at
Andersen Consulting. “The
next phase of the market is

getting managers to think
about risk and getting best-

practice disseminated.

“Large organisations need to

Back to face the music: former Barings securities trader Nick Leeson,
bites Ms Bp as he is escorted from Singapore Chang! Airport He Is now
serving a six-and-a-half year sentence

move from pockets of excel-

lence to a risk culture, where
everybody is thinking about
risk in the same way and
understanding he risk prefer-

ences of their organisation." In

the UK, “banks are not book-
ing enough risk, so they are
turning away profitable busi-

ness,” comments Chris Hoy-
land, managing director of sta-

tistical decisions. “The margin
od high volume transactions,

on which the interest rate can-

not be adjusted, is about 14 per
cent Operating and marketing
costs are 3-5 percent and losses

about 2 percent. They
shouldn’t be turning away one
in three customers with such a
high net revenue.

“With the exception of Bar-

clays and TSB, they haven't
the numerical approach of

quantifying and forecasting

the consequences of their deci-

sions. In other words, if they
took more risk, they would
need more collectors, but
would still make more money.
You can accept mare risk if

you plan the consequences."

Single line forecasts “are of

limited value in the real

world," warns Ken Newland,
managing director of Quintec
Associates, who is also chair-

man of the Association of Proj-

ect Managers Specific Interest

Group for Risk.

"Ninety percent of the value
of software lies in communicat-
ing ideas. The numerical
approach can suffer feom 'gar-

bage in. gospel out.' so it is

best used in support of one of

the better qualitative software
packages, which can capture
the thinking processes."

Used properly, risk analysis

software will alert and educate
managers to the risks involved,

and allow them to make better

decisions and control the sub-

sequent risk.

“If you can manage your
risk, you conserve capital with
which to expand and grow,"
says Mr Taylor. “Good risk

management practices stabilise

returns and go straight to
shareholder value."

Rod Newing MBA FCA
FhistD is a specialist uniter on
executive computing (mew-
mg(Scix.compulmk.co.uk).

is ringing.”

Did she say connector instead ofphone? Well, ifshe’s fromAMP its understandable, because we’ve asked our peo-

ple ro rhink ofanything that provides connectivity, even between people, as connectors. Usually thought ofas

pieces of plastic and metal sirring on circuit boards or ends ofcables, connectors are being redefined. Were broad-

ening their definition to indude the droit boards and cables, seeing connectors as entire signal paths - from

where they’re generated, ro where they’re received Redefining connectors

has led us to add certain technologies to our company, like circuit boards, cable

assemblies, sensors, optoelectronics, and wirdess components. And we bring COFinGCting
these technologies together to create proven connectivity subsystems that our

j { 3t 3
customers can drop into their designs — giving them a hener way ro solve

problems brot^hron by fisrer diips, shrinking form factors, and shorter

development times. So while wc don’t expect everyone to think of

phones as connectors, our customers benefit because our people do.

AMPIncnpotaWJ. Harrfcbug.W 171D5-360B.Gonad jour regional ceraer USA l-a0O-&S3-€752.

CBrada905-470~M3S. 753-STB80Q.Hngapeie 05-482-031 1.J^an 81-44-813-8502.
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Software / skills and recruitment

.Exhibition scene • By Rod Newing

Small is beautiful when it

comes to selling software
Both software buyers and vendors are

looking for a sound business proposition

when they attend a software event. Hugh
Keeble explains why he believes

‘Softworld’ and ‘SoftEx’ events give

visitors what big shows cannot provide

E vents must be an infor-

mation service for atten-

dees. "not an annua!
jamboree for the industry,"
says Hugh Keeble, founder of

the Interactive Group, which
organises a series of software
events.

"You have to get the funda-
mental proposition right.

Major exhibitions are often
organised at the convenience
oF vendors and the organisers,

not far end-users or software

specifiers."

Mr Keeble used to be the
director responsible for the
now defonct Which Computer?
Show, the biggest IT event ever

to be staged in the UK. It was
half as big again as Networks,
currently the UK’s largest If

exhibition.

"An estimated 88 per cent of

attendees at major computer
shows were looking for applica-

tion software, but an exhibi-

tion is not the best environ-

ment for selling software. You
need to spend time with a spe-

cialist marketing person, but

they are never available. Soft-

ware is a complex product,
whereas an exhibition is a five

minute lead-taking exercise, so

30 per cent of attendees didn't

find what they were looking

for."

The Which Computer? show
was launched in 1384. at about
the same time as the IBM PC.
“It was a very successful

flag-waving exercise for the IT

industry in UK," recalls Mr
Keeble. "Vendors took the view
that the size of their stand was
a reflection of their UK market
share - and marketing manag-
ers were under pressure to
build the biggest and the best

stand."

This, be adds, was acceptable

when the margins on PCs were
"incredibly high, but the clone

market took off and PC prices

came down. Marketing manag-

ers were asked to Justify their

investment in the stand, so
four or five major vendors
dropped out and the whole
show collapsed. I believe that

the Networks show will go
through the same experience.”

Mr Keeble proposed a series

of small focused software
shows to Reed Exhibitions, but

they were not interested

because their strategy was to

concentrate on large market-
leading events. Together with

Mark Steel, another Reed direc-

tor, he left to set up the Inter-

active Group. Their mission
was to provide software selec-

tion services which would
assist groups of people in an
organisation to buy serious
business applications.

"We created the Softworld

series to provide an environ-

ment in which a team, often

consisting of the financial

director, IT director and end-

user department bead, can
identify suitable products in

advance, review them in a time

efficient way and come to a
final shortlist of one or two
vendors.” Mr Keeble explains.

The vendors have small stan-

dard exhibition stands and
seminar rooms in which they

can present their product on
the hour, every hour. Atten-

dees are given a directory con-

taining detailed market
research and factual Informa-

tion about both vendors and
their products.

Exhibition space is tradition-

ally sold through brochures,

but Interactive used direct sell-

ing. "We had a 35 per cent con-

version rate because the ven-

dors understood what we are

trying to achieve.” says Mr
Keeble. "We didn't try to sell

them additional services, such
as PR and corporate image, but
concentrated on sales opportu-

nities. We took away the large

stands and created a level

Keefcte; “Software events must be more innovative”

International software events
The Interactive Group
launched the Softworld series

of events in the UK in 1991. it

includes Sales and Marketing,
Accounting and Finance,

Human Resources and
Personnel Management and
Supply Chain Management

Interactive also organises

DBWorld. SoftDev, WebDev,
Java Developers’ Academy,
Intranet 97, Delphi Developers
Acadamy and Microsoft's

Visual Developers Acadamy.
In the US, the SoftEx series

cover similar subjects as

Softworld and are based on the

east and west coasts, as well

as Chicago.
Interactive Is now In the

process of franchising

Softworld in Europe and the
Far East. Interactive currently

organises 17 software buying
events 23 Masterclasses, S
conferences and 14 research
reports and directories, on
paper and CD-ROM.
An software information

service is being constructed at

http:llwrmojaftinfo.com.

Interactive Group, tel: 44

(0)181 540 5040 or
9oftumld&softmfo.com

playing field. This encouraged
smaller vendors with good
products who had dropped out

of the Which Computer? show
because they couldn't compete
on budget"
By offering a return on

investment, "we won the

hearts and budgets of vendors.

Participation may only cost

£4.000 and companies such as
Oracle can present to 400 peo-

ple, which is a good business
proposition. All our vendors
are coming back because they
are getting most of their busi-

ness from our events; which
now become their main mar-

ketlng tooL We also had an
incredibly positive reaction

from users, with 87 per cent

attending seminars and 92 per

cent rating the directories as

good or excellent"

UK attendances grew
quickly, but soon stabilised at

about 3,000 per event so Inter-

active expanded into the US in

1993 under the "SoftEx" brand.

"It is like the UK market ten
years ago. with several big

broad-based shows, but nobody
was offering the opportunity to

review software. We leveraged

our UK vendor contacts and
arrived in the US with a list of

UK colleagues who would act

as references."

Mr Keeble finds that US
executives are better event
attendees than the British:

“Most of them arrive the night

before and stay at the venue to

attend both days. You have to

be committed to sit through
three or four presentations
when there are no freebies, no
glitz and no glamour. It Is very
workmanlike. They are more
sophisticated in understanding
what software can deliver and
selling software is easier

because BPR and IT are an

In the competitive, complexandfast-moving world ofglobalfinancial
trading, you needto be confidentaboutyourITsystems.

IT Strategy for the Global

Derivatives Industry
IT Strategy for the Global Derivatives Industry is anew
management report which will enable you to:

• assess and reduce the level ofrisk involved in international trading

• ensure that you have an integrated system that can reconcile your

complex global activities and support the financial derivatives

business cycle

• make strategic decisions based on your IT requirements

• gain a thorough understanding ofthe issues that must be resolved

• beat your rivals by managing your client relations better than ever.

Published May 1996 Price £350/US$525

For further information telephone Charlotte Green
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As businesses increasingly depend on IT systems. Dr Quofl Rotwwon,

right president of the British Computer Society, says IT staff road to be

more invotued with professional DotSes"

m} IT. Staff
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Risk factor sparks a keener
interest in IT qualifications

accepted part of their culture"

The regional!ty of the US
market offers a huge potential

to organisers who can stage

events on both the east and
west coasts, as well as central

US. "The resource drain of set-

ting up events from scratch is

massive and we are the only

UK organiser to do it success-

fully In US. It is an achieve-

ment we are proud of.” he
adds.

Mr Keeble Bees the Interac-

tive Group as becoming the
leading global provider of
information in all media to

software buyers. Me wants to

give detailed information on
software purchases in a time-

effective and conducive envi-

ronment - “our directories,

which are sold to non-atten-

dees, now account for 20 per
cent of the business our ven-

dors get. It is the reference
manna? for the market”. He is

defensive when It is suggested
that he has changed the shape

of IT events in the UK, where
software presentations have
now become ap_ established

.

'The exhibition

market, in

general, must
change'

part of the timetable.

“There is a fundamental cul-

tural difference between us
and other event organisers,” he
explains. "We are offering the
best environment, which is

why whole teams attend. Oth-
ers are adding seminars to

exhibitions with large stands
and are not focused on offering

a proposition to attendees, so

their proposition is still an
exhibition. Our seminar pre-

booking service gives the prop-
osition that we won’t waste
attendees time.”

Contrasting the recent Com-
dex exhibition in London with
the far larger Comdex event in

the US, he says: "Comdex in

Las Vegas is a one-timefone-

place proposition to attendees.

It attracts a worldwide atten-

dance because it provides a
worldwide stage for product
launches, announcements and
innovations. Attendees expect

the same experience in the UK,
but it is impossible to deliver it

locally, so their proposition at

local level is flawed. However,
they did make a big effort and
investment”
The exhibition market, in

general, must change, Mr Kee-
ble believes. “The industry has
the reputation of being a para-

site. Vendors have to be there

because their competitors are

there All too often organisers

have launched exhibitions by
choosing a banner and simply
asking vendors to stand under
it without considering the fun-

damental proposition to the
potential attendee.”

The whole market should be
more sophisticated and ser-

vices should be provided 365
days a year. New electronic

methods such as the World
Wide Web and CD-Roms pose a
fundamental threat to the
industry because they provide

detailed product information to

people’s desks.

"Events must be designed
with the attendee in mind, not
the vendor. We are trying to
retain the face-to-face contact

at our events, because buyers
react to the vendors as people,

but there is a balance. The
event industry must lead and
innovate, just as the software

market does.”

Business insurers

are now looking
for proven
competence of IT .

staffwhen
assessing risks and
considering cover
for industry and
commerce

When the ability to get

business insurance
cover starts depend-

ing on the proven quality at IT
staff, it is clear that formal
qualifications are becoming
rather more than just paper
certificates.

This is just one of several

developments in the last six

months which have brought
new interest in qualifications

from both companies and indi-

viduals and sparked off hectic

activity among professional

bodies and training companies
to accommodate the demand.
The biggest practical impe-

tus for companies could be the

action of an insurance broker,

which wishes to remain
unnamed far now, in reviewing

its procedures for assessing
riskJin installations such as oil

rigs and Industrial plant. As
part of this review it has been
looking at examining the quali-

fications and quality of the IT
staff developing .the systems
which control such plant
Mr Philip Virgo, an indepen-

dent consultant who was
approached by the broker Cor

advice, says others are taking

a dose interest in the develop-

ment
"If Insurance companies •

start taking this line on safety-

critical systems, the whole atti-

tude towards qualifications

and professional bodies could

change." says Mr Virgo. “They
might start looking at the defi-

nition of a critical system:
could it include certain busi-

ness systems? Insurers might
start looking at IT staff compe-
tence when considering cover
against fraud, tor example."

Other pressures are also at

work here. The Health and
Safety Executive is funding
research to formally define the

skills needed by staff develop-

ing safety-critical systems. The
project Is being managed by

two professional bodies, the
Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers and the British Com-
puter Society. They say there

is "a widely perceived need for

a single coherent scheme of

wide application".

This statement has some Jus-

tification: more than 40 organi-

sations showed interest when
the two bodies invited bids for

the contract to draw up
Hot-angri lists of .

Qualifications are already an
immediately pressing concern,

for some: the insurance group.

General Accident, has told its

300 IT staff that promotion will

depend on professional qualifi-

cations after 1996.

This new policy is part of the
drive by the Insurance indus-

try as a whole to promote pro-

fessionalism, under pressure
from regulatory bodies: Gen-
eral Accident says the move Is

“part of a company-wide com-
mitment to developing
employee sVriTfa and organisa-

tional professionalism".

his. says TT training
co-ordinator Mr Gary
Smith, is "perhaps not

something the IT sector would
have driven off its own bat, bnt
we believe the industry as a
whole should be looking at

how it is positioned among
other professions .

Staff seeking career progres-

sion in the company have to

wuric towards the professional

membership grades of the Brit-

ish Computer Society or the
Institute of Data Processing
Management.
Professional membership of

the Association of Project Man-
agers or the Chartered Insur-

ance Institute might be an
appropriate alternative for cer-

tain individuals. By 1999. staff

seeking career progression will

have to complete this process,

or be “well on the way".
Mr Smith says that staff

reaction has been positive:

“Although the target date is

still three years away, we are

encouraged by the number of

membership applications
already being made."

The company is now looking

at ways to help staff gain the

necessary professional experi-

ence and training and work
towards the examinations.

The National Health Service

Ofl rig production panel: industrial plants and off rig control centres rely

on a high level of TT sJdBs for safety-critical procedures
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is hot openly going as far as

General Accident in tying qual-

ifications to promotion bnt,

even so, it does say its new
diploma and advanced diploma
in IT are “part of a drive for

more structured recruitment,

development and career plan-

ning, a framework for per-

sonal development".

The diploma scheme has
been put together by the NHS
Information Management
Group, the Training Division,

file Open University and the

Association for Health IT Spe-

cialists, a staff representative

group. More than 5.000 staff are

being encouraged to weak for

the diplomas, which are at sec-

ond-year and third-year under-

graduate level. There is no
course or examination: candi-

dates compile evidence and
have an interview to show they
have reached specified stan-

dards in areas ranging from IT
to change management and
personal skills.

Such developments are com-
ing at a time when companies
are using the experiences of

the recession to move increas-

ingly to flexible employment
methods, such as fixed-tens

contracts, getting employees to

take responsibility for their

own career development, and
bringing in contract staff for

system projects rather than
recruiting permanent people.

These trends mean that both

individuals and employers
need to get more involved with

professional bodies, according

to Dr Geoff Robinson, director

ofIBM’s Hursley Research Lab-
oratory and president of the

British Computer Society.

"IT professionals are now
realising the benefits of trans-

ferable skills and professional

qualifications," he says. “In

accounting and law. this has
been the pattern far years and
it is becoming increasingly rel-

evant in IT. where the idea of

lifetime employment is now
perhaps behind us."

Dr Robinson says employers

should encourage their staff to

become involved with a profes-

sional body, for the good of all:

“Employers, too. need transfer-

able skills, and external quali-

fications can play a large port

in their skills armoury."
The society is making it sim-

pler for experienced people to

achieve its professional grades;

this and other efforts have
brought a rare net increase in

membership from 34,000 to

35.000 in the last year. Even so,

tt still represents only around
10-15 per cent of IT staff. The
Institute of Data Processing
Management has 10,000 mem-
bers; some belong to both bod-

ies.

here is a historical

Image prohlem here,

according to Dr John
Elmore, IT director at ICL and
chairman of a project at the

Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers (TEE) aimed at finding

out what IT people want.

The IEE has surveyed 1,300

IT specialists and found that

they want to be seen as profes-

sionals and want standards,

codes of practice and formal

ways to keep their knowledge
up to date.

But Dr Elmore says they also
A

see the professional bodies as -

too academic and insisting on
engineering degrees. The IEE
is now looking at ways to over-

come the perception problems
and build on the new desire

among staff to be seen and to

behave as professionals. The
British Computer Society is in

touch with this activity.

The time is certainly right

for such work, for the develop-

ments of the last six months
suggest that individuals’ career

prospects and even business
survival will increasingly
depend on IT qualifications.
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ForPremier Computer Solutions

SANDERSON
TefcDm 282 7777
Fax; 0114 282 1340

SeanH@Sanderaon-ctrt.co.uk
Sanderson is the UK’s premier open systems supplier of computer solutions and related technology and

anriCwA
Se™taes offices in tiie United Kingdom and operations in Australia USA, New Zealand

anatasTAsia. Sanderson has developed and owns an extensive portfolio of software packages lor a wide
range oi industries and applications including:

®®°9raphical Coverage International

Manufacturing
Local Government
Schools & Colleges

Fleet Management
Airports

Financial Management
Healthcare

Multimedia & CBT Training

Processing Industry

Direct Marketing & Mail Order
Finance and Distribution

Printing industry

Media Industry

Credit Management & Collections

Logistics and Dtentoution

Hotels

Solicitors

Production Monitoring

Insurance

PoBce S Security

Document Image Processing

SANDERSON
COMPUTERS

CUobat Business Systems
TiS Software Ltd. Regatta Place. Marlow Rd,
Bourne End, Bucks SL8 STD
Tab 01628 532565 Fax: 01628 532514

Company Description
Global 3000 business management systems
combine highly functional standard modules with

ease of use. complete flexibility and straightforward

Integration ninth industry-standard office automation

tools. Over 25,000 companies worldwide use Global

to gain and bufid on competitive advantage.

Unix, Novell, Windows NT

Geographical Coverage
Worldwide

Applications
Integrated ledgers, stock/order

processing, manufacturing and
Industry-specific

W.i'

I
Software Architects lnt*l Ltd

Enterprise House
The National Technological Park, Limerick

Tab 00353 B1 338 118 exL 4104

Company Description
Why do some of the world largest corporations use
Cashbook?
Cashbook, Cash & Treasury Management provides

key business solutions such as Automatic Electronic

Bank Reconciliation and Treasury Forecasting.

CASHBOOK compliments Corporate accounting

systems which typically lack Cash management
functionality, CASHBOOK fully integrates with all

ledgers.

Hardware
AS/400 & Client Server

Geographical Coverage
Global

Applications
BPCS™, Software 2000™, Hoskyns Financials™

(O.K,}
154 Great North Road, Hatfield, Herts. AL9 5JN

Getting fresh air indoors....

....is a breeze

If you think air-conditioning is an expensive luxury or a long and complicated process to install, then you
obviously haven’t been introduced to Fujitsu’s new 45,000 BTU/h cassette unit.

The 45,000 BTU/h fits unobtrusively into any false ceiling and features knock out panels that can provide fresh

or recycled air to even the furthest corners of a building. This means that additional rooms may be linked to the

system, it also features a 3 phase operation with reverse cycle heating options.

But the 45,000 BTU/h is just one of a wide range of air conditioners from Fujitsu. As well as cassette units they

include floor standing and wall, window or ceiling mounted models, all of them neat, unobtrusive and stylish.

They feature a whole host of technological innovations such as infra-red remote controls, a super quiet action

and a unique multi-directional air flow adjustment system which ensures an even distribution of air in every

direction. There is also a choice between units which supply cool air and those

which offer both cooling and heating options.

If you’d like to know just how much of breeze it is to get fresh air indoors,

telephone 01707 272841 ,
Fax 01707 273111 or write to the address above. FUJITSU

Sofhaforld In Accounting
& Finance Roadshow v.
June lltfi 1996, Glasgow Hilton Hotel
Tab 0181 5414885 Fax: 0181 9745188
EAlaifa softworid@softinto.cOT

The Softworid In Accounting & Finance Roadshow

Is one of a series of demonstration led events

designed for buyers of specialist appficattons

software. The morning of the event is dedicated to a

Masterclass hosted by Coopers & Lybrand and Tate

Bramakl Consultancy. In (he afternoon a series of

free demonstrations, repealed every hour by

leading suppliers will provide an insight into the

comprehensive selection of Accounting 8 Finance

software packages. Each visitor to this event will

also receive a guide which will give full product 8
company details of the participating companies.

Phone for details or register

on the day.

Sdftwiarltf toir the Stqspfy Chain

1 2-13 March 1997, Hril 11, NEC, Birmingham
Tefc 0181 541 4865 Fax: 0181 9745188
E-Mafh softworld@softinfo.com

A comprehensive showcase of specialist software

for logistics, transport, distribution, warehousing,-

manufacturing managementand financials -the

total supply chain process. Softworid for the Supply

Chain provides a unique combination of free

product demonstrations, special seminars an
related topics and a highly focused exhibition of

leading suppliers. All delegates receive a
complimentary copy of the Softworid Report and
Directory when they attend, providing valuable

research and reference information on this complex
area.

Only af Softworid can you see, compare and
evaluate the full range of

supply chain solutions in a
single, productive day. world'

Secure Backup Systems Ltd

CabieTel House, Guildford Business Park
Guildford, Sierey, GU2 SAD
Tefc 01932 730100 Fax: 01932 730111

Secure Backup Systems provide automatic, off-

site, backup for servers, workstations and

computers (including laptops). Overnight figs are

encrypted, compressed and via ISDN to a secure

repository for storage on optical disks with simple

on-line retrieval on demand.

For business continuity planning Secure

Backup Systems offer transLAN based on a

dedicated Portable Backup Array. Users

can log on to the Portable Backup

Array via ISDN or we bring the

system to site tor Immediate

connection to the users system. V

KTP Applied Bar Code
Technology .

Waltham House, Rrvetview Road
Beverley, East Yorkshire, HU17 8DY
Tals 01482 867321 Fax: 01482 882712

Bar coding can make every business more efficient

KTP supplies Bar Code technology inducting

printers, labels, scanners, portable terminals,

connectivity tools, software and quality control

equipment

In addition to total solutions KTP is a stocking

cfistributor supplying peripherals to systems

integrators operating in complementary

vertical markets.

Geographical Coverage:

United Kingdom KTP
WUED MX COOC TKMNOUXT,

Centra!E>atalnstaUationsUd

5-7 Metchett Rd, Kings Norton

Business Centre, Birmingham B30 3HG
Tel: 0121 458 4888 Fax: 0121 433 2800

Choose CDI for your voice and cabling installation

requirements and you can count on an efficient

installation service to yoix exact specifications,

within budget and to your deadline. And because

the company has been awarded self-certification

status from Mod-Tap you can benefit from an

immediate switch on meaning minimum disruption

tor and your employees.

Hardware/Compattbifity
Cabling for aH major systems

Geographical Coverage
United Kingdom and Europe

Applications
Across industry and commerce

Instagraphic Limited

Ashfieid Industrial Estate, Low Han Road
Horeforth, Leeds LSI 8 4EF
1M: 0113 2580068 Fax: 0113 2590680

NOT JUSTAUTOCAD
When you buy a Computer Aided Design system

from Instagraphic. you get more than the world's

best-selling CAD software. We add one of our

powerful application software products, which will

significantly Improve your productivity. And because

we are an Autodesk System Centre, with ISO 9002
accreditation, you also receive a quality-assured

training and support package. We offer

specialization across a wide range of industries, as

well as a Corporate Partner Scheme lor larger

users. All designed to provide a return on your

Investment m the shortest possible time.

BAutodesk.
Syctam Centre

5
‘

INSTAGRAPHIC

Lincoln Sofhurare Limited
Marlborough Court, Pidkfafd Street

Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 6JD
Tefc 01625 616722 Fax: 01625 618780
Email: into@ipsysxM.uk
Web: httpyAvww.ipeya.com

Lincoln Software produce a range of Meta-CASE
and CASE tools for large scale three-tier

efient/server application development. Our Object IE

product is an object oriented, full Bfe cycle tool

which includes fun C++ Code Generation and

Database Generation for Oracle, Sybase and
Informix. Our tools bridge the gap between
business requirements and IT.

Hardwara/CompatiMnsF
Open VMS/Solaris/Sun OS/HPUX/AlX/Mtarosoft
Windows

Geographical Coverage worldwide

Applications

IPSYS ToofouUder, Object IE,

HOOD, SSADM

Ross Systems (UK) Ltd

7 Rushmilts, Northampton NN4 7YB
Tefc 01604 30050 Fax: 01604 30495

Company Description
Ross Systems, Inc. develops and markets a broad
range of client / server business solutions, including

financials, manufacturing, maintenance, and
materials management applications. Products are

avaflable for the open systems environments of

Digital, HP 8 IBM and the relational database
market of Oracle, Rdb, Ingres and Sybase.

Hardware/Compatibility
Digital, Open VMS and Unix. HP-UX and MPEriX.
IBMs RS6000 A1X

Geographical Coverage
36 offices worldwide

Applications
Finance. Distribution 8 Process manufacturing

Cost £1 00k - E1M

JBA
Needles House, Birmingham Road
Studley, Warwickshire B80 7AS
Tel: 01527 496444 Fax: 01527 496230

Company Description: The manufacturing

modules of System 21 offer a complete solution for

Hybrid manufacturing methods. System 21 takes a

new approach to manufacturing by providing users

with the ftexibftity to choose the most appropriate

method lor different parts of Ihek business. Process

methods can be mixed with true repetitive schedule,

discrete and batch methods as needed, helping boost

eftaency and increase real productivity.

Hardware: Multi-ptatiorm

Geographical Coverage: worldwide

Applications: Accounting, Customer Service.

Distribution 8 Production with specific software

for the Drinks, Apparel 8 Footwear.
,

Pood. Plant, Tool & Equipment 1
hire Industries.. _
Cost: Available on request r

IrrfoSource Internationa

tntoSource House, 54 Marston Street

Oxford OX4 1JU, UK
! Freephone: 0800 318923
Fax: +44(0)1 865 728416

Company Description
Are you getting the most out of your PCs? Survey results

show almost 90% at PC capacity Is not usad. Accurately

assess your organisation's training requirements and

measure improvements in PC competency with

InfaCheck, arguably the besi assessment software

available In the UK today. Call freephone 0800

31B923 for details.

Hardware/compatibfifty

IBM corrpatiblo; Dos 3J3 or Windows 3.1/95 required

Geographical Coverage
Worldwide sales territories excluding N. America end Asia

Applications: Mteroeofl & others

Cost:
Firtxn £150 -£5,000

BATM UK Limited

1 City Business Centre, Chichester, W. Sussex, P019 2DU
Tel: 01243 539735 Fax: 01243 539835
E-mail: cc75@dlyscape.co.uk

Company Description

BATM is a world leading designer and manufacturer of approved connectivity

equipment, supplying not onlyATM product sets but also Ethernet, Token

Ring AS/400 and structured wiring solutions to companies that include IBM,

Nokia and Siemens.

Hardware
AS/400, Token Ring, Ethernet, ATM 155,

ATM 622, Sonet ISDN

Coverage
UK and International BATM (UK) Limited

KAI Computer Services Lid
6 Kings Exchange, TtieyaTO Road,
London N7aw
Ttofc 0171 609 3748 Fax: 0171 609 3742

OCTOPUSACTIVITYAND CONTACT MANAGEMENT
Improve office productivity and communication,

monitor activities and progress.

OCTOPUS gives you the WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
WHY? HOW?And WHERE? from your PC

• Hew do l know what others have done?
• What is the return from the marketing activities?

• How much time are we spending on each
item of work?

• Why are different departments duplicating

the same tasks?
• Have all procedures been correctly
followed through?

Simple to use, it integrates with your exsting
wordprocessing, accounts and spreadsheets
packages to deliver last solutions for the entire

organisation.

J D Edwards (UK) Ltd
Oxford Road, Slokenchurch. High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire HP14 3AD
Tefc 01494 682700 Fax: 01494 682699

J D Edwards 8 Company is the industry leader in

supplying application software and solutions far the
IBM AS/400 marker. Developed using CASE tools,

J D Edwards is currently developing a new
generation of software products, which will operate
on a variety ol platforms.

J D Edwards' tuUy integrated solution is (or cross-

industry and industry specific applications indudmg

general business, financial, manufacturing,

distribution/logistics and energy and chemicals.

A global solutions provider. J D Edwards has more

than 3.B00 customers in 91 coumnes with multi-

national functionality including multi-currency and

language capabilities.

JDEdwards

Result 2000 Pic

Unit A5, Old Power Way
Lcwfletds Business Park. Eliand, W Yorkshire
TW: 01422 374473 Fax: 01422 370030

RESULT 2000 established as industry leader for

plant, loot and equipment hire solutions, is now
offering its Resultware packages for all leasing /

rental markets. With multi-currency and muM-Ungual
capability and an open integration policy, it can
provide a global solution.

Hardware/Compatibility
“OPEN* RDBMS runs on over 200
hardware platforms

Geographical Coverage
Packages for large and small users

throughout the UK
Applications
Hire. Rental, and Lease markets

Cost

Entry level from £25,000 res^

Datascan Limited

Unit 18 Rumer HHI Business Estate, Rumer
Hill Road, Cannock, Staffs WSlI 3ET
Tefc 01543 462978 Fax: 01543 462590

Company Description
Problem ftodng paper files or documents?
DATASCAN has the answer! * Paper. Acetate and
Microfilm Scanning (A4-A0) * image Enhancement
and Index * Rasters- Vector Conversions * CAD
Drawing and Plotting Services * CD Authoring *

Document Management Consultancy * Software
and Hardware-Sales and Service * ON-SITE
Service a Speciality

Hardwaro/Compatibflity: Images available In

all Formats

Geographical Coverage: Nationwide

ApplicatiaiuKAII Document Management and
CAD Applications

CosfcPrices from as little as 4p per page

EH Lawson SoftwareK Capital Ptaco, 120 Baft Road
Havas, Middlesex UB3 SANmm Tw: 0181 754 8470 Fax: 0181 754 7766

Company Description
Lawson Software otters robust, client/server
applications with proven business benefits for
companies worldwide. Lawson has 20 years of

technology strategy, Lawson oners luture proof
solutions offering ooth high-end functionality and
openness and Integration to the newest
technologies.

Hardware
AS/400, RS6000, HP9000, DEC Alpha, Sun,
Sequent, U6000
Applications
Accounting, Distribution Management, Materials
Management, Lawson Tools and Open Enterprise
Desktop.
Coverage
FT 2000 LAWSON

SAA Consultants

The Computer Complex
Somerset Place, Plymouth PL3 4BB

000 Fax:Tel: 01752 606 0C 01752 606 838

SAA is a specialist provider of Innovative EDI and
EC solutions with over 2,000 corporate clients

world-wide. The ETS products use an Intelligent

Messaging Systems Architecture facilitating

concurrent processing of EDI; E-Mail, Fax and non-

EDI data. These solutions offer the flexibility and
power to meet real business needs
Hardware Compatabiltty:
UNIX AS/400, OS/2. Windows (NT Gateway,

95 8 3J0
Geographical Coverage:

UK, Europe, 5.Africa, Far East

Applications:
EDI 8 EC products

-all markets

Cost: On application

3Com
_

3Com UK Ltd, Pacific House, Third Avenue

Globe Park. Marlow SL7 1YL
fcfc 01628 897 000 Fax: 01628 897 003

3Com Corporation has helped over 25 million

people gain access to critical information through

high speed networks. At the heart of the company's

vteton is global computer networking, linking large

businesses, small offices and homes through Its

industry-tearing Asynchronous Transfer Mode

(ATM) and switching products. 3Com's customere

indude Scottish Power, which has just installed the

largestATM network in the UK, Microsoft and

educational institutions including Oxford and Dublin

Universities.

Geographical Coverage:

Worldwide

Applications:

All sectors

ACTT^ConHHiter Bantals Pic

5c Harmer Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 2AP
Tefc (44) 1474 383155 Fax: (44) 1474 363577

Technical Support Help Line; 0331 300702

Company Description
Specialists In short term rental ofAIX and PowerPC
computer systems, features and peripherals.

Rental periods from 1 week to 3 months renewable

with maintenance and optional hot-fine support An
effective alternative to teasing, long term rental or

outright purchase especially for critical projects.

Hardware
IBM RS/6000, Bull Escala 8 Estrella, Motorola,

Apple Macintosh and peripherals

Geographical Coverage
Europe: Sistercompanies in Paris, Brusselsand
Frankfurt

PeekiraSoads, benchmarking, WACTiX
development

, «emuni kintals

PACIFIC System* lot. PIC .

European Headquarters, Kingfisher House

Frimley Business Park. Frlmley, Camberiey

Surrey GU16 5SG Tefc +44(0)1276608800

Fax: +44(0)127662250

Company Description

PACIFIC is a computer systems integration

company specialising in bulking and Implementing

bespoke software solutions across a variety of

platforms and Industries. We have particular skills

in efient/server development, workgroup computing,

systems integration, networking, facilities

management, automated operations,

decision support solutions and data warehousing.

Hardware
AS/400
PC LANs
UNIX

Coverage
International PACIFIC

Powerhouse Communications Pic

21 Woodthorpe Road
Ashford, Middx. TW15 2RP

Do you want to join the leading businesses using

Computer Telephone Integration to improve the efficiency of your

organisation and customer service?

The Tn d*x is the UK's leading integrated platform for voice,

data and CTi.

Powerhouse can explain how CTI can work for you.

Call us now 01784 885301

i i
t i
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S
OPER 4 Systems Ltd

Amdate House, Otley Rd. Headingtey

Leeds LS62UU
Teb Qtt3 274 9990 Fax: 0113 274 9998

Bareoding - specialists in integrating barcode

technology with existing systems. Barcoding pnntjng

and wand/CCD/laser scanning technology (or PC.

Unix and VMS systems.

Mobile Date Capture - Document Tracking, Asset

Tracking, Stock Checking and bespoke portable

data collection and mobile computing solutions

using Psion 3a palmtops and Warkabout data

collection terminals.

Document Capture - Document Image Processing

and Document Management solutions.

Digital Imaging • a range ot Digital Cameras,

j

Scanners. Image Manipulation —
1

—
and Colour Printing solutions,

km Fischer International

Wm 6 Beaumont Gate

§|j Radlett. Herts WD7 7AR
iS Tel: 01923 859119 Fax: 01923 B59151

Convany Description
Fischer International's SafeBoot/SmartDisfc and
Watchdog software and token-based security

solutions provide high level data protection.

Securing both desktop and laptop PCs. they otter a
flexible and comprehensive solution to data

1 protection and user management Also available for

> integration into bespoke solutions.

HaKlwaraJComfMrtJbJHty

Any PC

Covens*
Worldwide

Cost

On application FISCHER

^ IfSC- AStorage T4k Company

III Storage Tek House, Woking Business Park

Albert Drive, WoWno GU21 5JY
Teb 01483 727331 Fax: 01483 727085

NSC, a Storage Tbk company Is a leading suppliar

of enterprise-wide data security products which

• External threats to data security from backers

or internet espionage.
• Internal threats to data privacy.

• Security of dispersed data and data centre data.

• Secure VPN, Closed User Groups and
enterprise data backup.

HanhniWCampBtibilRr-
|

Compatible with all popular WAN, LAN and

cable types

Geographical Coverage: Worldwide

Application*: Data Security applications

i-ir-S-/.

gy TcMt CommunlcJrtlon* v *'

;

charter House, 13-i 5 Carteret Street.H London SW1H9DJ
Teb 0171 799 3082 Fax: 0171 799 3090

DEALING ROOM SYSTEMS

As part of Hutchinson Smith Limited, one of

the UK’s top 5 IT consultancy and contract

agencies, Team Communications provides

specialist support for all aspects of Dealing

Room Systems.

StorageTek

RY •

^Integritas Limited

PO Box 34. Sovenoaks

Kent TN13 2LZ
Tel: 01732 740866
Fax: 01732 740475

Intagritas provides a comprehensive service as a

bureau arid system Integrator for complete

systems, including Document Management. Data

Management and Image Capture: scanning,

indexing. OCR/ICR MlcrofflmWicrafirfre

^figifeation. conversion of 9 Truck. 34800490 etc. to

chosen Media. Full audit trails tor document

artorissbflity as evidence

Hardware CompatabfRty:

Multi-Platform. WORM. CO-ROM. Optical Desk.

Geographical Coverage:

United Kingdom

Costs
Solutions from £250 to £1 M8lton+

41 Electronic

Commerce

42 E-mail to
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Perwill *EDI

Company Description

PERWILL*EDI. an award winning Electronic

Commerce Solution installed in over 60 countries on

6 Continents, is available from its authors in the UK.

For full details of the Perwill range of products,

training and consultancy services please contact:

Perwill, 13a Market Square, Alton.

Hampshire GU34 t UK. United Kingdom

Tab 444(0) 1420 545000

Fax: +44(0) 1420 545001

Open Connect (UK) Ltd .

Litton House. 52-56 Buckingham Street
Aylesbury HP20 2LL
Tel: 01296 330771 Fax: 01296 330983

EpJ Cincom Systems

flafl 99 King Street, Maidenhead
Berks. SL6 1DP

IBS Tel: 01628 542302 Fax: 06128 542310
Email: mholden@dnconi.com

Company Description

Cincom Is the leading worldwide supplier of

business software and dedicated expertise to

companies who manufacture and sell customised
products - to order project or contract. We help

companies to achieve and maintain global

competitiveness throughout their operations. From
initial prospect enquiry through proposal / quotation,

to manufacture, installation and post-sales support.

Geographical Coverage
Over 60 offices worldwide

EMAIL TO FAX - Single/Multipie Line solution lor sending

and receiving (axes. Compatible with MS-Mail. ccdAaM,

HP/OpenMaR. HP/OpenDesk. Send taxes dkectiy from

network diems via email or direct to tax server tram

desktop applications. Receive taxes directly to network

dteitfs or other destinations. Network client delivery

requires use of ISDN facilities.

INTRANET - Comprehensive solutions developed,

using Speedware Autobahn, for a complete Infernal

internet service.

INTERNET INTEGRATION - Complete service provided

from Web Site Design to Hosting Services. Services

include Page Access Monitoring, MaU HandBng, Ordering

Systems and Electronic Catalogues.

Hardware CwnputafeWty 4
I HPS000. BS6000. AS/400. HP3000.
WEB Servers. DEC/ALPHA
Geographical Coverage; UK

©aNOOM

Erffl International Business Systems

{HI 1 Imperial Place, Elstree Way
9X3 Borehamwood, HertsWD6 1JN
f§18 Tbfc 0181 2075655 Fax: 0181 2076770

Company Description
IBS is a wholly owned subsidiary ot IBSAB, a
Swedish public company and one of the leading
software suppliers with over 3000 customers
worldwide. TheASW Portfolio ts a fuji range of

application software with a GUI Interface providing
innovative solutions to today's business needs;
including Pan European requirements and EuroVAT
acting in a true Mufti currency environment

Hardware
AS/400 Client Server, Windows and OS/2 GUI
support.

Coverage
,

65 Offices in over 30 countries worldwide.

Applications
1

Financials. Distribution, inventory,

Asset, Service. Production, Manufacturing.

Project Warehouse Management AfiroV?
EIS and FMCG. U o$r>

Baan UK Ltd ^:#kky
Baan House, Deanway Technology Centre, Wilmslow Rd, Handforth, Cheshire SK9 3EY
Tel: 01625 523550 Fax: 01 625 523303 E-Mail: saies@baan.co.uk

Company Description

Baan is a leading provider of open systems, client server based

enterprise business applications used by organisations

worldwide to manage company resources and co-ordinate

enterprise wide functions such as sales forecasting, inventory

control, procurement, distribution, transportation, finance and

project management. The Baan software family is designed for

rapid implementation, easy adaptation and reconfiguration in

response to changing organisational needs and technological

advances. Currently more than 1 ,000 customers are using

Baan software to manage and re-engineer their businesses

around the world. Customers include Boeing, Mercedes Benz,

Philips, GEC, Remploy, Crown, Snap-on Tools, Northern

Telecom, Honda. Baan employs more than 1,500 people in 59
i countries around the world.

Hardware
UNIX, Windows 95, Windows NT 3.5, HP, IBM, Bull, SUN and

other open systems products. Databases supported include:

Oracle, Informix, T-base.

Applications

Baan software is designed for mixed manufacturing

environments including make to stock, assemble to order, make
to order and engineer to order. On June 4th Baan announced

the worldwide availability of Baan Project: one of a number of

Supply Chain Programs initiatives supported throughout by the

Dynamic Enterprise Modeller. Baan Project provides a
completely integrated solution for the management and control

of businesses engaged in project related activity. On June 6th

Baan UK will launch the latest release known as Baan IV. This

release sees the support of process manufacturing covering

such functions as; co and by products, yield, assayed items,

shelf life, formula management and quality management. Fully

integrated with Baan IV is Dynamic Enterprise Modeller. This

tool supports the modelling of a customer’s business processes

and operations including activity mapping. Once defined Baan

software automatically configures itself to a customer's

business operations. Dynamic Enterprise Modeller comprises

business model building blocks supporting graphical, computer

based business process mapping at multi level. Organisational

components can be defined down to individual activity process

steps or tasks. As your business changes you can describe

these changes to Dynamic Enterprise Modeller so that it can

sympathetically change in accordance with your own changing

environment. A number of Baan’s implementation partners such

as KPMG. Ernst & Young and Origin are actively engaged in

developing a comprehensive library of business model

templates. Such templates cover aerospace and defence,

automotive, food and beverage and large projects

based/construction industries. Finally Dynamic Enterprise

Modeller underpins Baan’s implementation approach in

ensuring systems are .
. .

.«
. ri ...

installed within time scales V
which ensure you obtain a

Ji»
.'* JT l% |

rapid business return on 9 Jt'fti'm.'
your investment
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Europe Online

Kingsgata House. 536 Kings Road,

fH London SW10 0TE
HRS Tel: 0171 447 3400 Fax: 01 71 447 3499

Company Description
Europe Online bridges the gap between
conventions! online services and the InlemBL The
Service is designed to provide easy access to E-

Maii and discussion groups, entertainment and
education, travel and shopping services as well as

all the latest news and current affairs from around

the world.

Hardware
Windows 3.1 . Windows 95

Coverage
UK. France, Germany. Luxembourg

AppHcattons

life Europe Online

pg IT Southern Limited

Southern House. Lewes Road.

Brighton BN1 9PY
85?) Tel: 01273 600444 Fax: 01273 675299

IT Southern Managed Services

partial orComplete ITFM i Outsourcing

On site or remotely. IT Southern provides complete

or partial outsourcing of Mainframe. UNIX and/or

PC Desktop services and support. IT Southern

delivers information technology based business

solutions with a clear focus on providing real value

for money.

Hwtwara/ConipaHhfBy: (CL. IBM, SUN,
Mainframe, UNIX & PCs

Applications: Bespoke of tailored existing

applications

Geographical Coverage: Managed Services /

i
Outsourcing and customer ,r
support through the UK USSOUttiem

Geae Computers drafted -

Hollywood Tower. Hoflywood Lane. Cribbs

Causeway. Bristol BS10 7TWi 1M: 0117 9609003 Fax: 0117 9590718

• Integrated ctfentfserver Reooncflfatfon and
Investigations System tor Cash, Securities and
FX Confirmations

• 24 hours on-fine availability - Wbridiow
• Supports agency and/or propriety data formats
• Automatically recognises match exceptions
• Creates investigations cases
• Reconciles holdings or transactions
• Comprehensive MiS

Hardware .

UNIX or NT. HP. IBM RS6000. SUN, Sybase, SQL
server, Oracle, Ingres

Geographical Coverage
UK, Europe, Far East Australia. North America

Applications Geac WINNAR

Cost Priced on a per concurrent user basis

ra Software 2000 UK
Crosby House, Meadowbank. Furiong Road,

Bourne End. Bucks SLB5AJ
TM: 01628 850850 Fax: 01628 850243

Compelnr Description .. .

Software 2000 offers a comprehensivesum ot financial

and human resoixees software designed exclusively

for the IBM AS/400 server and related technologies,

using darrtfsaner and object oriented technologies to

provide easy-to-use icon and graptiical screens and
integration with popular windows spreadsheet and
wore processing packages and tfdig kilo aocoutf al

the requirements of the multinational corporation.

Software 2000 has over 1200 cflents worldwide.

Hardware
IBM AS/400, Server, ClertServer-OS/2. Windows, MAG
Geopaphical Coverage
UK Matted Europe, USA, Atffiflalas^ Asia, SftAfrica.

Applications Cost
Totaly Intonated financial Entry Level Price

management & human resources £25,000

55 * -— o 0 Kill* SAKE s

Register your company
name on the Internet

[ g o o f c o » p Ci n . eo . u t 1

£100

NetBenefit

http://www.domtlnntmvt.co.uk/

56-57

Internet

-

Worldwide

Web

58 Intranet

59-60

IT Services

Fra Industry Contract Ltd '

jSejj Stons Bridge Lane, Loxeiy, Sheffield S6 6SX
Tat 0114 2352274 Fax: 01M 2853778 Email: MtoV/www.indconnecLcom

Company Description
Industry Connect is a multi media communications company speciafising in provfcfing businesses with a

compelling and informative presence on the WoridWJde Web. We have experience In the design, creation,

maintenance and management of major web sties and virtual business perks. At Industry Connect we
understand the technology and will remove the jargon. Our service will quickly introduce your organisation to

this exciting new communication technology cost effectively whilst tailoring the benefits to your own particular

needs. Combining years of successful International sates and marketing experience our experts are

committed to delivering a digital solution to suit your requirements. Our services include:

- Concept Design * Create and maintain an interactive Worldwide Web site

• Incorporate the use ot: Creative Graphics Interactive Forms & CGI Scripting

Sound Video

• Intranet (Internal Communications Technology) • Internet Consultancy

Geographical Coverage Worldwide

Applications
• Customer Service & Support • Sales &Marketing * Information Dissemination

• Safes Promotion • Commercial Transactions - Mail Order

I

Cabletron Systems
*

IpB Network House, Newbu/y Business Park,

London Road, Newbury. Berkshire RG13 2PZH Teh 01 636 580000 Fax: 01635 44578

Cabletron Systems Is a leacBng developer,

manufacturer and marketer of standerds-based

Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI Fast Ethernet and ATM
networking solutions. Their product range also

incorporates their enterprise management platform,

SPECTRUM.

Cabletron's recent announcements Include their

SmartSwitch family of highly manageable and
rellabte virtua} network ready switches. Their
SecureFast VLAN and VNET Manager applications

have been well received within the industry for their

innovative approach to

migrating exisBng CSBUSTROH
networks to switched

i

virtual Intranetworks. Wrnm. n.n riM.nuu- tii r

Building
Corporate

Partnerships

CaB earjak* tedbwaoir

RA +44 (U) 171 608 3120
Fte +44 (0)171 608 3091

Mfl National Computing Centre

§ Oxford House, Oxford Road,

Manchester Ml 7ED
JHi fob 0161 242 2200 Fax: 0161 242 2400

EmaB: LizJames@ncc.co.uk
Internet: httpffwwwjtcc.oo.uk

Company Description
NCC is the UK's leading independent IT user

member organisation arid an International provider

of consultancy and training services, educational

and telecommunications products. Members can
benefit from substantial discounts on NCC products

and services and gain access to regularly updated

information sources.

Hardware
Worldwide

Gaovapfileaf Coverage
Available on request
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65 Network
Connectivity

H
Origin

420-430 London Road, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 3QR
Tel: 0181 665 1234 Fax: 0181 781 6013

Company Description
Origin Is a global provider of a full range of I.T.

Services: H defivers technology based solutions to

business needs through local centres ot excellence

to ensure a highly responsive and ftextole service

whilst drawing on the vast experience of a network
ot 11 .000+ professionals across 27 countries. This

breadth ot support covers a range ot capabilities

and a proven track record from defining I.T. Strategy

through to Systems Development and
Implementation, Systems Management Enterprise-

j

wide Package Implementation and the Development
of Software for in-product applications.

2 Fourth Shift UK Limited

a 10/11 Magellan Terrace. Gatwick Road
9 Crawley. W Sussex, RN10 2PJ

Tat: 0800 521980 F : 01293 538646

Geographical Coverage
htetiorwkle/Wortdwide oriGin

Fourth Shtft is a leading developer of efient/server

applications software for the manufacturing Industry.

The Manufacturing Software System (MSS) is a
fully Integrated manufacturing control system
running on PC LANs.

HardraNOoHgetWBty
All PCs. Windows, Microsoft NT and Novell

NetWare

Geographical Coverage
Worldwide

AppGo—t—
Covers all manufacturing and process Industries

Cost Price on application

FOURTH SHIFT

® Radhxs ConvtrterServlces Ltd

MflifiaW House, Woodshots Meadcrw, The
H| Craxiey Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YX9 Tet 01923 255722

Company Description
PoftriSfan ts a new generation enterprise system
using a foil Windows presentation and dJentteervsr
technology. It is hardware and database
independent PoinLMan provides a famiBar
Windows interlace to which users adapt with
minimal training and support It has three highly

functional modules. Customer Service,
Manufacturing and Financial management

Client server, MS-Windows Client UNIX or NT
Server

fiMrgnphieal Coverage
UK and Eke, plus worldwide support

;

Applications
Manufacturing, Distribution &
Finance fSCHUS

'Maribam Solutions KJferhiteifB Seton House, Warwick Technology Park
Gallows WU, Warwick CV34 BOD
Teh 01926 409999 Fax: 01926 409888

Company Description '

Intimate market knowledge comes from years of

close working with Industry leaders. For

manufacturing management systems within the

food/beverage, chemkal/pharmaceuticsf sectors

Marcam must always be a contender. H you
reooghise that your supply chain is becoming more
important to your future, and your business would

benefit from our industry-specific experience, you

realty need to Investigate MarcanTs approach.

Contact us & letour experience assist wffh your

production, logistics, financial & maintenance

demands.

^ Thotfias & Betts Ltd

9H Foster Are.Woods**! Park. DunstaWa. LU5 5TA
Tat 44 (0) 1582 677080

§99 Fwc 44 (0)1582 608816

In today's fast moving networking environment
with ever increasing data speeds and new EMC
legislation, your structured wiring system must
meet the exacting demands placed upon It

Thomas & Betts' comprehensive range of

connectivity products is designed to meet with

your needs of today and those of the

unforeseeable Mure.
AH you need to knew about structured wiring is in

our new catalogue. For your free copy, please
call us now, or see us on Stand No. V17 at

Networks "96.

Geographical coverage: Worldwide

66 Network
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NetworWng

B
International Data Security

10 Alfred Place, London WC1 E 7EB
Tel: 0171 209222 Fax: 0171 209 2383

Company Description
International Data Security is a foremost supplier of

Network Security and Management Product
consultancy, training and services. Working with the

DTI and BSI on the establishment of BS7799 as art

acknowledged Code of Best Practice tor Information

Security and acting as the agent for McAfee In the

UK in the verification of anti-virus products under

the FTSEC criteria. The Internationa) Data Security

group of companies embraces an active research

arid development organisation, based in the US.

who are working with the major network Operating

system companies to bring high level C2/JTSEC E3
security to the workstation.

Geographical Coverage
UK with sister companies in US and South Africa

Applications

Various LAN Network Security and Management

Wrl LanBase Pic

Wm Pipers Court, Thateham9 Berkshire RG19 4ER
MB Tot: 01835 677977 Fax: 01535 877543

Email: lnfo@larAase.co.uk

Company Description
As a specialist Network Systems Integrator,

LanBase designs, installs and supports Local and
Wide Area Networks. Combining technical expertise

with Project Management skills and a unique range

of products, LanBase provides flexible,

technologically advanced network infrastructures.

LanBase became the first direct Bay Networks

partner to be both {SO9001 accrecfited and verified

by Bay Networks as an Enterprise Solutions Partner

(ESP) in Europe.

Coverage
UK. Spain and Iberia LJU

W

BASE

Wj] fiarrurtty Bynames Ttoteafogtertac

Monarch House. Waterford Way
jH Wokingham, Berks RG40 2AR9 Tel; 01734 795822 Fas 01734 795833

Company Description
Security Dynamics lbctmoiogle3 Inc, founded in 1954,
rapMy earned leadership position with the development
ot their crackproot SecurlD user identification and
authentication technology. Security Dynamics now has
the de facto standard tor authentication and encryption
technology (through an acquisition with RSA). Many
vendors (now over 40) sueh as Novell, Oracle and
MferofO* utittse Security Dynamics software In thafr major

product ranges. Security Dynamics provides total security

solutions for remote access, internet and LAN/WAN
access with over 1 mHUon customers using the SecurlD

Token.

Geographical Coveraga
UK. UMEA, Far East, USA

Coat
Available on request

m CmtUrfex BiropeLtd ""Vi
| Mulberry Business Park, Fishponds Road

Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 2GY
9B Teh 01734 772929 Fan 01734 773237

Emutex fa a leafing US manufacturer of network

access products. These LAN andWAN Solutions

include network printer servers, wide area network

adapters and remote access servers. Emulex tea
technology leader in fibre channel, an emerging high

perfbnrrancs industry standard storage and network

interface which Is befog adopted by majorcomputer
vendors.

HartwarajooiapatMBqri Emutex solutions are

compatible with tbe leafing network OPS protocols

Including TCP/IP, IPX, APPLETALK. NETBIOS. LAT
Geographical coverage; Emufax has sales

offices in the USA, Asia and the Pacific Rim
Applications; Novell WAN routing and remote

access of networks

Coetfa Emutex often market

leadership in value for money

Mod-tap Limited

7 Northbrook Industrial Estate
Vincent Ave, Southampton S016 6PB
Teh 01703 701919 Rue 01703 70211 01703 702147

Mod-Tbp manufactures an enhanced structured

cabling system for bote voice and data applications.

The mod-tap system is modular, facilitating the
Integration of UTP. STP and fibre opuc
transmissions technologies. Mod-Tap registered
installations have a 15 year system warranty and a
lifetime product guarantee. Mod-Tap is a mole*
company, Mod-Tap systems are compliant to
industry standards.

HtetiWKjCqinpataiinty
ISO118Q1/EN50173 Class D/EIA56S A=
and ElATSB’S 36. 40 and 40A ^
Coverage? International unn
*W«cati«*:LANS. MOD-TAP.
Structured Cabling Rje txorka
CosfcMod-Tap stand number 94
M50 at Networks

l
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ftittatl. Limited
'

BraithweB Way,
HeSaby, Rotherham S66 fiQY

Tel: 01709 7Q4Q00 Fwc 01709 701217

CompanyP—cripMw
Rtttai Is the worlds largest enclosure manufacturer.

Among the products is a comprehensive range of

enclosures and accessories designed for the

Datacomms/Natworking industry. Enclosures for

wall mounting or floor standing for equipment or

cabling use meet varous standards. A 5 day

configuration and siting service is available.

Geographical Coverage
The world

All netvrorWngfCommunications

76 Object

Oriented

Application

Development

Environment

77-84
Power
Protection

Data Access UK Lid
'*

Loreto House, Princes Lane, London N10 3LU
Teh 0181 3652424 Fax: 0161 3652345
E-Mail: marcomuk@dacces8.coni

DateFlax Is a complete appScaticm development

environment with all the tools needed in a single,

integrated package. DataRe* combines a procedural

and an object oriented 4GL, Application Generator,

RDBMS, and a complete set or buflt-in productivity

enhancing toots, tockjcBng a powerful CIO Applcafion

Framework.

Vtoff us et stand 7A78 at Software Development *96

on June 25th to 27lh atlhe NEC and see the power
of Dataplex for yoinelL Cafl us on GIST 3652424 for

pro-registered tickets.

HardvranVCotnpatBriHty: PC DOS, OS/2, Windows,

Windows '95, Windows NT. UNIX
Geographical Coverage: Wbrld-wkte UK
distributors: DATOS 01782362002 / Informs Tech 0141

5541185/MSG (CardH) 01222235244/
Unicom 0181 7428055 D/&AFLEX

Holland House' B.V, ;
.

^V ;:

*

P. 0 . Box 3000. Motenkampsweg 1

5306 ZX BRAKESTha Netherlands

Teh +31 (418) 673000 Fax: +31
(
418) 673060

Holland House with its flagship product UNISPOOL,
is the leading supplier or Integrated distributed

output management solutions for heterogeneous
enterprise networks. It encapsulates aU major
components in the areas of network-wide output file

transfer, fury automated operations, output file

viewing and processing, integrated electronic forms

and processing and more

Platforms aiyportwt
MPE/fX, HP-UX. OpenVMS, Uffrix, Digital Unix. AIK
SCO-Unbc, Solaris 2, Slnbc, Windows NT. Windows.
Win"95, Novell and OS/2 LANManager

Geographical coverage
Wbridwide

CSftl.
.-if;..

Canal Place
Leads LS122DU
Tafc 0345 010105 Fax: 0113 243 6950

CS1 Outsourcing specialise in provkSng high quality,

fully managed systems for companies using IBM
midrange equipment for key business appficaSons.

Service levels to systems users are guaranteed.

Services can be based on customers site or at a
CSI location and provided 24 hrs 365 days a year.

Hanh—i/CompwBbUr
AS/400 Ops, Applications, Tech support, LANs.
WANs. Desk-top

Geographical Coverage
Service from Datacentre In Nottingham

and eight other UK locations

Intergraph (UK) Ltd . ..

Delta Business Pk, Gt Western Way
Swindon Witts. SN5 7XP
Tet 01 793 486000 Fax: 01793 482991

Written specifically for Windows. SOLID EDGE is a
revolutionary, high performance parametric 3D Solid

Modelling CAD system for mechanical assembly
and part modelling. SOLID EDGE signals a new era
of usability openness Jnteropeiabflfty allowing the

designer more time engineering and less time

driving a CAD system. Incorporating all the fools to

complete pan modelling, assembly, drafting,

detailing and workgroup data management in one
comprehensive package.
HartwMv/Cowpatlbimr. Intel based PC
systems running Windows *95 orNT
Geographical Coverage: UK Wide
Applkraitlons^art design and assembly for

manufacturing industry

Coat
£5000 ^SoSdepge"

Brite Voice Systems
Brannan House, 4 Cambridge Business Pk
Milton Road, Cambridge. 084 4WT
Tel: 0161 975 4044 Rue 0161 9754001

Brite Voice Systems is a world leader in providing
voice and Information processing solutions. Users
Include major corporate customers, cafl centres aid
network operators. Applications range from
Interactive voice response and computer telephony
Integration to a range of network services.

In addition to integrated system provision Brite can

also offer It's customers the use of Ifs fully

managed service bureau and it's experience In the

telephony auefiting arena.

Geographical Coverage:

International • offices worldwide

Applications:

Vblce and Information processing

1
Cray Communications

Carton Way, Watford Business Park
Watford, HertsWD18XH
Tel: 01923 259259 Fac 01923 259260

Cray Communkations designs and manufactures a
range of networking technologies hck*£ng high speed
switching, routing, and voice and data integration. Wtih

awide range of experience. Cray CtimmoNoatfuns has
the proven abiSty to integrate these technologies Into a
single anterpnse-wfde network.

Hrmhrtra eompefiBHy
Products comply with Industry Standards
(hoymNcwiOwraai
Cray Conwmrteations has 55 sales offices in five

continents and employs over 2,900 people woridmde.
Application
As toed and wide area networks converge,
organisations require a single, enterprise-wide network

thatwa provide transmission d voice, data and image.
Cast Dependent on
sa,0,naw“ Cray

•••
-

f— t :
~,v; v* *K--. '

.

Thamesboume Lodge, Station Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8 5QH
Tet 01628533433 Fax; 01628 532252

LanOptics
LanOptics offer high quality networking systems to improve

LAN/WAN cxmneetfvity tor token ring, EJhemet and AS/400

midrange systems. The product portfolio Includes hubs, switches,

ATM technology and integrated hutyrouter (Cisco IOS 2500)

combinations tor Remote Access and enterpnse wide network

management systems.

NetGuard

NetGuard, a LanOptics company, introduces the Guardian, an

Internet firewall. Unifoe most firewall systems, Guardian provides

network managers with the ability to restrict user access to all or

parts of the various services available on the neL In addition, time

limits can be applied to access. NT version Is now available.

NetXchange

NetXchange, a LanOptics company offers a unique fax exchange

system for tiw IntenteL The Internet Fax Exchange enables

integration with uniform messaging applications such as ior voice

or E-mail, ft is designed for the integration of fax services into

Uniform Messaging platforms and e compattole with MAPI

,

Windows and Windows 95.

OeograpMcaf Coverage
Global

Applications

LAN & WAN infrastructure

The Leader in Corporaie Networking

mmmmmmm ..

.

UK office: IMV Victron UK Ltd, f.a.o. PauJ Fletcher

Tel -*44 1455 618 666 Fax +44 1465 611 446

Could we be the first insurance company to present ourselves in the IT

guide of the Financial Times? That is our - IMVs - business. Our customers

are organisations of all sizes and nationalities who want to insure their

companies against productivity & data loss stemming from power failures.

Known to you would be UNITED NATIONS, INTEL, MOTOROLA,
MIDLANDS ELECTRICITY BOARD, ABB, SIEMENS, AT&T, MERCURY
COMMUNICATIONS, CENTRAL BANK OF CIS, BANK OF ENGLAND,
COCA-COLA, CIBA-GEIGY, HEWLETT-PACKARD, IBM, DELL, REUTERS,
SHELL, HE1NEKEN, MERCEDES-BENZ, to name a few of them.

IMV is the result of the 1995 merger between Netherlands based Victron

and Switzerland based InvertoMatic. Victron’s expertise is high performance

uninterruptible power supplies in the low and medium power range, and the

integration of these systems in computer environments. InvertoMatic’s

expertise is big uninterrupted power systems for applications with very high

cost of downtime.

We like to see our company as a tree: alive, and with a strong hidden base.

The roots are most valuable, with customer support, service infrastructure,

technology expertise, and logistical facilities as its major components. Suited

to protect from single modems until the complete lighting of an airport

landing-strip, the product range is the trunk. The (eaves, numerous and
constantly renewed, are constituted by the many software versions needed

to integrate systems in (managed) networks, and the small adaptations

needed to suit projects demands. Roots, trunk and leaves evolve at their
-

own speed as a response to a changing environment

Some customers buy from us because we have an effective solution for

Headquarters: Sales5@VictFon.nl

handling power failures in environments with Client/Server architectures,

where our PowerRag software can avoid frustrating domino effects. Others

do so because of the unmatched reliability of our products even in the most

hostile environments. Others still, do so because of the excellent value for

money we offer and the wide spectrum of solutions available. We feel

privileged to have our customers. We work hard to allow each to be satisfied

with high uptime performance and to be comfortable without the worry of

unneeded systems crashes.

Safe and managed power is our business. If you have an interest in

uninterrupted power as well, please contact us in the UK. Please E-mail us

for inquiries on the continent

Compatibility
SNMP version 1 &2; WINDOWS NT, 95. 3.11 , 3.1 ; UNIX major vendors;

NOVELL 2.x, 3.x, 4ot; AS/400; Mac System; OS/2.

Geographical coverage
Subsidiaries in UK, France, Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Germany,

Thailand, Singapore, Hong-Kong, Greece; Sales, service and support in all

220-240 V countries including developing

countries.

Applications
Distributed computing. Computer room,

Telecom (billing and transport). Industry,

Facility Management.

IMV
IlfVEKTCMIATK VKTKON
INIRGT SYSTEMS

Welcom Software ‘ •

Southbenk Technopark
90 London Road, London SE1 6LN
Tab 0171 401 2626 Fax; 0171 922 8865

Company DwoHpHon
Welcom. a privately natd corporation, is a worldwide
leader in the development and marketing oI project

management software. With more than 10,000
licences worldwide, Welcom specializes In helping
Fortune 500 companies implement total

management solutions.

Windows-based, OLE 2.0 Automation and SQL

Head office is in Houston, regional offices in London

and Paris with distributors worldwide.

AppBcattan
Open Plan Professional and Open |™_r
Plan Desktop

Primavera Systems, fac5i;

. » . . -i.-

c/o Forgetrack Ltd

27 Old Cross, Hertford SG14 IRE
Tab 01992500900 Fax: 01992 589495

Company Paaurtptlun
Primavara's integrated Concentric Project

Management system consists of Primavera Project

Planner for targe, complex projects; SureTrak for

smaller less complex projects; Monte Carlo for Risk

Management; Parade for performance

measurement and Expedition for contract control.

Training & consultancy also available.

Hardware; PC-oompatiWes 486 or Pentium

Geographical Coverage: Primavera products

are available worldwide. Forgetrack are UK dealers.

Applications: Engineering, construction, IT,

olVgas, etc.

Cost: P3- £1995;
ST -£199; MC - £695;

EXP -£1600; ^L.

LAN - p.oa PRIMAVERA

Horton Manor, Starmreil Road
Horton. Berkshire SL3 SPA
TWh 01753 681077 Fax: 017S3 685556

RCMS supplies rr services specifically designed to

provide a competitive business advantage forte

corporate customers. RCMS speciaBses in the design

and development of dbtributod CflentlServer systems.

This covers operational business systems, information

da(very, date-warehousing and integration with the

Internet AddWonaJ Technical Services include

spedalst support and AppficaSon Management. RCMS
has bden proviefng IT solutions to its customers tor 10

years. Othermembers of RCMS Grap include; NS!

who provide bespoke Document Management and
Workflow systems: and RCMS internet

whose expertise is in n Training.

Geographical cawragaUK
Application*; various

Oral: On application

RCfVB

BAeHAL Software Ltd

Famborough Aerospace Centre

PO Box 87. Famborough, Hants GU14 6YU
lMi 01252 382020 Fax: 01252 3B2380

Company Description

Superb communications unite the proven software

skiffs of the Indian sub-continent with the project

management expertise of British Aerospace to enable

BAeHAL, an ISO 9001 software services provider, to

deliver high quality, cost effective solutions to British

todus&y.

Hardware
Client Server. Mainframe and PCs.

Goofpaphical Coverage
Europe, USand Parific Rim.

Coat
Up to50% less than UK rates.

v'.t

J:Plasmon DjrtaLimrtod

Whiting Way. Mekxxxn, Herts SG86EN
Tsfc-t44 17B32S2963 Fms *44 1783284444
Emafc 8atos&ptasmoruoo.i*

Plasmon manufactrees and supplies a wide range

of optical storage solutions inducing media and
software. The range indudes CD Recorders, tow
cost PD 650MB rewritable drives end MO drives

with capacities of 25Gbyta& The industry's widest

range of jukeboxes are avaflabte vrth capacities

from 45 to over 670 Osytss. Software options

enable seamless integration of these products into

most operating systems requiring additional

capacity tor storage extensions, HSM, backup,
archiving, aid CD publication.

Hanhnn/Cosb Prices range from £399 forPD
drives, £825 torCD Recorders, and up to £34,000

for top or range jukebox products.

Geographical Coverage: Offices worldwide

servicing most countries either

directly or via strategic partners.

AceCad Software /.y-

r-j .- -Tf- ;
••

B5-B7 Maidenhead Office Park,

Westacott Why, Maidenhead Berks SL6 3RT
TWs 01628 822900 Faro 01628 823110

Company Description
AceCad developed STHUCAD, a 3d solid modsffng
system for automatically detailing structural

steefwork. Users create a basic wire frame model of

the structure, connections and beam members are

added to produce a complete solid model. The
system then automatically produces workshop
details orCNC data from the model. STRUCAD
also offers interlaces to numerous analysis and
Plant Design products. STRUCAD is the most
widely used 3-d steel detailing system in the UK
with over 100 customers and world-wide there are
over 700 systems installed In 25 countries. AceCad
is a fuU collaborator in the CIMsteel project

AceCad

Pentium PC operating underVMndms NT

Geographic al Coverage
World-wide

Yeomans Court, Ware Road,
Hertford SGI3 7HJ, England
Tel: 444 (0) 1992 500006 Fax: 01992500065

Company Description
Can you reduce the cost of managing your systems

and provide users with better service and Increased

productivity levels? RoboMon can. This powerful

software solution detects and automatically

formulates the oorract solutions to system proWems.

Heroix Corporation is a well established company
with a proven history in system management
services and solutions tor VMS, UNIX-DEC, HP,

IBM, SUN & Windows NT.

Geographic
Worldwide

Include 16 of the Times

Tbp 30 Companies. Meroix

Frame Communications Ltd
./>

Litton House, 52-56 Buckingham St,

Aylesbury. Bucks HP20 2LL
1fefc01296 399013 Fax: 01 296 436247

Company Description
Frame Communications Ltd has over 20 years of

experience in the Data and Telecommunications
market specialising in Test Measurement,
Diagnostic and Management systems, in both the
private and pubfle network environments.
Test Solutions & Expertise cover; LAN/WAN, ISDN,
ATM C7/SS7, Frame Relay, SMDS, X.25. SNA.
GSM* BERT

WAN/LAN/ATM solutions via

PC & Windows s/w

Qeofgraphleal Coverages UK, Eire & Europe

Applications: Field Support,

Product Development, =£ VHHBB 5=
End Users. P7T/Caoier3~£» IsTTiTTra

CQMteONLCflTlQiU

NOFSoftwan v

v
V

;

.:

Asmec Centre, Eagle House, The Ring,

Bracknell, Berkshire RG 12 1HB
TM: 01344 382054 Fajc 01344 362052

Company Description
NCD Software is a majorvendorof (nformation

access products. PC-Xware Is a total solution for

PC & UNIX network integration, providing enterprise

networking & toote to make networked PCs easy to

manage for UNIX professionals. Marathon for

Windows 95; NT Is an NFS solution, providing

UNIX file & print integration & access to IP host-

based appffcations.

eurovaiefe. I f
(fopdock Houn, Oti London Rd. Ipswich, IP8 3JW

1 01473 730CTofc 01473 730000 Fax: 01473 730001
: htiptfwww.eurovolce.co.uk

Windows 3jc, Windows 95 & Windows NT
Geographical Coverage
Worid-wkJe via a network of dfstrtoutore and
raseflart

Cost Prices

avsflable x/Open?

eurovoice is a specialist suppfier of voice

processing, computer telephony Integration and
internet-based solutions. Our new SWAN
OmniSetver provides flexible voice, fax and internet

functionality on a high-performance Windows NT
based platform.

HadwasiCoapeteMHy;
Most databases and host systems, most PBXs &
ACDs.

Geographical Coverage:
eurovoice focuses on Western Europe and
Scancfinavia.

Applications: IVR.CTf, On-ffne services

Solutions from £1 0,000 eurovoice

Vocafis is a worid leader in speech technology and
cafl processing applications, delivering speech-

controlled systems that increase business efficiency

and make communication easier. Products bidude a
virtual telephone operator, a votoe dialling system
and bespoke applications for call centre transaction

processing.

Hardware CurHpetWBty
Industry standard ISA hardware

Oeographicial Coveraoa
Global

Applications
Telebanking, help desks, travel

nformation, retail

.

enquiries/ordering VOCAUS

Etliix bl&tributlon Ltd ,
£*•’.*'* • Vj i

• • *. ’ ‘
'

Elhix House, Meadow CourtOfT Market
Place, South Notmanton, Derbyshire
Tat 01773863666 Fax: 01773863919

Commercialization of the worid wide web, more
companies are demanding an effective and
standard method to monitor their reach through the
Internet And with traffic levels growing
exponential, any delay In fixing problems can
result in thousands of missed opportunities.

Wafwatcher Executive™ builds on the positive

customer feerfoack gathered from the successful
release of CaraveHe Wabwatcher™ late in 1995.
See CaraveHe Webwatcher Executive™ on
stand W18 at Networks *96.

Owrnpaphic ill Cwwagn
The worid of the web

AppHeatiora
How effective is your web site?
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Half theworld relies on our datawarehouses.

If you’re serious about using data warehousing to gain a

competitive edge, choose NCR. The company that IDC

says is number one worldwide in data warehousing.

- *'• NCR - a name svnonvmous with
rv-^r.V^

’•

business svstems for over 100 years.

* We have the technology and expertise

t0 heip yOU transform nuggets of data into

vital customer information to help you make smarter, quick

decisions. With industry leading databases like Teradata,

Oracle and Informix.

Knowledge that is already helping some of the

world’s largest banks, retailers and airlines understand

their customers needs.

Expertise that has made us the world

ll®". leader in data warehousing.

•fiS

The world’s most experienced data warehouse

professionals can help you set up and maintain the most

scalable data warehouse on the planer.

To get more information about NCR’s scalable data

w arehouse call 0F3 725 89S9,

or experience our data

warehousing capabilities

first-hand at:

httpvVww.ncr.com

QPNCR
Pentium•iiocciaon

AS WofNMvk servers shown feature Intel Pentium Processors. The Intel Inside end Pentium Processor logos are registered trademarks of Intel Corp. i£>1996 NCR Corporation. AH rights reserved.

Stockwatch comment • By Paul Taylor

IT companies
ride the
Internet wave
More suppliers are

committed to

launching network
computers later

this year

U S technology shares
were generally higher

at the end of May
month higher, although some
shares remained under pres-

sure. reflecting uncertain
industry conditions.

The gains came despite con-

tinuing signs of weakness in

the Semiconductor Industry
Association’s measure of drip
demand in April. The ratio of

orders received to orders
shipped, fell to 0.78 from
March’s 0.79, which had been
the lowest figure in nine years.

Despite this, the Nasdaq com-
posite. with a technology con-

tent of 40 per cent, closed the
month 35.1 points higher at

1225.62.

Among the leading informa-

tion technology shares. Micro-
soil. Intel and Compaq Com-
puter all posted gains at the

start of the month after report-

ing generally better than
expected first-quarter results

and mostly positive comments
on the earnings outlook.

In contrast. Apple Comput-
er's shares closed the period at

little changed at 24T4 despite

unveiling a new strategy -
i including a slimmed-down
product line - designed to

return the troubled US com-
puter manufacturer to profits.

Mr Gil Amelio. who took
over as chairman three months
ago after Mr Michael Spindier
was ousted, said Apple was at

a crossroads - "we can return
to prosperity or begin a long
alow decline into irrelevancy.

The difference will depend on
how well the organisation
cornea together behind united
goals," Mr Amelio said.

However, the group, which
reported a S740m (£490m) on
sales, down 18 per cent to

S22bs in the second quarter,

subsequently warned in a

Securities and Exchange Com-
mission filing that it will

remain in loss this year.

Dell Computer's shares rose
sharply after it announced first

quarter earnings which com-
fortably outpaced most ana-

lysts’ forecasts. The group
reported that its earnings rose

33 per cent to 84 cents a share.

Other recent gainers have

included Oracle, the seconds

largest software group in the-

world, after Microsoft, whose
chairman Mr Larry Ellison haa
been the main, driving force'

behind the concept of the net'

work computer or Thin client'.

Last month saw Oracle.

International Business
Machines. Apple and Netscape

jointly unveil detailed and
open specifications for the new
machines - designed primarily

to be low-cost devices for

exchanging information over
the Internet or corporate intra-

nets - together with a list of
early manufactures.

(
Among those companies'

committed to launching net-

work computers later this

year. Acorn, the UK-based
.

technology group which under
took much of the work on the

NC “reference design’, said it

will launch a machine dubbed
the NetSurfer.

Like other companies which
have succeeded in synchronis-

ing their strategies with the

wave of investor interest in all

Internet-related matters,
Acorn’s shares have risen

sharply since last Autumn.

O ther companies which
appear to be riding the

Internet wave’ Indude
Oracle, whose strategy is now
closely linked to the growth of

enterprise networking and die

move towards rich content and
multimedia internetworking;
and Sun Microsystems whose
servers continue to provide

much of the corporate comput-
ing power behind the Intranet

and internal intranets.

Sun also continues to benefit

from interest in Java, the

Internet 'applef programming
technology which has now
been re-designated a mini oper-

ating system. In contrast, Sfli-

.

con Graphics shares remaio
under pressure as investors

weigh the impact of the

increasing competition posed

by Intel-powered machines at

the low end of the workstation

market and digest the implica-

tions of Silicon Graphics’
recent acquisition Of Cray
Research.

Next month 's FT-TT Review will

include a focus on ATM and
fast-switching - the topic was
held overfrom this issue, due to

pressure on space. The Julff

issue will also look at applied:

dons far multimedia. For mare
details, see panel, page 2
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